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ABSTRACT
THE COWBOY WAY: A STUDY OF LEADERSHIP PORTRAYED
IN WESTERN FILM FROM 1945 TO 1995
by
Ralph Lamar Turner

This study sought to examine leadership through the medium
of film, specifically the genre of the western. The western
is iconographic; representative of the American ethos, the
western embodied the "frontier myth." The purposes of this
study were to examine how leadership was portrayed in a
selected sample of western films dating from 1945 to 1995,
and to categorize and characterize the leadership methods
exhibited in each film.

Qualitative in design, the study was concerned with broad
description and discovery. Using observation as the data
collection technique and content analysis as the research
method, the study examined a sample of 29 pre-selected
western films released between 1945 and 1995. Individual
samples displaying leadership dynamics were drawn from each
film through the use of verbatims and character analysis.
Each film was examined for examples of leadership in order
to gain a better understanding of the role that leadership
played in the western and to ascertain leadership models
exhibited in the genre.

Conclusions of the study emphasized the diverse portrayals
of leadership exhibited through this genre. The western
showed a depth of character in relation to leadership,
displaying a variety of styles, motifs, and characteristics
representative of several leadership theories. Some of the
concepts of leadership, and the underlying theories and
styles portrayed, revealed a universal quality about
leadership that transcended theoretical research. The
western was a multi-faceted venue through which to study
leadership, providing a unique perspective on the dynamics
involved in the leadership process both through theory and
by pr a xi s.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Leadership is an elusive and ever-changing idea,
encompassing a variety of definitions and forms. Leaders,
and leadership, have long been the subject of study,
research, and reflective analysis. Stogdill's

(1974)

"magnum

opus" on leadership "drew on over 3,000 selected sources,
and the revision of that volume by Bass
2,000 references"

(1981) added another

(Immegart, 1988, p. 259). Over 600

institutions of higher education provide courses in their
curricula "devoted to leadership"
as Bennis & Nanus

(Bass, 1990, p. x i i ) . Yet,

(1985) noted, there is a hard-to-define,

enigmatic quality about leadership:
[leadership] the young attack it and the old grow
wistful for it. Parents have lost it and the police
seek it. Experts claim it and artists spurn it, while
scholars want it. Philosophers reconcile it (as
authority) with liberty and theologians demonstrate
its compatibility with conscience. If bureaucrats
pretend they have it, politicians wish they did.
Everybody agrees that there is less of it than ther
used to be. (p. 1)
Etzioni

(1961) described leadership as "power-based,"

relying predominantly on personal characteristics,
normative in nature"

(p. 116), and Bennis

"usually

(1966) contended

that effective leadership "depends primarily on mediating
between the individual and the organization in such a way
that both can obtain maximum satisfaction"
varying the definitions of leadership,

(p. 66). However

the importance of its
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study is not in dispute. For, as Bass
stated:

(1990) poignantly

"The study of leadership rivals in age the emergence

of civilization, which shaped its leaders as much as it was
shaped by them"

(p. 3).

The search for viable and pertinent leadership models
has taken scholars in a variety of different directions,
down numerous paths and avenues. The styles of real-life
political and social leaders
Allman,

1992; Burns,

1993; Bass,

(Nacos,

1978), business executives

1990; Hater & Bass, 1988)

administrators

(Buell, 1992; Peck,

1994;

(Mai-Dalton,

and educational

1991; Norris,

well as their fictional counterparts
Knapp,

1994; Greenstein,

1990)--as

(Clemens & Mayer,

1987;

1988)--have been examined and analyzed.

Those wishing to explore both the surfaces as well as
the undercurrents of American culture have turned to movies
to find them. Reflected attitudes about broad topics such as
history,

race

(Ames, 1992; Gallagher,

gender

(Hagedorn,

1994; Hollinger,

1994),

sexuality (Hampton,

1993), and violence

Freed,

Pfeil,

1992),

1993; Hall & Hirschman,

1993; Hooks,

1993; Place,
1992;

1993; Murphy,

1992; Azzolina,

(Molitor & Sapolsky,

1993) have all been studied,

1994;

as well as

more narrow themes such as the portrayal of architects
(Wasserstein,

1995)--and cities

role of mentoring
as metaphor
(Teachout,

(Lazar, 1994)

(Sharrett,

1992),

and the

in American movies. Mexico

(Kraniauskas, 1993), middle-class rage
1993), aliens and anti-Communists

(Schuman,
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1992)--the subjects that have been studied are wide-ranging.
Current studies using film as a primary investigative
resource reveal the interests of a cross section of
disciplines. Sociologists
Azzolina,

(Basic, 1992; Katzman,

1993), historians

(Taylor, 1995; Lind,

journalists, health care professionals
Glantz,

1994; Trocki & Thompson,

political pundants

well as educators
Lazar,

&

1993), business leaders and

(Saposnik,

(Johnson & Vargas,

1994; Manley,

1994)

(Hazan, Lipton,

(Kirman, 1994; Smith,

1995), religious scholars

1993;

1994; Bowman,

1994; Wall,

1992), as

1994; Shuman,

1992;

1994) are all seeking insights through

the use of cinema.
Called the "lingua franca of the twentieth century"
(Vidal,

1992, p. 66), cinema has always communicated to a

mass audience,

and now it is attaining an "ever growing

cachet" as a field of study in higher education

(Edgerton,

1993, p. 90). Movies are also being welcomed into the
classroom ab viable teaching tools
Vargas,

(Miller,

1994; Johnson &

1994) .

Film's relatively new-found recognition is, in part, a
byproduct of the reevaluation and subsequent elevation of
popular culture as a recognized source for inquiry, a
"process of legitimation" that has been driven by many of
academe's established disciplines
However,

cinema as an influence,

(Edgerton,

1993, p. 90).

rather than merely a

reflection, of American life is still a contested issue, or
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at least the degree to which movies are in fact an influence
continues to be debated

(Goytisolo,

1994).

In any case,

as

the intensification of interest in cinema as a descriptive-in some cases diagnostic--mechanism has increased,
of investigation has also shifted, as Edgerton
pointed out, from an "emphasis on aesthetics
art versus "bad" art?)

the focus

(1993)

(what is "good"

to a preoccupation with who is

wielding power in which contexts, over whom, why and to what
effect" (p. 90).
Even leadership is being studied through the "eyes" of
the camera

(Feenberg,

1994). Yet, no study has examined the

medium of the western film for portrayals of leadership.
Such a study is important because,

as Hunt

(1991) noted,

broadening the knowledge-base has "implications for the way
we come to understand and explore the reality we call
leadership"

(Hunt, 1991, p. 4).

The focus of this particular study is to examine how
leadership is portrayed in selected films within the western
genre. A film genre is a group of films having recognizably
similar plots, character types,
and themes

(Konigsberg,

settings,

filmic techniques,

1987). A genre film involves

familiar, essentially one-dimensional characters acting out
a predictable story pattern with a familiar setting (Osborn,
1990; Schatz,

1988). Osborn

(1990) also noted that genre

films develop their own iconography,
and visual coding"

their own "narrative

(p. 22).
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Leadership has often been synonymous with power
( E t z i o ni ,

1961; Hollander,

1985). Power is certainly a

primary ingredient in the American western film genre which
pits the forces of "good versus evil,

lawman versus outlaw,

and protection of the family and community against a savage
wilderness"

(Sharrett, 1991, p. 91).

The western movie is the oldest American film genre,
and at one time, was the most prolific of all genres.
During many years both before and after World War II,
westerns accounted for as much as 30% of the total of
American movies produced annually

(Richards,

1984; Nachbar,

1974).
An Schatz

(1988) noted,

the western is "tied more

directly to social and historical reality than virtually any
other film genre"
in essence,

(p.26). The western is a film genre that,

is both geographically and historically

specific. This genre is defined generally as tracing "the
settling of the American West
west of the Mississippi)

(defined generally as the lend

from the end of the civil war until

the early twentieth century"

(Gehring,

1988, p. 27).

Hailed by Godard as "the most cinematic of cinema
genres," the western offered an appeal that defied all
boundaries

(O'Brien,

1992, p. 38).

As O'Brien

(1992)

explained:
What did Josef Stalin and Douglas MacArthur, Ludwig
Wittgenstein and Sherwood Anderson, Jorge Louis Borges,
Akira Kurosawa, and the janitor of a rooming house I
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once lived in have in common? They all loved Westerns.
Such a taste was a leveling factor of modern culture,
cutting across classes and nationalities. Whether as
pulp stories, novels, movies or television shows,
Westerns were basic cultural wallpaper for most of
the century.... (p. 38)
Part of the western film genre's appeal arose from its
surprising adaptability, evolving first from the dime novel
exploits of celluloid cowboys like William S. Hart and Tom
Mix to gradually more "realistic" portrayals, particularly
after 1945--depictions that, while adhering to certain
traditions, managed all the same to offer a complex and
diverse array of viewpoints

(O'Brien,

1992; Ajami,

1993).

"Since from the outside they all looked the same, Westerns
made excellent cover for a wide range of peculiarities and
hidden messages"

(O'Brien, 1992, p. 38).

Beginning in the 1960s, the genre's boundaries were
expanded once more, as auteurs, revisionist history, and
"spaghetti" westerns invaded the traditional western turf,
introducing among other concepts,
Western" and "anti-hero"

(O'Brien,

the idea of the "anti1992, p. 38).

The western film genre experienced a precipitous
decline during the 1970s

(Everson,

1992) ; the "death" of the

western is generally agreed upon as occurring in 1980, with
the spectacular failure of Heaven's Gate
Thompson,

1992; O'Brien,

However,
of rebirth,

("Riding," 1994;

1992).

in recent years, the western has shown signs

in the critical and commercial successes of
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films such as Dances with Wolves
and Tombstone

(1990), Unforgiven

(1994). This resurgence of interest,

(1992),
this

"step away from Boot Hill," offers the genre yet one more
avenue for evolution, allowing it to adapt, as it has in the
past,

to the social and political tenor of the times

(Zoglin,

1993).

The western film's "historical" backdrop--or more
specifically,

the ability of that setting to mutate

according to the needs of the filmmaker--is one of the
elements that have allowed the genre to so easily
accommodate changing times and attitudes
Slotkin pointed out,

(Everson,

1992). As

it is not only the frontier past the

western characterizes, but also the more recent past.

"The

events of the past twenty or thirty years...are all being
revisited through the western"

(Zoglin, 1993, p. 90).

Ken Burns, who is currently overseeing the production
of a 10-hour documentary series on the old West,

agreed,

explainin_ ul.at "History isn't really about the past-settling old scores. It's about defining the present and who
we are"

(Zoglin,

Konigsberg

1993, p. 90).
(1987) suggested that the western

transcended genre to become a symbolic definer of the
American ethos. He stated that "[the western] more than any
other film genre, and more than any other creative form, has
both embodied America's cultural history and helped shape
the nation's image of itself"

(p. 409).
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Because of this "defining" element,
genre's mass popularity,

scholars have long recognized the

western as a culturally relevant resource
O'Brien,

1992; Nachbar,

along with the

(Tompkins,

1992 ;

1974); and the genre has been the

subject of numerous social and political studies.

(Sharrett,

1991)
However,

never before has the western film been

examined through the "lens of leadership." It would seem
possible that bringing the study of leadership to bear on
this very American cinematic genre would yield insights into
the actions and characteristics of the Western "hero" so
dear to the American psyche,

in turn yielding a perhaps

richer comprehension of the facets of American leadership.
Statement of Purpose
Hunt,

Sekaran, and Schriesheim

(1982) noted that "many

scholars see the leadership establishment as concentrating
on narrow,
models"

highly deterministic, and rigidly delineated

(p. 1) . They go on to note that some defend this

form of inquiry as necessary in order to maintain scientific
integrity;

however, others argue that such applications of

the scientific method to leadership research "narrow the
focus too much,

screen out most of the potentially

interesting and important things that occur in leadership in
the real world,

and are primarily responsible for current

dismay with the leadership literature"

(p. 1). It was in the
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9

spirit of this second group that this study sought to
examine leadership through a non-traditional venue--the
venue of western film.
The purposes of the study were to (1) examine
leadership portrayed in films representative of the American
western cinematic genre from 1945 through 1995,
categorize and describe,

(2)

through content analysis,

the

leadership styles of the western "heroes" of each film, and
(3) determine how, or if, the leadership style presented
reflects leadership theory.
Statement of the Problem
Though leadership is an elusive and ever-changing
topic,

it continues to be studied in a variety of media and

by a variety of disciplines.
(1990)

stated:

It (leadership)

is, as Bass

"one of the world's oldest preoccupations"

3). The understanding of leadership has, as Bass went on to
note,

"...figured strongly in the quest for knowledge"

(p.

3) .
Leadership,

the very thought of it,(especially

effective leadership)

is the substance of myths and legends

(Beowolf. Homer's Iliad and The Odyssey, and Malory's Le.
Morte d'Arthur) . The study of it earned Nicolo Machiavelli
(The Prince) not only exile and a prison berth, but the
development of the Mach scale

(Christie & Geis,

1970). The

practice of it by such notables as Ghengis Khan and Adolf
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(p

Hitler turned the world upside-down.
The problem investigated in this study, however, was
how to describe, and possibly define,

leadership as

portrayed in the American western film genre from 1945
through 1995. The medium of film was chosen for its
universality. Film can transcend cultural boundaries while
still bringing to light topics and issues which are timely
and relevant.
The genre of the western was used for its richness
(Gehring,

1988) and its universality (Fenin, 1956) . The

investigation was guided by the following research
questions:
1.

What are the discernible leadership styles,

if

any, exhibited in the selected films?
2.

Do the leadership styles portrayed correspond
with existing leadership theory?

3.

If the styles reflect particular leadership
theories, do the films pre-date,

coincide with,

or occur subsequent to the general acceptance of
those theories?

Significance of the Study
Though a plethora of studies has focused both on
leadership style

(e.g. Tener,

and the Western (Sharrett,

1994; Bass,

1995; Ryan,

1992), a specific study of leadership,

1990; Burns,

1978)

1993; Thompson,
and corresponding
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11
leadership styles, portrayed in Western films is an avenue
that has not been fully explored.
Noted as the most significant film genre
Konigsberg,

1987; Nachbar,

(Schatz, 1988;

1974), the western is a

reflection of American concerns and American values, a key,
perhaps,

to the national psyche. Thus,

the western offers a

substantial depth of material that has never been used in
the study of leadership.

This study was limited to films released from 1945 to
1995, that fall within the western genre. The study has been
divided into two sections, with the first dealing with films
made before 1980. Chosen were films either produced in the
United States or popularized in the United States,

and that

achieved either critical success by receiving at least a
three out of a possible four star rating from two pr e
selected film critics, Steven Scheuer and Leonard Maltin, or
commercial success as defined by Joel Finler in The
Hollywood Story

(1988) .

After 1980, due to the veritable death and resurrection
of the western film genre

(Sharrett,

1991) , the criteria

were broadened to include films that succeeded--and failed-both critically and commercially (by not using the same
criteria as for the pre-1980 films), yet were considered by
the researcher as a representative sample of the genre.
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Because the western genre is a commercially driven form
(Schiff,

1982), successful films were imitated

(Osborn,

1990). However, with no more than a handful of westerns
being issued between 1980 and 1990, producers of western
films in recent years have had no reliable forms on which to
build

(Hardy,

itself,

1991). Thus, as the genre seeks to reinvent

the category of "representative western" must be

broadened.
In order to further delimit the massive number of
western films that have been made,
theatrical releases.

the films chosen were

In order to further delimit the study,

no made-for-television movies were included, nor were movies
included that were comedies, parodies,

or musicals. Also,

westerns were included that were set after the period of
World War I .
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

The review of the literature is a narrative that
"integrates,

synthesizes, and critiques the important

thinking and research on a particular topic"
Simpson,

(Merriam &

1984, p. 38). The goal of this literature review

was to create an understanding of the importance of
leadership, cinema, and the western genre. Though mucn has
been written on each of these disciplines individually,
there has been nothing published on leadership as portrayed
through the genre of western film.
This study was undertaken because leadership is an
integral part of any western film, with the repercussions of
leadership being made clearly evident and understood-through visual and aural interpretation--in a way that
cannot be achieved through the medium of print. The medium
of visual imagery transcends the barriers of language,
education,

and socioeconomics. Henri Matisse,

Matisse on Art

in Flam's

(1994), suggested that the picture was a

condensation of sensations, and the Chinese proverb expounds
upon this reality by stating that "One picture is worth more
than ten thousand words"

(Bartlett,

1968, p. 149).

Leadership
There are as many definitions of the concept of
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leadership as there are researchers "engaged in its study"
(Hoy & Miskel,
this study,

1991, p. 252). However,

for the purposes of

the definition of a leader will be the

following:
A person who stands at the head of an
enterprise or movement (often political or military)
and who guides followers toward a goal (social,
cultural, ideological, and/or geographical).... The
leader's position does not guarantee virtue; leaders
can be evil as well as good, law-breakers as well as
law-makers. Nor does the leader's position guarantee
the respect of the followers; an incompetent
leader may be judged weak, and a forceful leader
may be considered dangerous....But all leaders,
whatever the response they evoke, are judged according
to their ability to direct and command the groups at
whose head they stand. (Knapp, 1988, pp. 733-734)
The word leadership can be traced "at least as far back
as early Greek and Latin and is derived from the verb to
act"

(Jennings,

1960, p. 3). Jennings

(1960) noted:

Arendt shows that the two Greek verbs archein (to
begin, to lead, and finally, to rule) and prattein (to
pass through, to achieve, to finish) correspond to the
two Latin verbs agere (to set into motion, to lead) and
gerere (the original meaning of which was to bear.) It
was believed that each action is divided into two
parts, the beginning, made by a single person, and the
achievement, performed by others who "bearing" and
"finishing" the enterprise see it through, (p. 3)
To understand the dynamics of leadership, one must also
realize that there are as many variations to what
constitutes an effective leader as there are definitions of
the term

(leadership)

itself. Bass

(1990) updated and

expanded Stogdill's earlier work, Handbook of Leadership
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(1974), which covered more Chan "3,000 books and articles on
the subject"

(Herring,

1990, p. 114),

thus updating the

research on this burgeoning field.
The need for studying leadership has been well
documented
Garcia,

(Hunt, 1991; Bass,

1987; Stogdill,

1960). As Hunt

1974; Fiedler,

(1991) noted,

increase in interest

1990; Kotter,

1988; Fiedler &

1967; Jennings,

"there has been a dramatic

[leadership] with a far wider group of

people involved in serious study of the area"

(p. 2). Hunt

(1991) went on to state:
Indeed, this increase in interest means that things
are moving so rapidly that unless we run extremely fast
we are in danger of falling behind in terms of what
is happening in the field today, (p. 2)
This work seeks to explore the dynamics of leadership
through the medium of western film.

It is an attempt to

analyze the inter-relationships involved in leadership from
a different venue than has been typically used. The looming
question for any leadership study is: What is leadership,
and how is it expressed? Is it expressed,

as Etzioni

defined it, through power--either physical
control through force), material

(1961)

(coercive:

(remunerative: control over

material resources and rewards), or symbolic

(normative:

control over the allocation and manipulation of symbolic
rewards and deprivations)? Or, is leadership expressed
through the initiation of structure

(Hemphill & Coons,

1957); by coordinating and giving direction

(Fiedler,
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or through influence (Stogdill,
it fate

1974; Moscovici,

1985)? Is

(the great man theory), personality characteristics

(trait theory), situational in nature
(contingency/noncontingency theories), or a combination of
all of these?

The Great Man Theory
The great man theory was perhaps the first articulated
concept of leadership, dating all the way back to Plato. As
Jennings

(1960) pointed out, the "parent of our modern

approach to leadership is the great man theory"

(p. 3).

Citing Hannah Arendt's The Human Condition. Jennings
(I960) examined the dual nature of the word "leadership" in
both its Greek and Latin derivations. According to Jennings,
the origin of the word can be found in corresponding Latin
and Greek verbs meaning "to act." However, Arendt has shown
that "to act" in both languages was not a single verb, but
actually two--one meaning

:to start" and the second meaning

"to finish." The initiation of the act was thought to be a
solo endeavor,
At first,

the achievement of it a group effort
according to Arendt,

(p. 3).

the initiation and the

follow-through were dependent upon each other, while later
on the functions became separate: the leader commands,

the

follower follows.
Thus the act of initiating or
individual from others before
him. "Yet the strength of the
itself only in his initiative

beginning isolates an
he finds others to join
beginner or leader shows
and the risk he takes,
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not in the actual achievement."

(Jennings,

17
1960, p. 3)

Thus, early Greek or Latin leaders could seize credit
for the accomplishments of a large group,

and thereby

aggrandize their reputations. This, Jennings
laid the groundwork for the great man theory:

(1960) noted,
"It is

probably in this way that the delusion of extraordinary
strength arose and with it the fallacy of the strong man who
is powerful because he is alone"
According to Jennings

(p. 4).

(1960), it was Plato who first

formalized and widened the chasm between "leading and
executing," and who posited that the two separate functions
demanded two separate sorts of talents.
In other words, Plato draws the dividing line between
thought and action with the general idea that he who
knows does not have to do, and he who does needs no
thought or knowledge, (p. 4)
Plato,

in The Republic, presented a philosophical

argument for the great-man theory. He believed in the
omniscient lawgiver who formulated the character and
direction of the ideal city-state. As with Plato, the great
man theory espoused that leaders were "born, not made."
Nowhere was this theory more evident than Plato's allegory
of the metals, when he stated that "the gods who fashioned
you

[citizens]

mixed gold in the composition of those among

you who are fit to rule,..."

(p. 106). Plato's great man was

a "lawgiver," created as part of Plato's master plan for a
utopian city-state.

Aristotle

(Politics) advocated that

from birth some were destined to lead and others to follow.
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Machiavelli

(The Prince) formulated his great man

theory, his "Prince," during a turbulent period of the
Italian Renaissance,

in an attempt to unite five city-states

into a single nation-state. Though Plato's great man was a
lawgiver, Machiavelli's was a politician,

skilled in the art

of manipulation. Machiavelli believed in the omnipotent
great man, for he felt that a powerful leader was essential
in two major instances, at the inception of an organization
and at a time of severe crisis.
Still, Machiavelli's creation, as well as Plato's, was
theoretical. Thomas Carlyle's great man was not only flesh
and blood, he was also the motivating element of history.
Whereas Machiavelli believed that effective leadership
depended upon the power of cunning and force, Thomas
Carlyle,

the English poet, wrote in his work "Heroes and

Hero-Worship"

(1841) : "The history of the world is but the

biography of great men"

(Bartlett,

1968, p. 577).

Jennings

(1960) noted that it was Carlyle's belief that history was
merely a chronicle of the deeds of great men, for without
them there would be no history.
Carlyle felt that the mass of humanity was
indistinguishable, and that it was the great man that gave
"light and leading" to humanity. For, as he said:

"No sadder

proof can be given by a man of his own littleness than
disbelief in great men"

(Bartlett,

1968, p. 577). This "herd

mentality" was to be propagated later by such notables as
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Gustave LeBon,

Friedrich Nietzsche, and Adolf Hitler.

Plato concentrated on the autocratic nature of
leadership; Machiavelli and Carlyle emphasized the principle
of domination.

But it was John Stuart Mill and William

James who brought the ideals of democracy and individualism
into their formulations of the great man leadership. Mill
espoused the electoral process as the best way of
determining great men, and James "voiced our essential
belief that through vigorous action one can greatly
determine his destiny"
John Stuart Mill
approach,

(Jennings,

1960, p. 8).

(1806-1873)

took a rather different

for he saw great men as:

individuals who would create as many centers of
independent thought as possible and whose powers of
persuasion would be used to enlighten the people and
give them a robust aptitude for critical, independent
thought. (Jennings, 1960, p. 8)
Emile Durkheim

(1858-1917),

the French anthropologist,

felt that the collective mind of the society gave the
individual his consciousness. The individual mind,
therefore,

is merely the product of collective action

(collective consciousness), and thus merely internalizes the
social values of the community. There is no room,

therefore,

in Durkheim's theory for the individual as a conscious
innovator

(Jennings,

1960, p. 9).

The behavioralist Gustave LeBon, in studying the
irrationality of the French experience during the Revolution
(The Crowd) , concluded that crowds form a single "being,"
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which becomes subject to the "law of the mental unity of
crowds"

(Jennings,

1960, p. 12). One of the features of this

law is that the crowd is given to action,

not rationality;

thus members descend "several rungs on the ladder of
civilization," acting more on impulse and by "barbarian
instinct" than by reason. Therefore,

the role that the

leader plays--for such a crowd--is to merely invoke pointed
and clear images that create strong sentiments

(this was

expertly done by Adolf Hitler), thus moving the crowd to
action (Jennings,

1960).

On the American scene, William James

(1842-1910)

voiced

the essential belief that through vigorous action one can
greatly determine one's own destiny. He was, however,

a

proponent of the thought that individuals, many times,

need

"situations or moments that will bring their genius to the
fore," for without this many great men would remain obscure
(Jennings,
leadership,

1960. p. 14). This form of "situational"
is a "marriage" between the personality of the

leader and the nature of the situation. James put emphasis
upon the functional role of the leader. He saw the leaders
role as that of being a resource for helping his fellow man
resolve problems,

and the leader's essential tool is the

ability to form a theory that will, when applied to the
problem at hand,
essential,

satisfactorily resolve it. Leaders are

for as Jennings

(1960) noted:

they formulate theories, policies, and ideals that give
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direction and character to an age and their presence
and character help to define the character of society.
The quality of their contribution is such that
history is substantially changed, (p. 8)
It was only in the 1920s and 1930s that the concept of
human relations was allowed entry into the productivity
dynamic. Earlier "scientific" management methods, as
espoused by the engineer Frederick Taylor, viewed workers as
an extension of the machines--"to be manipulated by their
leaders"

(Hersey & Blanchard,

1982, p. 84). The primary

interest of management was to create a standardization of
the production process--getting the machines, and the
workers who ran them to work more efficiently and more
expediently

(Bass, 1990).

But with the groundbreaking work of the Hawthorne
studies in 1924,

it became evident that the human factor--

the way workers felt--was at least as significant,
more,

if not

than the physical conditions under which they worked

(Bass,

1990) .

Trait Theory
According to Bass

(1990), the idea that leaders

possessed superior qualities gave rise to the trait theory
of leadership, which dominated the study of leadership until
the 1950s. Attempting to identify "distinctive physical or
psychological characteristics of individuals that relate or
explain behavior of leaders"

(Hoy & Miskel,

1991, p. 253),

researchers sought to "isolate specific traits that endow
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leaders with unique qualities that differentiate them from
their followers"

(Hoy & Miskel,

1991, p. 253). Traits were

classified under such headings as:
1. capacity (intelligence, alertness, verbal
facility, originality, and judgment).
2. achievement (scholarship, knowledge,
and athletic accomplishments).
3. responsibility (dependability, initiative,
persistence, aggressiveness, self-confidence,
the desire to excel).
4. participation (activity, sociability,
adaptability, and humor).
5. status

and

cooperation,

(socioeconomic position and popularity).

6. situation (mental level, status, skills,
needs and interest of followers, objectives
to be achieved, and so on).
(Bass, 1990, p. 76)
McLean and Weitzel

(1992) noted:

Early trait theorists explained leadership in terms of
traits of personality and character. Bird compiled a
list of seventy-nine such traits from twenty
psychologically oriented studies. But the pure trait
theory ultimately fell into disfavor, as critics
concluded that both person and situation had to be
included to explain the emergence of leadership.
(p. 53)
Therefore,

the trait approach "came under fire" with

the scrutiny of researchers such as Stogdill
(1954), and Mann

(1948), Gibb

(1959). Stogdill's review of 120 trait

studies "concluded that the trait approach by itself had
negligible and confusing results"

(Hoy & Miskel,

1991, p.

253) .
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Though Stogdill's work did not totally disprove the
trait theory, neither could he confirm it. His survey could
not conclusively point to any universal traits of
leadership.

Stogdill felt that it was a combination of

individual traits and situational controls,

as well as the

interaction between them, that was important for
ascertaining leadership
As Bass

(1990)

(Bass, 1990).

further noted, prior to Ralph Stogdill's

paper (Personal factors associated with leadership: A survey
of the literature), leadership research focused on universal
traits; however,

after Stogdill's article "situation-

specific analyses took over, in fact, dominated the field"
(p. 59) .
As Herring

(1990) remarked:

"The trait theory approach

gave way to behavioral approaches which,

in turn, gave way

to the situational approach as a means for investigating
leadership"

(p. 118). Thus,

it had been concluded that

leaders v __ not born, but created by the situation

(Hoy &

Miskel, 1991).

Situational Leadership
The classic Ohio State studies conducted in the late
1940s

(Hemphill & Coons) and early 1950s

(Halpin & Winer)

were the vanguards for most of today's concepts of
situational leadership. The Ohio State studies "focused on
the relationship of two categories of leadership behavior,
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initiating structure and consideration,
effectiveness"

(Zorn & Leichty,

to leader

1991, p . 11).

Hemphill and his associates developed a list of 1,800
statements to describe different aspects of behavior of
leaders, which was narrowed to 150 statements. This research
became the basis for the first form of the Leader Behavior
Description Questionnaire--the LBDQ

(Bass,

1990).

Building on Hemphill and Coons' earlier research,
Halpin and Winer

(1957) identified two primary factors

affecting leadership behavior:
On the LBDQ, respondents rated a leader by using one
of five alternatives to indicate the frequency or
amount of the particular behavior that was descriptive
of the leader being rated. Responses to items were
simply scored and added in combinations to form
subscales on the basis of the similarity of their
content. These subscale totals were then
intercorrelated and factor analyzed. Two factors were
produced: consideration and the initiation of structure
(Bass, 1990, p. 511).
However, Hersey and Blanchard (1977) noticed that the
results were inconsistent regarding the relationship of two
leadership behaviors
behavior)
Yukl

(task behavior and relationship

to subordinate performance and satisfaction. Ls

(1981) noted:

"Task behavior corresponds approximately

to Initiating Structure in the Ohio State Leadership
Studies,

and relationship behavior corresponds approximately

to Consideration"

(p. 140). Hersey and Blanchard suggested

that these inconsistencies were the result of situational
factors,

in particular the "maturity" level of the
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subordinate

(Zorn & Leichty,

1991). Maturity was defined as

"the capacity to set high but attainable goals

(achievement

motivation), willingness to take responsibility,
education and/or experience"

(Hersey & Blanchard,

and
1977, p.

161). Situational Leadership Theory became "characterized as
the doctrine that a leader's style should be modified
according to the variable circumstances encountered"
& Weitzel,

(McLean

1992, p. 45). Therefore, Situational Leadership

Theory was "an attempt to provide a leader with some
understanding of the relationships between effective styles
of leadership and the level of maturity of followers"
Miskel,

(Hoy Sc

1991, p. 291). Though Hersey and Blanchard knew that

situational variables

(such as expectations of the leader's

boss, the nature of the task, and time pressures)

"are

sometimes as important as follower maturity,... they have
chosen to exclude these other kinds of situational variables
in order to have a more narrowly focused model of leader
effectiveness"

(Yukl, 1981, p. 141) .

Building upon the Ohio State Leadership Studies, Hersey
and Blanchard devised the Situational Leadership model for
use by managers in deciding what leadership styles are
appropriate for various situations. The authors believed
that, with the use of the model, managers would be able to
evaluate individual situations, and, along with determining
their subordinates'

level of "readiness," select the

appropriate leadership style

(Hersey & Blanchard,

1982).
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According to Situational Leadership Theory, as the
level of subordinate maturity increases, the leader
should use more relationship-oriented behavior and less
task-oriented behavior up to the point where
subordinates have a moderate level of maturity. As
subordinate maturity increases beyond that level, the
leader should then decrease the amount of
relationship-oriented behavior, while continuing to
decrease the amount of task-oriented behavior. (Yukl,
1981, p. 141)
The leader,

in order to determine what leadership style

to use with a person in a given situation, must ascertain:
1. what areas of an individual or gro u p's
activity [the leader] would like to influence;
2. determine the ability or motivation
(maturity level) of the individual or group; and
3. decide which of the four leadership styles
[delegating, participating, selling, telling]
would be appropriate with the individual or
group, given the situation (Hersey & Blanchard,
1982, p. 156).
Situational leadership consisted of basically two
approaches

(McLean &. Weitzel,

1992): the noncontingency and

contingency theories. The noncontingency theorists believed
that "situational relativity is a matter of individual fine
tuning...by the leader ... nothing more ... and there is little
reason to consider situational differences"

(McLean &

Weitzel,

1992, p. 45). Such theorists as Lipert

McGregor

(Theory X & Y ) , Ouchi

Mouton

(System 4),

(Theory Z ) , and Blake and

(9-9 leadership style) would fall into this camp,

for

each would espouse the view that there "is one best approach
to managing that is universal in its application"
Weitzel,

(McLean &

1992, p. 45).
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Noncontingency Approaches
By the late 1950s, researchers began embracing new
perspectives on leadership, expanding and refining concepts,
so that by 1960, Douglas McGregor was able to formulate,
formalize,

and

two separate and distinct management styles

[based on a set of presumptions or beliefs held about human
nature

(Hodgkinson,

1983)]: Theory X and Theory Y.

Theory X managers hold three basic assumptions about
human nature:

that most people are lazy,

that most people

must be forced to work, and that most people are
irresponsible. As Hodgkinson (19 83) noted:
Theory X accentuates the negative: It takes as
its basic premise about human nature that man as
worker (man as organization member) has an inherent
disinclination to work.
He will avoid work if he
can and, therefore, needs to be coerced in some way
into doing it. And, of course, he will need
supervising. Moreover, man the worker, the
organization member, prefers direction and the
security of authority to responsibility and the
insecurity of risk taking and decision making: the
X-mar. io dependent or infantile in Argyr i s1s sense.
(p. 83)
Theory Y managers, on the other hand,

hold that people

are not averse at all to work, but could be highly motivated
and capable of self-discipline when committed to a goal.
is the direct antithesis of Theory X, for "work,
satisfying,

It

if

can be play; man will exercise self-direction

and assume responsibility,

if he is committed; he can find

opportunity for fulfillment in organizational life and can
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be left to work without supervision"

(Hodgkinson,

1983, p.

84) .
Ouchi

(1981) noted that one American business executive

felt that the key issue facing American businesses was that
"the Japanese know how to manage better than we do"

(p. 3).

Therefore, with the insurgence of Japanese technology came a
third style of management--Theory Z.
Theory Z is a philosophical management theory based on
the single premise that "involved workers are the key to
increased productivity"

(p. 4). It is built upon the idea of

creating an internal corporate culture developed around the
shared values of trust, intimacy, cooperation,

teamwork,

and

egalitarianism (Ouchi, 1981). Theory Z perpetuates the
concept that by creating a "society of people who are
knitted together through many bonds", personal balance and
increased productivity will be achieved
The serendipitous effect,
satisfied worxer,

(Ouchi,

1981, p. 8).

it is felt, will be a more

and, therefore, a more harmonious and

cohesive organization.

Contingency Approaches
Unlike the noncontingency theorists,

the contingency

theorists believe that there is no one "best" style of
leadership

(Hoy & Miskel,

1991). The contingency theorists

such as Fiedler

(contingency theory, cognitive resource

theory), Garcia

(cognitive resource theory), and House
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(path-goal theory), felt that leadership effectiveness
depended o n :
[the] fit between personality characteristics and
behavior of the leader and situational variables such
as task structure, position power, and subordinate
skills and attitudes. (Hoy & Miskel, 1991, p. 270}
House's path-goal theory,

Fiedler's contingency model,

and Fiedler and Garcia's cognitive resource theory would be
considered contingency theories,

for each felt that

leadership effectiveness was directly related to situational
requirements.
In his Path-Goal theory of leadership, House

(1971)

sought to describe how the concepts of leader behavior and
situational favorableness were integrated in effective
leadership. The theory, as Hoy and Miskel

(1991) explained,

"is called 'path-goal' because it explains how leaders
influence their subordinates' perceptions of work goals,
personal goals, and paths to goal attainment"

(p. 270).

House held that "the leader's most important role is to
motivate followers," and his system of leadership sought to
clarify "paths to desired goals
Weitzel,

[of followers]

(McLean &

1992, 47). Leaders are seen as effective when they

"enhance the acceptance, satisfaction,
of their subordinates"

(Hoy & Miskel,

and motivation levels
1991, p. 270).

Based on the Ohio State Leader Behavior Description
Questionnaire

(LBDQ) studies,

Path-Goal theory focuses on

leader behavior. These studies measured two basic types of
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leader behavior--initiating structure and consideration.
Initiating structure included any leader behavior "that
delineates the relationship between the leader and the
subordinates and, at the same time, establishes defined
patterns of organization, channels of communication, and
methods of procedure"
Consideration,

(Hoy & Miskel,

1991, p. 262).

according to Hoy and Miskel

leader behavior that indicates friendship,
interest,

"includes

trust, warmth,

and respect in the relationship between the leader

and members of the work group"
(1974)

(1991),

(p. 262) . House and Mitchell

indicated four categories of leader behavior, which

were labeled and defined as:
1. Supportive leadership: behavior that includes giving
consideration to the needs of subordinates, displaying
concern for their well-being, and creating a friendly
climate in the work unit.
2. Directive leadership: letting subordinates know
what they are expected to do, giving specific guidance,
asking subordinates to follow rules and procedures,
scheduling and coordinating the work (same as
Instrumental Leadership)
3. Participative leadership: consulting with
subordinates and taking their opinions and
suggestions into account when making decisions.
4. Achievement-oriented leadership: setting
challenging goals, seeking performance improvements,
emphasizing excellence in performance, and showing
confidence that subordinates will attain high
standards. (Yukl, 1981, p. 146)
Yukl
leadership,

(1981) noted that,

"A situational theory of

Path-Goal Theory says that the effect of leader
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behavior on subordinate motivation and satisfaction depends
on the leadership situation"

(p. 147) . For,

in this theory,

leadership behavior is coupled with situational factors,
such as

(1) personal characteristics of subordinates --needs,

abilities, personality traits; and (2) environmental
pressures and demands--task structure,
formalization,
group

degree of

and supportive norms of the primary work

(Hoy & Miskel,

1991, p. 271).

Fiedler, on the other hand, sought to differentiate
between leadership style and leadership behavior. For
Fiedler (1967),

leadership behavior denoted "the particular

acts in which a leader engages in the course of directing
and coordinating the work of group members." Leadership
style, on the other hand, refered to "the underlying need
structure of the individual which motivates his behavior in
various leadership situations"

(p. 36).

In his Contingency Theory, Fiedler

(1967) sought to

make this critical distinction for the following reason:
"important leadership behaviors of the same individual
differ from situation to situation, while the need-structure
which motivates these behaviors may be seen as constant"

(p.

36) .
Hoy and Miskel

(1991) noted that,

"An underlying

assumption of the contingency approach is that different
types of situations require different types of leadership"
(p. 276). What effect the leader will have in any given
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situation is dependent upon that leader's power and
influence over the group. Yet, the power and influence of a
leader can be negatively or positively affected by the
situation itself. Fiedler pointed to three major factors
determining situational control: position power of the
leader,

task structure, and leader-member relations

(Hoy &

Miskel, 1991).
House

(1977) proposed a theory of charismatic

leadership based on the propositions that charismatic
leaders are likely to have a high self-confidence,

a strong

conviction in their own beliefs and ideals, and a strong
need to influence people. Burns, noted for his development
of a taxonomy (classification)
political leaders,

of leadership based upon

felt that the "heroic" leader, or

charismatic leader, was able to bring about radical
transformation in society. It was the charismatic leader,
exuding confidence, who was able to exact extraordinary
influence on followers. This type of leadership, as Burns
(1978) noted, was formulated by:
[a] belief in leaders because of their personage alone,
aside from their tested capacities, experience, or
stand on issues,- faith in the leaders' capacity to
overcome obstacles and crises; readiness to grant
to leaders the powers to handle crises; mass support
for such leaders expressed directly--through votes,
applause, letters, shaking hands--rather than through
intermediaries or institutions. Heroic leadership is
not simply a quality or entity possessed by someone;
it is a type of relationship between leader and
led. (p. 244)
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Burns is also noted for being the first to provide "a
comprehensive theory to explain the differences between
transactional and transformational political leaders"

(Bass,

1990, p. 23).

Transactional versus Transformational
For Burns, the transactional

(political)

leader, was

one who:
approach[es] followers with an eye to exchange one
thing for another: jobs for votes, or subsidies for
campaign contributions. Such transactions comprise the
bulk of the relationships among leaders and followers,
especially in groups, legislatures, and parties.
(Bass, 1990, p. 23)
Transactional approaches offer "either the promise of
reward or the threat of discipline, depending upon
followers' performance of specific measurable tasks"
& Weitzel,

(McLean

1992, p. 54) .

The transformational leader "is one who commits people
to action, who converts followers into leaders, and who may
convert leaders into agents of change"

(Bennis & Nanus,

1985, p. 3). Transformational leadership "occurs when one or
more persons engage with others in such a way that leaders
and followers raise one another to higher levels of
motivation and morality"

(Bass,

1990, p. 20). Burns

pointed out that within this leadership style,

(1978)

leaders and

followers may perform similar tasks and functions. However,
he also enumerated several key differences between the two.
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The leader takes the initiative in making leader-led
connection; it is the leader who creates the links that
allow communication and exchange to take place. The
leader is more skillful in evaluating followers'
motives, anticipating their responses to an initiative,
and estimating their power bases, than the reverse.
Leaders continue to take the major part in maintaining
and effectuating the relationship with followers and
will have the major role in ultimately carrying out the
combined purpose of leaders and followers, (p. 20)
Transformational leadership seeks to "inspire and/or
stimulate followers to join together in a mutually
satisfying achievement of genuine consequence"
Weitzel,

(McLean &

1992, p. 54). For the transformational leader the

needs of the followers are paramount.
Over the past decade, however,
words as shared "vision"
"stewardship",

the use of such key

(Nanus, 1992),

"servanthood", and

has made the new breed of leader sound as

much like a cleric or counselor as a CEO. Incorporating
gender and cultural issues, the 21st-century leadership
theorists seek to instill a "new" philosophy into the wo r k 
place .

Change Agents
Bennis and Nanus
organization,

(1988) noted that the successful

in order to be competitive and adapt to a

changing environment and world, must have the necessary
skills needed to create change. They need more than
effective management; they need leadership. As Jacobs
noted,

(1994)

"Real time strategic change can only occur if the
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leadership is willing to engage in the messy and sometimes
frustrating work of changing themselves and their
organization"

(p. 237). Jacobs

(1994) also noted that this

is best accomplished by supporting the change process in the
following seven ways:
1. By making the initial commitment to the process
required for the change effort to succeed.
2. By clearly articulating their rationale, needs,
ideas, and desires for the initiative.
3. By modeling behaviors consistent with the culture
they aspire to create.
4. By clearly conveying their thoughts, beliefs, and
values in the presentations they make to the total
group.
6. By thinking through and deciding on design
revisions in collaboration with the design team.
7. By reinforcing new ways of doing business over
the longer haul. (p. 240)
Furthermore,

Havelock and Havelock

(1973) noted

assumptions associated with viewing change as a problem
solving process:
Problem-solving is usually seen as a patterned
sequ-'-.Cw of activities beginning with a need,
sensed and articulated by the client, which is
translated into a problem statement and diagnosis.
When he has thus formulated a problem statement,
the client-user is able to conduct a meaningful
search and retrieval of ideas and information
which can be used in formulating or selecting the
innovation. Finally, the user needs to concern
himself with adapting the innovation, trying out
and evaluating its effectiveness in satisfying
his original need. (p. 8)
They suggested five points generally stressed by
advocates of this orientation:
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first, that user need is the paramount
consideration and the only acceptable value-stance
for the change agent; second, that diagnosis of need
always has to be an integral part of the total
process; third, that the outside change agent must
be nondirective, rarely, if ever, violating the
integrity of the user by placing himself in a
directive or expert status; fourth, that the
internal resources, i.e., those resources already
existing and easily accessible within the client
system, itself, should always be fully utilized;
and fifth, that self-initiated and self-applied
innovation will have the strongest user commitment
and the best chances for long-term survival, (pp. 8-9)
The primary change agent
(within the organization)

(leader) may be internal

or external

(outside the

organization), but for change to be both effective and
enduring,

it must be embraced by not only the leadership but

the organization as a whole. Therefore,
only successful,

the change agent is

and lasting change only occurs,

if the

organization is willing to adopt the change and the
ramifications of what that change entails. This
reaction/response dynamic was highlighted by Lewin

(1951'

where he noted that many times change tends to be short
lived,

for after an initial positive reaction group life

soon returns to its previous level. Lewin
therefore,

(1951)

suggested,

three aspects necessary for implementing

successful change:
unfreezing (if necessary) the present level, moving
to the new level, and freezing group life on the
new level. Since any level is determined by a force
field, permanency implies that the new force field is
made relatively secure against change.
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The 'unfreezing' of the present level may involve
quite different problems in different cases. Allport
has described the "catharsis" which seems to be
necessary before prejudices can be removed. To break
open the shell of complacency and self-righteousness it
is sometimes necessary to bring about deliberately and
emotional stir-up. (pp. 228-229)

Gender/Culture Issues in Leadership
Gender Issues. Historically, research studies have
traditionally examined the role of leadership through the
"eyes" of a white-male dominated culture. Shakeshaft
labeled this androcentrism,

"the practice of viewing the

world and shaping reality through a male lens"
Shakeshaft

(1995)

(p. 140) . As

(1995) noted:

Science and science-making tend to reinforce
and perpetuate dominant social values and
conceptions of reality. The funding of research,
the objects of study, and the use of research have
to date been dominated by white males. Not
unexpectedly, they have forged forms of thought
within an all-male world and, perhaps without
realizing it, have mistaken it for a universal
reality. As a consequence, these outcomes have
become the standards and norms by which all
experience is measured and valued, with women
as but one of the nondominant groups that have been
unrepresented, (p. 140)
Yet, as more women and minorities have entered
positions of power and influence,

studies examining whether

there are differences in leadership styles based on gender
(Osborn & Vicars,
Boulgarides,
Howell,

1976; Morrison, White, & Van Velsor,

1984) or culture

1988; Stewart,

1973)

(Miskin & Gmelch,

1987;

1985;

have become more prevalent.
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Bass, Krusell,

and Alexander

(1971) noted four

stereotypical beliefs held toward women seeking leadership
roles. They were revealed in a factor-analysis of 174 male
managers'

responses to a survey of their attitudes toward

working women. The results of the 56-item questionnaire gave
a picture of how the managers' perceived women in
relationship to work. The factors were:
career orientation,

(1) women lack

(2) women lack leadership potential,

(3)

women are undependable, and (4) women are emotionally less
stable than their male counterparts. Those managers who did
not work directly with women, or who had limited contact,
had a more positive regard for women than those who worked
more directly,

or had a supervisory role.

However, Martin
Gilson & Kane,
Aburdene,

1985,

(1993) cited research studies

1987; Hardesty & Jacobs,

(e.g.,

1986; Naisbitt Sc

1990) noting that "women and girls are more

relationship centered, nurturing, and sensitive than men and
boys are, due to different socialization experiences,
thus women make superior managers"

(p. 275-276).

and

Ikpa

(1995), citing Shakeshaft, presented "five characteristics
of the female culture" in educational organizations:
1. Women spend more time with people, communicate
more, care more about individual differences, are
concerned more with teachers and marginal students,
and are more effective motivators.
2. Women exhibit a more democratic, participatory
style, involve themselves more with staff and students,
ask for and get higher participation,...and maintain
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more closely knit organizations.
3. Since women are more likely to behave the same
way in public as they do in private, men often label
their behavior inappropriate.
4. The female administrator is always vulnerable to
attack in the male culture of educational
administration.
5. Women administrators exhibit greater knowledge of
teaching methods and techniques, are more likely to
help new teachers and supervise all teachers directly,
and create a climate more conducive to learning, that
is orderly, safer, and quieter, (pp. 178-179)
Female sex-role stereotypes, however,

labeled women in

positions of power, generally, as either submissive and
emotional,

or aggressive, domineering,

According to Symons

and manipulative.

(1986), upon interviewing 67 women

professionals and managers in France and Canada,

the women

felt that "gaining entry, establishing credibility,

and

managing their sexual identification in the 'corporate
tribe'

is a process

retested"

[for them] of being continuously

(Bass, 1990, p. 710). This,

however,

true for male counterparts. As Lipman-Blumen

is rarely

(1992) noted:

To address the complex demands of the
twenty-first-century workplace, organizational
and political leadership will need to reflect
certain behaviors to which females traditionally
have been socialized, but which many women are
being urged to abandon to ensure their occupational
success, (p. 184)

Cultural Nuances. There is also a need for leaders to
recognize,

and leadership styles to reflect,

the differing
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nuances of culture, for the ethnic landscape of the United
States has radically changed since the first wave of
European immigrants around the turn-of-the-century. Since
that time,

the United States has become a "patchwork" of

many cultures and conflicting ethos--of "people groups"
immigrating into American society (intercultural), and of
indigenous subgroups within American society
(intracultural).
Culture,

to a great extent, defines not only who and

what we are, but what we become.
one's way of understanding,

It is the determiner for

and the creator of one's style

of learning. Culture affects thinking as well as perception,
and the successful leader must be aware, and sensitive to,
cultural differences. Also,

styles and forms of leadership

will vary depending on the cultural background of the
leader. Whereas accomplishments

(generally defined as

personal, measurable, and visible),

for the average

(occidental) American, are a prime motivator, most non 
western cultures find ascription
-to family,

to the community,

or to one's patron)

(with an emphasis on being-

to one's trade or profession,

as the dominant motivating force

(Stewart, 1972).
A culture's world view

(Wei tangschauung)

determines the

response to that "reality." Concepts of power, the role of
authority,

superior-subordinate relations, personal needs,

views about work, concepts about time, concepts of
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leadership

(Thomas, 1991; Bass,

1990, Stewart,

1972) all

vary according to the cultural tenets held by the
individual(s). Therefore, Mai-Dalton

(1993) cited the need

for new models of leadership, and new methods for dealing
with the increasing cultural diversity found with the
workplace--and society as a whole. Leaders, and leadership,
must seek to recognize and reflect cultural distinctions,
along with an understanding and respect for differing
cultural concepts held toward leaders and leadership. This
is the only politically and socially viable solution,
the world,

for

as well as the office-place, is more and more

becoming a "global village."
Conclusion
Transcending tradition, and transforming the boardroom,
the rather static styles of the past are being supplanted by
ever-evolving leadership models. Today,
such terms as;
1992),

"connective leadership"

"followership"

leadership

(DePree,

(Covey, 1991),

1992),

researchers talk in
(Lipman-Blumen,

"principle-centered"

"quantum" leadership

1994), and "cultural" leadership

(Wheatley,

(Cunningham & Gresso,

1993). The "heroes" of today's business world are just as
likely to be the foreman as the founder,
have noted,

and executives have realized,

for researchers
that without the

concept of a cooperative venture, an enterprise cannot
survive--much less succeed.
Theories of leadership are as varied as the term
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itself. As McLean and Weitzel
an elastic,
itself,

(1992) noted,

"[leadership]

i

restless, even seething subject, and the word

leadership, may well be the second most intangible

word in our language"
cited Burns,

(p. 51). Rosenbach and Taylor (1993)

stating:

James McGregor Burns's 1978 remark that
leadership is one of the most observed and
least understood phenomena on earth is still true.
In 1984 he wrote that we know a lot about leaders
but very little about leadership, and that also
remains true today, (p. 1)
However,

though leadership is the primary focus,

it is

important in establishing the context of the study to
understand the role that cinema has played in both "shaping
and mirroring" society (as well as informing it).

The Role of Cinema
American cinema has long been acknowledged both as
cultural artifact as well as resonator of historical trends
(Lenihan,

1976). Moreover,

since the end of World War II,

scholars have begun to glimpse something more, something
deeper,
perhaps,

in the flickering light of the movie screen:
the American subconscious

(Lenihan, 1976).

Certainly, America's love affair with the movies
underpins this vision. As Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.

(1979)

wrote in his forward to American History/ American Film:
Interpreting the Hollywood Image:
the very nature of film as a supremely popular art
guarantees that it is the carrier of deep if enigmatic
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truth....for film is the only art where the United
States has made a real difference. The fact that film
has been the most potent vehicle of the American
imagination suggests all the more strongly that movies
have something to tell us not just about the surfaces
but about the mysteries of American life. (p. ix)
The aggregate nature of the process,

the "collective

effort and collective response," has also been cited as a
factor in the medium's revelatory significance:
If, as Emerson said and cultural historians have
always assumed, "No man can quite emancipate himself
from his age and country, or produce a model in which
the education, the religion, the politics, usages, and
arts of his times shall have no share," how much truer
this must be for art created by a crowd.
(Schlesinger, 1979 p. x)
What must be added is that the art is viewed and
experienced,

rejected or embraced, also by a crowd--

countless crowds,

in fact,

in countless theaters across the

nation. As Osborn

(1990) pointed out:

Because they are a popular form of mass communication,
films can exert a powerful influence upon society.
Film^ ?~n reach a widespread audience, for unlike
written communication, they can be understood (and
appreciated) by non-readers, (p. 3)
This influence has become a concern, particularly for
those in the social as well as medical sciences. Child
psychiatrists have long debated the merits of horror films
such as A Nightmare on Elm Street:
Master

Part IV. The Dream

(1988). For example, Derdeyn asserted that movies of

this type are "normal

’tunes’" that offer adolescents the

same affirmative mechanisms that fairy tales provide younger
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children; Strayhorn took the opposing view, contending
horror movies only promote violence, particularly sexual
violence

(Terr,

1992, p. 165) .

Believing that films "both shape and reflect social
values regarding tobacco use," Hazan,

Lipton, and Glantz

(1994, p. 998) examined the ways in which cigarette smoking
was portrayed in a random sample of top grossing U.S.

films

from 1960 to 1990. They found that while smoking among film
"elites," or protagonists, had declined,

tobacco usage

continued to hold a prominent position in films, depicted as
being nearly three times as common in movies than in the
actual population. The presentation of smoking in the movies
correlated with the images presented in tobacco
advertisements,

i.e., that smoking is "associated with

youthful vigor, good health, good looks and
personal/professional acceptance"(p. 999). According to the
study,

the decline of smoking by major film characters may

only serve to emphasize the smoking events.
They [movie producers] may be using smoking as a means
of enhancing the character of a figure, whereas
previously, smoking was so prevalent that no such
distinction could be m a d e .... films reinforce misleading
imagines and overstate the normalcy of smoking, which
may encourage children and teenagers, the major movie
audience, to smoke.(pp. 999-1000)
In the same vein, Trocki and Thompson

(1993) examined

the relationship between alcohol and sexual encounters,
particularly initial encounters, as portrayed in American
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films,

finding that "alcohol was frequently involved in a

complex interplay of power and gender issues woven into the
cinematic narratives"

(p. 69). Specifically, Trocki and

Thompson noted that movies frequently portrayed alcohol
usage in one of two major categories:

either as an avenue

to "obtain sexual access," usually male characters plying
women with alcohol in order to rape or seduce them; or as a
"disinhibitor," usually a female drinking "to help divest
herself of perceived social constraints"

(p. 70). As with

the smoking study, the reason for this examination was t w o 
fold :
we have turned to an examination of sexual encounters
in recent American cinema...to discern the types of
beliefs about alcohol and sexuality that are prevalent
in our culture.... because cinema in and of itself may
be an important source of cultural transmission about
such beliefs (Malamuth and Briere, 1986), a second
reason for this focus on film is that representation of
sexual encounters in film may have a powerful effect on
the formation of attitudes and sexual intimacy, (p. 68)
Researchers from various professional disciplines haTre
examined how their particular field is portrayed in cinema;
Gould

(1994) derided the distortions of the scientist in

films from Frankenstein
Mahon

(1931) to Jurassic Park

(1992)

and

(1994) noted the positive depiction's of journalists

in films such as The Paper

(1994) and I Love Trouble

(1994),

as well as the "journalism-bashing" of Natural Born Killers
(1994) .
Still other studies have involved more in-depth textual
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analyses.

Citing the unique juxtapositioning of the movie's

dramatic and comedic structures--a sort of "comedic
vertigo"--Payne

(1992) found political meanings inherent in

Dead Poets' Society:
This should alert us to the growing displacement of
political energies from standard rhetorical forms, and
toward ways in which contemporary individuals seek
political sustenance and expression in aesthetic and
cultural forums, (p. 21)
Using two divergent psychoanalytic theories regarding
pathological narcissism, Carveth (1992)

examined the

"contemporary disordered self" in the film Paris. Texas
(1984), as this disordered self relates to Buber's concept
of "metaphysical

'homelessness'"

In an "interpretative,
movie The Country Girl

(p. 99).

interactional reading" of the

(1954), Basic

(1992) used Bateson's

double bind theory to decode the interaction of the movie's
alcoholic protagonist with his wife and his friend/colleague
(p. 211). Again,

there was a dual reason for the study:

Unraveling the double bind in the alcoholic
relationship better reveals how this particular social
relationship destructively perpetuates itself through
time. Films like The Country Girl reflect society back
to itself, and in so doing contribute to the popular
culture's understanding of alcoholism, (p. 211)
Violence,

as it is portrayed in American films, and as

it affects audiences, has also been studied, notably through
the debate of Molitor and Spolosky (19 94) versus Linz and
Donnerstein

(1994) regarding violence toward women in

"slasher" films. Women's roles in cinema have also been
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studied both through a Christian perspective

(Wall,

as well as through a broader cultural viewpoint

1992),

(Hooks,

1992; The New E v e . 1994).
Cinematic portrayals of Vietnam have been readily
studied

(Taylor,

1995; Ripmaster,

1992; McMahon,

1994; Muse,

1992) , as Hollywood attempted to dissect the American psyche
through its cadre of Vietnam war films. Birdwell

(1992)

identified both the covert as well as overt messages of The
Stunt Man

(1992), Spear (1992) discussed the "political

morality and historical understanding" of Casualties of War
(1992), and Welsh (1992) surveyed the various treatments
Hollywood has accorded the conflict.
Racial and sexual roles have also come under
examination
Rothman,

(Shea, 1995; Hagedorn,

1993; Hollinger,

1994; Powers, Rothman,

1993). Ames

(1992)

looked at both

in his study of cop/buddy movies Shoot to Kill
Hard

(1988), Die

(1988), and the Lethal Weapon trilogy (1987,

1994),

&

1989,

finding in them a continuation of the black/white

"anti-marriage" first identified by Fiedler in American
literature
Gordon

(Ames,

1992, p. 52).

(1992) discussed the theme of family values in

science fiction films; Wasserstein

(1995) examined the role

of architects in movies, and Greenberg

(1992)

surveyed and

analyzed the depiction of cinematic psychotherapists. Thus,
it is apparent that the topics being researched through film
are as diverse and numerous as American movies themselves
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and that the medium of film has become a significant
resource for researchers from a variety of fields.

S-icrnificance of the Western
The premiere of the world's first "movie" in 1894
lasted all of 15 seconds on a coin-operated peep-show device
called the Kinetoscope, developed by Thomas Edison

(who

thought so little of his device he neglected to pay the
$150.00 for international patent rights). The following
year, Thomas Armat improved the projection process with his
Vitascope,

and by 1900, with the establishment of the

standard unit of one reel consisting of 1000 feet of film,
storytelling with the new medium was beginning to be
attempted

(Knight,

Still,

1972).

it was not until 1903, with Edwin S. Porter's

one-reel Western,

The Great Train Robbery, that audiences

were able to enjoy a true narrative film, and their response
left no doubt as to the fucure of the medium. The movie's
tremendous financial success launched the era of the
nickelodeon

(Hyams,

1983).

"In the truest sense, The Grsat

Train Robbery marked the beginning of both the art and the
industry of motion pictures"

(Knight,

1972, p. 901).

So it was that the Western was the first cinematic
genre,
part,

as well as the most prolific.

In fact, it was,

in

the industry's desire to make westerns that lured

movie producers to California and its scenery so conducive
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to the filming of the western

(Nachbar,

1974).

"Hollywood

owes its status as the American Mount Olympus largely to the
needs of Western film production"
Still,

(Nachbar, 1974, p. 2) .

neither volume nor longevity alone account for

the western's relevance as a source of study. It is also
what--and how--these movies communicate that enhance their
significance. Nachbar

(1974) pointed out that Western movies

"are thus far the single most important American story form
of the twentieth century"

(p. 2).

Though those born after 1970 might dispute John G.
Cawelti's

(1971) assertion that "surely no twentieth century

American needs to have the western's importance as a
cultural form demonstrated to him"
their parents,

(p. 2), baby boomers,

and grandparents could easily acquiesce to

the truth of the statement.
To understand the western movie's relevance,

it is

necessary to examine its context: the larger, overarching,
western genre, which had already captured America's
affection and loyalty prior to the premiere of The Great
Train Robbery

(1903) . Though dime novels and western shows

had come into vogue long before,
Jackson Turner,
Association,
articulating)

it was a scholar,

Frederick

in his 1893 address to the American Historic

who is cited by many as providing (or at least
the watershed idea from which the Western

genre blossomed

(Nachbar, 1974) .

Turner proposed the thesis that the history and
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development of America up to that point had been defined not
by European influences, but by the dynamics of a
civilization continually encroaching upon the frontier, a
frontier that had just officially closed
The frontier,

(Nachbar,

1974).

then, was more than a mere icon to the

American spirit, but, as Fenin

(1956) elaborated,

a key

component of the American experience.
Frontier as a dynamic part of American heritage, as
a symbol of an historical phenomenon, as a cultural
expression of a universal mythology that may encompass
all geographical and human barriers, spreading the
knowledge--an accurate knowledge, at last, of the
authentic 'homo Americanus.' (p. 10)
Thus, Turner's thesis "did not define American history
so much as he defined for Europeans-Americans the central
myth of their history"

(Nachbar,

1974, p. 3). While Turner's

concept was debated as a theory, the controversies subsided
as the hypothesis became accepted as a "suggested
interpretation" of American history
Fenin

(1956)

(Jacobs,

1972, p. 410).

explained why this idea struck a chord with so

many Americans in such diverse g r o u p s :
This epoch represents the combined, collective
efforts of great and different masses of people,
sparked with the manifestations of a striking
individualism. It is an era in which the American
believes, for his intellectual and physical approach to
it is, on a personal basis, fully satisfied. The
individualist finds a saturation of ideals in the
conquest of Nature and the law of the gun. And the
collectivist realizes that the Frontier movement
took the combined efforts of masses to plough the
earth, raise satisfactory hoof and horn cattle, create
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towns and cities,

(p.8)

The volume of western genre materials produced reveals
the extent to which the American public subscribed to this
concept.

In 1945, there were thirty western adventure pulp

magazines and six western love magazines currently in
publication,

in addition to the prodigious output of western

motion pictures and western novels during that time
(Cawelti, 1971).
This symbiosis between the overall western genre and
the western movie genre has been noted by a number of
scholars. As Thomas Schatz

(1988),

in his essay "The

Western," put it, "the western story has been told most
frequently, most powerfully and most accessibly on film"

(p.

25) .
In essence, then, the western movie is a well-loved
story told in a well-loved way. Perhaps it was realized that
here was the most American of cinematic themes, and that the
Western r^'lly represented,

in the words of the Italian film

critic, Giulio Cesare Castello,

"a common patrimony,

among all themes it is perhaps in its primitivity,
universal one"

because

the most

(Fenin, 1956, p. 9).

Some scholars have attributed the genre's popularity to
its democratic themes, to:
[its] preoccupation with individual freedom and
assertiveness amid social constraint and conformity
that has engaged so many leading thinkers in America,
from James Fenimore Cooper, Alexis de Tocqueville,
Ralph Waldo Emerson, and Henry David Thoreau in the
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nineteenth century, to Ernest Hemingway, David Riesman,
Herbert Marcuse in the twentieth century. (Lenihan,
1976, p. 16-17)
Others have pointed to the genre's flexibility,
amorphic nature that can produce High Noon

to an

(1952) as well as

high comedy--or even low comedy, as in the case of B1azing
Saddles

(1974); it is a genre with the flexibility to

contrast within a year such varied films as Little Big Man
(1970) and Big Jake
Jacks

(1971). Western movies may be One-Eyed

(1961) of idiosyncrasy, or as institutional as Fort

Apache

(1948), as modern as The Misfits

as She Wore a Yellow Ribbon

(1961), or as period

(1949) as idealistic as Hawks or

as nihilistic as Peckinpah. As Lenihan

(1976) noted:

Philip French put it more colorfully: 'The western is
a great grab-bag, a hungry cuckoo of a genre, a
voracious bastard of a form, open equally to
visionaries and opportunists, ready to seize anything
that's in the air from juvenile delinquency to
e cology.' (p. 26)
Most striking of all has been the way the genre has
bent to the changing winds of social and political
attitudes. Who wears the white hat? Who dons the black? What
is the meaning of aheaddress? These decisions are ever
changing,

ever evolving, a trend particularly evident since

the end of World War II, as westerns became
one of the mechanisms [America has] used to give form
and meaning to its worries about its own destiny and
at a time when its position seemed more central and
its value less secure than ever before.
(Lenihan, 1976, p. 9)
Garfield

(1982) encapsulated the barometric nature of
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westerns in his charting of the depiction of a lynching in
three successive western films: The Virginian
Ox-Bow Incident

(1929), The

(1943) and The Missouri Breaks

(1976) . In

The Virginian, the act of lynching is "regarded as heroic
though unpleasant necessity," while The Ox-Bow Incident
portrays lynching "as quite clearly an act of evil"

(p. 4).

In contrast to both earlier films, The Missouri Breaks shows
lynching to be "an ambivalent issue, that may be right or
wrong, depending on one's shifting loyalties"
Countryman

(p. 4).

(1983) observed that the nation's

"historical imagination" has not been shaped by historians,
but rather by artists and writers

(p. 18). Thus,

the western

is a "profoundly historical" genre, because first,

it

engenders "a sensitivity to the problems of historical
process and historical meaning," and second, because the
films examine historical problems from evolving points of
view, they "form part of the cultural history of our time"
(Countryman,

198 3, p. 18).

The enduring quality of the genre of the western rests,
in part at least, on its ability to speak to a hunger
for the past on the part of people who would never
read a scholarly monograph, (p.23)
According to some scholars,

it is the western movie's

"mythic" qualities that also drive its popularity and
underlie its significance. Kitses

(1974) found that the

western film orders and synthesizes archetypes and "elements
of displaced (or corrupted) myth" in such a fashion as to
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highlight them (p. 67) , while Wright

(1975) contended that

by examining the movies' narrative structure, certain models
of social action could be delineated,
model,

and in providing this

the western is "as much a myth as the tribal myths of

the anthropologists"

(p. 187).

In this same anthropological/sociological vein, there
is some agreement that all genres, especially the Western
movie genre, offer a framework for the creation of artistic
works that carry out cultural functions that have largely
moved into the domain of popular arts
1993; Thomas,

1990; White,

(Ajami, 1993; Shapiro,

1993). These functions include

religious ritual as well as games, which were explained by
Cawelti

(1971) as the "patterned experience of excitement,

suspense and release," an important mechanism which provides
"ego-enhancement through the temporary resolution of
inescapable frustrations and tensions through fantasy"
33) . It seems,

(p.

then, that the western movie genre is

significant culturally, politically and historically
(Lenihan,

1976).

Changes in the social and political climate,
differences in the players of the film, have created a
revolving cast of just who is considered "civilized" and who
is deemed "savage," but the tri-part nature of the Western
has remained a given throughout the history of the genre-from Gary Cooper's Virginian, who stands between the "evil
Trampas" and just men (Hardy, 1991, p. 19), all the way to
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Kevin Costner's John J. Dunbar, who stands between the Sioux
and the "Indian-hating white Union officers"

(Everson,

1992,

p. 279).
Cawelti

(1971) attributed the success of the Western

movie genre to its structure as a "brilliantly articulated
game," with two opposing players. One side represents
"civilization," the other "savagery." One side elicits the
viewers sympathy; the other doesn't. But while the two
players oppose each other, the game is three-sided, with the
third and most important element of the game being the hero,
"whose part," Cawelti explained,
man in the middle"

is "basically that of the

(pp. 71-72). It is this concept of the

man in the middle, which makes this genre an even more
relevant parallel to the study of leadership. For leadership
seeks to directly "influence one or more people in a
positive way so that the tasks determined by the goals and
objectives of an organization are accomplished"

(Hart, 1980,

p. 16). The leader stands, therefore, as a "man in the
middle" between the goal of the organization, and the
needs/will

(or desires) of the followers

The hero, then,
allocate the power,

(subordinates).

is a leader, a leader who attempts to
the resources and the victory to the

attainment of a determined goal. How he

(or she) reaches

that goal--the leadership style exhibited--is the purpose of
this paper. By examining this uniquely American hero,
through the "lens" of this uniquely American film genre,
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may be possible to create new insights into the nature of
leadership.

History of the Genre
As has been previously stated, the origin of the
western movie genre can be found in the dime novels and wild
west shows of the later half of the nineteenth century. By
1860, pulp westerns were being churned out according to
formula by stables of writers under contract to major
publishing houses

(Hyams, 1983}. Some of these westerns

featured real rather than fictional heroes, and writers such
as Prentiss Ingraham and Edward Z. C. Judson (who wrote
under the name Ned Buntline)

helped to craft legends out of

these flesh and blood cowboys, legends that have persisted
through the twentieth century.
Bill" Hickock,
tales

(Hyams,

"Buffalo Bill" Cody,

"Wild

and Wyatt Earp owe their fame to Buntline's
1983).

Yet Garfield (1982) nas pointed out, it was not only
Buntline's words that created the larger-than life imagery
of these frontiersmen.

"The Western myth, from the very

beginning, was cemented in the American imagination by
acting-out"

(p. 10). In 1871, both Cody and Hickcock were

featured in Buntline's melodrama, Heroes of the Plains. A
decade later, Cody premiered his "Buffalo Bill's Wild West"
show,

featuring Annie Oakley and Sitting Bull.

It was an

immediate success and spawned a host of imitators

(Hyams,
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1983, p. 13).
Although in the same decade,

hardcover western romances

and novels by writers such as Charles King were being
published, Garfield

(1982) identified the true roots of the

western movie genre as the wild west show.
Novelists... helped shape the genre, but its real
genesis was in performance... which put the emphasis on
visible action and visualspectacle. From the beginning,
the Western's most striking dramatic effects have been
physical: the panoramic vistas of the scenic West, the
graphic nobility of figures on horseback, the
excitement of fast hard action, (p. 12)
Indeed, Annie Oakley had already made her screen debut
nearly a decade before the premiere of The Great Train
Robbery, in an Edison-made short. Other Edison shorts in
1894 included Sioux Indian Ghost Dance. Indian War Council.
and Bucking Bronco

(Hyams, 1983).

However, after the phenomenal success of The Great
Train Robbery- western movies became a staple, with serials
such as those of Broncho Billy Anderson's, which echoed much
of the pulp western's formula

(Hyams, 1983) . Along with

Anderson, William S. Hart, starring in productions by Ince
and Griffith, became a box office draw, only to be replaced
by the "streamlined,

fast-moving, all-action" films of

cowboy star Tom Mix (Richards,

1984, p. 14) .

The talkies infused the western with new popularity,
beginning with The Westerners in 1929

(Richards,

1984).

Later in the next decade, another significant development in
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the genre would be introduced: the so-called "B" westerns,
produced to fill the demand provided by the newly
implemented "double bill," which itself was an effort by
studios to increase ticket sales during the Depression
(Richards,

1984) . These westerns were popular throughout the

thirties and forties, particularly with children,

featuring

such phenomena as singing cowboys a 'la Gene Autry and Roy
Rogers, and action heroes like the Cisco Kid

(Richards,

1984) .
Finally,

in 193 9, director John Ford brought the

western back into adult consideration, with his film
S t a g e c o a c h in that film and in his subsequent westerns,
Ford revealed both the aesthetic as well as commercial
potential for the genre.
Ford shot virtually all his films on location, getting
authenticity and beautiful backgrounds that were
impossible on back lots. He expanded the use of high
cranes and other mobile equipment to gain panoramic
scenes that gave the feeling of spaciousness essential
to Western epics. And his plots were serious stories,
aimed at adult audiences rather than children, and
filled with historical authenticity. (Richards, 1984,
p. 20)
According to Hardy (1991), during the next decade,
western movie grew increasingly introspective,

the

as "the

influence of psychology and film noir began to throw their
shadows over the genre"

(p. 104). Also in the forties,

first western television serial appeared,
Cassidy (Hardy,

the

featuring Hopalong

1991), an event that eventually signaled the
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death knell for the "B" western (Richards, 1984) .
In the fifties, a new trend of incorporating social
issues into westerns began with High Noon and Broken Arrow
(Hardy,

1991). Although Warshow (1962) decried this trend,

terming these movies "anti-westerns"
Hardy (1991),

(p. 148), according to

this development added new complexity and

flexibility to the genre.
It is not surprising therefore that the decade
witnessed a marvellous [sic] blossoming of the genre,
with directors Boetticher, Ford and Mann working at
their peak and the likes of Daves, Dwan, Fuller, Hawks,
Lang, Penn, Ray, Sturges, Tourneur and Walsh producing
individual masterpieces, (p. 188)
In the 1960s, the western movie genre was beset by a
burst of new trends, which, tornado-like, would blow through
the genre for the next two decades, demolishing old ideas
about the western in its wake. The spaghetti western,
beginning with A Fistful of Dollars

(1964) was one seminal

development, bringing not only a European sensibility to the
genre, but also a new level of violence

(Hardy, 1991) .

Director Sam Peckinpah, although working from a more
classical viewpoint, also raised the level of violence
(Hardy, 1991). Comedies, parodies, and a generalized "joky
relationship to the genre" also surfaced during this period
(Hardy,

1991, p. 274).

What exactly defined a "western" was now a highly
debatable issue. As Nachbar (1974) put it:
Like terrified shotgun riders on a Wells Fargo stage
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blasting away at shadows, the creators of contemporary
Western movies are nervously aiming their genre in
several directions at once. And like pellets from that
shotgun, the Western formula is spreading out into a
wide and confusing pattern, (p. 102)
The "repeatable experience" of the western genre

(as

well as other genres) was now being provided by television,
so much so, in fact, that television soon "drove them [the
genres]

into the ground"

(Schiff, 1982, p. 6). Television's

new dominance was reflected in another way: By 1968, the
number of Western magazines had dwindled to nine, many of
those being devoted to popular history

(Cawelti, 1971).

Part of this new grab-bag approach to the genre was
also due to the influx of the auteur school of filmmakers,
modernists who "wanted to explode film history, to create
ultimates and apotheoses, and to have the last word"
(Schiff,

1982, p. 35).

Thus,

"nearly every western of the Seventies was about

the genre," rather than being a part of the genre, according
to Schiff

(1982, p. 35). While other critics found these new

films within the genre's boundaries,

they, too, noted new--

and ominous--sensibilities and attitudes. Nachbar (1974)
coined the term "new-Westerns" films such as Will Penny
(1968) and Monte Walsh (1970) that still treated the cowboy
respectfully,

though not as an important element of society.

"Personal Westerns," according to Nachbar (1974), were films
such as The Wild Bunch (1969) and McCabe and Mrs. Miller
(1971), which might vary in theme and motivations from the
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traditional western, yet still maintained a story line that
revolved around "the epic moment
wilderness]

and the violent-but honorable hero of the

traditional-Western"
Still,

[when the pioneer meets the

(p. 105).

in both of these new types of westerns,

treachery of time" is a constant refrain

(Nachbar,

"the
1974, p.

110) . The glorious old West, these movies all seemed to be
saying, was dying.
Even what appeared to be standbys of the genre were in
fact betrayals. Comparing the evolution of John Wayne's
character in Red River (1948) and to his character in Chisum
(1970), Cawelti noted the degeneration in morality.
River. Wayne's character is not glorified;
individualism,

his tyrannical authority,

In Red

"his overbearing

and his ruthless

appeals to violence" are responsible very nearly for
destroying the cattle drive
the later movie,

(Cawelti,

1971, p. 116). Yet in

"these very aggressive qualities make the

hero successful, while the more pacifistic and less
domineering temperaments of younger men are shown to be
inadequate to the overcoming of evil"

(Cawelti, 1971, p.

166). Cawelti compared Chisum with the gangster movie, The
Godfather

(1972) asserting that both films "share a

disillusioned and pessimistic view of society and an
obsession with the place of violence in it"

(Cawelti, 1971,

p. 117).
Changes outside the genre were also conspiring to
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dethrone the western. A new hero was riding on to the scene
to steal the Western hero's thunder: the urban cop was
taking over, with fast cars and magnum force.
Clint Eastwood, who had become an international star
through his portrayals in westerns, began alternating from
one genre to the other,

first in Coogan's Bluff

(1968), and

then three years later,

in the ground-breaking Magnum Force

(1971) .
Schatz

(1988) pointed out that Eastwood's balancing of

the two genres:
says less about his flexibility as a performer than
the essential similarities between the narrative and
thematic qualities of each form. Both feature ascetic,
self-reliant loners who have the skills and
capabilities (and perhaps even the inclinations) of the
threatening forces, but whose sense of absolute social
justice allies them with the social system (p. 34).
Thus, the urban cop, like the cowboy, was a "man in the
middle," caught between the forces of civilization and the
forces of savagery--although as with western, what was
"civilized" and what was "savage" could be a complex matter.
Yet, while the urban cop and the western genres shared
striking similarities,

the urban cop movie offered audiences

greater relevance. Sarris

(1982) discussed Warshaw's seminal

essay on the western in 1954, Warshaw having assessed the
western's appeal as its "serious orientation to the problem
of violence such as can be found almost nowhere else in our
culture"

(p. 42). However, as Sarris pointed out, the rise
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of urban crime made the western obsolete.
We no longer have to return to the late nineteenth
century in order to encounter 'savages' and 'outlaws.'
The death of the western is therefore related with grim
irony to the impending death of our cities, (p. 42)
Thus,

the urban city was the new frontier--or in some

cases, an even bleaker post-Armageddon setting appeared,

in

films such as the popular Australian series featuring the
character of Mad Max, who has been called "a postapocalyptic Shane"

(Scheuer, 1989, p 667).

But what has generally been agreed upon as the death
blow to the western came the with release of Michael
Cimino's four-hour version Heaven's Gate in 1980.

Costing

some fifty million dollars to make, the movie very nearly
bankrupted United Artists

(Garfield, 1982) . After that, and

after the mediocre public reception offered the handful of
other Hollywood westerns produced that year,
labeled "box office poison"

the western was

(Sarris, 1982, p. 40).

The ^_;._e remained moribund, with a mere handful
produced in the decade that followed (Hardy, 1991). Then,

in

1990, Dances with Wolves premiered, garnering over eighty
million dollars for its distributor in North America and
earning eight Academy Awards,

including the award for best

picture. Two years later, another western, The Unforgiven.
won another Oscar for best picture

(Riding into the sunrise.

1994). Thus, by the end of 1993, the heralding of a new boom
in westerns had begun

(Zoglin, 1993), and in 1994, they
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arrived: Maverick. Tombstone. Wyatt Earp. Bad Girls. Posse.
Geronimo. and later,

in early 1995, The Quick and the D e a d .

In order to gain a better perspective of the
multifaceted character of leadership--its myriad nuances,
becomes important to examine

it

(leadership) through many

different avenues. This study seeks to interpret leadership
theory through the "eyes" of western film.
With the new resurgence of the genre, it is both timely
and appropriate to examine western films for the information
they may yield concerning attitudes about leadership and its
portrayal. The western hero is by definition a leader;
therefore,

the manner in which he leads is a significant

subject worthy of examination.
Through these "eyes," this study sought to examine such
questions as: What discernible styles of leadership were
exhibited in the selected films? Did these styles of
leadership correspond with existing theories concerning
leadership? Were there discernible changes over the decades
in how leadership was portrayed, and, if so, did these
changes pre-date, coincide with, or occur subsequent to the
first descriptions of those theories?
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

This study was concerned with "discovery and broad
description"

(Osborn,

methodology was used,

1990, p. 27); therefore, a qualitative
for as Cobb and Hageman

(1987) noted,

qualitative research is concerned with the "social context
in which events occur and have meaning"

(p. 138). Also,

qualitative analysis is an inductive process
Lincoln,

(Denzin &

1994; LeCompte & Goetz, 1982) that, as Merriam and

Simpson (1984) stated, emphasizes "the discovery of theory
rather than verification"

(p. 18).

Qualitative research emphasizes understanding the
social "world" from the point of view of the participants in
it, and the major data gathering techniques include
interviewing, participant-observation, and examination of
documents,

films, and other printed materials. For the

qualitative researcher,

"analysis is presented for the most

part in narrative rather than numerical form," and
"hypotheses are usually developed during the research,
rather than a priori"

(Cobb & Hagemaster,

Denzin and Lincoln

1987, p. 138) .

(1994) noted that "visual literacy"

(the use of film, video, and photography as a means of
recording and documenting social life) is becoming
increasingly important for sociologists and anthropologists.
They went on to explain that "visual literacy, which is
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replacing print literacy, and visual texts, which are
replacing print texts, define the historical moment"

(pp.

355-356). Furthermore:
The new visual sociology will lead the way in reading,
construction, and interpreting these texts. These are
further reasons for qualitative researchers to pay more
attention to these alternative forms of representing
and collecting empirical materials. (Denzin & Lincoln,
1994, p. 356)
Qualitative in design, this study sought to examine
leadership using the technique of "visual literacy," that
is, through the medium of film, specifically the western
genre

(1945-1995), to gain insight and understanding of how

leadership was portrayed, and the ramifications of differing
leadership styles. Becoming increasingly important as an
educational tool, the use of film and other visual mediums
gives the researcher a different vista for understanding and
interpreting historical and cultural events. Though the
events of the films being examined contain more fiction than
fact, they represent a genre steeped in historical reality.
Therefore,

content analysis will be employed in an attempt

to ascertain the films not as "a collection of physical
events, but as symbolic phenomena"

(Krippendorff, 1980, p.

7) .

Data Collection
Whether the researcher needs to use data that are
quantitative or qualitative in nature is dependent on the
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research questions being explored. Noting that Berelson
differentiated between quantitative and qualitative
analysis, Kracauer (1953) pointed out:
qualitative studies usually focus not so much on the
content of a communication as rather on its underlying
intentions or its presumable effects on the audience;
'quantitative analysis' on the other hand, is more
likely to focus first upon the straight description of
the content itself, if for no other reason because of
the amount of energy devoted to the counting procedure,
(p. 638)
The researcher "gathers data--facts,
beliefs,

impressions,

and feelings--that are related to the phenomenon

being studied in order to systematically reach conclusions"
(Merriam & Simpson,

1984, p. 126). Data are gathered in

order to give a "sample of the phenomenon under study."
These data,

in turn, are chosen to "represent accurately

those behaviors and events that are part of the phenomenon"
(Merriam & Simpson,

1984, p. 126). Then,

the task of the

researcher is to glean from the many sources of data those
that are deemed representative, and to "shape accurate and
meaningful conclusions"

(Merriam & Simpson,

1984 p. 126).

In many research studies, the researcher is limited by
the amount of data that can be gathered. This limitation
results from inaccessibility of data, or the sheer volume,
which makes collecting all pertinent data unrealistic.
Therefore, one judgment that the researcher must make in
designing and conducting the study concerns validity--how
accurately do the data represent the phenomenon? The
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researcher must recognize that "a sample of research data is
only an approximation of the phenomenon being studied and,
in a sense, can never be completely accurate. Even data
collected systematically provide only a partial glimpse of
the total picture"

(Merriam & Simpson,

1984, p. 126).

Accurate approximations of the larger picture being
researched require some type of measurement procedure, which
Sellitz

(1959) described as "a technique for collecting

data, plus a set of rules for using these data"
For,

(p. 147) .

"the purpose of any measurement procedure is to produce

trustworthy evidence relevant to the research question being
asked"

(Merriam & Simpson,

1984, p. 126).

The researcher, according to Merriam and Simpson
(1984), has "three major ways of collecting data: by asking
questions through a survey, by observing, or by testing"

(p.

127). Each aforementioned data collection device includes
choices of various research techniques; the optimum
technique varies according to the "type of research method
already selected and conditions surrounding the research
phenomenon"

(p. 127).

The data collection technique used in this study was
observation of the selected films. Scenes that depicted
action or dialogue that corresponded with the guiding
research questions

(mentioned earlier in Chapter I) of the

study were identified through verbatims from the films.
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Observation
Cobb and Hagemaster (1987) cautioned against "an overly
strict adherence to specific methods of data collection,
preferring them to be 'open-ended and suggestive'"
Citing Knaack

(p. 140).

(1984), they went on to state that

"participant-observation,

interviewing, and written or

verbal self-reports are all possibilities"

(p. 140). The

survey--either written or oral--is the method of data
collection which is most widely used (Merriam & Simpson,
1984) .
However,

for the purposes of this study, the

observation method was deemed most appropriate because of
the flexibility it afforded in data collection. Merriam and
Simpson

(1984) pointed out,

"it

[observation] can range from

highly unstructured to highly structured, a great deal of
flexibility is possible"
Accuracy,

however,

(p. 134).
is the key to the effective

employment of this technique. Since this study does not have
dependent and independent variables to delineate, precise
observation is needed to prove accuracy. For,

"only after

the events to be observed have been described precisely can
the observation technique be a useful tool for gathering
data"

(Merriam & Simpson, 1984, p.135-136).
The technique or procedure chosen for the analysis of

data is derived from the type of study being done--the
particular research method. Merriam & Simpson (1984)

further
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pointed out that "depending upon the emphasis of the study
(e.g., rational/empirical,

intuitive,

historical, or

philosophical), appropriate procedures and techniques emerge
during the planning of the research"

(p. 125).

Film has long been recognized as a primary source
material

(Merriam & Simpson, 1984), along with written and

oral records; therefore, content analysis became the method
of choice,

for as Budd and Thorp (1963) noted, content

analysis can be applied to the study of "the contents of any
book, magazine, newspaper,

individual story or article,

motion picture, news broadcast, or a series or combination
of any of these"

(p. 1).

Content Analysis
Lindenmann

(1983) elaborated on content analysis by

stating:
The basic premise behind the technique is that verbal
behavior is a form of human behavior, that the flow of
symbols is a part of the flow of events, and that the
communication process is an aspect of the total
historical process --with both a meaning and the ability
to be quantified, (p. 25)
Manning and Cullum-Swan (1994) defined content analysis
as "a quantitatively oriented technique by which
standardized measurements are applied to metrically defined
units and these are used to characterize and compare
documents"

(p. 464). Merriam and Simpson

(1984) defined

content analysis as a research technique used when "the
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ultimate goal is to quantify the content for purposes of
comparison"

(p.138). Content analysis was defined by Holsti

(1968) as "any technique for making inferences by
systematically and objectively identifying specified
characteristics of messages"

(p. 601). Content analysis is

the systematic analysis of communications, whether it be in
visual, aural, or printed form.
Although,

traditionally, content analysis has been

heavily influenced by Berelson's classic work Content
Analysis in Communication Research

(1954). Kracauer, a

German critical theorist, called for "qualitative content
analysis techniques drawing on hermeneutical,
procedures"

(Denzin & Lincoln,

textual

1994, p. 359). Kracauer

(1953) noted a critical difference between communications
research and other forms of scientific research, thus
advocating an approach that examined the content of a text
as a totality:
Documents which are not simply agglomerations of facts
participate in the process of living, and every word
in them vibrates with the intentions in which they
originate and simultaneously foreshadows the indefinite
effects they may produce. Their content is no longer
their content if it is detached from the texture of
intimations and implications to which it belongs and
taken literally; it exists only with and within this
texture--a still fragmentary manifestation of life,
which depends upon response to evolve its
properties, (pp. 641-642)
Holsti

(1968) noted that content analysis is useful

"whenever the problem requires precise and replicable
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methods for analyzing those aspects of symbolic behavior
which may escape causal scrutiny"

(p. 602). Also Holsti

(1968) pointed out that content analysis is helpful when the
amount of material to be examined is such that the
researcher must confine the study to a representative
sample, when the data accessibility is problematic and the
investigator's data are limited to messages produced by
individuals,

or when the subject's own language is crucial

to the research problem.
Guba and Lincoln (1981) cited four guiding
characteristics of content analysis about which most
research methodologists agree: it is a rule-guided process-certain steps are adhered to in the analysis; it is
systematic--the steps are completed routinely and
consistently;

it is a process that aims for generality, or

application to other contents; and it deals with manifest or
apparent content --what can be seen.
According to Merriam and Simpson

(1984), the first step

in the proper use of the content analysis process is the
selection of units of content. Berelson (1954) gave five
units of content: words, themes, characters,

items, and

space-and-time measures. He noted that words--and even
letters--can be analyzed; however,
sentence)

it is themes

(a phrase or

that are most often analyzed for their content.

The third form of content analysis is character analysis.
This refers to the study of the personification of
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individuals portrayed in material, such as a story,
play.

film, or

Item content analysis is the study of an entire

production,

such as a book, play, or autobiography. The

fifth type of content analysis,

space-and-time analysis,

refers to actual physical characteristics of content: the
number of minutes, frames, scenes, etc., in visual and aural
media. Holsti

(1968) further noted:

All communication is composed of six basic elements:
a source or sender; an encoding process which results
in a message; a channel of transmission; a detector or
recipient of the message; and a decoding process.
Although content analysis is always performed on the
message, it may be used to answer questions about each
of the other elements of communication, (p. 6 03)
Though primarily a quantitative tool, generally used to
determine and quantify what is emphasized in a document,
content analysis can also be used in qualitative research
(Merriam & Simpson,

1984). A key component of qualitative

research is the "continuous, ongoing analysis of the data"
(Cobb & Hagemaster,

1987, p. 142) . For the purposes of the

study, a qualitative methodology with an emphasis on content
analysis was employed. Content analysis has been "used most
frequently for research problems in which the question can
be answered directly from a description of the attributes of
the content"

(Holsti, 1968, p. 610). Therefore,

study sought to "develop concepts,
understanding from the patterns
(Bogdan & Taylor,

since this

insights, and

[directly]

in the data"

1975, p. 5), this particular research
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technique was chosen.

Coding Content Data
Holsti

(1968) described the coding of content data as

"the process whereby raw data are systematically transformed
and aggregated into units which permit precise description
of relevant content characteristics," becoming,

"an

operational link between the investigator's data and his
theory and hypotheses"

(p. 644). In order to adequately set

up such a "link," coding rules must be an integral part of
the research design; therefore, Holsti

(1968) noted,

the

investigator must ask such questions as:
How is the research problem defined in terms of
categories?
What unit of content is to be classified?
What system of enumeration will be used?
The selection of categories, units, and systems of
enumeration represent a series of interrelated choices, not
independent decisions; however, each carries with it certain
assumptions.

Categories of Analysis
A central problem in any research design is the
researcher's selection and definition of categories into
which content units will be classified. Berelson (1954)
noted that "content analysis stands or falls by its
categories"

(p. 510). Holsti

(1968) suggested that "there

are as many possible schemes for classifying content data as
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there are questions which may be asked of the data"

(p.

644). Thus, there is a need for studies to contain clearly
formulated problems which are well-suited for the particular
problem under investigation. Berelson

(1954) elaborated on

this point by qualifying that "some kinds of categories
(e.g., subject matter) deal clearly with what is said and
others

(e.g., form of statement) with how it is said"

(p.

510) .
As noted earlier, research is initially divided into
categories according to major purpose:
characteristics of content;

(1) to describe the

(2) to make inferences about the

causes of content; and (3) to make inferences about the
effect of content. Studies are classified according to the
questions being asked (what, how, to whom, why, who, and
with what effect) and by the types of research problems
being examined (Holsti,

1968). Holsti

(1968) elaborated by

saying:
Definition of categories requires that they actually
represent the elements of the investigator's theory;
that they be exhaustive, to ensure that every item
relevant to the study can be classified; and that they
be mutually exclusive, so that no item can be scored
more than once within a category set. To ensure results
which are replicable, the investigator must specify
explicitly the indicators that determine which units
fall into each category (p. 616)
Though a category can be defined exhaustively through
the enumeration of each content unit placed in the category,
most categories

(especially if units more inclusive than the
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word are used)

do not lend themselves to exhaustive

definition.
In this study,
question;

the category of analysis answered the

"What was said?" It was what was said that helped

to identify the leadership styles, and it was through the
characters that leadership was born out. Therefore, a "what
is said" category--methods (which asks the question;

"What

means are used to achieve the goal?")--was employed as the
investigative tool

(Holsti, 1968), and the main character(s)

was identified to establish how that goal was to be met.
Berelson (1954) noted that the use of "fictional or the
historical character as a unit is appropriate in analyses of
stories, dramas,

and biographical sketches"

(p. 509).

Units of Analysis
Once content data has been classified into defined
categories for analysis,

the researcher must designate the

size of the units to be coded. Krippendorff

(1980) noted

that there are three kinds of units that deserve distinction
in content analysis:

sampling units, recording units, and

context units. Each type of unit will be discussed briefly,
followed by a short description of the units used for this
study.

Sampling Units
Sampling units are "those parts of observed reality or
of the stream of source language expressions that are
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regarded independent of each other"

(Krippendorff, 1980, p.

57). The researcher would seek to examine the content of
each sample

(e. g., break a speech down into separate

sentences for individual analysis)

independently, without

regard to "interconnectedness" with other parts of the
population

(In this case, the speech as a whole). The sample

unit is drawn unit by unit from the population of sampling
units.
The sampling unit is useful when the researcher is
seeking to apply inferential statistics

(when

interdependencies among sampling units do not exist) .
However,

as Krippendorff

(1980) noted, when objects are not

independent the use of this technique can distort the
information contained in the resulting data.

Recording Units
Whereas sampling units ate regarded as "separately
analyzable parts"

[with physically identifiable

boundaries]," recording unit(s) may be achieved "as a result
of a descriptive effort"

(Krippendorff,

1980). The recording

unit(s), which is the specific segment of content that is
characterized by placing it in a given category,

used

frequently in content analysis is; the single word or
symbol,

the theme, the character,

the paragraph

(the

sentence, or other grammatical units, and the item (Holsti,
1968, pp. 647-648).
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Context units
The context unit defines the context in which the
recording unit appears, and is the "largest body of content
that may be searched to characterize a recording unit"
(Holsti,

1968, p. 649). Similarly, Krippendorff

(1980) noted

that context units "set limits to the contextual information
that may enter the description of a recording unit," and
"delineate that portion of the material that needs to be
examined in order to characterize a recording unit"

(p. 59).

The context unit may refer to a sentence, a paragraph, or an
entire document, dependent on which unit best meets the
requirements of the research problem in light of the
hypotheses and the nature of the data.

Systems of Enumeration
The quantitative analyst must also choose the unit of
enumeration,

that is, the unit in terms of which

quantification is to be performed. Systems of enumeration
vary considerably in precision and in time required to code
a given sample of data. The researcher must determine how
fine are the discriminations that need to be made in order
to satisfy the requirements of the problem under
investigation. Generally, the greater the need for
precision, the higher will be the costs of the analysis. The
most important aspect of the investigator's choice, however,
is that each system of measurement carries with it a certain
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set of assumptions regarding the nature of the data and
inferences which may be drawn therefrom.
units are time/space, appearance,
(Holsti,

1968). Holsti

Such measuring

frequency,

(1968) noted that "the recording unit

and the unit of enumeration may be identical"
Therefore,

and intensity

(p. 649).

the researcher must ask which unit(s) will

be most efficient for the purposes of the study; that is,
which unit(s)

will give satisfactory results with the least

expenditure of resources? It must be noted that the
researcher's findings may be affected by the choice of
context units

(Holsti, 1968). The analytical process

generally consists of four steps: sampling, data collection,
data coding,

and analysis

(Lindenmann,

1983). The units of

the communication used for both sampling and analysis can be
as small as a word or symbol, or as large as a whole
document or film. One has to decide exactly what unit or
units are to be studied and in what way.
For the purposes of this study,
chosen for analysis,
characters,

the context units

in order to establish the role of the

was the whole document

(in this case each film).

This seemed most effective considering the direction of the
study. Though the use of the whole film reduced the
reliability,

as Krippendorff

(1980) noted "Going through a

document sentence by sentence, or through other data by
scenes, by encounters, or by editing shots might be more
efficient and more reliable but less meaningful"

(p. 60).
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Krippendorff

(1980) further noted that "a common practice in

content analysis is to define larger units structurally.

In

such definitions a certain structure between smaller units
must be identifiable in order for the larger unit to be
admitted for analysis"

(p. 60) . Therefore,

this study

focused on the themes of leadership exhibited in the films.
Individual samples which displayed leadership dynamics were
drawn from each film through the use of character dialogue
and interactions. A synopsis of each film and pertinent
verbatim were gathered to enhance validity and reliability.
From this analytical process, questions pertaining to
leadership styles exhibited in the selected western films
were examined and conclusions drawn. Each selected film in
the final corpus was analyzed by such questions as: Who were
the primary leaders? What styles of leadership were employed
by the leaders to secure their objectives? What theories,

if

any, corresponded with the exhibited leadership methods?
These methods of analysis were employed in this study in an
attempt to more systematically record and analyze the
leadership concepts and styles exhibited in each film under
review.
As Lindenmann (1983) suggested, content analysis is a
"means for taking messages that are conveyed as part of the
communication process, coding and classifying them as
precisely and objectively as possible,
and explaining them..."

and then summarizing

(p. 24).
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Content analysis can encompass a wide variety of
techniques for analyzing materials, dependent on the
research questions the investigator is seeking to answer and
on the data. This study is seeking to identify leadership,
distinguish between leadership styles portrayed in select
western films, and to ascertain whether there is an
evolution in those styles over time, either within the films
themselves or within the time periods studied (1945-1995).
Therefore, both a character and item analysis were used to
categorize and analyze leadership and the corresponding
styles of leadership portrayed in each selected film.
Holsti

(1968) cited Lasswell, Lerner, and Pool's

classical formulation questions:

"Who says what,

(1952)

to whom,

how, and with what effect?, to which one more question-'Why?'--may be added"

(p. 603). This study asked the

questions of "how" leadership in each selected film is
portrayed and with what effect, through "analyzing messages
to test fr

_heses and make inferences about

characteristics of the text,
the message, or

(1)

(2) causes or antecedents of

(3) effects of the communication"

(Holsti,

1968, p. 604).
Initially,

an in-depth synopsis of each film was done

in order to determine main characters and their actions.
Afterwards,

each film was examined in regard to identifying:

first, who the main characters are; second, what theories of
leadership,

if any, their leadership patterns follow; third,
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what leadership styles, if any, are exhibited, and; finally,
does the projected leadership theory (and style) exhibited
by the character(s) precede or coincide with accepted
theories of the time.
Of the over 100 western films that were considered,
there were 29 films selected for examination in this study.
The characters examined held the positions of being the
film's major protagonist(s ) or antagonist(s ). Each film
reviewed met pre-selection criteria for established
commercial and/or critical acclaim; therefore,

an

examination of leadership offered insight into their
description

(and possible definition)

of leadership styles,

which was the purpose of the study. There were differences
seen in these films not only in leadership styles, but
leadership situations, and an examination of the primary
characters offered a well-rounded portrayal of leadership
exhibited in western film from the period 1945-1995.

Method for Selection of Films
The process of data reduction is an on-going part of
the analysis, even before any data are actually collected.
"Data reduction refers to the process of selecting,
focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and transforming the
'raw' data"

(Miles & Huberman,

1984, p. 21). Thus data

reduction "is a form of analysis that sharpens, sorts,
focuses, discards, and organizes data in such a way that
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'final' conclusions can be drawn and verified"
Huberman,

(Miles &

1984, p. 21). Though this process is used in

quantitative research, qualitative data must also be reduced
and transformed in many ways: through the selection process,
through summary or paraphrase,
larger pattern,

through being subsumed in a

and so on.

Preliminary Corpus
Due to the extensive number of westerns,

the films were

first divided into time periods for identification.

Since

the study was examining films made from 1945 through 1995,
only those released between these years were considered. All
pre-1945 releases were automatically excluded for the
purposes of this study. Also, the delimitations set for the
study were to omit the following westerns:
made-for-television

"B" westerns; any

(those not made for theatrical release);

musicals were also eliminated from consideration,

as were

comedies or parodies. Films were subdivided according to
descriptions given in film review books
Maltin,

1994; Sennett,

1990; Buscombe,

(Hardy,

1991;

1988).

Due to the vast number of films produced from 194 5
through 1980, a variety of outside sources was used in the
compilation of the sample list of movies for that time
period

(Hardy, 1991; Cawelti,

1972; Sennett,

1990; Wright,

1971; Parkinson & Jeavons,
1975; Everson,

1984). Along with the above delimitations,

1992; Richards,
the films to be
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reviewed were to be set either in North or South America,
with the action taking place before World War I.

Final Corpus
In studying any work of art it becomes clear that there
is no single, official standard for quality or even
significance. This holds true for the western as well.
"Critics are like religions in that no two are quite alike"
(Garfield,
westerns,
(Hardy,

1982, p. 47). When asked in 1983 for their top 10
13 film critics each produced a different list.

1991). However, at least 1 and as many as 6 of the

films in this study appeared in each list. Of the 10 films
selected in a poll by the British Film Institute

(Hardy,

1991) , 8 are included in this study, and in a compilation of
the favorite westerns of French film critics
7 appear in this study. Of Garfield's
westerns,

(Hardy,

1991),

(1982) 26 favorite

7 are examined (see Appendix A for a comparison of

the film lists).
All movies produced before 1980 and selected for this
list met the three-star or above rating in both Scheuer's
(1994) and

Maltin's

(1994) theatre and video guides, or

they achieved commercial success as defined by Finler in The
Hollywood Story

(1988). Finler determined box-office hits

from 1914-1986 by citing the rental figures of represented
films. Finler

(1988) stated:

The rental figure is the most readily available and
reliable indicator of the box-office success of a film
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and the sum which can be set against the costs of
production, distribution, advertising, etc., to
determine whether the film was profitable or not. It
reflects the size of the audience for each picture
and adds up to about half the total box-office gross,
with the other half going to the exhibitors, (p. 276)
The question of which post-1980 films to select for the
study became simpler in that there were far fewer from which
to choose. The popularity of Dances with Wolves

(1990)

spurred a revival of interest in the western, and a number
of films were produced in the wake of the film's success.
However, few met the standards set up by the study for
delineating either critical or commercial success.

Still,

several of these were chosen in that they represented an
attempt by the genre to broaden its scope and
characterization.
In creating the list,

films were sought that included

different notable directors of the genre

(Ford, Peckinpah,

Hawks, Mann, Leone, Sturges), as well as different plot
lines

(Wright, 1975). However,

in an attempt to delimit the

plethora of films found in the western genre,

imposed limits

necessitated that some films that also received either
critical and/or commercial acclaim, or that other
researchers might feel were pertinent, were excluded.
In order to insure greater validity,

the final corpus

was evaluated by a panel of three professors at East
Tennessee State University who teach classes in analysis of
film in order to "cross-validate"

(Goodwin & Goodwin,

1984)
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the sample. The following professors were chosen for their
experience with the medium of film (critique and analysis):
Dr. Don Johnson, Acting Dean, College of Arts and Sciences;
Dr. Michael Braswell,

Department of Criminal Justice; and

Dr. Ron Giles, Department of English.
Each panel member was initially contacted by phone,

for

an explanation of the study, and to inquire as to their
willingness to critique the selected film list. They were
asked to respond as to whether they felt the list to be
representative of the western genre between the prescribed
period covered by the study (1945-1995). Also,
asked to note any additional films,

they were

if any, they thought

needed to be included in order to make the list more
representative.
Once each member agreed to serve in this capacity, he
was sent a letter

(see Appendix B ) . The letter iterated the

intent of the study, and contained the initial list of
selected films.
After a period of two weeks, all panel members were
contacted either by phone or in person to discuss their
suggestions and/or thoughts on the initial list. Each
member's revised list,

if applicable, was then matched with

the original list for verification of validity,

and any

suggestions or additions noted by the panel members were
made. Two of the three panel members felt that Silverado
(1985) needed to be added to the initial list

(see Appendix
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C for their reply letters).
Afterwards, a final corpus was selected, consisting
the following films:

1945-55:

My Darling Clementine

(1946)

Red River (1948)
Winchester 73

(1950)

High Noon (1952)
Shane

1956-65:

(1953)

The Searchers

(1956)

Rio Bravo

(1959)

The Alamo

(1960)

The Magnificent Seven

(1960)

Ride the High Country

(1962)

The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance
A Fistful of Dollars

1966-75:

Hombre

(1962)

(1964)

(1967)

The Wild Bunch
True Grit

(1969)

(1969)

Butch Cassidy & the Sundance Kid (196 9)
Little Big Man

1976-85:

(1970)

McCabe and Mrs. Miller

(1971)

The Outlaw Josey Wales

(1976)
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Tom Horn (1980)
The Long Riders

(1980)

Pale Rider (1985)
Silverado

1986-95:

(1985)

Dances with Wolves
Unforgiven

(1992)

Wyatt Earp

(1994)

Bad Girls
Posse

(1990)

(1993)

(1993)

Tombstone

(1994)

After initially viewing each of the selected films,
chapters were established based on the predominant
leadership themes observed. The films were then categorized
according to their observed leadership themes. Once
categorized,

they were placed in their respective chapters.

Each chapter contained a detailed synopsis of the
represented film(s), along with an analysis demonstrating
the rationale for selection in the chapter. Though the
examined films may exhibit aspects of other leadership,
either in theme, theory, and/or style, the films were
assigned according to what were considered to be viable
examples of each selected chapter category.
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CHAPTER 4
HERDING CATTLE, HERDING MEN:
THE ARTICULATION OF THEORY X AND
THEORY Y IN RED RTVF.R

In Theory X and Theory Y, McGregor

(1960) devised a

behavioral philosophy of mankind as much as a humanistic
theory on organizational leadership, and he formulated two
separate and distinct managerial styles based on a set of
presuppositions held about workers, and human nature in
general. McGregor based Theory X and Theory Y on the
assumption that one views the worker, and ultimately
mankind,

in one of two ways--and will structure one's

organization and leadership style accordingly--as either
lazy and irresponsible

(Theory X) or as creative and

cooperative given the right impetus

(Theory Y ) . As Bass

(1981) pointed out:
The \*...er [Theory X] , based on the assumption that
people are passive and resistant to organizational
needs, attempts to direct and motivate people to
fit these needs. Theory Y, based on the assumption
that people already possess motivation and desire
for responsibility, attempts to arrange organizational
conditions in such a manner as to make possible
fulfillment of their needs while directing their
efforts toward achieving organizational objectives.
(p. 33)
McGregor published his behavioral theories in I960;
however, more than a decade earlier Hollywood director
Howard Hawks articulated these two theories quite clearly in
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Red R i v e r . For, Red River lays out divergent leadership
styles reminiscent of the philosophical premises behind
Theory X and Theory Y.
The movie is about two men--two leaders: Tom Dunson and
Matthew Garth. Tom Dunson subscribes to the tenants of
Theory X; Matthew Garth, Theory Y. The set of presumptions
(or beliefs)

each man holds about human nature motivates

their differing actions, and ultimate results.
A 1948 film, directed and produced by Howard Hawks for
United Artists Studios, Red River chronicles the first
cattle drive down the Chisholm Trail.

It was critically

acclaimed as "a reworking of Mutiny on the Bounty"
(Schickel,

1988, p. 292). However, Red River, in many ways,

epitomized the defining differences between two contrasting
styles of leadership: autocratic
democratic

(task-oriented)

versus

(relationship-oriented), as exhibited by the

stoic inflexibility of Dunson (portrayed by John Wayne)
contrasted with the shared decision-making style of Matthew
(portrayed by Montgomery Clift).
The movie opens with Tom Dunson breaking off from a
wagon train headed west to begin a cattle ranch. He leaves
his fiancee behind on the wagon train, promising to send for
her later, despite her protests that he needs her as he
begins his task. Dunson is accompanied by his cook, G r o o t .
As Dunson and Groot head toward the grazing land, they
look back at the wagon train in the distance and see that it
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has been attacked by Indians, but they don't turn back.
Later on that night,
are killed,

Indians attack them, too; their cows

and Dunson discovers that his fiancee is dead.

The next day, a young boy from the wagon train appears,
pulling a cow on a rope. His name is Matthew Garth. Off
searching for his cow at the time of the attack, he escaped
death,

but now he is alone and dazed. Dunson takes him and

his cow, which Dunson will need to start his herd, and the
three of them come to the land Dunson decides to settle.
As Dunson begins to brand the "herd," they are
interrupted by the arrival of two men. Dunson shoots the
hired gun of Don Diego, the Spanish nobleman who has claim
to the land Dunson wants

(as well as four hundred miles

around it); he then resumes branding with the Red River D
the one cow that comprises the entire herd.

Matthew is

promised that his mark will go on the brand when he "earns
i t ."
As the cattle trot off into the open land, the three
men gaze after them, and Dunson reveals his vision: in ten
years,

they will have no less than the "greatest ranch in

Texas ."
"They'll grow beef," he says.

Dunson:

Beef to feed the whole country.
Good beef. Beef to make 'em strong.
Beef to make 'em grow. Takes work.
Takes sweat. Takes time. Lots of time.
Takes years.
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The vision becomes reality, as the scene dissolves to
show the ranch 14 years later. Now grown, Matthew Garth has
just returned from the Civil War. However, while the herd
has grown to thousands of head of cattle,

the War has

wrecked the economy of Texas. Everywhere,

there is

privation. There's no market for beef; beef are worthless.
Nevertheless,

Dunson vows he will not "take it haunchbacked

like the others." Now that Matthew has returned, they will
drive the herd to Missouri,

to the railroad and waiting

markets beyond.
As they sign up a crew, Dunson demands that the men
sign a contract to stay with the drive until the end.

Dunson:

There'll be quitting along the way.
Not by you, not by me, not by anybody.

A gunfighter by the name of Cherry Valance joins the
drive; he has heard Matthew is a fast gun. The two size each
other up, and Groot comments,

"Them two is going to tangle

for certain and when they do it ain't gonna be pretty."
The drive begins, and it is not long, according to the
film's narration,

before Dunson has become a "tyrant,"

driving the men to exhaustion.
Cherry tells Matthew that Abilene promises a closer
route to market. He's heard about a railhead there, although
he has not seen it. Dunson, however, dismisses the idea.
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One night, one of the hands,

swiping a lump of sugar

from the chuckwagon, clumsily sets off a small avalanche of
pots and pans. The clanging stampedes the cattle; before the
crew can stop the thundering herd,

one man is killed.

After the funeral the next morning, Dunson decides to
bullwhip the hand who started the stampede. Contrite over
what has happened, the young man nevertheless refuses to
submit to such treatment. Dunson dares him to draw his gun,
but when he does, Matthew shoots him in the shoulder-wounding him to prevent Dunson from killing him. Matthew
sends off the wounded man with supplies and an extra horse.
Since one of the chuckwagons was destroyed in the
stampede,

rations are cut in half. The coffee has been lost.

The men grumble; Dunson responds harshly and
unsympathetically.
A stranger rides into camp one night and tells of the
railhead in Abilene. Like Cherry, he has not seen it, but
has heard about it. The men want to strike out on this new
route, which would be easier than the one they're traveling.
Again,

Dunson refuses to consider it. At this, three

hands announce they're quitting, and rather than allow it,
Dunson provokes a gun fight. Backed by Matthew, he kills
them a l l .
The next morning, three more men, Teeler, Kelsey, and
Laredo,

are found missing, and Dunson sends Cherry out to

bring them back, as the drive continues.
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They reach the Red River, the same river Dunson,
Matthew, and Groot first crossed coming into Texas to start
the ranch. Matthew is nostalgic; Dunson, however,

is

concerned only with crossing the river, driving both the men
and the cattle onward, even as Matthew suggests the men need
and deserve a rest. The cowpokes grow angrier at the working
conditions.
The next morning, Cherry returns, bringing Teeler and
Kelsey; Laredo has been killed in the apprehension. When
Dunson says he will hang the two men, Matthew intervenes.
When Dunson draws on Matthew, Cherry shoots the gun from his
hand, and when he tries to pick it up, Buster, another hand,
shoots it away.
With Dunson unarmed, Teeler goes for a gun, and
Matthew intervenes again, this time on behalf of Dunson.
Teeler realizes he was wrong.
Matthew announces that he will take over the drive.
They will head for Abilene, not Missouri; they will leave
Dunson behind.

Immediately, all hands agree to join him,

even Gr o o t . Matthew speaks alone to Dunson and promises to
get the herd through for him. Dunson vows to kill him.
The drive proceeds uneventfully for a time. Matthew,
concerned that Dunson will catch up

(as they all are), shows

compassion for all the hands, comforting Teeler when he has
a nightmare.
As they head into Indian territory,

Buster returns from
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scouting with news of a wagon train, two days ride ahead.
The train is a sort of rolling casino, headed to Nevada,
filled with "women and coffee...and pie and biscuits and
beans." The men are eager to go, naturally; Matthew suggests
they all go and take the herd with them.
As they reach the crest above the wagon train, they can
see that it is under Indian attack. Matthew leads the men
down, and together they repel the Indians. Matthew meets a
woman, Tess Millay, and by the end of the evening, they have
fallen in love.
The rains have begun, and the river the drive must
cross is rising,

so the cowpokes leave the dancing, drinking

and merriment of the wagon train to herd the cattle across.
Matthew leaves Tess behind. Remembering the fate of Dunson's
fiancee, Groot has misgivings about Matthew's decision.
The drive continues,

although Dunson,

leading a party

of more than ten men, is now close behind. Reaching the
wagon train eight days after the Indian attack, Dunson talks
to Tess about Matthew, and she pleads for him to be
reasonable. Still bitter, Dunson refuses,

claiming that he

will kill Matthew--even though he admits Matthew has always
been like a son to him. Tess offers to marry Dunson, have
his son, if he will give up his revenge. He refuses, but
allows her to accompany him as he continues his quest.
Knowing that Dunson is behind them, Matthew tries to
remain optimistic,

though never claiming certainty about the
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railhead.

Finally, they arrive in Abilene, where there is

indeed a railroad.
There is great jubilation in the town; the cattle are a
welcome sight. Matthew negotiates a deal with Melville,

the

representative of the Greenwood Trading Company, asking for
an advance so that he can pay off the crew.
As night falls, the crew,

rather than celebrating,

draws closer to Matthew, as they await the inevitable
confrontation with Dunson. When Matthew goes to his hotel
room, Tess is there, waiting. Dunson will come the next
morning,

she tells him.

In the morning, the crew again gathers around Matthew,
as Dunson rides into town. Matthew separates from the group:
he knows the conflict is between him and Dunson--although he
has no intention of fighting back. Even Melville of the
Trading Company knows this.
As Dunson dismounts, Cherry steps forward, trying to
force a gunfight, but Dunson draws first and leaves Cherry
wounded in the street.
He advances toward Matthew,

tells him to draw, but

Matthew refuses. Dunson shoots at him, at his boots, at his
hat, nicking Matthew's cheek. Still, Matthew won't draw.
Dunson seizes Matthew's gun and strikes him, once,
twice,

three times. Finally, Matthew hits back, and the two

begin to brawl, only to be separated by Tess, who threatens
the two of them with a gun, and scolds them for scaring her
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with what were obviously idle threats.
Thus,

all is forgiven, and Matthew's initial is added

to the Red River brand.

Analysis of the Film
"Head 'em up, move 'em out!"
The phrase has come to be known as the rallying cry of
the trail boss on the cattle drive, yet it was not so many
years ago that leaders "riding herd" on members of an
organization was considered not only routine, but desirable.
If, as Fiedler

(1967) noted, style refers to "the

underlying need structure of the individual which motivates
his behavior

[acts]

in various leadership situations"

36), then a leader's style

(p.

(motivation) will be constant

even though his or her behaviors

(specific acts) may vary

from situation to situation. Subsequently, what motivates
the leader becomes key to understanding the behavior(s)
exhibited bv the leader.
In Red River. Dunson exhibits an authoritarian
leadership style motivated by a rather dim view of
humankind.

Dunson is undergirded by a stoical,

isolated

sense of independence and self-reliance, and he "ramrods"
his men, seeing himself as the principle decision-maker.
Dunson's distrust of

(and disdain for) his fellow man is the

raison d'etre for his leadership style.

It is the motivating

force behind his need for establishing binding contracts.
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His actions spawn the very responses he fears and expects:
hatred and betrayal. Matthew, on the other hand,

holds

mankind in much higher regard, even though he has just
returned from the Civil War where man's inhumanity to man
was starkly evident. Knowing of the frailty and yet
believing in the goodness of man, Matthew seeks to enlist
the men in the decision-making process. These rather
divergent views of man drive each leader's style.
Dunson is inflexible

("a might set man," Groot calls

him in the first moments of the movie). He is an
authoritarian closed to the ideas of others,
basically perceives people as lazy,

for he

irresponsible,

and

untrustworthy. He takes Matthew's gun from him when they
first meet and knocks him down, a lesson, he says.

"Don't

trust anyone until you know them."
Dunson views life in terms of conflict.

In a scene

before the cattle drive, Groot explains to Matthew about the
hardships th« war has wrought and refers to the personal
costs the ranch has exacted from Dunson. He alludes to the
deaths of the gunfighters who have tried to claim the ranch
in the past.

Groot:
Matthew:
Groot:

Matthew:

But that's all right.
He knows that kind of fighting.
Then come the war. War took all the
money out of the South. He didn't know
about money. He never had none. He
didn't know what to do.
You mean he just doesn't know who to
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fight.

On the cattle drive, he stays aloof from the rest of
the men, except for Matthew and Groot. He views their desire
for food and rest as merely a hindrance to the drive.
"Venting" is tantamount to insubordination. Therefore,

that

the men grow more and more resentful in this harsh
environment is not something that he addresses with anything
other than with threats and further intimidation.
While the crew finds Dunson a formidable presence,

they

don't acknowledge in any way that he is right. After Dunson
guns down the three hands, he announces that they'll be
buried in the morning, and that he will "read words over
them." At that, one of the other men mutters,

"When you've

killed a man, why try to bring the Lord in as a partner on
the job?"
Later on, at the Red River crossing, Dunson promises
some unnamed yet ominous action to squelch the mutinous
attitudes.
Matthew and Dunson gaze at the River; Matthew suggests
waiting and crossing fresh in the morning.

Dunson:
Matthew:
Dunson:
Matthew

We'll take 'em across now, not in
the morning.
We've got a pretty tired bunch
behind u s .
Tired men don't run away.
(alarmed):
We can't keep 'em this wore out
for the rest of the drive.
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Dunson:

No, but we can keep them this
wore out until Cherry gets back.
Then nobody will want to run away.

Director Hawks makes it clear,

through close-ups and a

bird's eye view from the chuck wagon,

as well as the grandly

swelling musical score, that the cattle crossing is handled
masterfully. The cowpokes do their job well.
Afterwards,

Dunson, Matthew,

and Groot,

are collected

around the fire.

Groot:

Dunson:
Groot:
Dunson
Groot
Dunson:

Nine thousand head crossing in four
hours. That's awful good, Tom. Boys
did all right.
Yeah.
Why don't you tell 'em so?
(glaring into space) :
That's their job.
(pleading):
Awful tired.
Won't have to count noses
in the morning.

At no point does Dunson praise good performance,

reward

in any way, or ever ask for any crew member's opinion. On
the contrary,

he makes it clear repeatedly that he does not

welcome anyone else's thoughts or ideas.
Human needs,

including his own,

are disdained, and his

own lack of sleep begins to tell. But not only does he
refuse to rest, he's convinced that only his supervision
(guard, really) will keep che drive going.
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Groot:
Dunson:

You need sleep, Tom. You need it
bad.
Some nights ago, we lost three men.
I haven't slept since, and we haven't
lost any more. We're not going to lose
any more tonight, nor from now on.

Dunson continues
Teeler and Kelsey

to assert

are returned,

his absolute authority.

When

Dunson accusesthem of theft

in addition to desertion.

Teeler:
Dunson:

The
I'm

law might see
the law!

it differently.

Nor is Dunson swayed by Teeler's assertion of autonomy.
In fact,

the herd they are driving is made up of cattle from

all over the area; many of the crew are former ranchers
themselves who hope to regain their land with their share
from the drive. Teeler tries to point this out to Dunson.

Teeler:

Matthew,

This head don't belong to you. It
belongs to every poor, hoping, praying
cattleman in the whole state. I
shouldn't have run away. I should have
stayed and put a bullet in you. I
signed a pledge, sure. But you ain't
the man I signed it with.

however, exhibits a leadership style motivated

not only by his filial love and loyalty for Dunson but by a
general feeling of trust in the goodness of man. Not
consumed,

as Dunson is, by a fear of impending betrayal,

Matthew establishes compacts between himself and his men,
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thus sharing the responsibilities of leadership. He, also,
reaps the benefits of his actions, with the men claiming
loyalty toward him, even at the risk of their own lives.
After Dunson guns down the three cowpokes, Matthew
expresses his disgust with what has happened, asserting his
own right to autonomy. When Dunson tries to dismiss him,
Matthew gets angry.

Matthew:

Don't try to tell me what to think.
I'll take your orders about work, but
not about what to think.

Later, when he becomes the trail boss, Matthew
consistently
the drive

seeks the opinions of the crew, and throughout

he is courteous. On the rare occasions when he

loses his temper, he is quick to apologize.
More importantly, he trusts his men to be responsible
and self-disciplined,

taking their cues for rest. The

Nevada-bound wagon train could present a real problem in
discipline for men who have not seen decent food or women
for months, but he trusts that they will be ready to move
the herd again when it's time.
Matthew is also quick to share credit at the end of the
drive, as evidenced by the scene at the stockyard in Abilene
when Melville gets ready to negotiate for the cattle.

Melville:

I'd like to have a business talk
with you. (NODS TO RED RIVER CREW)
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Matthew:

Can these boys handle things?
They been doing it for over a
thousand mile s.

Even at the end of the trail, Matthew continues to be
sensitive to the human needs of the crew, asking for an
advance so that they can be paid off and enjoy some pocket
money during the first night they've spent in a town in more
than three m o n t h s .
Through the narrative action, Red River clearly
supports the effectiveness of a democratic leadership style.
When Matthew takes over the drive, the crew, once seemingly
mutinous and ready to bolt at the first opportunity, becomes
a harmonious g r o u p .
Rather than complain about the work, they take
responsibility--at the final river crossing;

it's the crew

who first suggests they move on, even though it means
forgoing the any further pleasures with the wagon train.
Although they all fear Dunson, all the cowpokes band
together in Abilene,

even though in giving them their pay,

Matthew has made it possible for them to cut and run. But
they don't. They feel a loyalty to each other, and
especially to Matthew. While in an early scene, at the
bunkhouse before the drive began, the cowpokes are seen
competing, establishing something of a pecking order, by the
end of the drive they have established a strong compact.
By his sensitivity to the human needs of the
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organization, and, equally important, by being open to
suggestions of others

(it was Cherry, after all, who first

proposed Abilene), Matthew averts the disaster into which
Dunson's authoritarian leadership style was obviously
heading.
There are repeated warnings,

however,

to Matthew that

his own leadership style will not work. When he prevents
Dunson from killing the hand who started the stampede,
Cherry delivers a veiled threat.

Cherry:
Matthew:

Heart's soft. Too soft. Might
get you hurt some day.
(Smiling slightly):
Could be. Wouldn't count on it.

Later, when Matthew leaves Dunson on the trail, Dunson
tells him,

"Cherry's right. You're soft. You should have let

them kill me. Cause now I'm gonna kill you."
Yet Matthew's "s o f t n e s s - h i s

faith in other people--is

vindicated. All of the competitiveness

(some of it promised,

some of it real) between Matthew and Cherry either dissolves
or never materializes.

In fact, Cherry intercedes on

Matthew's behalf three times: in the first confrontation
with Dunson,

later at the wagon train with Tess, and

finally, with Dunson again in Abilene.
Matthew's faith in Dunson is also proven justified.
However,

in the character of Dunson--or at least in the

other character's opinion of him--the movie reveals a
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certain ambiguity about his leadership style.
It's true that with Dunson at the helm, the drive would
have disintegrated, but over and over again,

the other

characters in the film give Dunson credit for getting the
drive as far as it did before Matthew took over.
It was Dunson's vision, after all, that created the
ranch, where they grew "beef to feed the whole country. Good
beef. Beef to make 'em strong. Make 'em grow."
And finally, by the crew's,
of Dunson

including Matthew's,

terror

(when they head into hostile Indian territory,

they fear what's behind them more), Dunson is accorded a
certain power.
But the idea of Dunson turns out to be more fearsome
than the man, when it comes down to his confrontation with
Matthew.

It is Dunson who gives in at Abilene; he doesn't

intend to retire, but he does plan to add Matthew's mark to
the brand. He recognizes Matthew as a leader.
Red River was filmed in 1946 and distributed two years
later. Seen in light of the immediate post-Worid War II
environment,

the movie would seem to be asserting that while

the old leadership styles

(iconoclastic,

were workable, even laudable,

loner, pioneer)

in their time

country "where we are now," i.e.,

(getting the

the leadership of the free

w o r l d ) , a new style (cooperative, communal, co-joint) would
be needed to move the American people and their
organizations into the future.
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Robert Sklar

(1979), in his essay "Empire to the West:

Red River." viewed the movie as "a film about cows, horses,
gun play, brave women, daring men--and capitalism"

(p. 169).

Because Dunson has seized the land from a Spanish lord,
and because he himself has never had money, Sklar (1979)
interpreted the character as a "feudal lord" at a time when
"Texas is preparing to undergo the transition from feudalism
to capitalism"

(p. 170).

"Contract and compact" are the two forces driving the
film, according to Sklar (1979), Dunson being a man who
lives

(and is willing to die or kill) by contract, while the

crew is in need of a compact,

that is, an "agreement among

many to pursue a common purpose,

a tacit community of shared

goals enforceable more by moral or social persuasion than by
law"

(p. 173).
This need for

a compact, Sklar contended, arose

the crew's desire to "qualify
rewards of the new
Compacts are,

for full participation

capitalist era"

from
inthe

(p. 178).

of course, the underpinnings of

successful Theory Y leadership,

and Matthew Garth exhibits

this. He demonstrates a viewpoint that the men (cowhands)
can be trusted and depended upon to exercise self-discipline
and self-direction. He relies upon their word, and
relinquishes responsibilities to them without hesitation.
Matthew used a democratic leadership style to lead the men.
Dunson

(an autocratic leader), on the other hand,

"herded"
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men much as he did cattle.
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CHAPTER 5
RIDING TO THE RESCUE:
HEROES AS CHARISMATIC LEADERS IN SHAN E. A

FISTFUL OF DOLLARS, PALE RIDER, THE MAGNIFICENT
SEVEN , AND THE SEARCHERS.

These films looks at leadership not from a behavioral
viewpoint of leadership but from the view of the leader as a
charismatic figure. As Yukl

(1981) noted:

"The opportunities

for charismatic leadership depend on the situation,"

(p.

25), and the extent to which a leader is perceived as
charismatic is assessed by several indicators:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Charismatic leaders have a high self-confidence.
Charismatic leaders are likely to engage in
behavior designed to create the impression
among followers that the leader is competent
and successful.
Charismatic leaders are likely to articulate
ideological goals for subordinates.
Charismatic leaders are likely to use role modeling
wherein they set an example in their own behavior
for followers to imitate.
Charismatic leaders are likely to communicate high
expectations about follower performance, while
simultaneously expressing confidence in followers.
Charismatic leaders are more likely to behave in
ways that arouse motives relevant to the
accomplishment of the group's mission, (pp. 60-61)

The western was imbued with opportunities for
charismatic leadership, as the following films suggest. The
"heroes"

[Burns (1978) preferred to speak of charismatic

leaders as heroic leadership] of these films meet many of
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the aforementioned tenants,

as can be seen through their

leadership examples.

Shane
Shane was directed by George Stevens and released in
1953 by Paramount Pictures. As Shane opens, a lone rider
(Alan Ladd)

appears out of the mountains and comes upon the

bucolic scene of a family homestead; the husband
Heflin), wife
Wilde)

(Van

(Jean A rthur), and young boy (Brandon De

are going about their work serenely. Their child has

been following the rider from the edge of the homestead.

The

rider asks to stop for water; the husband agrees, but the
rider is dressed exotically,
and he betrays a jumpiness
gleaming six-guns)

in buckskins and a silver belt,

(not to mention a pair of

that could only belong to a gunfighter.

The homesteader grows suspicious and suggests that the rider
move o n .
At that moment,
homestead;

a group of riders come upon the

it is Rufe Ryker

(Emile Meyer), the cattle baron

and his "boys." They threaten the homesteader, whose name is
Starret

(Van Heflin),

to leave or be forced off the land.

Noticing the man in buckskin,

a more formidable presence

than Starret, Ryker asks who he is. The man replies,

"I'm a

friend of Starret."
Ryker and his gang ride away, and Starret feels
sheepish about his earlier suspicion. He's Joe Starret,
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says, now friendly and relaxed, and he introduces his wife
Marian and his son Joey. The gunfighter reveals his name:
Sha n e.
Starret invites Shane to dinner,

and as Marian,

obviously impressed with Shane, puts out an elaborate meal,
her husband proudly expounds upon their accomplishments with
the homestead.
explains,

It is too much work, however,

for one man, he

and Ryker's intimidation drives away all the hired

help.
After dinner, Shane goes out and begins chopping away
at the massive stump Starret was trying to extricate when he
arrived,

and pretty soon, working together,

the two of them

succeed in finishing the task--which Starret says has taken
him two y e a r s .
Shane agrees to work for the Starrets,

a decision that

pleases Joe and Marian and delights young Joey, who is
completely fascinated by this glamorous stranger.
The next morning, Shane sets out alone, without his
guns,

to get provisions from the trading post in town.

Starret warns him to stay out of altercations with the
Rykers.

Starrett: Don't want my troubles to be
none of yours.

In town,

Shane trades his buckskins for somber work

clothes at the general store, then walks through the
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swinging doors to the saloon half of the trading post, where
Ryker's men are lounging.
They jeer and threaten Shane, who calmly orders a soda
pop from the bar. One of the ranch hands, Chris Calloway
(Ben Johnson), goes up to the bar and tries to provoke a
fight, at one point throwing Shane's soda pop on him. Shane
refuses to fight. Two homesteaders watch silently from the
general store, peeking over the swinging doors.
While Shane is in town, another homesteader,
Wright,

Ernie

rides to the Starret place and announces he's

leaving. The night before the Rykers destroyed his wheat
field, Joe convinces Ernie to wait and meet with all the
homesteaders that evening at the Starret homestead.
As the homesteaders are assembling,

and Joe is trying

to convince them they must stay, Shane arrives from town. As
Joe counts the number of men they have who can stand against
Ryker,

he includes Shane. Fred and Torey,

the two

homesteaders who witnessed the confrontation in the saloon,
dismiss Shane as a coward. Joe defends Shane's actions,

but

Shane refuses to explain, preferring instead to step
outside,

into the rain,

so that the homesteaders will be

"more comfortable" to discuss things.
Joe suggests that from now on, the homesteaders go as a
group into town, and the next day, they caravan to the
general store. This time when Shane goes across to the bar,
he fights with Chris Calloway and beats him. Ryker offers
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him a job, but Shane turns it down. The two exchange angry
words, and all of Ryker's men descend upon Shane.
The homesteaders are huddled in the outer doorway of
the general store. Although they can't see it, they've heard
the ruckus going on inside the saloon, and are afraid to
intervene.

Finally, Joey (who has been hiding under the

doors to the saloon and who urges Shane not to fight with
all Ryker's men against him) races to his father and tells
him that Shane will be killed. Joe Starret rushes in to help
Shane, and together they beat Ryker's men.
After they leave the saloon, Ryker is furious, and
gives orders for Jack Wilson
from Cheyenne,

(Jack Palance)

and later, Wilson,

to be brought

an obviously evil

gunfighter, appears in town. The harassment of the
homesteaders continues, and Ernie Wright again decides to
pull up stakes.
Torey, a hot-headed southerner,

goes into the saloon

and tells Ryker that he will never quit. Ryker and Wilson
sneer at him, but say nothing. Later on, Torey relates
seeing this strange gunfighter at the homesteaders'
Independence Day celebration. When Shane recognizes Wilson
by Torey's description, the other homesteaders are
suspicious of him. Joe realizes there is a great attraction
between Shane and Marian.
As they reach home that evening,

the Starrets and Shane

are met by Ryker and his men. As Wilson and Shane circle
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each other,

sizing up the competition,

impassioned plea to Starret,

Ryker makes an

justifying the rancher's side

of the conflict. He offers to buy Starret's place at a fair
price and to give Starret a job paying top wages. Starret
can also run his cattle with the Ryker herd.
Ryker's offer extends only to Starret, however, not the
other homesteaders; moreover, Joe Starrett doesn't want to
work for anyone else. He declines.
The next day, as Ryker and Wilson are scheming of ways
to rid themselves of Joe Starret, Torey and Ernie Wright
come into town. Wilson,
blustering Southerner,

seeing an easy mark in the
half-provokes, half-intimidates Torey

into a gun battle, and a frightened and pathetic Torey is
killed.
At this news, the homesteaders are ready to take
flight, but Joe shames them into staying for Torey's
funeral. After the funeral service,

Joe, aided by an

inspiring speech from Shane, convinces the homesteaders that
they must band together to rebuild the damage Ryker has done
to their homesteads.
Still,

the homesteaders wonder how to deal with Ryker.

Joe says he will do it himself; he's going to "have it out"
with Ryker.

Marian objects, but Shane is silent.

In town, as the stubbornness of the homesteaders sinks
in, Ryker becomes even more determined to get rid of Joe
Starrett.
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Chris, on the other hand, has now grown disgusted with
Ryker's methods. When Ryker lays a trap for Joe Starret,
promising to meet him alone, Chris rides out to the Starret
homestead and warns Shane.
Although Shane had been willing to allow Joe to meet
Ryker alone--despite Marian's urgent pleas--he now
intervenes, beating Joe senseless to prevent him from going
to the meeting.
Joey, angry and confused about the fight with his
father,

shouts at Shane, but the boy is immediately sorry

when Shane rides out, headed toward the saloon and Ryker's
trap. Joey follows Shane on foot.
At the saloon,

the confrontation is brief; Shane

outdraws both Wilson and Ryker. With Joey's warning, he is
able to shoot the sniper hidden in the loft above.
Joey apologizes to Shane for shouting at him; Shane
tell him there's no need, and he says good-bye. He can not
stay.

Shane:

There's no going back. Man has
to be what he is. Can't break the mold.

Shane rides away into the distance,

leaving Joey behind

calling out his name.

A Fistful of Dollars
Released in 1966 by United Artists,

and directed by
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Sergio Leone, A Fistful of Dollars was one of several
westerns starring Clint Eastwood that was directed by the
Italian, Leone. The film opens with the Man With No Name
(Clint Eastwood)

riding into an almost deserted Mexican

village, where he sees a young woman apparently being held
captive in a small white house; a child and a man are beaten
back by vicious pistoleros as they try to speak to the
wom a n.
As the Man With No Name rides further into town, he's
approached by a laughing bell-ringer who tells him that the
townspeople have all "become very rich or they're dead." Up
the street,

the Man With No Name is accosted by a group of

rowdy men, who taunt him and shoot at the mule he is riding.
As the mule bucks and gallops out of control,

he grabs an

overhead beam from a hitching post and swings down,

landing

in front of a saloon.
The saloon-keeper,

Souvenito,

feeds him and gives him

drink, but tells him to leave. It is a dead town with
nothing but widows,

he warns.

There is no employment except

for murdering or making coffins. Souvenito punctuates this
fact by pointing out the futility of the situation.

Souvenito:
Here you can only get respect by killing
other men, so nobody works anymore.

The Man With No Name walks up to the balcony of the
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saloon.

"Things always look different from higher u p , " he

says. As they survey the empty streets,

Souvenito explains

the situation.
The town has become a stopping point for bandits and
smugglers who buy liquor and guns to resell across the Texas
border to Indians. Two families,
brothers,
sell guns,

the Baxters and the Rohos

are fighting for control of the town. The Baxters
the Rohos liquor, and they're bitter enemies.

"Two bosses?" the Man With No Name muses.

"Very

interesting." He asks Souvenito which is the more powerful;
Souvenito answers the Rohos.
The Man With No Name goes back into the street; he
tells Miguel Rohos that he will work for him, and that it
will be expensive. Then he goes back to the corral,

to the

Baxter men-- the same men who heckled him when he arrived.
He outdraws all four of them and leaves them dead in the
street.
He goes to Miguel Rohos, who pays him a hundred dollars
in gold pieces. Rohos offers the gunfighter room at the
hacienda, but tells him that there will be no more killing
for the time being, as the cavalry is coming, and he and his
brothers don't want any governmental interference. As the
Man With No Name settles in, he sees the woman from the
small white house, and hears Rohos men identify her as
M erisol.
When Chico Rohos arrives at the hacienda,

the Man With
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No Name overhears an argument between Chico and M i g u e l .
Chico wants to shoot this gringo in the back and take back
the gold, but Miguel overrules. The Man With No Name packs
up and heads for the saloon where Souvenito gives him a
room. When the gunfighter asks about Merisol, Souvenito only
tells him to stay away from her. Ramon Rohos is in love with
her.
The next morning, a stagecoach heavily guarded by
Mexican cavalry, arrives. Curious, the Man With No Name and
Souvenito follow the detachment as it leaves town. At the
Rio Bravo river, the detachment stops, and the soldiers
appear to be buying guns from a U.S. Army unit.
middle of the transaction, however,

In the

the Americans pull out

their weapons and gun down all the Mexicans.

As the Man

With No Name and Souvenito watch from a ridge up above,
Souvenito spots the third Rohos brother, Ramon, wearing a
U.S. Army uniform. They now understand: Rohos' men have
ambushed the U.S. cavalry to steal the guns and now they are
killing the Mexican army to steal the gold.
The Man With No Name and Souvenito slip back into town,
and Ramon arrives, too, pretending he has arrived on the
stagecoach. When Ramon suggests that he is going to make
peace with the Baxters, that he will invite them to a dinner
that very night, the Man With No Name gives back the gold
and tells the Rohos he will be moving on.
Afterwards, Ramon explains to his puzzled brothers that
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the "peace" will last only until the investigation of the
soldiers' deaths is complete. After that, the Rohos will do
what they like with the Baxters.
That evening,

the Baxters, although suspicious, go to

dinner at the Rohos hacienda, as meanwhile the Man With No
Name--with Souvenito's help--goes down to the river and
steals two of the bodies from the ambush. They carry the
corpses to the middle of the moonlit graveyard and lean them
against tombstones.
The Man With No Name then goes to the Baxters,

relates

to them the details of the ambush and tells them to look for
the two surviving soldiers down in the graveyard. The Baxter
matriarch gives him money. The gunfighter then goes to the
Rohos and warns them of the surviving soldiers.
The Baxters and the Rohos gallop toward the graveyard,
where they shoot at each other across the tombstones,

both

sides trying to reach the soldiers first--the Baxters in an
attempt to collect evidence against the Rohos, the Rohos in
an attempt to destroy that evidence. Meanwhile,

the Man With

No Name slips into the Rohos' hacienda to search for his
gold. When he suddenly encounters Merisol, he knocks her
unconscious before he realizes who she is. He can't revive
her before the Rohos return,

so he takes her away on his

horse.
After the battle in the graveyard,

in which Ramon is

certain he has "killed" the two dead soldiers, and in which
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a Baxter son, Antonio, has been taken captive,

the Rohos

ride back into the hacienda. They discover Merisol's
absence,

and immediately begin to search for her.

In the meantime,

the Man With No Name has taken her to

the Baxters. A swap is quickly arranged--Antonio for
Merisol--and the Man With No Name is paid once again.
The next day, in the middle of the street,

the exchange

takes place. Antonio returns to his mother, who slaps him
for the trouble he has caused, and Merisol begins the trek
toward the Rohos. The small boy seen at the beginning of the
film rushes into the street and clings to Merisol, who is
his mother. The boy's father comes out,

too, and the three

of them embrace tearfully. A Rohos gunman rides up, but
Souvenito threatens to shoot if the man and boy are harmed.
Reluctantly,

the family parts, and Merisol continues toward

the Rohos.
Afterwards,

Souvenito explains that Merisol has been

taken captive by Ramon, and that her husband is powerless,
since the Rohos have threatened to kill the boy, Jesus. The
Man With No Name goes back to the Rohos,

who are happy to

have him now that they feel that war with the Baxters is
imminent, and that the investigation of the soldiers' death
may prove to be more complicated.
That night, as the Rohos celebrate; the Man With No
Name feigns drunkenness,

then slips out to the small white

house and kills the guards. He reunites Merisol with her
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family,

and gives them the money he's made to start a new

life over the border.
Ramon discovers his treachery, however, and the Man
With No Name is beaten brutally in an effort to discover the
whereabouts of Merisol. Ramon is convinced, because of all
the men killed,

that the Baxters have raided the small white

house. The Man With No Name refuses to reveal anything, and
manages to escape, moments before what would probably be a
fatal beating.
The Rohos scour the town; again,

they are convinced the

Man With No Name must be hiding with the Baxters. But the
Man With No Name has hidden himself inside a coffin, and as
the old coffin maker is driving him out of town on the back
of a wagon,

he watches from a small gap in the lid, as the

Rohos annihilate the entire Baxter family, setting fire to
their house and shooting them one by one as they run out.
Later,

the Man With No Name hides in a secluded spot

away from the town; as his wounds heal, he constructs an
impenetrable breastplate with bullet lead. When he hears
that Souvenito is being tortured,

he appears in town behind

the billowing smoke of a dynamite blast. He kills all the
Rohos, except for Chico, who is hiding above with a shotgun.
Souvenito,

who's been freed, shoots Chico,

begin to ring,

and the bells

signaling a new beginning for the town.

The Man With No Name rides out of town.
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Pale Rider
Pale Rider, released in 1985 by Malpaso Productions
(Eastwood's production company), was directed by and starred
Clint Eastwood. Set in Northern California during 1850,

the

film opens with a group of riders hurriedly riding toward a
mining camp. As the residents of the camp go about their
daily tasks, unaware of their impending trouble,

the peace

is disturbed. A young girl is pictured in the nearby woods,
frolicking with her pet dog. The scene shifts as the riders
cascade into the camp, upending tents and destroying the
camp residents' property.
As the young girl, Megan Wheeler

(Sydney Penny), having

returned to the camp, runs to grab her dog from the melee,
one of the riders kills it. Leaving a wake of destruction
behind them, the riders leave the camp. A man, Hull Barrett
(Michael Moriarty)

and a woman, Sarah Wheeler

Snodgress), the girl's mother,

(Carrie

look on as Megan gingerly

picks up the lifeless body of her pet and carries it into
the woods for burial.
Reciting the twenty-third Psalm, Megan comments that
she wants a miracle, and as she speaks,
the Preacher

the scene shifts to

(Clint Eastwood) riding on his horse

(giving

the impression that the Preacher is the miracle she asked
f or). Hull has ridden into LeHood (a town named after and
owned by the man responsible for the raid and "forbidden" to
Hull and all the camp miners) to replace destroyed supplies,
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though the other miners question the sanity of such a move.
Coming out of the Blankenship mercantile,

run by an

elderly couple sympathetic to the plight of the camp miners,
Hull is accosted and beaten by LeHood's men until the
Preacher shows up and defends Hull, beating up all four of
LeHood1s men without difficulty. The Preacher rides out of
town,

followed by Hull's buckboard,

and Hull invites him to

stay with him to repay the Preacher's kindness

(not knowing

he is a preacher, but thinking him to be a gunfighter). Hull
tells Preacher that he lives with his fiancee and her
daughter. As the two men ride into the mining camp, one of
the miners, a man named Lindquist,

is riding out. He tells

Hull that he has had enough from LeHood, and is leaving.
The scene then shifts to a dark cabin where Sarah and
Megan Wheeler are preparing a meal, and Megan is reading
Revelations from the Bible. She is reading about the fourth
seal being a rider on a pale horse.

Megan:

I heard the voice of the fourth beast say,
'Come and see,' and I looked and behold
a Pale horse, and his name that sat on him
was Death.

The Preacher rides by their open window at this point,
riding his pale, mottled-colored horse.

Megan

(continuing the verse):
And Hell followed with him.
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As Hull hands Preacher a towel, he notices bullet scars
(five wounds patterned in a close circular pattern)
Preacher's back. Hull, in the other room,

on

is telling Sarah

about the incident in town, as she is protesting Preacher's
presence in their house.

Preacher comes into the room,

having cleaned off, wearing a black shirt with a clerical
collar. Sarah and Hull look stunned, and Megan (looking as
if her earlier prayer had just been answered)

asks Preacher

to say g r a c e .
The scene then shifts to LeHood's mining operation,
where his men are stripping the mountainside bare with
hydraulic pumps, which blast the mountain's exterior with
high-powered streams of water, eroding the landscape. Josh
Lehood (Christopher Penn), Lehood's only son, is overseeing
the operation in his father's absence. The men who were
battered by the Preacher arrive to tell the young LeHood of
the stranger's presence, and chat Preacher left riding off
with Hull toward Carbon Canyon

(the mining camp that the men

raided earlier).
As Hull talks with the Preacher, Hull walks to a large
boulder that is in the stream bed. He tells Preacher that he
has been working on breaking the boulder little by little
for over two years, but that he does not want to use
dynamite because it might dam up the stream. Preacher begins
hammering away with a sledge hammer,

joined by Hull, when

Josh LeHood shows up with a hired "thug"--a mountain of a
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man

(Richard Kiel). Preacher makes short work of the large

man, however, and even helps the injured man back onto his
horse

(as the rest of the mining camp watches). After LeHood

and his man leave, the community comes to help break the
rest of the boulder.
Coy LeHood, Josh's father

(Richard Dysart), returns

from a trip to Sacramento, and when he finds out that a
preacher

has been allowed to stay at the mining camp,

furious.

Coy states

that

he is

the spirit of the miners was nearly

broken.

L e ho od :
and a man without spirit is whipped,
but a preacher; he could give them faith.
Shit. One ounce of faith they'll be dug
in deeper than ticks on a hound.

Coy

tells them that he wants to see the Preacher,

but

for them not to harm him, because that would only make
Preacher a martyr. Coy goes on to lament that some of the
politicians in Sacramento want to do away with hydraulic
mining altogether,

"raping the land they call it." Telling

his son that they have to get the miners out of Carbon
Canyon soon, because, the way it is going politically,
LeHood might be out of business in a couple of years.
Both Sarah and Megan show an attraction toward
Preacher. Hull,
boulder,

finding a gold nugget under the destroyed

decides to go back to town (along with Preacher,
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Megan, and Sarah)

to celebrate.

In town, Josh LeHood goes

over to Preacher and tells him that his father wants to see
him. Preacher goes into LeHood's office and Coy tries to
bribe him. When that fails, Coy goes into a diatribe about
how he started "this country."

LeHood:
I opened this country. I made this town
what it is.
I brought jobs and industry.
I built an empire with my own two hands, and
I never asked help from anybody. Those squatters
are standing in the way of progress.
Preacher:
There's or yours?

Coy,

irate,

threatens to run the miners out with the

help of a Marshal Stockburn (John Russell)

and his deputies.

Preacher asks if Coy is willing to buy the miners'

claims

for one thousand dollars each. First laughing, Coy agrees
when Preacher asked him how much it would be worth to have a
clear conscience.
That night,

the miners debate LeHood's offer. Hull

leads the discussion,

as Preacher,

standing off, watches.

Hull:
I think we ought to ask ourselves why we're here.
That ain't what I'm about (referring to the gol d) .
I came out here to raise a family. This is my
home. This is my dream. I sunk roots here,
and we all buried members of our families in
this ground. This was their dream too, and
they died for it. Now, are we going to take a
thousand dollars and leave their graves
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unattended? We owe them more than that don't
we? We owe ourselves more, cause if we sell
out now, what price do we put on our dignitynext time? Two-thousand dollars ... less ... o r ,
is this the best offer?

They decide to decline it, even though it would mean
the arrival of Stockburn and his men. The Preacher walks
with Megan as she confesses her desires for him. He politely
declines her request to seduce her, and, angrily,
denounces him

she

(stating that she hopes he "dies and goes to

H e l l !").
Preacher,

riding to LeHood's mining operation and

noticing how it destroys the land, tells Josh to relay that
the miners'

have rejected his offer.

Hull comes to Preacher's cabin, and, noticing that
Preacher has left, returns to tell Sarah and Megan. Sarah,
upset, blames Hull for Preacher's leaving.

(She really is

displaying her fear of their future, and the camp's future
without Preacher's protection from LeHood and his forces.)

Hull:
Sarah:
Hull:
Sarah
Hull:
Sarah

Hull:
S ar a h :

He's gone.
Who?
The Preacher. Packed up and left.
(angrily): LeHood, the Marshall Stockburn be
damned. Isn't that what you decided last night?
I spoke my mind if that's what you mean.
(dismayed and angry):
You got the rest of them to vote your way,
d i d n 't you?
They voted their conscience.
They voted to fight.
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Hull

(emphatically): Damn right, if that's what it
comes to.
Sarah: You think they would have voted that way
before the Preacher came? You think they would
have voted that way if they knew that he
wouldn't be here?
Hull:
They voted to stick together.
Sarah:
The Preacher was holding them together.
They knew he helped you in town. They watched
him stand up to that animal LeHood sent out
here. They were counting on him to beat LeHood
himself'.
(Dejected she sits down)
Hull:
I reckon I did all right by you before he
came, didn't I?
(Megan looks at Hull pitifully)

They hear a dynamite blast, and go outside to find that
the stream has been dammed upstream, leaving them with only
a trickle. The scene shifts to Preacher riding into a town,
and retrieving a strong box from a bank. Opening it, he
takes out a gun and holster and puts in his collar. Then,
the scene shifts to Hull _c:lj.ing the rest of the miners that
Preacher has left.

Conway:
Hull:
Conway:

Where's the Preacher? He'll know what to do.
He ain't here.

You mean he's gone?
Miner:
Shit.
Other Miner:
I reckon it's time to pack up the Mrs. and ride
out of here.
Hull:
But before he (Preacher) left, he said
that if anything happened, he hoped that we
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would do like he'd do if he was here. When
the camp finds out that the Preacher left, they
hesitate but decide to stay a couple of days.
Miner:
I don't know. I suppose we could dry pan for a
couple of days, come to think of it.
Hull:
I know he'd hate to see us quit without we gave
it our best.

The miners' decide to stay, and, one of the miner's,
Spider Conway, warns Hull.

Conway: You've got sand, Barrett. But you can't
lie worth a damn. With the Preacher gone and
LeHood on the warpath, your life won't be worth
spit.

Stockburn and his deputies are shown riding toward the
town of LeHood. Conway finds a large gold nugget, and
decides to celebrate by taking his two sons into town. Hull
walks over to apologize to Sarah for anything that may have
angered her.
Megan, borrowing Hull's horse,
operation, where she sees Josh
her though-out the film).

rides toward LeHood's

(who has shown an interest in

He asks her why she is there, and

she says that she was just curious. Josh roughly grabs
Megan, and is about to rape her, as the workers cheer him
on, when Preacher,

from the top of the hill,

shoots a

warning shot that stops Josh and the jeering crowd. Megan
safely rides away with Preacher, returning to the camp.
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Spider, back in town and drunk, calls to LeHood from
the street. Stockburn and his men are in LeHood's office,
looking out at Conway. As LeHood describes the Preacher,
Stockburn seems visibly shaken. As Conway holds his nugget,
still taunting LeHood,

Stockburn and his men walk out into

the street. Conway, realizing his predicament,

tries to

apologize stating that his grievance wasn't with Stockburn,
but with LeHood. Stockburn, playing with Conway like a cat
with a mouse,

finally shoots Conway, as do his deputies,

repeatedly.
Preacher and Megan enter the mining camp, and he
carries her into Sarah's. Hull comes in to show Preacher the
body of Conway, brought back to camp by his sons.

Preacher

tells the miners that they will have to be ready to stand up
to Stockburn as a group.

Preacher:
A man alone is easy prey. Only by standing
together are you going to beat the LeHood's
of the world. No matter what happens tomorrow,
don't you forget that.

Sarah comes in to see Preacher, and begs him not to
go into town to face LeHood and Stockburn tomorrow. Preacher
tells her that it is an old score that needs to be settled.
She confesses her desire for him, but she also tells him
that she needs "a man who would never leave me, and you
would leave again one day wouldn't you?" She does tell him
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that she wants to kiss him, and,

in doing so, she ends up

staying with him for the night.

Sarah:
Who are you, really.
Preacher: Well, it really doesn't matter, does it.
Sarah:
No
The next morning, as Preacher is leaving his cabin,
Hull tells him that he is going with Preacher. They ride to
LeHood's camp and dynamite the operation. At one point,

as

Preacher has his back turned, Josh LeHood raises his rifle
toward him, when the large mountain of a man that Preacher
defeated earlier grabs Josh's rifle.

Preacher tips his hat,

acknowledging his thanks. Afterwards,

Preacher chases off

Hull's horse and tells Hull to take care of Sarah.
Preacher rides into town as LeHood and Stockburn look
out LeHood's office window. Preacher goes into Blankenship's
mercantile and tells the Blankenships to "take a stroll." As
Preacher sips coffee, some of LeHood's men look in on him.
Rushing in,

they shoot erratically,

not noticing that he has

left undetected. Preacher comes back into the room, and
easily dispatches LeHood's men. Preacher calmly walks back
out into the street, reloads his gun,

and stands at the far

end of town waiting.
As Stockburn and his deputies empty into the street,
they notice Preacher's hat lying in the middle of the street
(where he had been standing). Fanning out, Stockburn and his
deputies begin to search the town, and one by one Preacher
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kills them. Finally, only Stockburn is left. Preacher
strolls calmly back to pick up his hat, and, as he walks
slowly toward Stockburn, he reloads his gun. As Preacher
gets within a few feet of Stockburn, Stockburn,
(and visibly frightened)

recognizes Preacher.

surprised

"You...You,"

Stockburn states in alarm as he reaches for his gun.
Preacher easily outdraws him, hesitates a second,

then

shoots Stockburn. Hull, having walked to town, notices that
LeHood had brandished a shotgun. Hull kills LeHood, and
walking over to the slain Stockburn, he notices that
Stockburn's bullet wounds resemble the same pattern as Hull
had earlier noticed on Preacher. Preacher, after
acknowledging Hull's long walk, gets on his horse and rides
off toward the mountains.
Megan, having hurriedly ridden into town to catch
Preacher, yells for him, but she is too late. He has already
ridden out of sight.

M eg a n :
Preacher... Preacher. We all love you,
Preacher. I love you. Thank you. Good-bye.

The film ends as Hull and Megan begin to ride back to
Carbon Canyon; Stockburn's lifeless body is seen lying in
the street.

The Magnificent Seven
The Magnificent Seven, released in 1960 by United
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Artists and directed by John Sturges also portrays
charismatic leadership as a more rending experience,

not

only for the leadership but for the organization as well, a
process exacting a greater level of risk--and sacrifice--on
the part of everyone involved. For the price of leadership
is death,

the "good guys" get killed.

As the movie opens,
Wallach)

the bandit leader Calvera

(Eli

and his gang ride in to plunder a small Mexican

village. The villagers know Calvera well; his plundering is
a yearly ritual.
Cetera,

Calvera bemoans the changing times to

the village leader:

In earlier years, cattle and

gold and fruit from the trees were there for the picking,
but now, even the poor boxes that Calvera steals from big
churches are empty. W h a c 's more, there's price on his head.
As the bandits prepare to leave, an angry villager rushes
forward; Calvera shoots him.
The bandits ride away, and the villagers enter a heated
debate. Some insist that something must be done about
Calvera or the children of the village will starve. Others
point to the risk of confronting Calvera; besides, he always
leaves them just enough provisions to go on.
They decide to ask The Old Man in the mountains; he
will know what to do. The Old Man tells them they must
fight; he gives them a gold watch that they can sell for
money at a border town.
The scene dissolves to the border town, where two
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Northern business men are arguing with an undertaker. One of
the business men has paid for a pauper, whom he has seen
lying dead on the street, to have a funeral, but the
undertaker returns his money. There's a faction in town that
will not allow the dead man burial in Boot Hill because he
is an Indian, and now there's no one brave enough to drive
the hearse to the cemetery.
Hearing this, a drifter named Chris

(Yul Brynner)

steps

forward to drive the hearse. Another cowboy name McVen
(Steve McQueen)

agrees to ride shotgun. The two of them

drive the hearse to Boot Hill; a large crowd follows from
town--not to help, but rather to watch. At the cemetery,
they're met by a group of white men who order them to leave,
but Chris shoots the gun arms of the two leaders, and their
opposition crumbles. Chris calls for six volunteers to
unload the casket, and six men step forward. There is a
great feeling of victory among the crowd; the undertaker
volunteers drinks for everyone.
After witnessing this scene, the men from the Mexican
village go to Chris to ask his help. Although his usual fee
is far more,

he's impressed by the fact that they're

offering him everything they have. He cautions them.

Chris: You understand what it means to
start something like this?

The men assure him, they're ready to fight--"every
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man," they promise.
Chris begins to recruit help, and six other gunfighters
agree to come aboard. Harry (Brad Dexter)

joins because he

thinks there's money buried somewhere in the mountains near
the village, Lee

(Robert Vaughn)

case of bad nerves,

joins to hide from his own

the Kid (Horst Buchholz)

prove himself, and Britt

(James Coburn)

known only to himself. McVen and Chico

is eager to

joins for reasons
(Charles Bronson)

simply have no better offers for work. The seven ride to the
village, where at first the villagers hide from them. Do not
worry, the Old Man assures the seven men, the villagers are
afraid of everything at first; they will come around.
A village festival is held the following day, where the
McVen notices with dismay that there are no more women in
the village, only men and children. Three of Calvera's men
come to spy on the village, and Britt and the Kid shoot
them.
Now, Chris explains to the villagers,

there is little

time to prepare for Calvera's arrival, and they set about
their work quickly. The village is fortified,

traps are set,

and the men begin to learn to use pistols and rifles.
middle of their preparations,

In the

the Kid discovers that the

villagers have hidden all the women in the mountains--they
don't trust these gringo gunmen.

However,

later on, as the

six of the gunslingers sit around the table feasting on a
large dinner, Chico comes in to inform them that the
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villagers have been on meager rations so that the Yankees
could eat well. Sheepish, McVen and the Kid dole out their
rations to the village children.
As the moment draws near, Chris goes to round up the
people who live in the mountains. The Old Man, however,
refuses to go. The farmers' interests bore him; he is not
afraid of the bandits--at his age,

"a little excitement is

welc o me ."
At last, Calvera rides into the village. The battle is
intense, and Calvera withdraws. As the men begin to
celebrate

and relive their glory,

three snipers begin to

fire down

on the village. As Chico covers two of his

comrades,

he is shocked to find three small boys from the

village at his side. They are assigned to him, they explain.
If he is killed, they will
death,

pick up his rifle and avenge

and put flowers each day

his

on his grave. He's amused,

but also touched, and he strikes up a friendship with the
three.
After the snipers are
uncertain. Surely,

Calvera

killed, the villagers are
will go away now, to another

village which won't put up such a resistance. Still,

the

leader of the village resistance wonders what they should
do.

Chris:
What do you say?
Resistance Leader:
Me?
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Chr i s:
Well, we work for you.
Resistance Leader:
What else is there to do, but wait?

Exactly,

Chris agrees. It is Calvera's move. That

night, the seven reflect on their lives as hired guns. The
Kid, his first battle behind him, is jubilant; the glory is
quite enough for him. However,

for the others, older and

wiser, the feeling of loss is palpable.
The Kid goes into the mountains to infiltrate the
bandelero's group, and when he returns the news is somber.
Calvera won't go away; he can't. The bandits are broke and
starving, and the village is their only hope.
Now the seven gunslingers are hesitant.

It was one

thing to try to scare Calvera away, but it is quite another
to fight him to the death. Still, Chris points out, they
have a contract. Not one that a court of law would honor,
McVen counters. Ah, but those are precisely the kind one
must keep, Chris tells him. He suggests they lower the odds
by stealing Calvera's horses and forcing the bandits to
attack on foot.
The village resistance leader wants to go, but Chris
refuses.

Chris:
You stay. You're in charge here.
Resistance Leader:
You can count on me.
Chris:
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I know I can.

However, when the seven reach the bandits' camp,

the

horses are gone and so are the bandits. They ride into an
eerily quiet village, and as they dismount their horses,
they are surrounded by Calvera and his men, who have been
hiding inside the buildings of the village.
Calvera explains to them that Cetera (the village
leader with whom he'd always dealt)

has let him and his men

inside the village.

Calvera:
Your friends, they don't like you very
much any more. You force them to make
too many decisions. With me, only one
decision--do what I say.

Calvera offers Chris and his men a deal. Ride on and
they won't be harmed. The seven agree.
As the gunfighters collect their belongings,

it is

obvious they're disappointed in the villagers. McVen chides
Chris.

McVen: That's your problem. You got involved
with the people in this village.

Chris, however,

is not "the only sucker in town." McVen

admits he, too, had come to like and trust the villagers.
Chico's three young followers come to bid him farewell.
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Sorry to see him go, one of the boys tells him their fathers
are cowards. Through working with the villagers Chico has
come to identify with his own Mexican heritage,

and he is

furious at the boy's statement. He spanks the boy, and
forbids all of them to call their fathers cowards. After
all, Chico explains, he only carries a gun; their fathers
carry great responsibility,

for them and their mothers and

the village. Such a responsibility is like a great rock. No,
Chico tells them,

it is much braver to stick with a farm--

not knowing whether it will succeed or fail--than to travel
the world carrying a gun.
The seven gunfighters ride out of the village and
regroup. The Kid is especially hurt,

and it shows in the

overly scornful way he dismisses the villagers, who care
nothing,

he says, except for their precious crops. What

could one expect from a bunch of cowardly farmers, he says
contemptuously. Ah, Chris guesses,

the Kid was once part of

a village just like that. Yes, the Kid replies, he was once
a farmer; he knows only too well the foibles of his kind.

Kid:
And who made us this way? Men with guns.
Men like Calvera. Men like y o u . ...And
now m e .

The men

decide to go back.

It is a question of pride;

they can not let Calvera dominate them. At daybreak,

they

ride back in, and a great battle ensues. The village
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resistance leaders, who have been under armed guard,
released,

are

and as they rush the bandits carrying nothing but

sticks and chairs,

the rest of the villagers decide to

follow. The men, the women,

the children--they all attack

the bandits with whatever weapons they can find.
When the smoke has cleared, Calvera is dead, but so are
four of the seven. Only Chris, McVen and the Kid are still
living. The Old Man puts the victory in perspective:

Old Man:
Only the farmers have w o n . They remain
forever. They are like the land itself.
You helped rid them of Calvera the way
a strong wind helps rid them of locusts.
You are like the wind, blowing over the
land and passing on.

As the three of them head into the mountains,

the Kid,

who has become involved with a young girl in the village,
turns around. He returns co che village and takes off his
gun belt.
Chris and McVen look down on the peaceful village,
Chis says the Old Man was right.

and

"Only the farmers won. We

lost. We always lose."

The Searchers
As the movie opens, Ethan Edwards

(John Wayne)

returns

home, where he has lived with his brother Aaron and sisterin-law Martha. Absent to fight in the Civil War, Ethan has
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stayed away for an additional three years following the war,
an absence that he does not explain. And there are more
mysteries: newly minted money that Ethan gives his brother.
Ethan and Aaron do not seem particularly close,
through the evening and following morning,

and

it becomes

evident that there is an unrequited love simmering between
Ethan and Martha--or at least, certainly on Martha's part.
Ethan is kind to the children,

teenager Lucy, son Ben, and

Debbie, who is around six years old. But he rejects the
Edwards' adoptive son, teenager Martin Pawley (Jeffrey
H unter). Ironically,

it is Ethan who has, in a manner of

speaking, given life to Martin, rescuing him from under a
wagon when his parents were killed in an Indian raid. Martin
is one-eighth Cherokee,

dark-haired and dark-featured;

"fella could mistake you for a half-breed," Ethan says
contemptuously.
When Captain Reverend Samuel Clayton (Ward Bond) of the
Texas Rangers comes to Aaron and Martha's home to ask for
help in tracking rustlers who have stolen cattle from
neighbor Lars Jorgenson, Ethan and Martin go along.

(The

Captain accepts Ethan's help, even though there are
implications that Ethan, who says he has refused to turn his
Confederate saber into a plowshare, may also be wanted for
some criminal activities.) Aaron stays behind with his
family; the rustlers might be Commanche.
Some forty miles from the Edwards homestead,

Clayton’s
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party encounters slaughtered cattle and realizes the theft
was a ruse:

It is a Commanche war party, bearing down upon

either the Jorgenson or the Edwards place.
No point in rushing home, Ethan points out. They're too
far; the horses need grain and rest. But Martin gallops
away, as the rest of the posse head for the Jorgenson place,
which is closer.
That evening, an eerie quiet settles on the Edwards
homestead. Aaron peers nervously into the darkness, and Ben
tells his mother,
Martha does,

"I wish Uncle Ethan was here." Clearly

too. Sensing an Indian attack is imminent,

Aaron and Martha send Debbie out the back window to hide in
an old grave yard. There, huddled behind a tombstone, Debbie
is confronted by the terrifying figure of a Commanche
warrior.
At daybreak,

Ethan passes Martin stumbling through the

sagebrush; his horse has indeed collapsed. At the homestead,
Ethan, calling out Martha's name,

finds utter destruction.

He punches Martin to keep him from seeing Martha's body; the
sight is too horrible. The bodies of Debbie and Lucy can't
be found; perhaps they have been taken prisoner.
The next morning, as the service is being held over the
graves, Ethan stalks away before the Captain, who is also a
preacher,

has finished.

"Put an amen to it," Ethan says

tersely, and the men reluctantly follow.
As the group prepares to ride away, Mrs. Jorgenson
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tells Ethan that her own son, Brad
sweetheart)

(who is Lucy's

was also like a son to Martha. She pleads to

Ethan, on both Martha's and Brad's behalf.

Mrs. Jorgenson:
I know that Martha would want you
to take care of her boys as well as
her girls. And if the girls are dead,
don't let the boys waste their lives
on vengeance.

On the trail, the posse encounters the body of a dead
Indian, and with casual relish, Ethan shoots out the eyes of
the corpse--Indians believe it will prevent the brave from
entering the spirit world, he says. As they near the Indian
encampment,

Ethan wants to jump them. The Captain objects,

since this would mean certain death for the girls, and
Ethan,

though utterly contemptuous of the Captain's

authority,

is overruled.

Instead,

the group decides to

stampede L^e Indian's ponies--without mounts,
says,

the Captain

they'll be more "apt to listen." But the Indians

anticipate the attack, and the posse finds only ashes from
the campfires.
The next day, the posse comes under Indian attack. Dug
in behind some brush along the side of a river bank,

the men

fire at the Indians trying to cross. Martin kills an Indian,
and bursts into tears, though he recovers himself and
continues to fight. Eventually the Indians retreat; as they
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try to collect their dead, Ethan continues firing, much to
the shock and dismay of his comrades.
Ethan resolves to continue without the rest of the
posse, and the Captain agrees. Martin and Brad Jorgenson,
however,

insist on accompanying Ethan, and he allows them on

one condition.
Ethan:

Later,

I'm giving the orders.

in a canyon, alone,

Ethan finds something that

disturbs him deeply. It is not until later, when the three
of them are watching an Indian encampment, and Brad is
convinced he's spotted Lucy by her dress, that Ethan informs
them that it's a "buck" wearing Lucy's dress. Lucy's body
was what he'd found back in the canyon; he's wrapped her in
his Confederate coat and buried her with his own hands. When
Brad quizzes him about the body,

Ethan erupts.

Eth an :
What do you want me to do?
Draw you a picture? Don't ever ask me.
Don't ever ask me again.

Like Martin earlier, Brad is frenzied, leaping on his
horse and galloping toward the encampment. Martin starts
after him,
later,

to stop him, but Ethan restrains him. Moments

rifle reports fill the air; Brad has been killed.

The snow starts to fall, and Ethan decides they will
turn for home. Will they ever find the Indians who have
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Debbie, Martin wonders. The Indians will grow tired of
running, Ethan replies. That's how an Indian is.

Ethan:
seems like he never learns there's
such a critter as keeps on com in g....
We'll find 'em as sure as the
turning of the earth.
Back home, a letter is waiting for Ethan; in it there
is news of a sighting that might be Debbie. That evening,

he

tells Martin he'll be pushing on. Martin is adamant he will
come,

too, even though Ethan questions the need for it.

Debbie was nothing to Martin, he says,

"no kin."

The next morning, Ethan leaves before Martin is up.
Laurie Jorgenson wants Martin to stay. Martin is awkward and
shy, backward even, as a suitor, still more boy than man,
yet Laurie loves him. She pleads with Martin to stay,
telling him Ethan will find Debbie. That, Martin tells her,
is what h e ’s afraid of. He has seen the look in Ethan's eyes
when the very word "Commanche" is spoken.

Martin:

He's a man who can go crazy wild
and I intend to stop him when he does.

Reluctantly, Laurie gives him the letter she pilfered
from Ethan,

the one with the news about Debbie, and Martin

sets off.
For the next five years, Ethan and Martin track the
Indians and their evil chief Scar

(Henry Brandon). Along the
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way, they encounter white women who have been rescued from
Indian captives, and it is a terrible sight. The women seem
deeply scarred psychologically,

depraved even. They also

witness white men's atrocities to Indians. Much to his
distress, Martin inadvertently "buys" an Indian wife,
thinking he's made a swap for a blanket.

The woman, who's

dubbed "Look," disappears when she understands their quest,
and later Martin is appalled and angered to find her shot
dead by American soldiers.
Martin,

though he is often a step behind Ethan, either

physically or metaphorically,

never gives up on the journey,

to his commitment, much to the chagrin of Laurie, who grows
weary of waiting for this seemingly futile quest to end.
At last the two men catch up to the Commanche band.
They arrange a parlay with Scar, and inside his lodge,
are shocked to see Debbie

they

(Natalie Wood), now grown, wearing

her dark hair in braids and dressed in Indian garb. She is
one of Scar's wives; as Scar explains that for each of his
sons killed by white men he takes many scalps, Debbie,

on

Scar's order, passes a scalp pole in front of her uncle and
brother. They do not reveal their mission to Scar, but he
has already recognized them and knows their purpose.

Ethan

tells them they will talk the next day, but as he tells
Martin at their camp inside the hollow between two sandy
ridges,
options,

Scar intends to kill them. As they debate their
Debbie appears,

running down through the sand.
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She orders them to leave; she tells them the Commanche
are her family now. Martin tells her he has come to bring
her back to her real home.

"I waited and waited for you to

come," she says, and her suffering is writ large across her
face. Martin fairly winces.

"I've come now," he says. But

Debbie warns them they must go. Her voice and face are
urgent now. Ethan raises his pistol to shoot her, but Martin
steps in front of her.

Ethan:
Martin:

Step aside, Martin.
No, you don't.

As Ethan advances toward Martin and Debbie, an Indian
appears on the opposite ridge and fires an arrow; it strikes
Ethan's shoulder. Ethan and Martin jump to their mounts,
leaving Debbie, as Scar and his warriors give chase. Martin
and Ethan take refuge in a cave, and the Indians retreat.
Later, Martin removes the poison arrow.
out his will and hands it to Martin

Ethan writes

(who can barely r e a d ) .

Ethan has bequeathed all of his property to Martin,

since he

is "without blood kin." Martin angrily disputes this.

"Keep

your will," he says angrily to Ethan, and then, bitterly,
he realizes the futility of their quest, he says,

as

"I hope

you d i e , " even though it is clear he will continue to nurse
E t h an .
Once Ethan has healed the two return home just in time
to cause a commotion at the wedding that's about to take
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place between Laurie and a local,

Charlie McCorry. Martin

and Charlie get into a fist fight, and Laurie and Charlie
break off their engagement.
As the guests,

including Captain Clayton, survey the

shambles of the wedding party,

news is brought by a young

soldier. Scar and his band are in the area; the Army has
requested the assistance of the Texas Rangers.
The Rangers quickly collect themselves; Ethan and
Martin are ready to leave with them, but Laurie objects.
Martin isn't going, she tells him, not this time. Laurie
tells him i t ’s too late to rescue Debbie.

"She's a woman

grown." But that does not matter to Martin, he's got to
"fetch Debbie home."

Laurie:

Fetch what home? The leavings of
Commanche bucks sold time and again
to the highest bidder and with savage
brats of her own?

Martin is repulsed by Laurie's suggestion, but she
tells what Ethan will do if he has the chance.

Laurie:
Martin:

He'll put a bullet in her brain.
I tell you Martha would want it.
Only if I'm dead.

Once more, Ethan, Martin and the Texas Rangers find
themselves outside the Commanche encampment.

Five years have

made a dramatic difference in Debbie's status with the white
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men. Now,

it is Captain/Reverend Clayton who says,

"Tighten

your cinches, we charge in at sunup." Debbie will be killed,
Martin objects.

"That's what I'm counting on," Ethan

ret or ts .
However,

five years have also made a difference in

Martin's stature as well. He demands to go in first, before
daybreak,

to rescue Debbie. To dissuade him, Ethan reveals

that one of the scalps on Scar's pole was that of Martin's
mother.

Martin:

That don't change nothing.

The Captain agrees to Martin's request.
funeral," Ethan says. However, one sound,

"It's your

the Captain warns,

and the Rangers are coming in. "We ain't gonna have no time
to pick and choose our targets," he warns. Only too well
does Martin know the truth of this; Debbie could receive no
better treatment than Look.
In the darkness, Ethan helps Martin drop from a steep
cliff above the Indian camp. Martin creeps through the
sleeping village,

finding Debbie at last alone in one of

Scar's lodges. He's ready to take her away--and she's ready
to go, when Scar appears at the flap. Martin shoots Scar,
and the reports of the pistol bring the Rangers.
As the Rangers gallop into the camp, Ethan rides his
horse straight into Scar's tent. Seeing Scar's body,

he
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pulls out his knife, and moments later he emerges on
horseback, Scar's scalp in his hand. Then, he spots Debbie
fleeing the camp. He sets off, and Martin, who is on foot,
runs behind trying to stop Ethan's horse.
Ethan chases Debbie all the way to the mouth of a cave
that looks similar to the one in which he and Martin took
refuge earlier. He calls Debbie's name and she falls,
trembling. Ethan leaps off his horse; Martin is running up
behind, his gun drawn.
Ethan, however, does not kill Debbie; instead, he
scoops her into his arms.

"Let's go home, Debbie," he says

lovingly. He carries her on his horse back to the
Jorgensons, where he lets her down gently.
Martin and Debbie go inside the house with the
Jorgensons, but Ethan stands outside for a moment,

framed by

the doorway, before he heads into the distance.

Analysis of the Films
In these films,

the leadership styles exhibited by the

main characters are similar,

for all are rather laconic

leaders who depend on their actions to speak for themselves.
They do not attempt to lead by cajoling the organizations
(groups) they seek to impact,

but their formidable courage

and strength of presence allow the organizations involved to
take stock of

(and solidify)

their shared visions, moving

the organizations beyond their trepidations

(both real and
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imagined).
Shane lays out the challenges faced by an organization
attempting great shifts in vision and goals and the
difficulties which the charismatic leader must sometimes
overcome. When he tries to convince Starret to come to work
for him, Ryker
leadership,

(an echo of Tom Dunson) presents a claim for

not to mention a case for the free range,

that

is not without merit.

Ryker:
When I came to this country, you weren't
much older than your boy there. We had
rough times. Me and other men that are
mostly dead now. I got a bad shoulder
from a Cheyenne arrowhead. We made this
country. Found it and made it. Work and
blood and empty bellies. The cattle we
brought in were hazed off by Indians and
rustlers. Don't bother you much any more
because w£ handled them. Made a safe range
out of this. Some of us died doing it.
We made it. Then people move in. Fence
orf my range. Fence off my water. Some
of 'em like you plow ditches that take
out irrigation water. And so the crick
runs dry. I've got to move stock because
of it. And you say we have no right to the
range. The men that did the work and ran
the risk have no right.

Still, while Ryker's plea may elicit sympathy,

his is

obviously a vision rooted in the past. Over and over,
warned

he is

of this. Starret tells him in their first meeting of

the film,

"the time for blasting a man off his place

is
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over." Later, Shane tells him,

"You've lived too long. Your

kind of days are over." Ryker's efforts in the past have
earned him a place of respect, but he can not rightly claim
the post of leadership for the future.
When he and Shane are trying to convince the
homesteaders to stay, Joe Starrett offers the vision the
community will need to grow:
Starrett:
We can't give up this valley. And we ain't
gonna do it. This is farming country.
A
place where people can come and bring up
their families. Who is Rufe Ryker or
anyone else to run us away from our own
home? He only wants to grow up his beef
and what we want to grow up is families.
To grow up good and grow 'em up strong.
The way they was meant to be.

Joe Starrett has the vision the organization needs for
the future. He is a sensitive,

responsible leader. He does

not believe in acting unilaterally; three times he suggests
group effort. The first time, when Ernie Wright is
determined to leave,

the meeting at the Starrett homestead

is enough to keep the homesteaders on track. The wisdom of
his second suggestion, that the homesteaders all go into
town together,

is tragically proven in Torey's needless

death. Finally, by urging the homesteaders to fulfill their
moral and civic obligations by burying Torey together, he is
able

(with Shane's help)

to avert a mass exodus.
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however, are

not enough to meet the challenge of effecting such a sea
change in the organization. Perhaps they would be adequate
if the organization were more receptive to the idea of
evolving, but against Starrett is arrayed a powerful and
entrenched status quo, while behind him is a weak and illestablished force. Except for Torey, who is portrayed as a
bit foolish,

the homesteaders are a weak-willed group,

completely uncommitted to their goal.
Until the point Shane arrives, Starrett's leadership
has consisted mostly of words. When he suggests the first
meeting to the departing Ernie Wright,

Ernie is

contemptuous.

Starrett:
Don't throw your tail up. Tell you what.
We'll all get together here tonight and
we'll figure out something together.
E rn i e :
But if we're going to have a meeting, it
better come to something besides poking
holes in the air with your finger.

Obviously,

Joe Starrett needs more than talk to make

this new vision a reality; he needs power and he needs
charisma. He needs Shane, for Shane wields an irresistible
power that has been lacking.
The key to Shane's appeal
Joey)

(at least to Marian and to

is his exotic stature as an outsider.

Indeed, while
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the rest of the homesteaders may be suspicious of Shane for
just that reason, his charisma is sufficient to win them
over.
As the homesteaders are all gathered at Torey's
gravesite,

Joe tries desperately to convince them of the

reasons they should stay. His plea falls on deaf ears until
Shane weighs in, saying he understands the reasons for
staying that Joe is trying to explain:

Sha ne :
Something that means more to you than
anything. Stay for your family. Your wives,
your kids. They've got a right to stay here
and grow up and be happy. It's up to you
people to have nerve enough not to give u p .

This touches the homesteaders,

and paves the way for

Joe to articulate his vision for the valley, quoted above.
Still, even with the homesteaders on board (at least for the
moment), it is doubtful that Joe Starett can effect this
vision all alone. Even his own wife admits as much.

Marian:

You're taking on too much, Joe,
all by yourself.

Again, perhaps Joe Starrett might be able to accomplish
the task,
outdated

if the task meant simply facing Ryker and his
vision alone; Shane says as much when Marian begs

him tokeep Joe from meeting

Starrett. After all, Chris has
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defected,
saloon,

and Grafton,

the owner of the general store and

the town's only major business concern, has also

become disaffected with Ryker's tactics.
Joe, however, wouldn't face Ryker alone; he'd also face
the power--the corrupted power--that Ryker's years in the
organization have accumulated (which includes the wealth and
arrogance to hire the evil Wilson). Joe Starrett is simply
no match for that kind of force.
Shane, the detached outsider, with no stated interests
to lose,

is the only leader with sufficient power to rid the

organization of these corrupt, outdated attitudes.
Like Red Rive r, Shane proposes a shift in vision.

But

the transfer of power from Tom Dunson to Matthew Garth
proved,

in the end,

to be a relatively good-natured

transaction. Shane. on the other hand, warns the birth
struggle of a new vision can be a wrenching ordeal,
requiring an almost super-human leader to effect it. Matthew
Garth, after all,

stood between a leader who is tyrannical

(though not necessarily corrupt,
power of a contract)

holding as he does to the

and a group of free agents, competent

men who rally together to create the success of the cattle
drive.

Shane stands between an enormous corrupted power and

a group of weak and weak-minded novices.
A Fistful of Dollars might be seen as an ironic version
of Shane. with director Sergio Leone,
American western,

a student of the

playing off the traditional form in a
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novel way. When the Man With No Name stands on Souvenito's
balcony, he explains his situation:

Man With No Name:
Baxters over there. Rohos there. Me
right in the middle.
Souvenito:
Where you do what?
Man With No N a m e :
Crazy bell ringer was right. Money to
be made in a place like this.

So the "hero" is again a charismatic leader, but this
time he's in it for profit; he chooses sides by which is the
most powerful, and proceeds to gun down four men for money.
As the narrative of the film progresses,

it becomes

obvious that the Man With No Name is not actually the "man
in the middle" between the Rohos and the Baxters. Rather,
the Baxters and the Rohos are aligned together; it is their
greed and corruption that is killing the town. The Man With
No Name stands between them and the town that is waiting to
be reborn once it is cleared of their corruption.
The title, A Fistful of Dollars, is ironic, as well;
the supposedly greedy gunfighter hands over his ill-gotten
gain to the young family, after rescuing Merisol for no pay
at all.
For all its spare dialogue and hard-edged violence, A
Fistful of Dollars presents a situation remarkably similar
to the one offered by Shane: A weak populace,

faced by a
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great and corrupt power, unable to effect change without the
help of a powerful outside leader.
Both Shane and the Man With No Name have been noted as
messianic leaders

(Marsden, 1982). Shane, who had

incidentally been wounded in the left side, stops as he is
about to ride off into the mountains to lay "his hand upon
the head of young Joey, as if to consecrate him for the task
ahead"

(p. 98). This messianic image also clings to

Eastwood's character in A Fistful of Dollars

(1964--American

release 1966), as the Man With No Name enters the
southwestern town on a mule. Taunted and shot at, he swings
for safety from a cross-like beam, landing in the doorway of
an inn.

In the course of the film, he is beaten

unmercifully,

seeks sanctuary in a coffin, and rises again

to fight evil--vanquishing his foes.
(1974)

further noted,

Also, as Marsden

"in a touching sequence,

suggestive of

the Holy Family's flight from Bethlehem to the desert,
Eastwood freta a captive mother, her helpless husband,

and

their young son and sends them off into the desert to seek
refuge"

(p. 98) .

Pale Rider has been called "a misfired Shane redo full
of lovely grace notes and peculiar moods"

(Jameson,

1992, p.

13). Though released thirty-two years after S ha n e . the
latter film's plot can,

in fact, be related merely by the

recasting of the characters. The homesteaders of Shane are
replaced in Pale Rider by a small mining colony,

Joe
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Starrett by a miner named Hull Barrett. The Marian Starrett
character in Pale Rider is Hull's fiancee, a woman named
Sara Wheeler, whose husband has abandoned her; instead of a
small boy caught up in the throes of idolatry,

there is

Megan, Sara's fifteen year old daughter.
The religious overtones are more obvious in Pale Rider
than in Shane; the mysterious--this time even mystical-gunfighter,

known only as Preacher,

is also a man of the

cloth (who detaches his collar when he straps on his gunbelt
before the film's climax).
The ethics of the situation in Pale Rider are also far
less ambiguous than in the earlier film. The mining colony
in Carbon Canyon is being driven out by Coy LeHood and his
son Josh, who own a large mining operation, whose hydraulic
equipment "blasts the place to hell," one of the miners
explains to Preacher. Carbon Canyon is the last good site in
the area; LeHood wants to grab it before pending
environmental legislation shuts down all of his operations.
But the colonists'

claims are legitimate; the only way

LeHood can seize the Canyon is if the small miners abandon
their claims.
As in Shane. the large operator tries to bribe
Preacher, offering him a large church in town, and, when
Preacher refuses, LeHood calls for the infamous "Marshall"
Stockburn and his half dozen "deputies." On the other hand,
where Shane never encourages the homesteaders to give up,
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the Preacher's role is more ambiguous,

as at one point he

negotiates a thousand dollar price for each of the miner's
claims. Although Hull convinces the miners not to sell, when
LeHood dams the stream running into the canyon,

there is

open conflict between Sara and her fiancee about this
decision.
The attraction between Sara Wheeler and the Preacher is
more overt,

and is in fact consummated; in the end Sara

releases the Preacher and commits herself to Hull because
she knows the mystical preacher/gunfighter can't fulfill her
own need for a steady relationship. Far murkier is the
melange of feelings that Megan undergoes. The young girl is
hurt,

feeling rejected by the Preacher; she's also angry at

both him and her mother for what she perceives as betrayal.
Only when the Preacher rescues her from a gang rape does
Megan forgive him.
More forceful even than Shane,

Preacher rides into

LeHood's camp before the final shoot-out and, with "ull at
his side, dynamites the entire operation. LeHood's operation
in ruins,

Preacher tricks Hull out of his mount,

thwarting

Hull's desire to go with him to meet Stockburn.
In this final confrontation,

Preacher's mystical

qualities come even more strongly to the fore. He is almost
superhuman,

killing a half dozen of LeHood's men before he

dispatches Stockburn's "deputies." Stockburn implies earlier
in the film that he's already killed a man matching
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Preacher's description in another gunfight; earlier in the
film,

it has been shown that five circular scars mark the

Preacher's back. When the Preacher shoots Stockburn,

his

bullets duplicate that pattern on Stockburn's body. Hull,
who has made it into town on foot, kills Coy LeHood as he
hides inside a building with a gun, ready to ambush the
Preacher. As in Shane. the messiah figure rides off into the
mountains; Megan, the child-woman, cries after him.
Hull is shown as the conscience of the group, whose
bravado has nearly gotten him killed by LeHood's men. After
LeHood's men raid the Carbon Canyon camp, Hull rides into
the town of LeHood for a replenishment of supplies. The last
time he entered town, he was severely beaten by LeHood's
men, yet he returns to get needed materials for the other
miners.

You get the feeling that it has been Hull who has

sustained the miners

(literally)

through LeHood's attempts

at frightening them from their legitimate claims. Mr.
Blankenship,
sand",

the merchant in town, tells Hull that he "nas

a refrain repeated later on by Conway

(as Hull tries

to persuade the miners to stay even though Preacher had
left). It is Hull who later speaks out about the worth of
their land, not just monetary worth,

and that what they seek

to accomplish is worth fighting for.
Though Hull is seen as a strong, determined individual,
he does not have the physical presence that Preacher
exhibits, nor the ability to instill confidence in the
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miners.

It is Preacher, who creates a sense of intrepidness

within them, and is, therefore, able to change the
situation.

It is Preacher who is the charismatic figure,

and

Hull who is the true conscience--the sustaining leader--of
the group.

For, as Sarah notes, she needed a man who could

be there for her, and Hull was that type of a man--for both
her and the group.
Pale Rider exhibits the idea that it sometimes takes an
external catalyst, a fervent charismatic leader,

to persuade

followers and influence their behavior; however,

such

commitments by followers will not occur without subordinates
perceiving that the goals are both realistic and attainable
(Y u k l , 1981).
The messianic qualities found in Shane. Pale R i d er , and
A Fistful of Dollars are largely absent from The Magnificent
S e v e n . and for the most part, the film portrays a more
complex dynamic existing between the leader(s)

as a

charismatic n g u r e and the organization. The first of
several westerns based on Kurosawa's The Seven Samurai
(Kael,

1982, p. 353), The Magnificent Seven also portrays

commitment to an ideal as a more rending experience, not
only for the leadership but for the organization as well,

a

process exacting a greater level of risk--and sacrifice--on
the part of everyone involved.

In The Magnificent Seven,

"good guys" get killed.
More than in the other films, The Magnificent Seven
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emphasizes the idea that charismatic leaders can only fully
succeed with the support of the entire organization.

For,

the people of the village must also be willing to fight for
their goals, or Calvera will certainly win.
The movie also recognizes the politics and treachery
that exist within any organization: Cetera argues for the
relative safety of the status quo, then later,

sabotages the

entire program of change. Where Shane, Preacher and the Man
with No Name fought for a weak organization without ever
establishing any strong ties to the organization,

the seven

gunfighters in The Magnificent Seven come to a real
understanding--and empathy--for the difficulties and risks
(on the villager's part) of implementing a momentous change.
The Old Man speaks of the farmer's fears; Calvera calls them
"sheep," but the Kid speaks up for them. So, too, does
Chico,

in his eloquent defense of the villagers to their

sons.
Chico acknowledges the downside of the risk involved in
change. The Kid, on the other hand, points out another
dilemma faced by the villagers. They can't make decisions,
because they've never had the opportunity to practice-people with power (i.e., guns) have never allowed them the
chance. It is the leadership example of these charismatic
"seven" that imbues the villagers with a sense of purpose
and direction.
Called "perhaps

[director John]

Ford's most ambiguous
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character"

(Place,

1973, p. 162), Ethan Edwards appears to

dominate and propel the action of The Searchers--at least at
first glance this would seem to be the case. He is large
physically; until the film's climax, he gives no quarter and
he asks none. As Place

(1973) pointed out,

"In him are all

the qualities that make a Western hero--strength,
individualism,

self-sufficiency,

leadership, authority

(p.

162) .
Certainly,

Ethan is the titular head of "the

searchers," as he tells young Martin and Brad,
the orders,

"I'm giving

and you'll follow 'em or we're splitting up

right here and now." They readily agree, although Martin
unknowingly points out the chasm between the two:

Martin (rather sarcastically):
Well sure, Ethan. There's just one reason
we're here ain't it. That's to find Debbie
and Lucy (almost accusatory).

This statement illuminates the question:
what are "the searchers" searching?
viewpoint,

for

and

From the moral

there can be only one answer, and that is

Martin's. But from Ethan's viewpoint,

the answer is quite

different.
Ethan is a man on the outside, outside his family,
outside his community, outside the law--and it is his own
nature that has landed him there. As Place

(1973)

acknowledged:
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Ethan's position outside the family of
his brother and the society of the little
Western settlement cannot be explained
by the unrequited love between him and
Martha. That love is determined by
character, and if it has been lost it is
because Ethan has always been at his very
core outside the pale of society. His
character has made the events of his life
reflect the outsider position he occupies.
(p. 163)
Ethan is a man wracked with internal conflicts;
according to Place's

(1973)

interpretation,

the true

"search" of the film is the quest to discover and destroy
Ethan's "unacceptable desires."
Place

(p. 164)

(1973) goes on to note that the film's action:

can be seen as a manifestation of Ethan's
psychological tensions, with which Ethan
cannot come to terms in his conscious mind
but which he can resolve through their
transference into symbolic events. In such
an interpretation, Scar becomes the agent
of Ethan's unacceptable unconscious desires
to invade and destroy the home of Martha and
Aaron, from which he feels so excluded, and
(presumably) to rape Martha, (p. 164)
The name Scar is thus symbolic of Ethan's "disfigured
psyche"

(p. 164). According to Place

(1973),

"the events of

The Searchers do not determine Ethan's character; rather,
his character determines the events"

(p. 163). However,

this

narrowly symbolic interpretation is short-sighted in that it
overlooks major narrative action in the story.
In the first place,

it is not Ethan who determines

there will be a search. There can be no denying it is
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days of the search--may be helping keep the young and naive
Martin alive. However, Martin is determined to find Debbie,
as are the other homesteaders in the beginning.
It is also significant to note that Ethan is not the
person ultimately responsible for finding Debbie; the two
searches he leads end in failure.
Furthermore, after the Rangers and the homesteaders are
arrayed once again, this time in agreement to charge the
encampment,

it is Martin who, against the advice and desires

of both the Captain and Ethan,

rescues Debbie and kills

Scar.
The "search" is only a marginal success, a patchwork
job.

At the end of the film, Ethan is as much an outsider

as ever.
He works out these tensions as best he
can by rebuilding the 'family' his alter
ego (Scar) has destroyed and by fitting
Martin and Laurie into it as surrogates
for Martha and himself. But this does
not mitigate the driven nature of the
character. Ethan is in essence no
different when the door closes than he
was when it opened; the events that
alter men's lives do not touch his.
(Place, 1973, p. 173)
Yet, again, this overlooks a major piece of action in
the story: Ethan's reconciliation with Debbie. Repeatedly
Ethan is shown--and describes himself as--a determined,
unveering man,

"such a critter as just keeps coming." He's
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set himself on a course to murder Debbie; the fact that he
decides to change that course is significant, and the
ramifications are many.
Seen in broader symbolic terms, Ethan is a man outside
society,

through his own conflicted nature

(a nature which a

purely psychological analysis would, no doubt, in some wise
attribute to circumstance). Debbie, on the other hand,

has

been placed outside the society against her will. She is
young when she is taken captive; she does not have the
skills to escape, and the older she becomes,

the more

difficult psychologically this task appears. She must have
help in order to reenter.
It is Martin who develops into a truly charismatic
leader. For, Martin is the agent who is ultimately
responsible for bringing Debbie back into the larger
culture, and in doing so, he brings about an important piece
of healing to Ethan's nature. For there can be no doubt that
it is Martin, maintaining steadfastly to his beliefs for
five long years, who has swayed Ethan to embrace Debbie--an
action which,

in fact, can be the first in a series of

actions that will help Ethan reenter the larger culture.
Debbie's change in societal stature is immediate, but she is
ready for this change. Ethan's change must be more gradual.
This change, even in increments, would not be possible,
had Ethan killed Debbie; it is doubtful that he would ever
be able to reconcile this grossly barbarous act. Thus,
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Martin's leadership is vital, not just to Debbie, but to
Ethan as well. Martin is the leader who stands between Ethan
and his intended victim, and against the more seemingly
benign prejudice of the Laurie and the rest of the Texicans.
Ethan eschews any sort of emotional display that might
betray him as weak.

"That'll be the day" is his standard

sarcastic reply. More importantly,

he's sworn an oath to a

subculture, which he sees as isolating him from the society
at large.

"I figure a man's only good for one oath at a

time," he scolds the Captain/Reverend.

"I took my oath to

the Confederacy. And so did you, Sa m . " He even wears his
"Johnny Reb" coat until he uses it to bury Lucy. It is only
when Martin earns his trust that he is able recognize the
heinousness of a particular violent crime,

and thus,

incrementally, come to join the society at large.
Again,

however, the change will be incremental. Martin

is not a miracle worker. Nor does he have the charisma of
another, more famous, transformational leader name'-' L^rtin
(Luther King, Jr. ). Pawley, on the other hand, has little
gift for words

(either spoken or written). However, as

Kouzes and Posner,
managers,

in their analysis of leaders versus

pointed out, the term "charisma is so overused as

to not be useful"

(Hunt, 1991, p. 191).

Moreover, Martin's behavior is consistent with aspects
of Conger and Kanungo's six dimensions of charismatic
leadership:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

vision and articulation
environmental sensitivity
unconventional behavior
personal risk
sensitivity to member needs
not maintaining the status quo.
(Hunt, 1991, p. 195)

Martin carries a vision of Debbie's worth, and
repeatedly articulates that vision in both word and deed.
His behavior can be seen as both unconventional and
radically different from the status quo. Though he was a
product of the same society as Ethan and Laurie, he seeks to
reintegrate Debbie into a familiar, yet sometimes hostile,
society, risking his life to safeguard her not only from
Scar but from Ethan. When Laurie said that Debbie's own
mother, Martha, would rather see her dead than living after
having been defiled by the "savages," he sought to reinforce
Debbie's worth and reintroduces her back into the family and
community u n i t .
It was Martin who determinedly defied Ethan's edict
about killing Debbie. His patience and understanding were
instrumental in helping Debbie to realize that she has a
family who continues to love her and seeks her return.
Entering into Scar's encampment, Martin rescues Debbie when
no one else is willing to take either the time or the risk.
Also, he shields Debbie, not once but twice, when Ethan
sought to kill her. Yet, even as a leader, Martin remains
sensitive to Ethan,

seeking both Ethan's love and approval.
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However, Martin develops as a leader through the course of
this film, as his leadership transforms not only Debbie but
Ethan. The film ends with Ethan, having handed Debbie to the
Jorgensons, walking away as the door closes; however, Ethan
has been transformed through his encounters with Martin.
Though initially intent upon killing Debbie, Ethan responds
by saying "You sure favor your mother. He carries her to the
Jorgenson house and deposits her into their hands for safe
guarding. "
In each of these films, the actions exhibited by the
leaders created a sense of hope for the communities shaped
by their leadership. Their examples aided in instilling and
articulating vision for the organization, along with
creating a belief in the followers that they were
instrumental to the successful implementation of that
vision. However,

these films make it painfully clear the

struggles that the charismatic leader of an organization
must sometime^ undergo.
In examining the leaders studied thus far,

it would

seem that personal risk and loss are inevitable components
in the dynamics of organizational leadership,

certainly at

least on the part of the charismatic leader. The Magnificent
Seven are betrayed; some of them lose their lives. Shane and
Preacher suffer emotional isolation from the group at large,
and when Shane rides away,

leaving Marian,

he is carrying a

bullet wound in his side. Even the Man With No Name ends up
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without his "fistful of dollars," since he's given all his
money to Merisol, her husband,

and their son, Jesus. Ethan,

framed by the Jorgenson's cabin doorway during the final
scene of The Searchers, wreaks of isolation, and both Debbie
and Martin suffer isolation, both being not fully integrated
into either the Native American nor the white man's society.
Shane

(Shane) was brought into a shared leadership role

with Starrett through circumstances. Having stopped at the
Starret farm (we are not privy to his original destination),
Shane allows himself to be enlisted in the farmers' struggle
against Ryker. Laissez-faire in his leadership style, Shane
allows the farmers, especially Starret,
fate. Starret,

to decide their own

democratic in his leadership style,

conscience of the group. However,

is the

Shane is the only dynamic

force capable of combating Ryker and giving added credence
to Starret's leadership. Shane intervenes in behalf of the
farmers against the fear tactics of Ryker

(an autocrat),

thus proving himself to be a true leader.
For the Man With No Name
too,

(A Fistful of Dollars) , he,

is brought into a leadership role through his wandering

into a half-deserted village controlled by two despotic
families

(with a tenuous peace between them), the Rohos and

the Baxters. Even without being asked by the townspeople
(who remain rather voiceless and faceless throughout the
movie, except for Souvenito,
Name decides to intervene,

and Merisol),

the Man With No

though originally only for the
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possibility of taking advantage of the feud between the two
warring factions and extracting money from the situation.
Laissez-faire in his leadership style,

the Man With No Name

really does not lead anyone as much as remain detached,
deciding his own fate with his actions

(and ultimately the

fate of the villagers, as well as that of the Baxter's and
the Roho s' ). For both the Rohos' and the Baxter's,
leadership is determined autocratically,

with force being

the motivating factor determining the leadership process.
Preacher,

in Pale Rider, rides into the town of LeHood

as LeHood's men are mercilessly beating Hull. Taking it upon
himself to rescue Hull from his predicament,

he also

intervenes for the miners against the "hostile takeover"
tactics of LeHood. Laissez-faire in style,

Preacher, too,

leads by example not by words. He does not ask anything of
the miners,

but seems to be on a mission of his own. Hull is

a democratic leader in the mold of Starret,

seeking

consensus among his fellow miners. LeHood, on the
hand, like Ryker,

is autocratic in his leadership,

expecting

all to give way to his whims and demands.
In contrast to Shane, the Man With No Name, and
Preacher, both Chris

(The Magnificent Seven) , and his men

are solicited by outsiders to intervene into rather
desperate situations. Chris, along with his group of handpicked professionals,

instructs the villagers in ways to

defend themselves against the constant harassment of Calvera
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(also an autocrat)

and his men. Rather democratic in his

interactions with the villagers,

Chris allows them to

determine their fate. However, once the villagers decide on
fighting Calvera,

Chris becomes more authoritative in order

to accomplish the task; for the villagers have to be
commanded,

coaxed, and sometimes shamed,

into action.

In The Searchers. Ethan is a loner who, though
detached,
However,

is an autocrat and expects obedience from Martin.
it is Martin's maturity and acquisition of a sense

of self, along with a heightened righteous indignation over
Ethan's views about Debbie

(his planned killing of her),

that fuels Martin's defiance against Ethan, which,

in the

end, brings Debbie, and to some extent Ethan, back into
relationship with the group. Martin is a charismatic leader
who transforms Debbie back into realizing that her place is
with him, and he also brings Ethan to the understanding that
Debbie deserves to live.
These selected films exhibit examples of charismatic
leaders as the primary leadership theory. For example,
Shane's charisma inspires the rest of the farmers,

thus

lending credence to Starret's pleas to band against Ryker
and his men. This concept of a charismatic leader as bonding
agent can also be seen in A Fistful of Dollars. Pale Rid er .
The Magnificent Seven, and The Searchers.
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CHAPTER 6
LEADERS AS CHANGE AGENTS: T O M H O R N
AND SILVERADO

Schaller

(1978) noted that change is generally either

internally motivated

("primary motivation for change comes

from within the individual or organization" p. 39), or
externally motivated,

("primary motivation for change is

external, but internal considerations have a significant
impact in the nature of the changes that occur in response
to these external pressures" p. 40). Lippitt, Wilson, and
Westley (1958) developed a seven-phase model of the change
process:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The development of a need for change.
The establishment of a change relationship
The clarification or diagnosis of the client
system1s problem.
the examination of alternative routes and goals.
The transformation of intentions into actual change
e fforts.
The generalization and stabilization of change.
Achieving a terminal relationship.

The following films look at the concept of the leader
as a change agent, and the ramifications of change on
leadership.

Tom Horn
Nowhere is the depiction of the cost of change to the
change agent more devastating than the situation presented
in Tom H o r n . Released in 1980 by Warner Bros., and directed
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by William Wiard, the film opens during the year 1901.
Against the rugged backdrop of the mountains, Tom Horn
(Steve McQueen)

turns a hawk's claw between his fingers,

pondering, perhaps, his own fate, as well as the bird's. He
rides down into the town of Haggersville, Wyoming, boarding
his horse in the local stable, warning the stable owner not
to put his horse into a stall with any other horses.

Horn:
If you put him in with another horse,
he's going to kill 'em.

In the local hotel and saloon, he encounters "Gentleman
Jim" Corbett and his fancily dressed entourage. Not knowing
Horn's identity, Corbett and his party offer him champagne
to toast the "next heavy-weight champion of the world." Horn
asks for whiskey instead, and declares that since Corbett
has not won the fight yet, he would rather toast Geronimo,

a

truly great man. Corbett's agent takes umbrage.

Agent

(derisively):
Let me ask you something, Tex.
Who's Geronimo next to Jim Corbett?"
Horn (without hesitation):
Geronimo's a man so great that Corbett
there'd have to stand on his mother's
shoulders to kiss his a s s .

Insulted,

Corbett takes off his coat, preparing to

teach Horn a lesson. Will he be the champion of the world if
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he beats Corbett, Horn asks,

to which Corbett responds Horn

is not large enough to be a heavyweight champion. Why pick
on a little fellow, Horn reasons disingenuously,

as he

quickly gathers some food from a nearby buffet and beats a
retreat from the hotel. Furious now, Corbett's entourage
follows. Outside, Horn bushwhacks Corbett's agent with his
dinner plate, but when the scene shifts again, the famous
tracker, bruised and beaten, has retreated to the stable
where he is sharing a stall with his horse.
A local rancher, John Coble
witnessed the encounter,

(Richard Farnsworth), has

and follows Horn to the stable. He

recognizes the famous tracker,

and he feels both shame and

sadness that a man of Horn's stature has been reduced to
such circumstance.

Coble:
He's the hero of the frontier,
and he's lying here in Haggarsville
with his face kicked in.

Coble introduces himself to Horn and apologizes for the
town's reception.

Coble:
Here in jerkville, where these
yokels is busy flicking dandruff
off their mail-order suits, they
forget awful quick it was men like you
who made it safe and possible for
them to lead out their dull little lives.
Horn (smiling ruefully):
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Well, right now,
to do with it.

I wish I had nothing

Coble offers Horn a job on his ranch, and Horn promises
to earn his keep. On their way to Coble's ranch,

they stop

for water at Brown's Hole, where local rustlers begin to
taunt and abuse Coble. When one of the rustlers starts
shooting at Coble's feet, Horn pulls his rifle and shoots
the miscreant in the leg. As he and Coble ride away, Coble
explains that local rustlers ply their trade without fear of
any reprisal,

legal or otherwise.

C ob le :
That little deal back there at
Brown's Hole lets you know what we're
up against.

On the ranch, Horn proves a valuable hand, displaying
enviable skills at roping and horse breaking,

as well as a

willingness to work hard.
Still,

it is not Horn's abilities as a cowhand that

interest Coble but rather his skill with a gun.

C ob le :
I want to tell you, any means
you have to take to eliminate this
rustling problem, we're all behind
you one hundred percent.
Horn:
The whole organization?
Co bl e:
All of us.
Horn:
Well, I'll just have to take your word on that.
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C ob le :
You've got it.
His shooting skills already sharp, Horn fine tunes his
rifle out on the range. When he rides back to the ranch, a
lavish outdoor dinner has been laid out for the community of
ranchers. Coble introduces the reticent Horn to the other
ranchers as "the legendary tracker and interpreter of the
Apache w a r s ."
He also introduces Horn to Joe Bell, the U.S. Marshal
of the territory.
Bell requests a private meeting with Horn. As the two
walk about the ranch, Bell boasts that he was once Horn's
counterpart in the Northwest territory, an assertion that
Horn denies with characteristic mildness. Bell was a bountyhunter, whereas he was a "tracker"--a distinct difference.
Bell reiterates Horn's mission; he is to take care of
the rustling problem. How he does it is his own affair,
whether he wants to shoot them or bring them in for trial.

Horn:
You're talking about the high side of
shooting and the low side of the law.
Bell (unwavering):
It's your problem.
Horn:
You're a U.S. Marshal. You tell me what
the difference is between a U.S. Marshal
and an assassin.
Bell (smugly):
The Marshal's checks come in on time.
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When Horn rejoins the dinner, he and Gwendolyn
Evans), the beautiful local teacher,

(Linda

strike up an

acquaintance, much to Bell's chagrin.

In conference with

Coble, yet never taking his eyes from Gwendolyn and Horn,
Bell complains to the rancher that he could have taken care
of the rustlers as easily as Horn. The ranchers, however,
have political plans for Bell, Coble points out; thus,

it is

better for him to remain uninvolved in the problem.
As the party breaks up, Coble explains to Horn that his
job assignment will be as "stock detective." Horn should
report directly to him. However,

Coble points out,

everything that has passed between them has no official
existence; Horn is on his own.
When Horn goes to the stock auction, he is greeted by
jeers both by rustlers and local law enforcement officials.
Undeterred,

Horn delivers his warning.

Horn:
There won't be no more cows stolen.
Consider that my last word on the matter.

Horn is true to his word. When he catches four rustlers
in the act, he shoots three of them,

sending the survivor

out to spread the news.
Next he attacks the rustler's butchering operation,
killing two more men.
As word spreads among the rustlers, Horn sets about
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another task: that of romancing Gwendolyn. An extensive
traveler, Gwendolyn fancies her life as a series of
adventures. What does she see when she looks at him, Horn
asks.
Gwendolyn:
I see a man of the Old West trying
to live in the New.
Horn:
Hey, do you know how raggedy-assed
and terrible the Old West really was?

He assures her that if she spends time with him, she
will find out.
Later, when Horn encounters a unrepentant rustler,

Lee

Meninger, Meninger shoots Horn's horse. Horn, enraged at the
loss of his treasured mount,

kills Meninger and burns his

c a b in .
In town for supplies, an unarmed Horn is attacked by
another rustler, who tries to shoot him as he crosses the
street. As the townspeople watch idly, Horn dodges
rustler's bullets,

finally grabbing a rifle from the saddle

of a nearby horse. He shoots the rustler,

then approaches

the dying man and finishes him. The townspeople finally
register a reaction, and it is one of disgust.
Outside of town,

the ranchers, along with Joe Bell,

collect to discuss the situation. The consensus is that Horn
has become a liability to the rancher's association.
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Rancher:
After the incident in town, we're
within one damned inch of having our
names splattered all over the newspapers.
And I don't have to tell you what an
embarrassing situation that can put all
of us in....John, the time has come for
us to divest ourselves of this Mr. Horn.
Coble (reluctantly):
How?
Rancher:
I think Joe [Bell] there is the answer
to that question. Let this thing lie
down, John, do you understand?

In the next scene, the young son of local sheepherder
is shot by an unseen assassin. When Horn rides into town,
reads about the death in the newspaper,

he

and discovers that

the murder weapon has been identified as one exactly like
his own. The townspeople's reaction further reinforces the
fact that Horn has been presumed guilty. Unsettled almost to
the point of disorientation at the ramifications of this
news, Horn wanders into the street.
Gwendolyn approaches him and warns him of his
situation,

but Horn continues to the saloon, where he

proceeds to get drunk.
Over in the Marshal's office, Joe Bell instructs the
local newsman in the mission.

Bell:
What I need is for Tom Horn to
talk himself into a terrible tangle,
and for you to get it down on paper.
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Horn, however,

is not so easily confused. Even drunk

and peppered with Bell's questions, he will not admit to the
killing.

He does, however, admit to being afraid.

Horn:
Are you afraid to die?
[Bell nods nervously.]
Horn:
Well, I'm afraid of losing my ability
to be able to come and go as you please.
Of losing my freedom....Not be able to
get back up in those hills again.

Bell presses on with leading questions, but Horn never
"tangles" his words. He expresses disbelief that a gun like
his, one with a "rainbow trajectory," could ever be relied
on to make the shot that killed the young boy. If he had
made the shot, he tells Bell, it would have been "the best
shot" he'd ever made, and the "dirtiest deed" he'd ever
done. With that, he leaves the marshal's office and heads
back to the saloon.
The local sheriff comes into the saloon, and backed by
his deputies,

he arrests Horn. Horn,

seeing that he is

surrounded, goes without resisting. The sheriff, a man of
the Old West obviously sorrowful at this duty, houses Horn
in the upper story cell so that Horn can see the faraway
mountains; Horn asks that the cell door not be closed until
he is standing at the window. The sight of Tom Horn behind
bars reduces the old man to tears.
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Coble comes to see Horn, bringing along an attorney
named Thomas Burke. The prosecutor is a politician who needs
to hang Horn to get elected, Coble warns; Horn must follow
Burke's instructions,

and most particularly, be close

mouthed in court. Coble is going to leave Horn,

so that he

can have a conference with Burke, but when Burke expresses
no interest in knowing whether or not Horn is guilty, Horn
sadly dismisses the need for talk.

C o b le :
I'm sorry I got you into this.
Horn:
I figure folks would have to do
something about me, sooner or later,
with the frontier closing and a l l .

Held outdoors under a tent, with the majesty of the
mountains in the background,

the trial is a farce. Bell and

the newsman have conspired to delete Horn's "if" from his
statement about "best shot" and "dirtiest deed."
Horn,

his eyes fastened on the mountains,

doesn't even

listen to the testimony against him, nor does anyone else
step forward to defend Horn--even Burke, who remains silent
throughout the entire proceedings.
Horn's indifference in the courtroom is explained
later, as back in jail, he remembers his last meeting with
Gwendolyn. As she bathes outside her house under his loving
gaze, the idyllic scene is shattered, as a rustler appears
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over the rise, galloping toward them, his guns blazing. A
shot from Horn sends the rustler tumbling from his horse,
and Horn bludgeons the man to death with the butt of his
rifle,

the blood splattering onto Gwendolyn's face and bare

shoulders.
Horn, standing in jail, recalls Gwendolyn's warning.

Gwendolyn:
Some day you're going to have
to pay for your way of life.

He also remembers her words as she went on to accuse
him of being a "bad man," one who would "seduce" her soul if
she stayed with him, rendering all her adventures
meaningless.
As Tom Horn stands alone remembering this scene,

it is

clear he is a man who has lost both his liberty and his
love. Later, his one futile and half-hearted effort at
escape reveals that he has also lost his will to live.
Although he is regarded such a formidable prisoner that the
National Guard has been sent to surround the jail, Horn,
after clubbing a deputy and taking another hostage, passes
by tethered horses to head on foot into the open ran ge . He
is a pitiful figure stumbling toward the refuge of the
mountains,

easily apprehended by mounted young deputies, who

thrash him mercilessly with the ropes they've brought to
lasso him. Only the sheriff intercedes.
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The verdict of the court is, of course, a foregone
conclusion, but the hanging is complicated by the fact that
no one will agree to spring the trap on Horn. A hydraulic
device is constructed so that Horn's weight will spring the
door. Horn muses on the meaning of this to the sheriff.

Horn :
That makes me feel like I'm committing suicide.
Do you suppose that's what I've been doing
all these years?

As Horn approaches the gallows, he is typically gentle
and accommodating,
preacher,

engaging in good-natured banter with the

apologizing to the deputies he'd assaulted in his

escape attempt, even consoling the tearful sheriff as he
puts the noose around Horn's neck.

Horn:

Keep your nerve, Sam,
to keep m i n e .

'cause I'm going

Surveying the mournful crowd in front him, Horn makes a
final joke.

Horn:

Sam, I've never seen such a pasty-faced
bunch of sheriffs in my life.

The trap springs, and Horn falls to his death; his
lucky Indian stones fall from his unclenched hand to the
ground.
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Silverado
Silverado. filmed in 1985 for Columbia Pictures,

was

produced and directed by Lawrence Kasdan. Contrary to Tom
H o r n . Silverado is a film where little is lost and
everything is gained (by the leaders)

through the change

process.
The movie opens with Emmett

(Scott Glenn), a lone

cowboy asleep in a shed (a line shack, perhaps). Awakened by
a noise, he reaches just in time for his rifle, as three men
outside the shack begin to attack him from different angles.
After swiftly disposing of all three would-be
assassins,

Emmett rides away,

taking with him one of the

dead men's ponies. Later, on the range, he comes upon Paden
(Kevin Kline), another drifter, who is decidedly down on his
luck. The men Paden had been riding with have turned upon
him,

taking virtually everything he owns. When Emmett meets

him, Paden is stretched out in his long underwear--the only
possession o'"her than his life the thieves did not take.
Emmett lets Paden ride his extra pony into the town of
Turley, where Paden spies his stolen mount and one of the
thieves who took him. Using money borrowed from Emmett,
buys a gun and shoots the man in a gunfight.

In the process

of retrieving his mount, he meets an old acquaintance,
named Cobb

he

a man

(Brian Dennehy). Cobb offers Paden unspecified

employment, but Paden, regarding Cobb with both sadness and
suspicion,

declines,

explaining that he has given up Cobb's
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way of life. Cobb doesn't seem to take offense, and gives
Paden (still wearing only his long underwear)

some money for

clothing, before riding out of town with another hired gun.
Later on, as Paden and Emmett are eating in a local
saloon,

they watch as the bartender and two locals begin to

verbally abuse a Black cowboy who has come in for a drink.
When the locals set upon the cowboy, he single-handedly
beats them, and in the process damages the saloon. When the
local sheriff,

Langston

(John Cleese), enters, the bartender

demands that the Black cowboy be held liable for the
damages. Emmett speaks up for the cowboy. Langston, with no
particular show of emotion, issues a decree: the cowboy does
not have to pay, but neither is he welcome in Turley--even
though he's done nothing wrong. His "kind" are not allowed
in Langston's jurisdiction. The cowboy makes a dignified
exit, and Langston proceeds to Emmett and Paden's table to
find out their business in Turley.
Emmett explains that he is looking for someone, and
when he describes the person (without divulging his
relationship),

Langston takes both men to the jail, where

they meet Jake

(Kevin Costner), a cowboy who is to be hung

for murder in the morning. Jake, an affable, not
particularly intelligent, young man,

insists he has been set

up, and that he killed the man in self-defense.
Emmett sadly bids Jake good-bye, and it is only after
he and Payden have left the jail that he explains to Payden
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that Jake is his younger brother. They were supposed to meet
in Turley and head together to California. Now, however, he
will have to break Jake out of jail.
Payden wishes Emmett luck but declines to take part in
the operation and starts off for a drink. Once inside the
saloon, he meets another of the thieves,
Paden1s stolen hat

this one wearing

(a treasured possession)

and his gun.

Paden shoots the man in a fair fight, but Langston arrests
him and he ends up in the jail cell with Jake. Jake already
understands from Emmett’s supposed "good-bye" that he is
planning to help him break out, and he assures Payden that
he can come,

too. Payden at first demurs; it was a fair

fight, he declares, with witnesses. However, when Jake
calmly assures him that his own situation was the same,
Paden decides to throw in with the two brothers.
morning,

In the

the three of them escape Turley, with the posse,

led by Langston,

hot on their heels.

As they reach the edge of Langston's jurisdic1-1-..,
rifle fire halts the advance of the posse. Paden, Emmett and
Jake ride out of danger, and they discover the rifle fire
has come from the Black cowboy, a man whose name is Malachi
Johnson

(Danny Glover). The four men ride together,

toward

Silverado, where Emmett and Jake will visit their sister,
and where Malachi is joining his family in their
homesteading effort.
On their way to Silverado,

they come upon a wagon
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train, which has been robbed by its own guides. Working
bravely and cleverly,

the four cowboys outsmart the robbers

to retrieve the wagon train's money box; they accompany the
wagons to Silverado.
Once in Silverado, Paden, attracted to a young widow
Hannah

(Rosanna Arquette), goes out with her for the first

sight of her new homestead, but he quickly returns to the
comfort of the saloon, rejecting the homesteader's rugged
life.
Emmett and Jake reunite with Kate and her husband and
young son Augie,

and discover the plight of the homesteader

has grown worse in the five years they have been away.
Emmett has been in prison,

serving a sentence for killing a

powerful local rancher, named McKendrick. The killing was
justified; McKendrick was about to shoot Jake in the back.
According to Kate and her husband, McKendrick's son is worse
than his father in his attempts to harass and dislodge the
homesteaders from the range.
Meanwhile, Malachi reunites with what is left of his
family. The homestead has been burned out; McKendrick cattle
roam the land. Malachi's father, Ezra,

has been reduced to

hiding in the mountainside; Malachi's mother has died,
perhaps as much from their terrible treatment as from
sickness. Malac h i's sister, Rae, has moved into town, hating
all the unhappiness the homestead has brought.
Malachi vows to help his father,

and together they
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confront two of McKendrick's men. Malachi vows to get legal
proof the homestead belongs to Ezra. Once he has the proof
in hand, he tells the men, he will begin to "make steaks"
out of McKendrick cattle that continue to graze on his
family's land. The next morning, McKendrick's men kill Ezra
in an ambush.
In town, Paden finds his "home" in the local saloon,
enjoying both the ambiance and the company of the
saloonkeeper, Stella

(Linda Hunt ). Surprised when he

discovers that the saloon is owned by Cobb, Paden is even
more amazed to
more Cobb

see that Cobb is also the local sheriff. Once

asks Paden to work for him, and this time, seeing

what the job is, Paden is willing. Stella is happy at the
new partnership, although both she and Paden are dismayed at
the rough treatment of Stella's erstwhile partner, a
dishonest but weak fellow who foolishly draws a gun on Cobb.
Cobb dispatches the man with ease, and appoints an uneasy
Paden to the .,ow vacant position.
Out in the street, Emmett meets McKendrick and
discovers

that it was the rancher who sent out the men to

kill him.McKendrick goes to

Cobb and

explains that he wants

Emmett and Jake disposed of; Cobb informs McKendrick of
Ezra's death, as well as Mala ch i's unwillingness to be cowed
by such tactics. It seems, McKendrick points out, that it is
time for Cobb to begin earning some of the money that
McKendrick has been paying him.
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McKendrick's men ride into a homesteaders'

celebration,

killing and ransacking, until Emmett and Jake draw their
guns, killing several of the looters and driving the rest
away.
Back at the saloon, Cobb gives a large bonus to Paden,
with the condition that he stay out of the coming
confrontation with Emmett, Jake, and Malachi.

Paden agrees.

On the range, Emmett is practicing his shooting, when
Cobb's deputies surround him. They beat him savagely, and
are about to kill him, when Malachi comes on the scene and
rescues him, spiriting him away to his hideaway in the
mountains. He explains what has happened to Ezra, and when a
severely injured Emmett tries to leave,

to warn Jake about

the dangerous alliance between McKendrick and Cobb, Malachi
insists on taking on the task himself.
In town,
prostitute,

he meets with his sister Rae, who has become a

and pleads for her help in warning Jake that

Kate's house is surrounded by McKendrick's men waiting to
entrap him. She in turn, asks her lover,
"Slick," to help. But instead of helping,
Goldblum)

the gambler
Slick

(Jeff

betrays Malachi, handing him over to Cobb and his

deputies.
Unaware of the danger, Jake proceeds to Kate's house,
where Kate, her husband and Augie, are being held hostage.
Rather than see them hurt, Jake surrenders to McKendrick's
men. When Kate's husband tries to resist, he is shot, Kate
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is bashed over the head, and the marauders set the house on
fire.

In the melee, the masks fall from McKendrick and one

of his men. They consider shooting Augie, who has now
recognized them, but decide instead to take him hostage,
along with Jake; however,

the house is set ablaze in the

ensuing struggle.
The townspeople, with Stella in the lead, rally to try
to save the house, but it is a futile attempt. When Kate
explains that Augie has been kidnapped along with Jake,
Paden reaches his breaking point. He straps on a gun,
telling Cobb the deal between them is off. Cobb dissuades
him at first,

threatening to harm Stella if he intervenes,

but Stella convinces Paden that he should kill Cobb,

if only

to rid her of such a menace.
In the meantime, Rae discovers that Slick has betrayed
her brother,

and since Malachi won't reveal Emmett's

whereabouts,

he too will be killed. Using a knife that she

steals from Slick, she breaks Malachi out of jail

is

severely wounded in the process.
Malachi rides back to the hideout, and both he and
Emmett arm for the showdown. On the way to the McKendrick
ranch,
Jake

Paden joins them. Together,

they rescue Augie and

(who has already escaped and is waiting for them in the

McKendrick ba r n ) . Although many of his men are killed,
McKendrick himself rides away into town where he joins Cobb.
Spreading his deputies throughout the town, Cobb waits to
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ambush the four cowboys.
On the plain above the town, Emmett, Jake, Malachi,

and

Payden leave Augie and gallop into Silverado. Jake
dispatches Cobb's men with ease, and in a showdown with
McKendrick,

Emmett leaves the vicious rancher dead in the

street. Malachi rescues Rae from Slick's clutches,
the gambler.

In the final showdown,

killing

Paden easily outdraws

Cobb.
The last scene shows the four friends departing, Jake
and Emmett heading for California,

along with Malachi and

the now recovered Rae. Paden is staying at the saloon, and
has now become the local sheriff.

Analysis of the Films
The components of the change agent: seeing the need for
change,

clarifying and diagnosing the problem, determining a

strategy,

implementing change through action, and

stabilizing the change can be observed,
lesser degree,

in these two films.

to a greater or

In Tom H o r n . Horn endures

the loneliness associated with the job of being a change
agent. He is an outsider who wanders into a situation where
change is needed in order for "progress" to take place.
Also, Silverado seems to suggest that there is no respite
for the change agent, and no real chance of settling down to
the type of life that they help to create, develop, and
protect.

(This analogy is, however,

somewhat altered in
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Silverado, for Paden settles down in town, taking Cobb's
place as the sheriff.)
Tom Horn reveals the difficulties for the external
change agent involved in mass reorganization. Silverado. bycontrast,

shows massive change as a rather simple and

totally rewarding procedure for everyone involved
of course,

(except,

for the undesirable elements weeded out by the

reorganization).
The machinations in the town of Silverado are similar
to those in Tom H o r n . There are gunfights aplenty, yet in
Silverado the cost in both physical and emotional terms is
low--almost to the point of nonexistence--both for the
townspeople and for the four leaders.
In Tom Ho r n, as Horn and Coble head toward Coble's
ranch and are harassed by the lawless rustlers,

the

situation would seem to be similar to that of Shane. Pale
Rider, and The Magnificent Seven--that is, a lawless element
victimizing 1 "v: -abiding citizens. Like Shane, Horn is a
superbly capable hand, but it isn't his more mundane skills
that are most needed by the organization. As Shane
dispatched with the ranchers, Preacher with the ruthless
mining corporation,

Man With No Name the Rohos and Baxters,

and the Magnificent Seven the evil Calvera, Tom Horn
successfully vanquishes the rustlers.
There,

however,

the similarities end. While it is clear

in the other four films that the "right" side has been
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victorious by the final frame, no such assurance is provided
in Tom Horn. In their deliberate and systematic betrayal of
Horn, the cattle barons prove to have no more respect for
justice than the rustlers.
Another significant difference is Horn's leadership
role, or rather lack thereof. When he is first seen in the
film, he has already lost his position of leadership; he has
worked himself out of a job, it seems. As Coble points out,
the people of "jerkville" don't remember it was leaders like
Horn who made it safe for the populace to lead out their
"dull little lives."
In that way, the actions of the film would seem to mark
a sort of coda to Horn's career,

a bitter echo of his

earlier "accomplishments." As a famous tracker, Horn brought
an end to the careers of the likes of Geronimo, allowing a
new era in which men like "Gentleman" Jim Corbett could
reign--that despite the fact that Geronimo was a man so
great Jim Corbett would have to "stand on his mother's
shoulders to kiss his as s."
Obviously, Horn's work as a change agent has not been
productive in any positive sense. What's more,
winnow out leaders like Geronimo,

in helping to

he has also created the

conditions which consign his own skills to obscurity--or
legend--or worse,

to be aligned with a cause like the cattle

barons.
The townspeople are not as evident in Silverado
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however, when they do present themselves,

they suffer little

risk (with the notable exception of Ezra--an elderly
character who appears in only three scenes,

including his

death sce ne ). While Emmett's brother-in-law is shot and his
nephew kidnapped,

in the end, all is well, and the family is

cheerfully looking toward a new life. At one point, Hannah
suggests that her desire for a homestead may deter any male
companionship,
commitment;

requiring as it does such a stringent

indeed,

Paden hies himself to the comfort of the

local saloon after he considers the situation. Yet at the
end of the film,
marry Hannah,

it is implied that Emmett will return to

so that in fact the change of her lifestyle

has not cost her the love and companionship of a suitable
male. Cobb threatens Paden that he will harm Stella should
the gunfighter side against him; in the end, Stella
as Paden)

(as well

has instead been rid of an evil employer. Rae is

stabbed in an attempt to help her brother, but ultimately,
the event gives her the strength to give up a life
prostitution, which has caused her great shame and
unhappiness. As for the town itself, Silverado suffers no
loss in the deaths of McKendrick and Cobb; unlike Ryker
(Shane) , they seem to have been parasites on the community.
Like the people of Silverado,

the leaders themselves

find nothing but easy profit in the change. They never
suffer from local suspicion nor are they betrayed the way
Tom Horn is betrayed.

(Slick, the treacherous gambler,
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drifter.)

Most telling of all is the final tally.

Silverado's leaders "ride off into the sunset," yet Tom Horn
suffers the loss of everything. Also, Silverado1s leaders
come away from the experience richer in almost every way.
Malachi has lost his father but regained his sister as well
as their homestead, which presumably he has sold before
starting west. Paden has inherited the post of sheriff,

as

well as a stake in the saloon; his and Stella's relationship
can flourish unimpeded. Emmett has struck up a connection
with Hannah, and even the guileless Jake has earned the love
of a beautiful young saloon girl. In a genre where loss
seems to be a pivotal ingredient, Silverado paints a
surprisingly sunny picture. Contrast this scenario,
with the plight of Horn

however,

(Tom Horn) who must sadly resign

himself to the end of an era and the end of his existence.
For Horn,

the role of the change agent required the ultimate

sacrifice--his life.
However,
successful,

in both works,

the cnange agents are

for the change that is wrought by their actions

and sacrificial leadership is seemingly embraced by the
affected communities,

thus becoming a lasting element.

In

Tom H o r n , the rustlers are curtailed and the Cattleman's
Association has a firm hold, too firm a hold for Horn's
sake, on controlling the area. Though we are not told
whether this new found "law and order" will be for better or
worse, we are given some indicators through their dealings
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with Horn. Also,

in Silverado. the community embraces the

new order by electing Paden (though he may have appointed
himself, we are not privy to that information)
sheriff,

as their new

replacing the corrupt, and now dead, Cobb.

Bennis and Nanus

(1985), in interviewing 90 renowned

figures in business, government,

labor, academics, and the

arts, noted that change agents were identified by primarily
four common themes in action:
First, leaders got their followers' attention through
a vision, agenda, or focus; second, they gave meaning
to events and actions through communication, thus
developing "shared meanings" among their followers;
they engendered trust through positioning, being
reliable, and sticking to their goals; and they
used their own optimism and positive self-regard
to inspire others, (p. 244)
Tom H o r n , and Silverado exhibit the concept of the
change agent, as they create change within their environs
through their actions. In these films,

the principle

leadership comes from outside the organization.

It is the

outsider who otxuggles to restore order through dispensing
his own kind of justice (especially through prowess with a
gun) . This external struggle is portrayed in the western as
a battle between good and evil, the oppressed and the
oppressor(s), with the leaders acting as the arbiter of
justice.

In both of these films, the leaders remain constant

and steadfast in their goals, ultimately empowering others
with their actions. Horn empowers Coble and the Cattleman's
Association by ridding them of the threat of rustlers
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(though ultimately to his disadvantage), and Paden empowers
Stella

(and is empowered by her), while Malachi brings his

sister to the realization that she can be more than a
prostitute.
Horn is laissez-faire in his style of leadership,

for

he does not enlist the assistance of others in his cause,
and merely wishes to not be bothered. Laissez-faire
leadership also abounds in Silverado. as Paden, Emmett,
Jake, and Malachi,

though non-directed,

simply converge to

take care of the problem of McKendrick and his henchmen.
However,

Cobb

(McKendrick's hired gun and the sheriff of

Silverado), autocratic and sinister,

labors to deny Paden

the opportunity--and the impetus--for "meddling" in his
affairs.
Literature on the change theory can be seen as early as
1961 in the work of Bennis, Benne, and Chin (1961), which
dealt with the two idea-systems concerning methods of
change: nonintervention and radical intervention. Of the two
films which were categorized under the heading of Change
Agents, Tom Horn

(1980), and Silverado

(1985) both were

released later than much of the literature dealing with the
theory on change.
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CHAPTER 7
TRANSFORMATIONAL AND TRANSACTIONAL LEADERSHIP:

UNFQRGIVEN, McCABE AND MRS. MILLER. RIDE THE
HI OH COUNTRY/ AND THE MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE

Burns

(1978) differentiated between transformational

and transactional leadership through citing the differences
recognized in political leaders. A transformational
political leader, as Burns

(1978) noted,

"recognizes an

existing need for a potential follower, but he or she goes
further, seeking to satisfy higher needs,
Maslow's need hierarchy,
follower"

in terms of

to engage the full person of the

(p. 20). Converting followers into leaders,

transformational leadership may convert leaders into moral
agents,

resulting in mutual stimulation and elevation for

both the followers and the leaders.
Transactional leadership, on the other hand,
by Burns

(1978)

is defined

as leaders who "approach followers *icn an

eye to exchanging one thing for another:
subsidies for campaign contributions"
transactional leader, Burns continued,

jobs for votes, or

(p. 20). For the
"transactions

comprise the bulk of the relationships among leaders and
followers, especially in groups,

legislatures, and parties"

(p. 20).
Two of the following films are examples of
transactional leadership,

for it is the contract
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(Un£oraivsn) and the deal

(McCabe and Mrs. Miller) that

establish leadership. However, Ride the High Country and The
Man Who Shot Liberty Valance are examples of
transformational leadership,

for Judd ultimately converts

both Gil and Heck into leaders and moral agents,

and Ranse

leads the people of Shinbone into a new sense of themselves -engaging the "full person of the follower"

(Bass,

1981, p.

20).

Unforgiven
She was a comely young woman,
and not without prospects.
Therefore it was heartbreaking
to her mother that she would
enter into marriage with
William Munny, a known thief
and murderer, a man of
notoriously vicious and
intemperate disposition.
Produced and directed by Clint Eastwood, and released
in 1992 for Warner Bros,

the written narration of The

Unforaiven thus introduces its protagonist. The scene shifts
to the town of Big Whisky on a dark night in a room upstairs
in the local saloon. A young neophyte prostitute by the name
of Delilah

(Anna Thomson)

has offended her drunken customer,

by giggling at the size of his penis. The drunken cowboy
screams to his companion to hold "the bitch," while he cuts
her. Hold her, he commands,

or he will do worse.

By the time Skinny (Anthony James), the saloonkeeperpimp, and Strawberry Alice

(Francis Fisher), the leader of
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the prostitutes,

can get into the room, Delilah's face is a

mutilated mass of slashes. Little Bill Daggett
Hackman), the sheriff of Big Whiskey,

(Gene

is brought to the

saloon. He calls for his bullwhip; Alice protests, and so
does Skinny. He holds up a piece of paper.

Skinny:
This here's a lawful contract between
me and Lila Fitzgerald, the cut whore.
I brought her clear from Boston, paid
her expenses, and all, and I got a
contract that represents an investment
in capital.
Little Bill:
Property.
Skinny:
Damaged property. Like if I was to
hamstring one of their ponies.
Little Bill:
You figure nobody'd want to fuck her now.
Skinny:
Hell, no. Leastways won't pay to do it.
Maybe she can clean up the place or
something, but nobody's going to pay good
money for a cut-up whore.

Thus, Little Bill, with Alice looking on in fury,
determines the "fine." In the spring,

the cowboy who cut

Delilah must bring Skinny five ponies; his companion must
bring two. He hands his whip back to the deputy; he is not
going to whip the men since they've paid a fine.
"That ain't fair," Alice says, and Bill pulls her
roughly into a corner.
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Little Bill:
Haven't you seen enough blood for one
night, huh? Hell, Alice, it ain't like
they was tramps or loafers or bad men,
you know. They was just hard working
boys that was foolish. If they was given
over to wickedness in the regular ways-Alice:
Like whores.

Alice's fury, however,

isn't dampened: the prostitutes

must band together, pool their money,
hunter,

and hire a bounty

she tells the other women.

Alice:
Just because we let them smelly fools
ride us like horses don't mean we got
to let them brand us like horses. Maybe
we ain't nothing but whores, but by God,
we ain't horses.

So the film presents a crime, and a group of people
looking for justice through the only avenue that is
available to them,

the gun of a bounty hunter.

That bounty hunter, William Munny

(Clint Eastwood),

already introduced through narration as a "known thief and
murderer,

a man of notoriously vicious and intemperate

disposition," is now brought into the story.

It seems he has

abandoned his wickedness upon his marriage only to be left a
widower,

struggling to bring up two small children,

manage a failing pig farm on the Kansas prairie.

and to

He is

flailing about in the filth of the sty when the Schofield
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Kid

(Jaimz Woolvett), an aspiring young bounty hunter,

finds

him.
Kid: You sure don't look like no
r oot in ’, tootin’, son-of-a-bitchin’,
cold-blooded assassin to me.

The K i d ’s uncle, who knew Munny from the old days, has
told the Kid that Will is as "cold as the snow, with no weak
nerve or fear."
The Kid needs a partner for a job in Big Whiskey; it's
revenge on two men for cutting up a lady--"cut her eyes out,
cut her ears off, even cut off her teats." The bounty is
five hundred dollars for each man.
Munny is reluctant.

Will:

I ain't like that no more.

It was whiskey,

in any case, he explains, that drove

him to those crimes, and his wife "cured" him of diinx and
wickedness. The Kid rides on, but tells Will his direction
in case Munny changes his mind.
Meanwhile,

back in Big Whisky,

spring arrives, and with

it, come the cowboys bearing ponies for Skinny. The
prostitutes pelt them with horse manure off the streets, but
Skinny is obviously pleased with the trade.
The accomplice in the crime has also brought an extra
pony for Delilah;

it is the best of the lot, he tells her.
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Delilah,

her face crisscrossed with angry red scars,

looks

sad, yet almost uncertain, but Alice is indignant.
Alice:
She ain't got no face left and you're
going to give her a goddamned mangy
pony.

The pony's not mangy,

the cowboy protests.

It is a fine

pony. But the women pelt him with more manure.
Later, when Skinny hears of the bounty (though Alice
and the rest of the women deny it) he is as furious as Alice
was earlier.

As he and Little Bill discuss the matter,

they

realize the town will be filled with cowboys looking to
claim the bounty.
Meanwhile, with all his pigs dying of fever, Will Munny
has decided to take the job. After eleven years of
domesticity,

he is rusty with his gun; in fact, he can not

hit a tin can without a shotgun. He can not even mount his
horse;

the horse bucks and snorts and lands him on the

ground almost every time--retribution, he believes,

for all

the meanness he used to show to animals.
Finally, he leaves his two small children alone,
rides to the home of Ned Logan

and

(Morgan Freeman), his old

friend. Ned at first isn't interested.

Ned: We ain't bad men any more.
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Will tells him why there's a bounty. Lady's been cut,
he explains,

eyes, fingers, breasts--"everything but her

c unny."
This argument doesn't sway Ned.

Ned:

If Claudia were still alive,
you wouldn't be doing this.

It is only one job, Will replies,

a job that shouldn't

take more than two weeks. Can Ned still shoot, he asks.
The eye from a flying hawk, Ned replies proudly. He is
going to lend Will his rifle, but instead he decides to go
along, much
On the

to the disapproval
trail, Will

of

his wife.

repeats his initialassertion to the

Kid.

Will:

I ain't like that no more.
I ain't the same.

It is just for the money, he rationalizes,

for a new

start for his children. Will recalls regretfully how he
killed people for no reason,- he remembers how much people
used to hate him.

Will:
The boys all thought I'd shoot them
just out of meanness.
Ned:
You ain't like that any more.
Will :
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That's right. I'm just a fellow now.
I ain't no different from anybody else
any mo r e .

Back in Big Whiskey, English Bob
notorious British-born gunfighter,
W. Beauchamp

(Richard Harris), the

and his "biographer," W.

(Saul Rubinek), ride into town. Garrulous and

egotistical, English Bob disregards the sign outlawing guns
inside city limits, and he dismisses a deputy who tries to
disarm him. Later, as he and Beauchamp start down the street
to locate Strawberry Alice, they find themselves surrounded
by armed deputies and facing Little Bill, with whom it
becomes evident English Bob is familiar.

In fact, Beauchamp,

so frightened he wets his trousers, has also heard of Little
Bill.
After he disarms English Bob, Little Bill beats and
kicks the gunfighter viciously, reducing his face to a
bloody mess. The sheriff then warns the crowd.

Little B i l l :
Ain't no whore's gold. Even if there
was, probably wouldn’t want to come looking
for it anyhow.

Delilah looks on, at the bloodied man in the street,
and her face is etched in misery as well as scars.
On the trail, Ned and Will overtake the Kid, who,

they

are dismayed to discover, has a problem with his vision.
That night in the jail, Little Bill taunts English Bob
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who lies beaten and dispirited on the cell bunk. Beauchamp,
who sits in another cell, is impressed by Little Bill's
power. The next morning,

the sheriff puts the battered

gunfighter on the stage out of town.
"I do not like assassins and persons of low character,"
he pronounces to Beauchamp--who has defected to become
Little Bill's "biographer."
Sleeping and riding in the rain, Will develops a fever,
and by the time they reach Big Whiskey, he is delirious. As
Ned and the Kid are upstairs with the prostitutes, Will sits
shivering at a table.
When Little Bill accosts him for his gun, Will tells
the sheriff he does not have one. When Bill pulls one from
Will's belt,

he explains it is wet and therefore useless.

Little Bill begins to beat and kick Will as brutally as he
assaulted English Bob, as the rest of the saloon looks on,
almost sickened.

Finally, Little Bill allows Will to crawl

out the saloon door into the mud. He manages to m o r u i s
horse and meets Ned and the Kid, who have sneaked, and
fallen, out the second story window. The prostitutes deny to
Little Bill why the three have come to town.
Will's fever breaks after three days

(during which time

the Kid suggests to Ned that they abandon him, an idea Ned
ignores.)

The three men start out in search of the cowboys

and find them, along with their companions from the Bar T
Ranch,

in a canyon.

With his rifle, Ned shoots the horse of
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the accomplice,

so that the cowboy is trapped in the open,

but the aging "bad man" can't bring himself to "finish it."
Will takes the rifle and after several tries finally
succeeds. As the cowboy lies dying, pleading with his
friends for a drink of water, Will calls out,

"For God's

sake, give him some water."
After they leave the canyon, Ned
task)

(disgusted with the

heads for home, despite Will's pleas. Will promises to

give him his share of the money, however. He and the Kid
start for the ranch, where Will assumes the other cowboy
will try to hide.
Ned does not reach home, however. The hands from the
Bar T catch him, beat him up and turn him over to Little
Bill, who whips and tortures him to death.
At the Bar T, the Kid and Will finally get their
chance:

the other offending cowboy goes alone to the

outhouse, where the Kid shoots him.
It is a revolting experience fox* the Kid, who admics he
has never killed a man before. He does not want the money;
he will never do this again.

"I ain't like you," he tells

Will.
When the bounty is brought so too is the dreadful news
of Ned's death.

Not until the pain became unendurable did

he admit their identities, Will is told, and then only to
warn Little Bill that Will Munny would avenge his friend's
death. Ned's body, Will learns,

has been placed outside the
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saloon with a sign calling him an assassin.
Will sends the Kid away with the money, along with
instructions on how to divide it. As he reaches the saloon,
he sees Ned's corpse leaned against the front of the
building.

Inside Little Bill is celebrating, buying drinks,

as he collects a posse.
Will shoots Skinny for "decorating" his saloon with
Ned's body. Will then mercilessly shoots Little Bill, who
protests that "he doesn't deserve to die like this"
(followed by his frightened deputies). The rest of the
saloon empties, except for Beauchamp. He wants to talk about
the shooting. How did Will know whom to shoot first?

Will:
I was lucky on the order.
been lucky in killing.

I've always

It is apparent Beauchamp is eager to take Will on as
yet another subject, but Will dismisses him. He takes a
drink from the bar and, calling out threats against any who
oppose him,

he steps into the street.

He mounts his horse, and glaring through the darkness
and driving rain at Ned's body, he shouts at the town.

Will:
You better bury him right. Better
not cut up any more wh or es . Or
I'll come back and kill everyone
of you sonsabitches.
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Will Munny then rides away and disappears with his two
c hildren.

McCabe & Mrs. Miller
McCabe and Mrs. Miller was directed by Robert Altman
and released in 1971 by Warner Bros. As the movie opens,
John McCabe

(Warren Beatty)

is riding into a primitive

mountain mining town by the name of Presbyterian Church. The
soundtrack ballad identifies McCabe as both a gambler
looking to trade "the game he knows for shelter," as well as
a "Joseph looking for a manger."
On the ridge above the town, McCabe has removed his
heavy topcoat made from animal skins so that he enters the
encampment wearing a fine suit and bowler,

thus attracting

the curious looks of the inhabitants
He enters the town's rustic saloon and immediately sets
up a poker game, negotiating a deal for space with Sheehan,
the saloon owner.

In the course of the game, Sheehan

overhears McCabe's name and inquires if he is the famous
gunfighter,

John "Pudgy" McCabe, who has shot a well-known

tough by the name of Bill Roundtree.
McCabe equivocates, but when he steps outside to go to
the bathroom, Sheehan excitedly spreads the news of "Pudgy"
McCabe throughout the dank, dark saloon. When McCabe
returns,

the men draw eagerly around him for more poker,

McCabe regales them with bawdy jokes.
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The scene dissolves to a cold, dark morning, as McCabe
travels to the neighboring town of Bearpaw to buy
prostitutes to bring back to Presbyterian Church. He haggles
a hard bargain with the local pimp for three homely,

rather

pitiful young women.
As McCabe and the prostitutes return to Presbyterian
Church,

the local preacher, who has already been shown to be

removed and suspicious of the populace,

is seen erecting the

cross on his church, working alone. Contrastively, while the
preacher is carrying on his lonely business,

the whole town

has been engaged in the endeavor of building a new saloon
for McCabe.
Still, McCabe is not satisfied; the tents for the
prostitutes have not been erected,

and he urges the workers,

some of whom may not even be on his payroll,
the work,

to hurry with

so that they can "have some fun." The men, who

have already been fighting to paw the women,

set about

busily.
After the tents have been set up, and as McCabe cleans
up his white shirts, an obsequious Sheehan approaches him
with a deal. He and McCabe could set up a monopoly to
prevent anyone else from operating a saloon in the growing
town. McCabe, however, rebuffs him, and has little time for
small talk, as he looks out his window to see one of his
prostitutes attacking a patron with a knife. Obviously,
business will be good, but hectic.
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Later, a large steam tractor comes into Presbyterian
Church, carrying a mail order bride

for Bart McCoy, a local

resident, and a beautiful woman who seeks out McCabe.
introduces herself as Mrs. Miller

(Julie Christie). She

walks about the saloon, still under construction,
the place with a critical eye.

She

surveying

Ignoring McCabe's chitchat,

she demands to know the number of men in town.
Over a huge lunch (which she devours as if it were her
first or last meal in a long while), Mrs. Miller proposes a
deal.

Mrs. Miller:
I'm a whore, and I know an awful lot about
whorehouses. And I know if you had a house
up here you'd stand to make yourself a lot of
money.
Now this is all you've got to do.
Put
up the money for the house. I'll do all the rest.
I'll look after the girls, the business, the
expenses, the running, the furnishing, everything.
And I'll pay you back any money you put in
the house, s o 's you won't lose nothing. And
we'll make it fifty-fifty."
McCabe (haughtily):
Excuse me. You know, I already got a
whorehouse operating up here.
Mrs. Miller:
Aaah, you can't call them crib cows whores.
I'm talking about a proper sportin' house,
with class girls and clean linen and proper
hygiene.
McCabe (smirking):
Well, I don't think you'll find my clientele
up here too interested in that sort of thing.
Mrs. Miller:
They will be. Once they get a taste of it.
I'm telling you, with someone up here to
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handle all the appointments properly, you
can make yourself at least double the money
you make on your own.
McCabe (insulted):
Well, what makes you think I ain't thought
of that myself? Them tents, you know,
they're just temporary-Mrs. Miller:
What do you do when one girl fancies another?
And how do you know when a girl really has a
monthly, or just taking a few days off? And
about when they don't get their monthly, 'cause
they don't? What do you do then? I suppose
you know all about that. And what about
customers? Who's gonna skin them back and
inspect them? You gonna do that? 'Cause if
you don't, this town is going to be clapped up
inside of two weeks, if it's not already. And
what about when business is slow? Just gonna
let the girls sit around on their bums? 'Cause
I'll tell you something, Mr. McCabe, when a good
whore gets time to sit around and think, four out
of five times she'll turn to religion, 'cause
that's what they was born with. And when that
happens, you'll find yourself filling the
bloody church down there, instead of your own
pockets. Now I haven't got a lot of time to
sit around to talk to a man who's too dumb to
see a good proposition when it's put to him.
Do we make a deal, or don't we?

McCabe,

the deal maker, has been out-dealt,

and in the

next scene, he is sitting alone, drunk, muttering that he
will not take a bath. Still, a bath house is built, per Mrs.
Miller's orders, and later the construction crew asks a
drunken McCabe about the arrival of the new prostitutes.
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Crew member:
Hey, McCabe, why don't you ask Mrs. Miller
when the new whores are coming to town?
McCabe:
You think I'm going to let some goddamned chippie
tell me how to run a gooseberry ranch, you've
got the goddamned saddle on the wrong horse.
Them girls will come up here when I goddamned
tell 'em to come up here.

The emptiness of McCabe's bluster is revealed when he
goes to Mrs. Miller to ask about when the prostitutes will
arrive. His partner/adversary won't even answer the door;
she's listening to a music box and reading. Furious, McCabe
goes away muttering about "money and p ai n, " the two things
this woman has cost him.
The "girls" finally arrive,
last mile

in the rain, walking the

because of a broken wagon. They have caravaned

with an obviously
Washington,

respectable couple, a Black barber, Sumner

and his wife, who have taken the prostitutes'

belongings into their wagon. The minister watches the
arrival,

but says nothing.

At first the prostitutes are unhappy with the primitive
surroundings, but after a bath in the bathhouse,

they cheer

up. The men, meanwhile, are eagerly anticipating the
pleasures of these new, exotic females.
Winter comes to Presbyterian Church, and as McCabe
enters the whorehouse to discuss something with Burt, his
employee,

Mrs. Miller merely asks if he has had a bath, as

if he were an ordinary customer. McCabe watches, distracted,
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as Mrs. Miller takes a patron up the stairs. Disgruntled,

he

exits without finishing his business.
Later, as McCabe groans over his account books in the
saloon, Mrs. Miller enters, and he complains that while he
has spent lavish sums on the bath and whorehouse,

he has not

sold a full bottle of whiskey the whole day. Mrs. Miller is
contemptuous. Everyone is spending their money at McCabe's
whorehouse or bathhouse,

she says; he has got nothing to

complain a bo u t .
She turns to his account books and ridicules his
accounting procedures. When he challenges her ability to
understand such things,

she retorts by quizzing him about

his mastery of simple addition and subtraction,

once again

showing herself to be superior in her grasp of business
matters. McCabe fumbles but retorts that he can figure any
sum in a card game,

"before you can blink an eye."

Mrs. Miller:
If you're so bloody smart, you'd know
that if we went ahead and bought windows and
doors for the whorehouse, you'd make twice
as much money.

Comfort will increase business,

she tells him.

M c C ab e:
Whenever you talk about money, you say "we."
Mrs. Miller:
I say "we," Mr. McCabe, because you think
small. You think small, because you're afraid
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to think big. I'm telling you, you have to
spend money to make money. You wanna spend
the rest of your life shuffling cards in this
dump, fine. I don't. There's going to come
a time... there's going to come a time when I
sell off me own interest, go to San Francisco
and buy me a legitimate boarding house. But
right now I don't want no small-timers screwing
up this business.

McCabe scoffs at the boarding house idea and stalks
away,

leaving a furious Mrs. Miller.
The scene dissolves to Christmas time, when McCabe,

drunk once again, muttering about "money and pain," is
wandering about the town. Nearby, Bart McCoy gets into a
vicious fight when someone mistakes his wife for one of the
whores. The preacher stands by, watching the altercation,
but doing nothing.
Inside the whorehouse,
prostitutes,

patrons are dancing with

as Mrs. Miller and the other women are

preparing a surprise birthday party for one of the
prostitutes.
As McCabe stumbles about town, a man named Sears and
one named Hollander approach him about the purchase of his
holdings in Presbyterian Church. They are representatives of
the large mining company, Harris and Shaughnasy. McCabe
sneers at their offer--even after Sears implies that the
company might well use force--and walks away.
As the birthday party progresses,

the prostitutes

consider waiting for McCabe to arrive, but one of the locals
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explains that he's drunk as usual. At this, Mrs. Miller
slips away from the party to light her opium pipe.
McCabe,

now bathed, comes to Mrs. Miller to celebrate

the news of the offer. He is proud of how hard he has
bargained; he has played "as smart as a possum," he says,
and explains that the men will now come back with a better
offer.
But Mrs. Miller is appalled; McCabe is out of his
league.

Mrs. Miller:
They'd soon put a bullet in your back as
look at you.

Just then, the two men arrive at the whorehouse,

and

agree to up the offer. McCabe rebuffs them again. He urges
two prostitutes on the men and tells them to enjoy
themselves and meet him at breakfast.
T r i u m p h a l , he returns tc Mrs. Miller, who has smoked
more opium,

and is pliant --though not pliant enough to have

sex before he pays her fee.
Sears and Hollander talk over their situation. Sears
thinks McCabe is merely negotiating, but Hollander thinks
McCabe is "impossible." The two men decide to leave,
intimating the situation will be turned over to others.
The next morning, McCabe is disturbed to learn of Sears
and Hollanders departure. One of the locals, not
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understanding the ramifications, praises McCabe for his
negotiations.

"You handled them beautifully," he says.

"They

knew they weren't dealing with no tinhorn."
Bart McCoy dies of his injuries, and at the funeral,
after the preacher's droning, hell-fire inspired sermon
produces no comfort,

the prostitutes break into a

spontaneous rendition of a hymn. A cowboy shows up, who
McCabe thinks may be a hired gun, but when he approaches the
young man,

the cowboy tells him he is there for the town's

famous cathouse.
Mrs. Miller tries to convince McCabe to leave town, but
McCabe believes he can still strike a deal with whomever the
mining company will send.
boasts.

"Hell,

I feel sorry for them," he

"I tell you the truth....I know what I'm doing."

Mrs. Miller offers to intercede on his behalf, but
McCabe is insulted by what he sees as her low opinion of
him.
However, when McCabe meets the real gunmen,

a huge,

cold-blooded man named Butler and his two vicious cohorts,
the hired killers prove to be formidable,
Butler toys with a nervous McCabe,

terrifying even.

stringing him along

as McCabe continues to lower his offer. McCabe is obviously
not deal-making,
says,

but pleading. Finally,

the smiling Butler

"I don't make deals."
If he is not in town to make a deal, McCabe asks, why

is Butler there? Butler, still smiling easily,

tells McCabe
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he's there to hunt bear.

McCabe (desperate and hoping):
You don't work for Harris and Shaughnesy?
Butler (sanguine):
Sometimes. Only when they can't make a deal.
McCabe:
That's just what I'm telling you. This
here deal can be m a d e .
Butler (smiling):
Not with me.
As McCabe leaves, Butler confronts him with his
reputation as a gunfighter--which Sheehan has obviously
revealed.
"My best friend's best friend was Bill Roundtree,"
Butler tells McCabe in a menacing taunt.
McCabe equivocates,

"Did you kill him?"

and when he leaves the saloon,

Butler makes the point of demanding that he go. After McCabe
is gone, Butler reveals that he has never even heard of
Roundtree. The hired gun appraises McCabe as a man who's
never killed anyone.
Later, mumbling and muttering,

a drunken McCabe watches

across the street as Mrs. Miller entertains a client. He
pleads with the absent Mrs. Miller "for one time to be sweet
without no money around."
McCabe goes to search for Sears and Hollander, but they
have left the territory. He then goes to a lawyer for help,
and the lawyer, an aspiring Senatorial candidate who is
obviously interested only in the publicity, urges McCabe to
make a stand. McCabe tells him he just does not want to be
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shot and seizes on the idea that perhaps once the case is
notorious,

the mining company will not dare kill him. The

lawyer, envisioning his own glory, off-handedly encourages
McCabe in this delusion.
When McCabe returns to Presbyterian Church, he tells
Mrs. Miller of his intention to take a stand. When she is
distraught,

he tries to comfort her, telling her not to

worry about him. Furious, she tells him she is only
concerned with what will happen to her interests if he is
killed.
Later,

they have something of a reconciliation,

and

Mrs. Miller comforts a frightened McCabe --without asking for
her customary fee.
In the morning before McCabe is to meet the killers,
Mrs. Miller arises before dawn and disappears. The rest of
the townspeople go about their business as if nothing out of
the ordinary were happening.
McCabe runs to the church for a better vantage.

Inside,

it's obvious that the building is used only as a living
quarters for the preacher. McCabe leaves his shotgun at the
bottom of the stairs as he goes up the bell tower, and when
he comes back down, the preacher holds the shotgun on him.
McCabe pleads for the gun, telling the preacher he'll need
it to protect himself against the killers, but the preacher
orders him out of the building.
McCabe stumbles outside. The three killers have
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separated in their hunt for him. When Butler sees a man
standing inside the church doorway with a gun, he shoots the
preacher,

and when the injured man falls back, his dropped

lantern ignites a fire in the church.
McCabe meets one of Butler's assassins inside the empty
bathhouse,

and in the shoot-out, the assassin is killed,

McCabe wounded in the stomach.
The townspeople notice that the church has caught fire,
and the entire town spills into the streets, heading toward
the church. As a sort of fire brigade begins to form
confusedly, McCabe shoots the second assassin. He is heading
for a cave, when Butler sees him and shoots him in the back;
McCabe falls face down in the snow.

When the hired killer

turns his victim over, McCabe shoots him between the eyes
with his derringer in the same fashion Bill Roundtree was
said to have been killed.
Meanwhile,

the fire has been put out, and the

prostitutes a.»d locals celebrace, drinking and laughing and
cavorting in front of the church. The preacher is nowhere co
be seen and presumably has been burned to death in the fire.
Washington,

the barber,

and his wife, who have been part of

the fire brigade, hurry away.
McCabe dies in the snow, and in the last scene, Mrs.
Miller,

in an opium-induced state,

is lying in an opium den

in the hated Chinese section of town.
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Ride the High Country
Ride the High Country was released in 1962 by MGM
Studios and directed by Sam Peckinpah. As the movie opens,
Steve Judd

(Joel McCrea) rides into a town, where the people

have lined both sides of an empty street. The townspeople
are cheering; Steve thinks it is for him. He is surprised
but pleased and tips his hat--only to be warned by a
constable to get off the street. He moves out of the way in
time to see a camel and several horses racing down the
street; the camel wins.
Afterwards,

he wanders over to a carnival booth where

an older man, dressed in elaborate buckskins and wearing
what is obviously a long red wig and fake mustachio and
beard,

is hawking a shooting game that gives the taker a

chance to "Kill the Oregon Kid." The sign boasts all of the
Oregon Kid's exploits; the game is actually the shooting of
a plate.
Steve goes up to the man;

it is his old friend and

former deputy Gil Westrum (Randolph Scott). They are happy
to see each other, though both have obviously fallen upon
hard times. Steve explains that he's in town to take a job
with the bank. He will be guarding a shipment of gold--two
hundred and fifty thousand dollars worth--on a trip down
from the mining camp in the nearby mountains.
some help,

though,

He will need

in case Gil knows of anyone.

After Steve leaves, Gil tells his associate

[the rider
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of the camel, a young man by the name of Heck Longtree
Starr)]

(Ron

that they're about to be rich--two hundred and fifty

thousand dollars rich.
At the bank, Steve is given a less than warm welcome by
the pinched and fussy father-son team by the name of Samson.
They are reluctant to give him the job, now that they see
his age, but he is forceful with them, and they relent. The
shipment isn't as large, however,

as they reported.

Twenty

thousand dollars is all that the mines in Coarse Gold have
produced; still it will be a difficult job. There is only
one way into the camp and one way out; six men have already
been killed.
That night, Gil and Heck meet Steve for dinner.

Before

they go into the restaurant, Heck looks through the window;
he is not impressed by the look of the old lawman. Gil,
however,

warns the young man.

Gil: Don't ever play him short.

Inside, Gil offers his and Heck's services for the job,
and Steve agrees--after Heck proves himself in a fistfight
with some locals dissatisfied with the outcome of the camel
race.
As the three of them head toward Coarse Gold, they
spend the night at the home of the sternly religious John
Knudge

(R. G. Armstrong) , whose pretty daughter Elsa
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(Mariette Hartley) chafes under his iron rule. Over dinner,
he expresses disapproval of their venture; he and Steve spar
with Biblical verses, but it is Knudge who has the last
word.

Knudge:
Into the land of trouble and anguish
come the old lions, and they shall carry
their riches on the shoulders of young
asses to the people who shall not abide
t hem. Proverbs 3 0:6.
Later, when Elsa goes out to meet Heck, her father
intervenes. They argue; he has disapproved of both of her
suitors,

first a miner from Coarse Gold, and now Heck. No

one will ever be good and pure enough,

she says; he will

always want to keep her for himself. At that, Knudge slaps
Elsa, and she is coldly furious.
Meanwhile in the barn, Gil begins his campaign to win
Steve tohis side,
because of his

reminiscing about the woman Steve lost

job as a lawman. The woman, Sarah, has long

since settled with someone else, and together they have been
raising blooded horses, children,

and grandchildren.

"Occupational hazard," Gil muses at Steve's loss.
Back on the trail, both of the old timers find it
tougher going than in their previous years together. As
Steve soaks his feet, Gil picks up his boot, noticing a
large hole in the middle of the sole. Steve only jokes about
it: the boots were hand made, he says, the hole built in for
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"ventilation."
Gil seizes the opportunity to remember the boots of
another old crony, a man who gave "thirty years of his life
to make the west safe for decent people," a man who was
mourned by only three people at his funeral. Steve shrugs
off the sad picture. Once he is dead, he will not care who
is at his funeral. Gil tries to goad him about the lack of
gratitude, but Steve is equally unmoved.

Steve:

The only gratitude I expect is my
paycheck. Twenty dollars worth.

Later, as Gil sardonically wishes for some of those
"old time mountains" that were so much shorter, he says that
Steve probably doesn't mind so much, since his cut is twenty
dollars,

as opposed to Gil's ten.

Gil

(SARDONICALLY):
Plus possessing all the other rewards
you ve gathered during your years of
loyal service. A blue-grass thoroughbred,
silver-mounted saddle, a magnificent
wardrobe. I'm envious. What more
could a man want? What more could a
man hope for?
Steve:
You forgot to mention my two-dollar watch.

Gil is exasperated, but later Steve tells him that once
he did actually figure what was "owed" him,

for all the

bullets and the blows and the hard times he had endured.
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Steve:

I figured it was worth about all
the gold we could carry out of these
mountains. [Gazes ahead of him]
Something to dream abo ut .

All three of the men are surprised when Elsa overtakes
them. She has left her father, and she is going to marry the
miner. Gil and Steve don not want to be burdened by her, but
Heck will not leave her, so they are forced to take the
young woman along.
That night, Heck and Elsa, who are attracted to each
other,

talk once again, but when Heck tries to force himself

on Elsa, Steve steps in and knocks Heck down. When Heck gets
up, Gil knocks him down again.
When they reach the dirtv and raucous mining camp, Heck
reluctantly drops Elsa at the miner's camp. Her beau, Billy
Hammonds

(James Drury), is obviously the "pick of the

litter," litter being the operative word,
brothers
Anderson,

for his other

(played by Warren Oates, L. Q. Jones, John
and John Davis Chandler)

seem more animal than

human, a dirty and disgusting group who practically salivate
over Elsa. An uneasy Elsa agrees to a wedding ceremony that
evening.
As the miners bring in their deposits,

it becomes clear

that the haul is even smaller than Steve thought, and
drastically smaller than G il ’s expectations. The three of
them will be hauling not much more than ten thousand dollars
down to the b a n k .
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Heck can not get Elsa off his mind, and Gil resolves
that, after all, ten thousand dollars would make him wealthy
compared to his present state. Over at Kate's place,

the

camp saloon and bordello, Elsa endures a farcical wedding,
performed by a drunken judge

(played by Edgar Buchanan)

and

attended by bridesmaid-prostitutes. After the ceremony,

the

drinking continues, Elsa is pawed by the inebriated Billy,
and when he pushes her

into a back room for their

"honeymoon," Elsa is horrified. As

he is about to rape her,

Billy hits his head on a piece of furniture and passes out.
The brothers burst into the room, and seeing that her
husband is unconscious,

they attack Elsa. Her screams bring

Steve and Heck to the saloon, where at gun point,
rescue her. They are taking her home with them,

they

they tell

the angry miners.
The next morning, Steve and Gil tell Elsa that a
miner's court is being convened. Billy has sobered up and is
apologetic. Elsa is, after all, his lawful wedded wife;
moreover,

the miners are many,

their party is small. They

must abide by the decision of the court. Elsa is terrified,
and Heck declares that
Hearing that, Gil

he will not leave her.
rushes over to the saloon where the

judge is still in a drunken stupor. He steals the judge's
license,

and orders him to lie about his credentials.

Since

the judge claims to have no license, the court sides with
Elsa, and the four of them start down the mountain. The
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Hammonds,
beating,

however, are not finished; after a vicious
the judge admits that he lied, and the Hammonds

start after Steve and his group.
Back on the trail, Steve explains to Gil about how he
learned a valuable lesson when he was young. He had gotten
into some trouble and a stern older sheriff had arrested
him. When Steve sobered up, the old sheriff took him out and
"proceeded to kick the bitter hell" out of him.

Gil:
That took some doing.
Steve:
Not much. You see, he was right, and I
was wrong. That makes the difference.
Gil :
Who says so?
Steve:
Nobody. That's something you just know.

That,

Steve tells Gil, was the lesson he learned in

self respect, and when Gil asks him what self respect is
worth on the open market, Steve dismisses the question.

Steve:

Steve

Nothing to some people.
A great deal to m e .

admits he had lost his self respect working,

performing

all the menial odd jobs--bouncer,

etc.,--but

now, he says, "I'm getting back a little respect

with the help of you and

bartender,

that young man back there."
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At this, Gil makes one more try.

Gil:
You know what's on the back of a poor
man when he dies? The clothes on his
back, and they're not a bit warmer to
him dead than when he was alive.
S t e ve :
All I want is to enter my house justified.

With that, Gil
Heck they will have

realizes his cause is lost, and he tells
to move that night. Heck, however, has

become more and more enamored of Elsa; he doesn't want to
leave her. Moreover,

he does not want to hurt Steve.

Heck:
I started
out thinking he was just an
old mossback, but I've changed my mind.
I kinda hate to turn against him.

However, Gil sternly reminds Heck of their agreement.

G i l : The thing for you to remember is
that we made a deal.

Reluctantly,
That night,

Heck agrees.
as they attempt to steal away with the

gold, they are surprised to find Steve awake and waiting.
Steve is angry and disappointed with his old friend; he
shows his contempt for Gil by slapping him in the face, but
Gil doesn't respond. Neither does he respond to Steve's
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order to draw; instead he tosses his gunbelt to the ground.
Steve vows to put Gil behind bars, and at last Gil responds.

Gil

(through clenched teeth) :
That'll take some doing.

The

next morning, with Gil and Heck tied up,

they are

overtaken by the Hammonds, who demand Elsa's return. Steve
refuses,and they run for cover. Steve unties
him a rifle, but the rifles are useless;
loaded.

Heck and gives

they are not

In the old days, Gil says with a laugh,

never have left camp without
As Silvas Hammond

Steve would

checking the rifles.

(L. Q. Jones) runs to a position

above them, Steve starts up to face him, but Heck shoves him
down, and skillfully makes his way up the hillside. Heck
kills Silvas and shoots close enough to the family
patriarch,
Hammonds

Elder

(John Anderson)

to send the remaining three

[Elder, Billy, and Henry (Warren Oates)]

running.

Jimmy and Silvas are dead.
Later, when Steve demands Heck's gun back, Heck thinks
about resisting, but then apologizes and hands over his gun.
As they bed down for the night, Gil pleads with Steve to
untie him.

"I don't sleep so good anymore," he says

pitifully,

and Steve agrees,

though he banishes Gil and

to a spot away from him. That night, Steve and Elsa sit
around the fire, and Elsa considers Heck's actions.
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Elsa:
My father says there's only right and
wrong, good and evil, nothing in between.
It isn't that simple, is it?
Ste ve :
No, it isn't. It should be, but it isn't.

Steve tells Elsa he will testify on Heck's behalf,

but

not for Gil, because Gil was his friend.
Up in the trees, Heck wonders why Steve wouldn't be
worried that they might escape; Gil points out they'd be on
foot since the horses are below with Steve. That gives him
an idea, however, one which Heck never hears.
with your ideas," he says.

"I'm fed up

That night, Gil sneaks away,

back to the spot where they were attacked, to steal the dead
Silvas's horse.
Trailing Steve and the shipment, Gil obviously intends
to try the robbery once m o r e .
At the Knudge farm, Steve rides ahead of the other two
to make sure they are not being ambushed.

"The old gent's

taking quite a chance," Heck tells Elsa and pulls a pistol
from a saddle bag, intending to go down, too. But Elsa is
contemptuous,

and Heck knows he would be out of bounds

taking the gun.
Steve rides toward the farm, but when he sees John
Knudge seemingly kneeling on the fence, praying at his dead
wife's grave, the old lawman turns around to get Elsa and
Heck. They all ride down into the farm, past what they don't
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recognize as the corpse of John Knudge. They tie up the
horses,

and it is then Elsa realizes that her father never

prays at that time of day.

"Head for the nearby ditch,"

Steve commands. They barely reach it before the remaining
Hammonds open fire from the house and the barn.
They only have one gun, Steve's pistol,

so Heck starts

for the horses. He is shot, however, and the situation looks
bleak.
It is then that Gil,

looking down on his old friend's

dilemma, gallops in and helps the injured Heck back to the
ditch. They still have no rifles, however.

Steve:
Partner, what do you think?
Gil:
Let's meet them halfway, just like
in the old d a y s .

They 5V,’me the Hammonds into a shoot-out; Elder, Henry,
and Billy are killed,

and Steve is fatally wounded. He

doesn't want Heck and Elsa to watch him die, however. Gil
reassures him.

Gil:
Don't worry about anything. I'll
take care of it just like you would
have.
Steve:
Hell, I know that. I always did. You
just forgot it for a while, that's all.
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Gil :
So long, partner.

I'll see you later.

Steve dies, as Gil and Elsa help Heck back to the
wagon.

The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance
Filmed in 1962 for Paramount Pictures, and directed by
John Ford,

the movie opens as young Ranse Stoddard (Jimmy

Stewart), fresh out of an eastern law school, is traveling
out west when bandits hold up the stage he is riding.

One of

his fellow passengers is an elderly widow, and he is
appalled by the robbers' cruelty to her.
protect her, he is beaten, whipped,

In trying to

and left for dead in the

desert.
He is found by Tom Doniphon
rancher.

(John Wayne), a local

Doniphon brings Ranse to the local restaurant in

town. Doniphon's girlfriend, Hallie
there,

for the immigrants

(John Qualen)

Nora

(Vera Miles), works

(Jeanette Nolan) and Peter

Ericson who own the establishment. As Hallie

and the Ericsons' minister to R a n s e 1s wounds, Doniphon
explains that it was Liberty Valance
the stage,

(Lee Marvin) who robbed

and that Valance is "the toughest man south of

the picket wire...next to me."
Ranse expects Valance to be brought to justice for his
crime, but Doniphon only laughs at this notion, noting that
in the West every man takes care of his own problems.
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Doniphon suggests that Ranse has two options--either carry a
gun or get out of town.
Ranse is angry, and refuses to do either. His hope for
justice is dimmed when he meets the local Marshall,

a fat

and cowardly buffoon who cowers at the mere mention of
Valance's name. Ranse takes a job washing dishes at the
restaurant to pay for his room and board.
One evening as he is waiting tables, Ranse recognizes
Liberty Valance by the silver-handled whip he carries.
Valance is bullying patrons of the restaurant; he laughs at
Ranse and trips him, sending both Ranse and the tray he is
carrying sprawling across the floor. Tom Doniphon steps up
to tell Valance that the steak on the floor was his.
Valance demands that Ranse pick it up; Doniphon tells
Valance to do it himself. There is a tense moment as the two
men size each other up. However, Ranse, angry that a life
could be lost over a steak, grabs the side of beef and slaps
it onto a plate.

Ranse:

There. Are you satisfied?

Ranse is clearly as angry at Doniphon as he is at
Liberty Valance. Still, Valance is obviously hesitant to
cross Doniphon and he and his henchmen leave the restaurant.
Later, Doniphon laughs at Ranse.
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Doniphon:
What do you suppose drove Valance away?
Your law books or my gun?

The answer is obvious; however, Ranse does not give up.
He hangs out his shingle for his law practice at the
newspaper office

(the Shinbone Star), with the encouragement

of the editor Dutton Peabody (Edmond O'Brien), and in his
spare time, he sets up a school, teaching Hallie and many
others in the town to read. In his class
Doniphon's African-American servant,

[which includes

Pompey (Woody Strode)],

as well as Mexican-Americans), Ranse teaches about the
importance of government and the democratic process. For
example, he tells them, voting will become more important
than ever in the coming days as the large cattlemen south of
the picket wire attempt to block statehood--a move which in
effect, will destroy the small homesteader.
Doniphon interrupts the class with the news that the
cattle ranchers have hired Valance to collect gunmen to
frighten the homesteaders in their drive for statehood.
Already Valance and his men have gunned down two farmers.
The homesteaders,

however,

refuse to be intimidated.

They meet as planned to elect a delegate to the territorial
convention, and when Valance crashes their meeting and tries
to nominate himself as the delegate,

the homesteaders refuse

to vote for him. Doniphon (after declining nomination)
nominates Ranse,

and Ranse nominates Peabody, and they are
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both elected.
Valance is furious and vows revenge. He tells Ranse
that he'd better get out of town that evening, or meet him
in the street. Ranse has been trying to learn to use a gun
in secret, but Doniphon has already witnessed the idealistic
lawyer practicing and knows Ranse is hopeless as a
gunslinger. That evening, after the election, Valance and
his henchmen break into the newspaper office, ransacking the
equipment and mercilessly beating Peabody. Doniphon has a
carriage waiting outside the restaurant for Ranse. The
Ericsons encourage him to leave, but Hallie is angry at the
idea.

Then, when Ranse sees what Valance has done to

Peabody, his mind is made up.

He calls Valance into the

street; Valance toys with him at first, but when he is about
to shoot Ranse "right between the eyes," miraculously Ranse
gets off a shot that kills the murdering gunfighter.
Valance's death gives Ranse great fame, and at the
territori?1 convention, he is nominated as a representative
of the territory to Washington--on the basis of his
reputation as "the man who shot Liberty Valance." Ranse,
however, grows uncertain, when the mouthpiece for the
cattlemen attacks him as a "murderer." He can only agree
with the slick lawyer's condemnation--he is after all the
man who killed Liberty Valance. He is leaving the
convention--and the territory--to return to the east, when
Doniphon stops him. There is no need to feel guilty,
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Doniphon tells him,
Valance.

for it was not he who killed Liberty

It was Doniphon, standing in the shadows, who

killed the gunfighter.
Doniphon killed Valance because he realized that Hallie
had fallen in love with Ranse--and it is for this reason
that he is revealing the facts of the shooting. Go on back
to the convention, he commands Ranse.

Doniphon:
You taught Hallie to read
and write. Now give her something
to read and write a b o u t .

Ranse goes on to lead the fledgling state, first as
governor,

then as Senator, then as an ambassador to the

court of St. James,

then again as a Senator.

As he closes his reminiscences with the Shinbone
newspaper men, the editor points out that now, at the zenith
of his career, Ranse coulH have the vice president's post
"at the snap of his fingers."
Doniphon,

on the other hand, has slipped into

obscurity. Even in the town of Shinbone, which has grown
after all these years, but is still hardly a metropolis,

his

name is unknown to the powers that be.

Analysis of the. Films
The transactional leader is a bargainer who exchanges
one service for another--making the deal, while the
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transformational leader seeks reformation and restoration of
ideals--arousing followers into "self-transcendence"

(Bass,

1981, p. 611). The transactional leader views job
performance as "a series of transactions with subordinates-exchanging rewards for services rendered or punishment for
inadequate performance"

(Rosener, 1990, p. 120). The

transformational leader, however, as Rosener

(1990) noted,

seeks to get subordinates to:
transform their own self-interest into the interest
of the group through concern for a broader goal.
Moreover, they ascribe their power to personal
characteristics like charisma, interpersonal skills,
hard work, or personal contacts rather than to
organizational stature, (p. 120)
Unforgiven details the disastrous fallout that can
occur when a situation is not properly diffused through
negotiation and open communication between all parties
concerned. Skinny, misunderstanding the nature of the
problem, views Delilah's injuries as simply a business
transaction which needs to be rectified

(transactional

terms). He thinks he can compensate for his loss,
"functional" loss of a prostitute,

the

through a transaction--

property damages. Since, as Delilah's employer,

her loss is

also his. Little Bill thinks a contract between Skinny and
the offending cowboys is all that is needed to bring about
"justice."
Strawberry Alice, on the other hand, seeks a broader
result than can be obtained from a mere transaction.
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Rightly furious over the shortsightedness of the two men's
concept,

she protests. She is not merely seeking

compensation, but she is wanting something much bigger-restoration,

respect, and social acceptance. As she states,

"Maybe we ain't nothin but whores, but by God we ain't
horses"

(referring to the fact that they will not suffer

such an indignity lightly). However,

in her attempt to

obtain "rights" for both her and her prostitutes,

she,

too,

turns to a contract, by posting a "bounty" on the offending
cowboys, as her means.
Munny, Ned, and the Kid, on the other hand, believe
they are entering into a simple contract that will bring
about a narrow,

specific result --reward money. A woman has

been injured; bad men are responsible; and they will kill
the men and collect the reward.
Yet, how complicated become the results of what they,
too, believe is a simple contractual arrangement.

Killing

the first cowboy is a hellish affair that reveals to Ned the
true and deep consequences of their "contract." Killing the
second cowboy revolts the Kid,

transforming him from a

would-be gunslinger into a frightened,

sickened young man.

Ned's brutal death at the hands of Little Bill transforms
Munny into an unforgiving avenger.
In each of these cases, there is a futile attempt to
create what is fundamentally a transformational change
through transactional means. For, each party, Strawberry
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Alice,

Skinny,

Little Bill, and Munny are seeking to

negotiate a relationship, and a solution, based on an
exchange of services. Skinny and Little Bill agree upon a
contract for justice, the offending cowboys are to pay
reparations. Aside from the moral implications,
agreement is a poor management maneuver,

the

ignoring as it does

the needs of what are obviously key elements in Skinny's
profitability

(the moral of his "workers").

Indignant over

the trivial way in which the incident is being treated,
Alice,

in a faulty attempt to redress the matter,

simply

worsens the situation by turning to a transaction as a
solution. She places a bounty on the offending cowboys. Had
a broader approach to justice been effected, Strawberry
Alice might have been assuaged, and thus refrained from
inciting the other prostitutes.
In the spring when the cov/boys return to town, one of
the offender's tries to rectify the situation with
Strawberry Alice by what amounts to a minor adjustment in
the contract,

bringing an extra pony for Delilah. The

prostitutes respond by throwing manure from the streets at
him.

"They may ride us like horses," she states "but we're

whores not horses." Alice does not recognize that the
killing of a cowboy will not bring about the kind of respect
from society that she is seeking for both her and her
"girls."
Still,

later, after the bounty has been issued,

Little
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Bill refuses to address the initial grievance,

thinking

instead to create a sort of contract with the would-be
bounty hunters--that is, he will provide swift, vicious
retribution for anyone who tries to engage in the
prostitutes'

contract.

The only philosophical transformation that occurs in
the film takes place with Ned and the Kid. For, both of them
decide to quit the hunt and ride away. Ned, unfortunately,
is captured by some of Little Bill's men and is beaten to
death for something that he did not even do--guilt by
association. Also,

in the film, Munny's wife,

though having

died prior to where the story begins, created a change in
Will.

It was she who changed Munny from a ruthless, drunken

killer into a sober family man.
For the main characters', Munny, Little Bill, and
Strawberry Alice,

leadership is transactional. Strawberry

Alice means to take care of her charges. Bill means to keep
all bounty hunters out of his town, and Munny, also,

is a

transactional leader, offering his services in exchange for
a contract --the bounty money

(as are the Kid and Ned) . Each

has an agenda, and those around them get pulled into the
ensuing conflict

(Ned for instance), but each works on the

premise of "goods for services." Strawberry Alice seeks
respect. Bill seeks a peaceful town where he can sit on his
front porch,

and Munny seeks a way out of his plight as a

poor pig farmer. Munny,

the primary protagonist,

is a
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transactional leader, for he works off of the idea of the
contract,

or in this case the bounty money. For him,

it is

merely goods for services rendered. He is not concerned with
any "higher" motives, such as the rights of the prostitutes,
or even the ramifications of his actions on either himself,
his partners, or his potential victims. He is not concerned
with transforming anyone, not even himself. Throughout the
film, Munny continues to assure himself that it is only one
job, one that will help him get a new start.
that anymore"

"I ain't like

(referring to his infamous past) becomes his

mantra. However, the more the viewer sees of Munny,

the more

one realizes how close Munny remains linked to his past.
In McCabe _and Mrs. Miller. McCabe is, obviously,
anti-hero who is self-involved and self-destructive,
thus, not surprisingly,

an
and

the movie's portrayal of leadership

is not a positive one. There is not a single instance of
altruiscic leadership in the film. McCabe leads the town to
a higher level of apparent civilization, but it is only for
his own personal gain; Mrs. Miller continues this
"progress,"

implementing such improvements as regular baths,

but again it is for her own financial benefit. Also, other
leaders in the film, the lawyer and the preacher, are even
more hollow. The preacher has a flock of one,- his church is
a monument to himself. The lawyer is not concerned with
justice or protection of his client, but rather for his own
personal glorification.
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While leadership is shown in a negative light, so is
followership;
Church,

for the only true follower in Presbyterian

Sheehan,

is utterly spineless,

aligning with Butler

as easily as he did with McCabe, and betraying McCabe
without remorse. The mining company employees are also
portrayed as true followers of an evil and corrupt
organization, which is led by faceless entities willing to
stoop to any means to acquire their goal.
The only genuinely altruistic actions in the film, the
hymns at the graveside and the rescue of the church, are
done spontaneously, without leadership at all. Moreover,

the

rescue of the church is not an untainted enterprise, done as
it is without any real love for what the church is supposed
to stand for, and carried out while ignoring the
simultaneous slaughter of McCabe. The gesture is as hollow
as the interior of the structure.
The rescue of the church reveals that while
Presbyterian Church, with its regular bathing and modern
buildings, would seem to have been led to a more "civilized"
state from its initial, grubby beginnings,

in fact, the town

is just as barbaric as it ever was. The town's only two
truly civilized inhabitants,
Washington,

the African-American barber,

and his wife, turn away from the sight of the

sacrilegious revelry outside the burned-out church.
However,

that being noted, McCabe and Mrs. Miller do

exhibit leadership, albeit leadership motivated by self-
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interest. The film portrays a digressive view of
transactional leadership built on a contract between the
gambler, McCabe, and the prostitute,

Mrs. Miller, a contract

in which the dynamics of their relationship cause their
downfall.
The movie centers on the idea of the deal, and in the
beginning of the film, McCabe,

transactional in his

leadership style, seems the consummate deal-maker, with both
Sheehan and the pimp in Bearclaw. Haggling is McCabe's
forte, but when he meets Mrs. Miller, he is stripped of this
skill. Constance Miller, also transactional in her style,

is

a consummate negotiator, and McCabe's ability to lead
evaporates in the face of her implacability.
Mrs. Miller is also more adroit and adept in the ways
of business,

and McCabe's superfluity as a leader becomes

obvious when the town thrives in the face of his nearincapacitating and continual drinking.
McCa1 : ' ultimate death is almost a formality. He blows
the deal with Sears and Hollander, possibly in a move to
establish his superiority to Mrs. Miller, a mistake which
leads him to face the one person in the film who will not
make a deal,

the evil killer, Butler. McCabe's ineptitude as

a consummate negotiator and deal maker, already revealed in
his association with Mrs. Miller,

is excruciatingly exposed

as he rambles on and on in a futile attempt to make a deal
with Butler,

a man who will not make a deal but who will
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gleefully torture his victim before he kills him.
However,

it was not the constant deal making that

created the problem.

It was that the proposed deals were not

shared either by the leaders themselves nor by the
community,

which created the problem. The leaders

Mrs. Miller,

Sheehan, and even the mining company)

(McCabe,
had

aspirations for the future of Presbyterian Church, yet their
aspirations did not include the concerns or welfare of each
other nor that of the citizenry of Presbyterian Church.
Their "deals" were just that, theirs. For McCabe and Mrs.
Miller,

their transactions--their deal-making strategies--

were totally selfish in nature, for both sought to make
their "fortunes" off of, not with, the community. Therefore,
when trouble arose,

they found themselves alone to solve

their problems, without the aid of the community,
each failed

thus they

(we are not privy to know the future results of

the mining company's impact upon the community of
Presbyterian Church).
The film portrays leadership in flux. There are hints
that perhaps Sheehan was something of a leader until
McCabe's arrival, and McCabe's leadership holds sway until
the arrival of Mrs. Miller on the scene, and at the end of
the film, Mrs. Miller appears to be abdicating not only her
leadership,

but her dreams, resigning herself to the opium

pipe.
Leadership in the film is shown to be small and
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inconsequential in nature,

to all but the major

participants. Sheehan's "hotel" is an abysmal hole. McCabe's
saloon is only nominally better, and when the only professed
"big thinker" in the film reveals her dream, it is to run a
boarding house in San Francisco--a petite, bourgeois version
of the cathouse. This delusion of Mrs. Miller's for
propriety is echoed by McCabe's taste for fancy suits
juxtaposed with his strong distaste for baths.
The leadership styles exhibited in this film vary,
the laissez-faire styles of McCabe,

from

to the more autocratic

style of Mrs. Miller, Butler, and the mining company.
Juxtaposed throughout the film are McCabe's penchant for
negotiating, Mrs. Miller's straightforward pragmatism,

and

the mining company's use of sheer force and intimidation to
reach their aims.
One important lesson that can be gleaned from McCabe
and Mrs. Miller is that effective transactional leadership
depends first, upon effectively understanding,

and then,

crystallizing the needs and desires of the followership,
creating a mutually satisfying exchange between leader and
follower. A leader must have knowledge of the needs of the
participants in order to affect a lasting transaction.
Otherwise,

there will be no sense of ownership or sense of

responsibility by the parties involved to either implement
or honor the contract. McCabe and Mrs. Miller were totally
out of concert with their community/organization,

for they
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did not enlist the imput of the community-at-large in any
dimension except as a profit margin. Their ideas are their
own, and the subsequent death of those ideas

(for McCabe,

his literal death) were suffered by them alone.
Transactional leadership which is not synchronized with
the desires of the followership is bound to fail. For an
organization to thrive there must be a cooperative venture
between leaders and followers, where both leaders and
followers move in concert in order to fulfill shared needs
and make shared goals a reality.
Permeated with its own nostalgia, Ride the High Country
is generally noted as the first formally elegiac western,
along with The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance and Lonely Are
the Brave, which both premiered in the same year (Kael,
1980). Also,

like The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance. Ride the

High Councry portrays an example of transformational
leadership. Gil and Heck are transformed by the leadership
of Steve, becoming leaders in their own right. The ending of
the film,

though sad, is also hopeful;

in the final frame

Gil is shown leading the young people toward the future.
The movie's structure is also unique, at least among
elegy westerns,

in that it depicts a specific mission

requiring effective leadership for its completion.

It is not

a grand and glorious mission; the fate of the frontier
certainly does not hinge upon its success, but it is a job,
nonetheless,

and through Steve Judd's dedication,

it becomes
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clear that there is dignity and worth--and importance-- in
doing any honest job. Steve has given his word to the
Samsons, and he intends to follow through with that
commitment regardless of the consequences.
Still,

it is also clear that Steve Judd is no longer

the leader for the future. It is not simply a question of a
harsher, more corrupt times, though the movie shows ample
evidence of that. The physically frail Samsons, with their
mighty name and money, and their prim odiousness, explain
the situation.

Samson:

The days of the forty-niners are past.
The days of the steady businessman
have arrived.

Gil continually reminds
treatment

of people who gave

Steve of the injustice in the
their lives, literally,

for the

safety of the frontier.
Stil’ , "the age" doesn't create the problem; rather,
isSteve's age, as

well as his inability to adapt, that

conspired tocreate his

it

have

obsolescence. He is too rusty for

the job: he forgets to check the rifles in camp; he leads
the party
From

into an ambush. He has lost his "edge."
the very first, the movie shows how out of touch

Steve has become. Heading for the bank for his assignment,
he is naive enough to think the townspeople,
his old reputation,

having heard of

are out to welcome him.
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Gil, on the other hand, knows the true value of their
reputations: A nickel a pop at a carny booth. In the first
meeting between the two old lawmen, both their strengths and
weakness are revealed: Steve, honest and proud,

is out of

touch. Gil is wise to the ways of the world, but he has
debased himself.
Later, at the Knudge farm, Gil points approvingly to a
plaque on the wall reading "When Pride Cometh, then Cometh
Shame, but with the Lowly is Wisdom."
Certainly, Gil is not proud; he recognizes just how low
he has sunk, and from this vantage, he has learned a great
deal about how the world works. He knows,

for example,

that

the drunken judge will perjure himself. He knows how foolish
it would be to defend his corrupted honor in a shoot-out
with Steve. He knows how miserable life will be in Folsom,
knowledge which gives him the "edge" to scramble for a gun
and a mount when it seems certain he is headed for prison.
Gil, ho’-.'ever, has a wisdom that has become corrup-ced,
and it is significant to note how effectively Steve leads
both his old friend and Heck during the trip to and from the
mining c a m p .
Under Gil's tutelage, Heck is nothing more than a con
artist

(fleecing the locals with his camel races)

and a

womanizer. When John Knudge objects to Heck, he is right: at
first Heck is only interested in Elsa for sex. He sees
nothing wrong in deflowering a naive young girl from the
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farm and discarding her. Equally callous to males, he scoffs
at Gil's attempts to persuade Steve to join in the heist-why not knock the old man over the head and be done with it?
,

...J

L.,.-

Steve's leadership is contrasted to that of John
Knudge. Knudge has wisdom; he is right not only about Heck,
but about the unsuitability of Billy Hammond. His quotation
from Proverbs is prophetic. Yet, when Elsa complains that
her father believes "every place outside the farm is a place
of sin," she is right. John Knudge represents the darker
side of those "simpler" times; he is stifling Elsa, and his
passing is necessary for her to assume adulthood. Knudge is
an obsessed man; the film hints that he has murdered Elsa's
mother because of his jealousy and suspicions. Knudge sees
the world in black and white, good or bad, with "nothing in
bet we en ."
Yet the world as presented in the film is far more
complicated. Gil is wrong to try to steal the gold, but he
is justified in his anger over society's cavalier dismissal
of people like himself and Steve. The marriage between Billy
and Elsa is legal, yet it is hardly moral, and though Gil
threatens the judge for his own personal gain

(he needs Heck

to carry out the robbery), his actions are ethically
justified--the marriage is a cruel farce, as is the judge's
"authority."
Judd is genuinely a transformational leader, who,
ultimately,

through his leadership transforms both Gil and
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Heck into leaders and, indeed,

into moral agents. He both

reforms and transforms the two men by helping them to seek
and satisfy higher needs--beyond the acquisition of money.
The time of famous "heroes" has perhaps passed, but there is
always a need for everyday heroism,

and under Steve's

transformational leadership, a sense of honor and morality
is awakened in Heck, just as it is re-awakened in Gil. When
Steve dies,

he has left a worthy successor. Gil has the

sophistication,

as well as the morality (not to mention the

power: he is still strong enough to shoot it out with the
Hammonds)

to lead. Behind Gil, there is Heck, who has also

shown the potential for leadership, both morally and
physically.
The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance has been called by
Roche and Hosle

(1993) the greatest film demonstrating "the

transition between the age of heroes and the age of men"
133) . As Roche and Hosle
historicism,

(1993) noted,

(p.

"Vico, the father of

discovered that the nature of man changes: the

archaic man feels, thinks, acts,
different from modern man"

in a way completely

(p. 131). Vico believes that

there are three distinct phases in the evolution of every
culture: the age of gods, the age of heroes, and the age of
men.

In the age of gods is characterized by a theocratic

government.

For the age of heroes,

it is dominated by the

conflict between classes, the heroes and the plebeians.
Roche and Hosle

(1993) note:
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This age does not yet have a state; therefore,
force and violence reign. The right of the stronger
is the main ground of legitimacy. Two types of
relations are characteristic of this age: the relation
between enemies who fight each other, risking their
own lives and those of their combatants, and the
relation between master and servant. The duel, a
fight between two heroes accompanied by their
servants, is the symbolic action of the heroic age.
In it the value of a person is proved, even
constituted, (p. 131)
The third age,

is the age of men: constituted by the

rule of law based on reason, not force. In this age, a
monarchical or democratic leadership replaces the
aristocracy of the heroes. Equality becomes a watchword of
this age, and the "power of the word contributes to this
transition"

(Roche & Hosle,

1993, p. 132); whereas,

in the

age of heroes very few people can write. Roche and Hosle
further note:

"In a sense,

the film consummates the Western:

in it a central aspect, perhaps the central aspect,

of the

genre has been fulfilled...(p. 133).
Call‘d uy Sarris

(1973)

"a psychological murder mystery

and John Ford's confrontation of the past--personal,
professional,

and historical"

(p. 147), The Man Who Shot

Liberty Valance has been perceived as an elegy in every
sense--as Senator Ransom Stoddard stands in a mortuary in
the town of Shinbone,

reminiscing about his early days in

the territory, and about the man who gave him his start-the man who now lies dead. As noted above, Roche and Hosle
(1993)

state that this film "consummates the Western," and
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of all the films examined thus far it does give one an
understanding of the varying leadership patterns exhibited
in the western.
Valance

For, from a leadership standpoint, both

(negative)

and Doniphon

(positive) are juxtaposed

with the transformational leadership of Ranse. Ranse
represents the voice of reason, a new voice that would cause
the ultimate extinction of both Valance and Doniphon,
those like them. He also represents civilization,

and

the same

civilization which would not only supplant the wild cactus
with groomed roses

(symbolic of the loss of the wild for the

cultivated), but would temper the West--allowing all
citizens the ability to participate in their future, not
just the strong and powerful.

In this film, Ford displays a

new West, which makes the characters of Doniphon and Valance
obsolete,

and those of Stoddard and Peabody representative

of the new frontier--as the new "voice" of the West.
Doniphon and Valance were similar characters in that
they both worked off of the premise that the strong not only
survive, but rule. Valance and Doniphon were representative
of the transactional leaders of the frontier past,

the

gunfighters who exchanged services for power, while Ranse
was representative of the transformational leaders of the
future. For, though it was the leadership of men like
Doniphon that brought the frontier into prominence

(that

"tamed" the wild West), it was the transformational
leadership style of men like Ranse

(with a sense of vision)
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that moved the frontier forward,

in this case to Statehood,

in a way that would have been impossible for Doniphon to
achieve. However, Doniphon, aware that the time of men such
as himself and Valance was drawing to a close, allowed Ranse
to take over the role of leader.
The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance provides a variety of
leadership styles, from Ranse1s idealism and democratic
style to Valance's autocratic leadership enforced by fear
and intimidation. Doniphon, on the other hand, has a rather
laissez-faire view of leadership

(only intervening when

absolutely necessary), though he holds onto his basic
tenants unswervingly,

living as he died forgotten and

penniless while Ranse rises to national prominence.
In Ride the High Country. Steve is determined to
complete his mission, regardless of the cost. Though
sympathetic to Gil, Heck, and Elsa, his sense of honor is
stronger than ties of friendship. Exhibiting an autocratic
leadership style, he does not seek to persuade the others to
follow his example, he simply expects them to comply with
his terms. He is single-minded in his pursuits,

not so much

for others, but for his own vision and sense of self.
McCabe and Mrs. Miller, on the other hand, have no
vision of high ideals that they pursue, only greed. Using
persuasion more than force, utilizing a persuasive
leadership style
for personal gain

(Bass, 1960), McCabe and Mrs. Miller quest
(for McCabe it is a sense of place and
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position, and for Mrs. Miller a sense of respectability and
acceptance), as they selfishly lead--or manipulate--the
people of Presbyterian Church. However, they both hold a
truncated vision for their organizations, and neither is
flexible enough to deviate from pre-determined agendas even
though their respective courses are leading them toward
their downfalls. Seeing their own needs and visions as
paramount,

each brings about his or her own, and the

other's, ultimate demise

(for McCabe it is literally his

physical death and for Mrs. Miller it takes the form of a
psychological/spiritual death).
In the preceding films, one can contrast and compare
transactional leadership versus transformational leadership.
These films demonstrated the need, as Bass

(1981) cited,

for

persons who could "initiate structure in group expectation
and show us how to master and motivate institutions and
individuals within a complex environment experiencing
excessive internal and external stresses and changes"
609) . The western, as these films vividly display,

(p.

is an

environment fraught with stress and change; therefore, what
better arena to study leadership.
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CHAPTER 8
THE "GREAT MAN" AS LEADER: THE AT,AMO .
WYATT EARP. TOMBSTONE. AND MY DARLING CLEMENTINE

Leadership, as Hoy and Miskel
an intriguing topic for centuries"

(1991) noted,

"has been

(p. 63) . The "great man"

theory held that leadership qualities were endowed within
select individuals,

and that leaders were born not made.

This was emphasized by Aristotle in Politics
stated;
ruled"

(1932) when he

"There are by nature various classes of rulers and
(p. 63). It was leadership by inheritance which,

for

the great man theorist, ruled. As Nietzsche wrote in The
Will to Power (1964):

"A great m a n . ..asks for no

'compassionate1 heart, but servants,

instruments;

in his

dealings with men his one aim to make something out of them"
(pp. 366-367). However, the great man may not lead the
masses,

but

himself,

may be the solitary loner, who leads

only

i_he few. This is the theme found often in the

western. All four of the following films exhibit the "great
man" myth,

for the leaders are representative of the

American frontier mystique. The Al a m o . Wyatt E a r p .
Tombstone. and My Darling Clementine, all fit the concept of
"great man" leadership. Wyatt Earp and Tombstone were
specifically compared and contrasted to each other since
they both dealt
released in

with

the same

the same subject matter

and were

year (1994).
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The Alamo
Released in 1960 by United Artists and directed and
starring John Wayne, the Alamo depicts the final days of
three "great men"-- Jim Travis, Jim Bowie, and Davy
Crockett. The movie opens with a written narration referring
to Santa Anna's brutal regime. The narration explains that
there has come a time "to endure oppression or resist."
The scene dissolves to the Alamo, where General Sam
Houston (Richard Boone) has arrived with his troops. It is a
brief stop; another forced march will begin in less than an
ho ur .
At the officers' meeting, Jim Bowie
is conspicuously absent,
the men.

(Richard Widmark)

"indisposed," according to one of

"Drunk, you mean," Houston replies,

though without

rancor.
He turns to Major Travis

(Lawrence Harvey), a man quite

proper in military etiquette, almost dandified in attire,
and promotes him to colonel. Houston tells Travis that he is
cobbling together an army for Texas out of raw,

ragged

recruits.

Travis:

I need time. Your people will
have to buy time.

Travis has only 27 regulars in his company; Bowie has
one hundred volunteers. What exactly is the general ordering
them to do, Travis wonders.
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Houston (bellowing):
I 'm ordering you to command!

Travis neither likes nor trusts Bowie. Bowie's cavalier
attitude is offensive to the very proper Travis; moreover,
Travis views Bowie's marriage to a Mexican and his vast land
holdings with suspicion, believing they could cloud Bowie's
loyalty to the cause of Texas statehood. Houston disagrees.
Bowie is one of the few men, he says, with whom he can
entrust the life of Texas. What is more, he likes Jim Bowie.
On the other hand, Houston's opinion of Travis is more
complicated.

Houston:

I've never liked you, but you're
also one of the few men I trust. The
life of Texas is in your hands.

On the way out, Houston greets Jethro, Bowie's black
servant, and sends his wishes for Bowie's "speedy recovery."
A short while later, in San Antonio, Bowie awakens with a
hangover. He is disgusted with himself for missing the
general's visit. He and his volunteers ride to the Alamo,
where Travis holds a formal flag ceremony. Bowie is
incredulous that their tiny force is expected to hold off
Santa Anna's seven thousand men in order to defend "a broken
down church."
Travis, bristling,

refuses to elaborate Houston's

needs. In fact, he refuses to discuss the matter further,
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until the next officer's meeting.

Travis:

I will explain my plans and give orders
for the implementation of those plans.

Later as Bowie's men repair the perimeter walls, one of
the men complains,

saying he joined to fight not to build.

Why must they do this work?

Bowie:

Old Sam told Travis and Travis
told me and I'm telling you.

A Mexican nobleman, a friend of Bowie's, appears at the
gate and Bowie allows him entry.

In the courtyard,

the

noblemen gives news of vast numbers of Mexican soldiers
approaching. Travis appears from his quarters, coldly
furious that a civilian has been allowed access to the
mission,

against his orders that all non-military persons be

barred from the Alamo. As the men look on, Travis dismisses
the reports.

"A dozen rumors a day" find their way into the

Alamo, he says contemptuously.

Travis (haughtily):
I cannot make a plan of action on third
hand rumors.

"Damn fool," is Bowie's comment. Travis and his aidede-camp,

Dickenson, withdraw to Travis' quarters. As Travis

lights a cigar, he expresses regret about his rudeness to a
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"true gentlemen." He had no choice, however; the men were
listening.

Travis:

I can't let that rabble know how
weak we are and how strong the enemy is.

Dickenson avers, but Travis is convinced they would
flee.

"It's different with Bowie," he points out.

"Bowie has

a couple of million acres." The men, on the other hand, have
nothing.
stake,

Dickenson responds that Travis has no substantial

either, a point for which Travis has no answer.

Later,

a group of Tennesseans,

(John Wayne),

arrive in San Antonio.

headed by Davy Crockett
It has been twenty days

of hard riding for the group, and they are unwinding in
boisterous fashion when Travis finds them.
His meeting with Crockett points up an even sharper
contrast in styles. At first, Travis is put off by
Crockett's homespun style, but Crockett displays a more
sophisticated knowledge of the Texas situation than Travis
expects. Not only that, the rough-edged frontiersman reveals
a sympathy for the Texas cause. When Travis asks if Crockett
came to Texas to fight, the famous frontiersman is
ambiguous.

Crockett: Don't tell my Tennesseans that.
They think we came south to hunt
and get drunk.
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Later, Bowie and Crockett meet, and a friendship is
instantly forged. The next morning, the two of them head for
a meeting with Travis, who tells them that Fannen has
mustered a thousand men and is on the march to reinforce
their position.

It sounds almost too good to be true, Travis

admits.

Travis:
But we can only admit our doubts to each
other, in the privacy of a room. Not in
front of the men. As far as the volunteers
are concerned, Fannen has one thousand
m e n , maybe m o r e .

Crockett points out that Travis' concern is immaterial;
what's important is whether or not Fannen is actually
coming. Still, Bowie interjects,

the mission is not worth

holding; in view of the Texan's small numbers it would be
far better strategy,

he suggests,

to stage a guerrilla

action against Santa Anna. But Travis cuts him short.

Travis:
You seem to forget one thing, Colonel
Bowie. That I'm in command. And I've
already decided against your plan.
He encourages Crockett in having his men believe the
larger numbers of Fannen's company.
my men,

"He wants me to lie to

too," Bowie complains to Crockett. He defends the

loyalty and bravery of his troops; angry words are passed
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between the two men again. Travis makes a final plea to
Crockett.

Travis:
Our position is desperate. I feel sure
that where Crockett leads, his men will
follow.
Crockett:
Yeah, that's a responsibility that's
worrying m e .

Crockett goes to his men to discuss the issue. At first
the men are not sure why they should join in the fight.
is not, after all,

It

"their ox getting gored." Crockett,

however, disagrees.

Crockett:
Fellow gets in a habit of goring oxes,
whets his appetite. He may come up north
next time and gore yours. Then we're
in a little fix.

Then Crockett has a letter read

tothe Tennesseans,

letter he says has been written to them

a

by General Santa

Anna. The letter warns the Tennesseans to leave the fort
now; if they fail to obey, they will

be "chastised unto

death." At this, the Tennesseans are

indignant and ready to

fight. Crockett then admits that he himself wrote the
letter.

Crockett:
I was figuring how to tell you fellows
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about this Texican hoe-down and I was
wondering what this Santa Anna would
have said to us if he'd had a chance
to say i t .

But this revelation falls on deaf ears.

First Tennessean:
I ain't never said I ain't been whooped,
I ha v e . But I give each and every one
of them fellows a chance to dig in and
get the job done. But I ain't never
took nobody's word in advance that they
was going to chas--chas-Second Tennessean:
Chastise.
First Tennessean:
Chastise.
Much obliged.
Third Tennessean:
Speak up, Davy. We gonna stay, ain't we?
Crockett:
Well, I'm thinking it over.
First Tennessean:
What is there to think about? You
getting that old? Man toed the mark
and dared us. Chastise, he said.
Crockett:
But I wrote the letter.
First Tennessean:
Now don't start wheedling. You said
yourself them would be the very words
if'n he was to write us a letter.
Crockett:
Well, gentlemen. You've convinced me.
We'll fight.

Later,
in love,

to a young Mexican woman with whom he has fallen

Crockett gives a long speech about the importance

of their cause, then sends her away. She is good with words;
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she must fight her war.
Back inside the Alamo,
finally,

the men continue to prepare,

and

a real letter from Santa Anna arrives, demanding

the surrender of the fort. The demand is refused,

and the

Mexican army responds with an assault by a new, large-scale
cannon that,

if not stopped quickly, will make short work of

the Alamo's perimeter walls.
That evening, without Travis' orders, Bowie and
Crockett lead a group of men to sabotage the cannon.
Although their mission is successful, Travis is furious. He
challenges Bowie to a duel once the battle is over. Bowie
accepts and says he will withdraw his men at daybreak.
But Crockett is unimpressed by codes of honor; his only
concern, he explains to Travis after Bowie stalks off,

is

the twenty-three Tennesseans. Travis explains Houston's
strategy; Crockett wonders why Travis has not communicated
this to Bowie.

Travis:
A commander does not have to explain his
every decision.
Crockett:
You explained it to me.
Travis:
I have great respect for you, Crockett.
But I have none for that knife-fighting
adventurer.
Crockett (rather sarcastically):
I figured every fellow that shouldered
a gun is deserving of respect. But then
I'm not a real soldier. I've never
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fought anybody but the Indians --unless
you count the British.

That evening Bowie and Crockett drink together, and in
the morning,

Crockett uses a young boy in his company to

more or less shame Bowie into staying.

Later, when news

arrives of the death of Bowie's wife, Travis expresses
sympathy--which in no way, he explains,

impairs Bowie's

right to "satisfaction" in a duel. Bowie is forgiving.

Bowie:

You can't help being you.
help being me.

I can't

Later, when another covert operation, this one
sanctioned by Travis, brings food into the Alamo, Bowie
comes to admire the Texan colonel's coolness under pressure.
However,

the real battle is about to begin, as the

entire Mexican force is now arrayed against the mission.
Santa Anna sends another offer to evacuate the women and
children from the Alamo, which is accepted.
The first day's battle is intense,

but the Mexicans

underrate the Texan's ability to defend the fort, and at the
end of the day, the Mexicans have been turned away. That
evening,

although fifty are dead or wounded, morale is high-

-until news arrives that Fannen's forces have been
destroyed. There will be no reinforcements.
At this, both Bowie and Crockett agree they will
withdraw their forces. The next morning at daybreak,

the
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Texas volunteers and the Tennesseans are mounted and ready
to leave,

the fort gates open, when Colonel Travis greets

them.
He praises them for their valor; no man could call them
cowards, he says,
reinforcements,

for leaving at this point. Though without

Travis realizes his company of regulars

cannot hope to hold the fort, but he announces,

"I stay with

my command."

Travis:
Here on the ramparts you have bought
General Houston a precious ten days
time. You are brave and noble soldiers....
May God bless y o u .

Slowly, Bowie dismounts and joins Travis. His men
follow, and then the Tennesseans dismount and join Travis,
as well. The fort's gate is sealed, as are the fates of the
men.
Miles away,

a rider from the Alamo reaches the camp of

Sam Houston and informs him of the situation. Houston is
moved, but says he cannot help. Rather, he commands,

the

recruits now training must remember the men of the Alamo and
their sacrifice. Everyone must remember.
Later, as the Mexican army swarms into the Alamo,

the

men fight bravely. Travis dies defending the front line;
severely wounded,
ammunition stores,

Crockett manages to blow up the Alamo's
thereby preventing them from falling into
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Mexican hands. Bowie, confronting a veritable wall of
Mexican soldiers,

is killed, but not before Jethro throws

his body in front of his former master in an attempt to save
him.

Hyatt -Earp
Released in 1994 by Warner Bros., and directed by
Lawrence Kasdan, nearly half of Wyatt Earp takes place
before he ever reaches Tombstone,

as Wyatt's early growth

and development is chronicled. The movie opens in a darkened
saloon where Wyatt Earp (Kevin Costner)

hears news from his

brothers that the Clanton gang has assembled in the O.K.
Corral.
The scene immediately dissolves into a midwestern wheat
field,

flashing back to a young Wyatt Earp trying to run

away from home to join the Civil War. He is stopped by his
father,
evening,

a stern lawyer played by Gene Hackman. Later in the
as Wyatt plays soldier, shooting at the moon with a

broomstick,

he is surprised by his older brother Virgil.

Virgil has brought another older brother, James, home from
the war; James has been injured.
Later at the breakfast table,

the Earp patriarch

announces to the whole family (which is large)

that they

will be moving to California. The elder Earp is stern and
formal,

lecturing his children about the importance of

family.
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On the way west, young Wyatt witnesses the brutality of
a gun fight, and his father advises him in a fight with
vicious,

lawless men, it is best to "hit first if you can

and when you do hit, hit to kill."
Seven years later, Wyatt, now grown, has become a
supply driver for the railroad in the Wyoming territory. As
a sideline, he referees boxing matches by the workers, and
has a reputation for stopping bouts. After a match, a
dissatisfied spectator (who's lost money)
seeks him out in the saloon, believing

decks Wyatt and

(falsely)

that Wyatt

is looking for revenge.
Wyatt tries to avoid a fight, and when the man insists
on a draw, Wyatt disables his opponent by pelting him with a
pool ball. The man crumples in pain and Wyatt takes his gun.
As Fourth of July fireworks burst in the night sky, Wyatt
practices his draw.
Wyatt goes back to Missouri to study law with his
grandfather . He also woos (Jrilla Southerland and marries
her. They are blissfully happy until she is stricken with
smallpox and dies. Wyatt's world is destroyed; he burns
their house and slips into drunken dissolution. He wanders
down into Arkansas, where broke,

inebriated,

and bitter, he

robs a man and steals his horse. When he is arrested, his
father finds him in the jail. He chastises Wyatt for his
inability to cope.

"That's what life is all about," he says.

"Loss." He then pays Wyatt's bail, promising the court he
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will represent him at trial. Instead he tells Wyatt to flee
the state and never return, or he will be hung for a horse
thief.
Wyatt is next seen as a clean, sober (teetotalling,
fact) buffalo hunter; he meets the Masterson brothers,

in

Ed

and Bat, and they strike up a friendship working together-or rather Ed and Bat working for Wya t t .
Next, he moves on to Wichita, Kansas, where he becomes
a faro dealer in a saloon where his brother James tends bar
and his sister-in-law Bessie works as a prostitute.

(Wyatt

expresses his disgust with Bessie's profession--with Bessie,
even--but James only laughs.) One morning,

a drunken cowboy

holes up in a saloon and begins taking potshots at
passersby. Wyatt, who has been shaving, comes out to see
what the commotion is about and finds the Wichita deputy is
too frightened to go in. Almost annoyed it seems, Wyatt
takes the deputy's gun, and barefoot, he goes in after the
cowboy, shoots him in the leg and takes his gun. He is
offered a job as deputy and takes it. Morgan joins him,
bringing his girlfriend Lou.
Later, Wyatt is recruited to be the deputy Marshall of
Dodge City, an out-of-control town where the influx of
cattle has grown from thirty thousand head to three hundred
thousand head,

bringing ten-fold increase in rambunctious

cowboys passing through.
Wyatt, Morgan, and now Virgil become deputies in Dodge
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City, where they are paid two dollars and fifty cents for
each arrest. Later, Bat and Ed Masterson join them,

though

the Mastersons warn Wyatt that he has gotten a reputation
for being "too quick to bash a man just because of the way
they look." Wyatt brushes off the criticism, and warns Ed
that he is too "affable" in dealing with miscreants,

that he

will get himself and others killed.
Wyatt has entered into a sexual relationship with a
prostitute named Maddie, but it is clearly a troubled one.
She wants to get married, but Wyatt tells her that will
never happen. His attitude toward her seems to be one of
pity, mixed with disgust.
The complaints about Wyatt continue and he is fired by
the city government of Dodge City, replaced by Ed Masterson.
He begins work as a bounty hunter, and is befriended by Doc
Holliday (Dennis Quaid).
When Ed, as Wyatt predicted,

is killed by a drunken

cowboy, Dodge City asks Wyatt to return. The town has
degenerated into lawlessness in his absence, and he sets
about the business of cleaning up, stomping into a rowdy
saloon and laying down his proclamation.

Earp:

My name is Wyatt Earp. It all ends now.

Dodge City is soon rid of lawlessness,

and Doc comes to

town bringing his mistress Big Nose Kate Elder. Wyatt is
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restless,

wanting to move on to Tombstone, where he thinks

there may be business opportunities. Virgil, however,

is

reluctant.

Virgil:

Did it ever occur to you that we're
already doing the only thing we're good at?

Wyatt, watching a saloon show in passing,

is struck by

the beauty of a young dancer, but duty calls before he has a
chance to speak to her: he shoots down a drunken cowboy who
is trying to shoot up the saloon.
Wyatt's sisters-in-law, Bessie, Lou, and Allie,
addition to Maddie)
husbands,

(in

call him in alone, without their

to insist that he give up on the notion of

Tombstone. They are happy, they say,

in Dodge City and want

to stay.

Lou: They'll listen to you, Wyatt. They'll
do what you say.

Angry and contemptuous, Wyatt stalks out. That evening,
he has to break up a brawl becween Doc and Kate; Doc has
beaten Kate and is now daring her to shoot him. He takes the
gun from Kate and pushes Doc's head into a water barrel to
sober him up. Doc expresses his unhappiness with life and
his friendship with Wyatt.
The Earps prepare to leave for Tombstone. Wyatt tells
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Bat Masterson and Doc that he has "had it with being a
lawman... sick of being famous." He invites the two of them
to go along,

an invitation Doc accepts.

When the Earps are next seen,

it is at lunch in

Tombstone one year later. The brothers are lawmen once
again; their ventures in silver mines and hotels have yet to
break even and the wives are bickering with each other and
with Wyatt. Bessie speaks for the wives when she expresses
her hurt and anger that the brothers seem to choose each
other--and Wyatt--over them.

Bessie:
Wyatt:

We are your wives. Don't we count
more than the brothers?
No, Bessie, you don't. Wives come and
go. That's the plain truth of it. They
run off...they die.

Wyatt brings in Frank Stillwell and Pete Spence, part
of the Clanton gang,
another
sheriff,

for robbing a stagecoach; Curly Bill,

member, puts up bail. Johnny Beehan,

the county

is a friend to the defendants, and he tries to

convince Wyatt to view the Clantons as a business interest,
one in which they could all profit. Wyatt spurns the idea;
he begins shouting at Beehan.

Wyatt:

You go back and tell your friends
if they want to make a fight with the
Earps they know where to find us.
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Johnny Beehan's girlfriend is coming in on the stage,
and Wyatt sees that it is the woman from the saloon stage in
Dodge City. Her name is Josie.

In the evening he finds Josie

out alone, and tells her that he has seen her before, on the
stage, and she says, yes, she remembers him,

Josie:

too.

I saw you, and then you killed a man.

Wyatt later sees Johnny Beehan showing pictures of
Josie, naked,

to men in the saloon, bragging about what he

does with "the Jewish girl," and even volunteering to share
sexual details.
Josie comes to find Wyatt after she hears what Johnny
has done, and Wyatt romances her with great confidence.
Fred White,

the Dodge City marshal,

is set up and

killed in cold blood by Curly Bill, but since there were no
witnesses,

Curly Bill is released. Virgil tosses him into

the dusty street,

and Ike Clanton, who is waiting with a

horse, warns that "there ain't gonna be no more talking."
Wyatt is pulled from Josie's bed, when Virgil brings
news that Maddie, distraught over Wyatt's affair with Josie,
has overdosed on laudanum. Bessie is taking care of her.
Wyatt goes down to the bar and contemplates a drink.
Doc intervenes,

drinking the first shot himself. He compares

Maddie to himself,

telling Wyatt that "for some people this

world ain't ever gonna be right." But Wyatt counters that he
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still has a responsibility.
The Clantons are preparing for a confrontation,

and

Josie comes to Wyatt and begs him to leave with her. But
Wyatt insists that he will stand his ground.
Maddie continues to degenerate,

threatening to kill

herself if Wyatt leaves her for that "whore." Wyatt now
brushes her off.

Wyatt:

There are men out there I may have to
kill. I don't have time for this.

Virgil and Morgan walk the streets, preparing for the
confrontation; Wyatt waits alone in the darkened saloon,

the

scene on which the film has opened. Virgil and Wyatt enter
and tell Wyatt some of the Clanton gang have gathered in the
O.K. Corral.
"Let's go," Wyatt says, and the three of them,
now by Doc, head for the corral.

joined

In the gun battle, only

Wyatt is left standing; the gang members have been
annihilated,

and Virgil, Morgan,

and Doc have all been

wounded.
As Wyatt has the wounded loaded on wagons, Johnny
Beehan tells him he will arrest him. Wyatt angrily dismisses
him.

Wyatt carries Maddie, who has overdosed once more,

to

Virgil's house, where both he and Morgan are being treated
for their wounds. Wyatt commands that "everybody who is not
family get out," saying that the whole family may be in
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danger. He has another confrontation with Lou and Allie.
That night, as the family sits tensely by lamplight,
pulls a slug from a liquor bottle and says,

Bessie

"Well, here we

are, one big happy family." Wyatt watches the window.
The funeral for the gang members is conducted, and the
newspaper editor

(an Earp family friend)

comes with Johnny

Beehan to hand over warrants for the brothers' arrest. Wyatt
refuses to go along, unless provisions are made for the
family's protection, a stand which earns Allie's respect.
The Earps are moved into another heavily guarded house
in town; Josie is brought along, too, and she and Maddie
have an angry confrontation, which Wyatt quashes.
At the trial,

the Earps are exonerated, but the

happiness is short-lived. That evening, while shooting pool,
Morgan is shot in the back, through the saloon window,

and

dies on the pool table. Virgil, coming to see about Morgan,
is shot by two hidden assailants

(Clanton gang members). The

doctor says he will lose the use of his arm, and recommends
amputation.
Doc finds Wyatt to express his sorrow and sympathy,
to offer his

and

help.

Doc:
Wyatt:

What do you want to do?"
Kill 'em all.

Another

younger Earp brother, Warren, comesfrom

Francisco to bring Morgan's body home.
family will be leaving,

San

The entire Earp

too. Wyatt tells Maddie to come now
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if she wants to go. Drugged,

she responds by trying to shoot

him.
As the Earps and Doc Holliday board the train bound for
Tucson, Doc gets word that the Clantons will be there to
meet them.

"Good," Wyatt says.

At the Tucson train station, outside the railroad car,
in the darkness and fog and engine steam, Wyatt and Doc and
Sherm McMasters shoot it out with gang members. Wyatt kills
Stillwell, pumping nearly twenty bullets into his body.
Wyatt goes back inside the car to say good-bye to the
family, who have all been waiting tensely. Virgil urges him
to "finish it," and Bessie embraces him for his bravery.
Back in Tombstone, Wyatt and Doc discover that there
are warrants out for their arrest. Wyatt goes to Josie and
sends her home to her "folks" in San Francisco. He promises
to come and get her when he can.

Wyatt

You're right, Josie. We stayed too long.

Wyatt brushes off attempts at arresting him, and starts
out with Doc and McMasters to find the rest of the Clantons.
He kills Indian Charlie, and finally,

riding into a narrow

canyon ambush, Wyatt and Doc kill the rest of the gang,
including Johnny Ringo and Curly Bill.
The movie ends with Wyatt and Josie,

in their later

years, coming into an Alaskan port. A young boy rushes up to
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meet Wyatt. The boy says Wyatt rescued an uncle of his years
earlier. The scene is recounted in a flashback, with the boy
providing narration. Before leaving,

the boy expresses his

great admiration for Wyatt. Wyatt and Josie survey the
mountainous coastline ahead.

Tombstone
Tombstone. released in 1994 by Hollywood Pictures and
directed by George Cosmatos, portrays a contrasting style of
leadership. The movie opens with what appears to be vintage
silent film footage of old western towns and cowboys; in the
voice-over, Robert Mitchum sets the scene of a a truly wild
west, with "murder rates higher than modern New York or Los
Angeles." Wyatt Earp has hung up his badge and gun to raise
a family in peace, and "Doc" Holiday has moved to Arizona in
hopes that the dry climate will help his tuberculosis.
Silver is discovered in Arizona, and suddenly the territory
is swarming with activity. Dr^wn to this environment, one
hundred ruthless exiled Texas outlaws ride into the area.
They call themselves the "Cowboys" and wear red sashes; they
are one of the earliest example of organized crime in
America.
The newsreel footage dissolves into a scene of Cowboys
galloping from the horizon. They charge into a small Mexican
village and wreak mayhem, shooting most of a wedding party
in cold blood. The leader of the Cowboys is Curly Bill
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Brasos. His lieutenant is Johnny Ringo, who is more educated
than the rest of the gang. He can speak Spanish,

quote the

Bible, and shoot down a priest without batting an eye.
Which,

in all three cases, he does.

After the priest is dead, Johnny translates his
warning,

from Revelations:

"Behold a pale horse. And the man

who sat on him was death. And hell followed with him."
The scene dissolves to the reunion of the Earp
brothers, Wyatt

(Kurt Russell), Virgil, and Morgan,

along

with their wives, as they meet at the train station to
embark on the journey to their new home in Tombstone.
Though he is quick to intervene when he sees a man at
the train station abusing a horse, Wyatt dismisses territory
officials when they approach him about a marshal's post.
He's retired from law enforcement; now he is going to get
rich.
As they pass a window and catch a glimpse of the family
together, Virgil expresses his appreciation.

Virgil:

Thank you for this, Wyatt.
It's all your doing.

As they head away from the station, Wyatt asks about
Doc Holliday.

"I miss him," Wyatt says.

"He makes me laugh."

But he's sober at the thought of Maddie's laudanum habit;
she dismisses his worries.
Meanwhile, Doc is involved in a high-stakes poker game
with a very unhappy loser. The man is furious,

threatening;
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Doc is cool and sarcastic.

Doc

(drawling):
Does this mean we aren't friends any more?
Why if I thought we weren't friends any
more, I don't believe I could bear it.

The man goes for his gun, but Doc is faster. Still,
even with his pistols drawn, he does not shoot; he lays them
on the table. When the man lunges across the table, however,
Doc draws a knife and wounds him. Kate, Doc's alluring
mistress,

covers him, and the two of them load up their

winnings and withdraw. On the street,

Doc kisses Kate and

they leap on their waiting horses and gallop away,
presumably headed toward Tombstone.
The Earps start toward Tombstone in their covered
wagon,

and, when they reach the bustling town, they are

excited by the possibilities.

Wyatt:
You can smell the silver in this town.

As soon as their feet have hit the streets of
Tombstone,

they are approached by Johnny Beehan. He is a

"man of many parts," he tells them smugly--the county
sheriff,

the county tax collector, the fire chief and the

chairman of the non-partisan anti-Chinese league. He is also
involved in real estate and offers the Earps some cottages
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to rent. They accept.
Walking down the street,

they meet town marshal Fred

White, who tells them the only "real law" in Tombstone is
the Cowboys with the red sashes
situation, he explains,

(a not altogether unpleasant

since the cowboys are good for

business). The "real mother lode" in Tombstone, White
reveals,

is not in the silver mines,

it is in the saloons,

open twenty-four hours a day. The saloons are all rolling in
cash--except for one, that is. The Oriental is a nice
saloon, he says, but "even the high rollers won't go near
it. "
Intrigued, Wyatt heads for the saloon, and in a moment
discovers the reason: a foul-mouthed abusive faro dealer by
the name of Johnny Tyler. Tyler has driven away all the
customers and the saloon owner is afraid to confront him.
Wyatt, smoking a cigar, ambles over to the table. He does
not tell Tyler who he is, but he insults him, threatening
him casua.1 1y

Tyler sneers.

his eyes gleaming,

"I'm scared," he says. Wyatt,

steps nose to nose with the pudgy dealer.

W y att:
I know you're scared. I can see it in
your eyes. Damn right you're scared.
Go ahead. Go ahead and skin it. Skin that
smoke wagon and see what happens.
Tyler (ANNOYED):
Listen, Mister, I'm getting tired of your-[WYATT SLAPS HIM. TYLER STANDS STUNNED.]
Wya t t :
I'm getting tired of your gas. Now jerk
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that pistol and go to work.
[WYATT SLAPS TYLER AGAIN. TYLER IS FRIGHTENED.]
Wyatt:
I said throw down, boy.
[WYATT SLAPS HIM AGAIN; TYLER'S LIP BLEEDS.]
Wyatt:
You gonna do something or just stand there
and bleed....No, I didn't think so.

Wyatt disarms Tyler and pulls him

by the ear out the

saloon door. He goes back inside the saloon.

"Twenty-five

percent of the take sound about right?" he asks Mel, the
saloon owner. Mel agrees.
Wyatt goes back out to the street
Morgan of their new business interest.

totell Virgil

and

Johnny Tyler,

meanwhile, has gone to get a shotgun; he is stalking the
Earps when Doc steps out of a saloon and sees what is about
to take place.
"Johnny Tyler, you madcap," he exclaims in his drawling
languid tone. Tyler freezes in his tracks. Doc and Wyatt
exchange happy greetings, ’
..’hen Tyler realizes he was about
to shoot Wyatt Earp,

he backs away in fear again.

A few moments later, the stage pulls up. A handsome
young man, dressed elegantly, steps out, and behind him
alights a beautiful young woman, dressed prettily and
holding a parasol. The men all gawk; Wyatt is entranced. The
woman,

looking back at them, speaks to her companion.

Woman:
Interesting little scene.

(NODS TOWARD
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WYATT)
Wonder who that tall drink of
water is.
Man:
My, dear, you've set your gaze upon the
quintessential frontier type. Note the
lean silhouette, the eyes closed by the sun.
They're sharp as a hawk. He's got the look
of both predator and prey.
Woman:
I want o n e .
Man:
Happy hunting.
That night at the theater, with the Earps in a balcony
seats,

the young man from the stagecoach plays the part of

Faustus in a production that awes even the rowdy Cowboys.
The masked actor who portrays the Devil is especially good,
Wyatt exclaims, and he is shocked when, at the curtain call,
the actor unmasks herself; it is the beautiful woman from
the stage.
Later, Wyatt and Maddie have a terse exchange before he
heads for work at the saloon. Laudanum once again dominates
their conversation.

"I know what I'm doing," Maddie says

angrily.
At the saloon, Doc needles Wyatt--is he faithful to
Maddie? Doc has noticed how attracted Wyatt is to the young
actress, whose name is Josephine Marcus. Wyatt swears he
would be faithful no matter what, but he is struck to the
core when Josie walks in the door,

to the great applause of

all the people in the saloon.
Josie approaches Wyatt and curtsies. Wyatt,
dumbfounded,

can barely nod.

"You're an oak," Doc says to
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Wyatt,

as Josie moves off on the arm of Johnny Beehan.

Josie's handsome associate arrives later,
applause;

also to much

the county deputy is obviously smitten by him.

Wyatt is at work dealing at the faro table, when a
group of Cowboys saunter over and try to provoke him.
"Lawdog," they sneer. Wyatt,

however,

is intent on doing

business at the faro table. Johnny Ringo recognizes Doc; Doc
is as coolly insolent as ever. Don't mind Doc, Wyatt says,
he's drunk.

"En veritas," Doc says. Johnny Ringo replies to

Doc in Latin; Doc retorts in Latin and the two begin to
exchange insults in Latin. The sparring escalates and Johnny
pulls his gun. Wyatt has a shotgun under the table aimed at
Ringo,

but Ringo doesn't shoot. Instead, he twirls his gun

in a set of fancy maneuvers, taunting Doc with his skill.
The moment is tense, but instead of drawing against him, Doc
uses the tin whisky cup in his hand to mimic all of Ringo's
maneuvers.
mocked,

Ringo is furious that he's been so cleverly

but even Curly Bill begins to laugh and offers to

buy drinks for everyone.
The next day, when Wyatt is out riding he meets Josie
by accident. He notices her mare is in heat; she laughs. He
tells her that they should part the animals,

but she

suggests they "run it out of them instead." As they gallop
off, Wyatt mutters,

"I'm an oak, all right." Wyatt is

surprised at Josie's daring as a horsewoman,

and when they

stop to rest under some trees, he is even more unsettled--as
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well as intrigued-- by her directness. She asks him
questions like "Are you happy?" and "What do you want out of
life?" These are questions that startle him because he has
never really stopped to ask them himself. Josie tells "room
service is my idea of heaven;" she wants to travel,

see the

world. She is with Johnny Beehan for the time being because
he is "all right,

for now." When Wyatt looks shocked,

she

explains.

Josie:
I don't have time to be proper.
I want to live.
Wyatt:
But you're a lady. I'd stake my oath on it.

That night Wyatt tries to break through Maddie's druginduced torpor. They have already made "a pile of money" in
Tombstone,

he tells her; so why not move on and see the rest

of the world,

"live on room service for the rest of our

lives." Indifferent, Maddie rebuffs him.
Down in the saloon, Doc plays Chopin's Nocturne on the
piano, much to the disgust of one of the Cowboys, who
demands Stephen Foster tunes. Over at one of the opium dens,
Curly Bill, hallucinating,

storms out into the street,

firing his six-guns wildly, shooting at everything,
including the moon.
Wyatt, who is at the faro table,

tells Marshal White to
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"leave it alone," but the marshal goes out reluctantly. He
asks for Curly Bill's guns, and Bill turns his pistols
handles up. As they exchange hands, one of them goes off.
The gun is still upside down, and Curly Bill looks genuinely
alarmed when the Marshal falls to the ground dead.
In a moment, Wyatt is on the street. He clubs Curly
Bill and takes the guns. Townspeople flood the street,
demanding Curly Bill be hung for gunning down the marshal;
Wyatt refuses to hand him over,

telling them Curly Bill will

stand trial. Then the Cowboys arrive and demand Wyatt
release their leader. Wyatt puts a gun to Ike Clanton's head
and issues a warning.

W yatt:
You die first, get it? Your friends may
rush me but not before I make a canoe
out of your head.

Clanton commands the others to back off; Doc is on the
street, ready to gun down the Cowboy/Foster lover, and
Morgan and Virgil arrive as additional backup.
The Cowboys disperse, but in a subsequent scene Wyatt
explains to Morgan and Virgil over a game of pool that the
judge has released Curly Bill since there were no witnesses
to the death.

Wyatt shrugs it off.

Wyatt:
Hell, who cares? None of my business anyway.
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However, as Wyatt talks about all their earnings,

and

of his idea for their saloon that should make even more
money, Virgil appears distracted,

agitated. The Tombstone

mayor tries to shame them for rebuffing his efforts to
recruit them as lawmen, and, later, Virgil rescues a young
child who is almost killed in the chaos of a street fight.
That night, Virgil is tacking up an ordinance that forbids
wearing guns in Tombstone. He has now taken the job of
Marshal.
Wyatt rides up, furious, and berates Virgil for getting
involved. Wyatt was the one who got him involved, Virgil
points out, by bringing the family to Tombstone. His
decision was the only right course.

Virgil:
I walk the street and look people in the
eyes and it's like somebody slapping me in
the face. These people are afraid to walk
the street. And I'm trying to make money
off that like some goddamned vulture.
If we're going to have a future in this
town, it's got to have some law and order.
Wya t t :
Please, Virgil, don't do this to me.
Virgil:
It's got nothing to do with you.
Wyatt is even more disconcerted when he sees Morgan's
put on a badge,

too.

Morgan:
Like you say, Wyatt. We're brothers.
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You got to back your brother's play.

Wyatt tries to explain to Morgan how serious it is to
be a lawman. He tells Morgan in all his life he's killed
only one man, but that it was an awful experience.
lost his life," he says urgently,
however,

"A man

"and I took it." Wyatt,

sees it is no use, throws down his gunbelt and

stalks away.
Later,
bender,

in the saloon, Doc has been on a thirty-six hour

though he's still sitting upright, playing cards--

and winning.

Ike Clanton accuses Doc of cheating. Virgil

pulls him away, and the two of them have angry words. Doc
passes out, spitting blood. Wyatt has him moved and a doctor
called.

Ike Clanton gets his guns from the bartender; once

he is heavily armed, he vows to kill the Earps. Virgil,
overhearing this, throws Ike in jail.
Virgil releases Clanton the next morning, but will not
give him his guns until he sobers up. A group of Cowboys are
outside,

angry, and one of them bumps into Wyatt as he comes

up the steps to the jail.

Cowboy:
Watch the way you walk, you stupid bastard.
Wyatt:
Easy kid, I'm sorry.
Cowboy:
I ain't easy and I ain't your kid. You
can take the star and shove it up your ass.
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The Cowboy walks closer and pulls his coat open as if
he is going to draw. Wyatt snatches the pistol from the
Cowboy's holster and clubs him with it, sending him reeling
down the s t e p s .
Ike Clanton warns,
Meanwhile,

"you've got a fight coming."

a physician has examined Doc, and tells him

that he has lost a substantial portion of lung tissue,

and

that he must reform his habits: no drinking, no gambling,

no

night life, no sex. Doc dismisses the physician.
Kate,

standing outside the door, overhears. But when

she comes into the room, she lights a cigarette and hovers
closely. He tells her it was nothing important.

Ka t e :
I knew it.
Doc:
We must talk, darlin'. It appears we
must redefine the nature of our
association.
Kate: (HER HAND RUNNING DOWN HIS CHEST) :
I'm a good woman to you, Doc. Don't
I always take care of you. Nobody cares
for you like me. I'm a good woman.
Doc:
Yes, it's true you are a good woman.
(HER HAND MOVES LOWER) Then again
you may be the Antichrist.

Outside on the street, the Clantons are assembling,

six

so far. Wyatt advises his brothers to "stay calm. Use your
head." But he also wants to be sworn in. He returns home,
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and Maddie is alarmed when he removes his famous
"Peacemaker" from its case.
Back at the jail, the Mayor warns that the Clantons
have assembled in the O.K. corral. The brothers,

and now

Doc, discuss their options.

Wyatt:
Wait till the liquor wears off. As soon
as they start getting headaches, they'll
lose interest.
Virgil:
Lose interest, hell! They're threatening
our lives!
Wyatt:
Well, you'll never make that stick.
Virgil:
They're carrying guns, Wyatt.
Wyatt:
Virg, that's a misdemeanor. You go down
there and arrest them and something goes
wrong and somebody really gets his head
broke, we'll have Cowboys coming around
looking for trouble from here to
Christmas. You want to risk all that
over a misdemeanor?
Virgil:
Damn right, I'll risk it. They're
breaking the law.

Wyatt,

realizing that he can not change Virgil's mind,

tells Doc he does not have to fight; Doc is offended at the
mere suggestion.

Wyatt:
All right, Virg. Your call.
Give Doc the shotgun. They'll be
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less apt to get nervy.

So the brothers set off down the street,
in their black hats and black dusters,
Wyatt muttering,

lean and mean

faces set--but with

"How the hell did we get ourselves into

this?"
Beehan scurries behind them, assuring them he has
disarmed the Cowboys, but the men in black ignore him.
Beehan runs into the photo studio overlooking the Corral,
where Josie is having a nude study done; she pulls her filmy
outfit around her and turns away.
As the Earps and Holiday reach the corral,
tense moment when the Earps, guns drawn,

there is one

freeze.

what I want," Virgil shouts, and for a moment,

"It's not

they all

stand perfectly still.
The calm is shattered, however, when Doc winks at the
Stephen Foster lover, igniting his anger.

In the shoot-out

Virgil and Morgan are shot, but Doc and Wyatt are both left
standing.
Beehan, who has been cowering in the photo studio,
comes out to arrest Wyatt. Wyatt turns to him, and in a calm
though disgusted voice, he says,
arrest me today,

"I don't think I'll let you

Beehan."

Wyatt's gaze is sick as he surveys the carnage, but
when Josie rushes out of the studio, dressed now, with tears
of joy in her eyes, he is uplifted. Mattie has run up, too,
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now, and she watches in confusion and dismay at the look
exchanged between her husband and Josephine Marcus. She does
not approach her husband.
"I guess we did our good deed for the day," Wyatt says
in disgust to the town mayor, and he and Doc walk off
together.
The funeral for the Clantons is held, and the town's
sentiment turns against the Earps. Morgan understands now
the utter sickness that comes with killing a man; Wyatt can
offer little comfort.
In the spring, the Earps are walking through town when
a drunken Johnny Ringo steps up to challenge Wyatt.

Wyatt:
I'm not gonna fight you, Ringo. There's
no money in i t .
Ringo (SHOUTING):
Wretched slugs. Don't any of you have the
guts to fight for blood?
Doc (STEPPING INTO THE STREET, GUN IN HAND):
I'm here, Huckleberry. That's just my game.
Ringo:
All right, Lunger. I'll put you out of
your misery.
Doc:
Say when.

Curly Bill, however,

intervenes, and pulls Ringo away.

Now is not the time, he tells his comrade.
That evening,

a terrific thunderstorm roars and crashes

over Tombstone. Beehan visits Josie; he tells her he can see
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the attraction she has for Wyatt Earp.

Bee h a n :
But after tonight, there'll be one man
in charge of Tombstone.

Down at the saloon, Virgil starts for home,
Morgan and Wyatt at cards. At

leaving

home, the three women are

sitting by lamplight at T a r o t . Josie comes to see them,
warns them of an impending danger, and when there is a knock
at the door,

she pulls Allie out of the way just in time to

avoid a gunman's blast.
Back at the saloon, Virgil reenters, blood running down
his side. He has been shot. As the doctor works on his
wounds, Wyatt tells Morgan they should leave Tombstone.
Morgan is disgusted by what he sees as Wyatt's cowardice.
The doctor tells Virgil and Allie that Virgil will lose
the use of his arm. Allie is distraught, but Virgil embraces
her.

Virgil:
Don't worry, Allie girl. I still got
one good arm to hold you with.

Morgan stomps out. Allie
has brought them there. Wyatt

turns on Wyatt, angry that he
looks to Virgil for counsel,

but Virgil's in too much pain.
As Wyatt goes back out on the street, McMasters and two
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other Cowboys ride up. They are throwing in their red sashes
in disgust at the attack on the Earp women. They tell Wyatt
they will back him in any play he chooses to make.
Back at the saloon, Morgan is shooting pool, when a
shot crashes through the window, striking him. Wyatt tries
to hold him while the bullet is extracted, but it is no use.
He bleeds to death on the pool table. Maddie holds Lou and
tries to comfort her. Wyatt, Morgan's blood running down his
hands,

lurches into the street,

sobbing, his tremendous

sorrow accentuated by the crashing thunder and cleaving
lightening of the storm.
Josie comes toward him, but he shouts at her.

Wyatt:
Get away from me! Can't you see?
Get away from me!

Maddie watches her husband for a moment,

then turns

away.
The next morning, the Earps load up their wagons as the
Cowboys watch,

smirking.

"I want you to know," a morose and

tired looking Wyatt says to Curly Bill,

"that it's over."

The Cowboys watch as the Earp wagons leave town. Curly Bill
sends two men after them with orders to "finish it."
At the railroad station, Virgil and Allie and Maddie
can be seen through the window.
Cowboys,

calls out,

Frank Stillwell, one of the

"Maddie, where's Wyatt?"
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"Right behind you," comes the answer, and as Stillwell
turns, he is knocked backward by the blast of a shotgun.
Wyatt,

Doc and a small group of followers have been waiting

for this ambush. Wyatt nods at Virgil, who waves from his
seat inside the car, as the train pulls out of the station.
Ike Clanton, who has thrown down his gun and is lying
on the street, feels the sharp edge of Wyatt's spur rip his
c h eek.

Wyatt:
You called down the thunder.
Now you got it.
Ike scrambles to his feet. Wyatt shows him his badge.
Wy a t t :
The Cowboys are finished. You understand me?
I see a red sash, I kill the man wearing it.

Ike stumbles away, running. Wyatt, a picture of cold
fury with glittering eyes and a hoarse rasp, calls after
Clanton.

Wyatt:
Run you cur, run. Tell all the other
curs the law is coming. You tell 'em
I'm coming. And hell's coming with me,
you hear? Hell's coming with me.

And so it does, as a montage of slaughter follows.
Wyatt and his men shoot down Cowboys in saloons and
brothels,

in the smoky interiors of opium dens and the wide
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open spaces of the range. They are shot off their horses,
and hung in the town square.
But the Cowboys fight back, and Wyatt, Doc, Texas Jack,
Turkey Creek, and McMasters find themselves by a river bank,
pinned down by the crossfire of Curly Bill and his gang.
Things seem desperate, when Wyatt,

in a frenzy,

leaps

up and charges into the stream, shouting "no! no!" It is as
if he can not bear to have it end this way.
Curly Bill,

seeing easy prey, demands the right to the

kill, and he wades in toward Wyatt. Whether through
overconfidence or bad luck (or perhaps the invincibility of
Wyatt's emotions)

Curly Bill misses and Wyatt kills him. Doc

and the other charge into the stream; the other Cowboys are
either killed or run away. Later, after the smoke is
cleared, McMasters asks where Wyatt has gone.

"Down by the

creek walking on water," Doc says mockingly.
Still, now things have taken an even more serious turn.
Beehan has deputized some thirty Cowboys and they are hot on
Wyatt's trail.
This group, with Beehan and Johnny Ringo in charge,
stop a stage headed out of the territory. Josie is inside,
the handsome young actor lain across her lap, slain after he
cursed Ike Clanton as a coward for robbing them. Seeing the
man he loved killed by a cowboy is too much for Beehan's
young deputy; he quits in disgust.
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D e puty:
I'm sorry, sir, but we got to have
some laws around here.

Meanwhile, Doc has grown too sick to ride, and Wyatt's
party seeks shelter at Henry Hooker's ranch. That evening,
Josie's stage pulls in for water. Wyatt approaches her. He
apologizes for shouting at her.
you said it," she says.
must go.

"I forgave you the moment

But the stage is pulling out; Josie

"Wait," Wyatt calls. Josie turns and they look at

each other longingly for a long moment, but then she turns
back to the stage and leaves.
The next morning, a Cowboy rides into the ranch,
dragging McMasters'

dead body behind him and bringing a

challenge from Ringo: a duel between Ringo and Wyatt at
Silver Creek Canyon. Wyatt is anguished over McMasters'
death.

"I'll be there," he shouts angrily.

Ringo has no intention of stopping with Wyatt, and
orders his men to "burn" Texas Jack, Turkey Creek and Doc.
Wyatt,

on the other hand, has calmed down. As Doc lies pale

and coughing in the bed, Wyatt discusses the situation with
him, wondering what it is that makes a man like Ringo do the
things he d o e s .

Doc:
A man like Ringo has a great empty hole
right through the middle of him. They
can never kill enough or steal enough
or inflict enough pain to ever fill it.
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Wyatt:
What does he need?
Doc:
Revenge.
Wyatt:
For what?
Doc:
For being born.
Wyatt:
It all happened so fast with Curly Bill
I didn't have time to think about it.
But I've had plenty of time to think
about this. (FEAR COMES INTO HIS EYES)
I can't beat him, can I?
Doc:
No.
WYATT STARTS TOWARD THE DOOR
Doc :
Wait. I'm going with you. (A COUGHING
FIT WRACKS HIS BODY, HE FALLS BACK INTO
BED) I'm sorry, Wyatt, I'm sorry.

As Wyatt turns again to leave, Doc calls after him.
"What's it like to wear one of those?" he asks, nodding to
Wyatt's badge. Wyatt removes his badge and hands it to Doc.
Outside,

Hooker,

a tacitu^,

steely man, promises to protect

Doc.
At the canyon, Wyatt and his two remaining men have a
quietly emotional parting.

Texas Jack:
I ain't got the words.
Wyatt:
Me neither.

Over in the woods, Ringo waits for Wyatt. He sees a
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figure dressed in a dark duster and hat, a badge shining
from his lapel. The hat is pulled down low.

Ringo:
I didn't think you had it in you.
Doc
(LOOKING UP FROM UNDER THE HAT) :
I'm here, Huckleberry.
(RINGO LOOKS SURPRISED, UNNERVED EVEN)
Doc:
Why, Johnny Ringo, you look like somebody
just walked on your grave.
Ringo (NERVOUSLY):
Fight's not with you, Holiday.
Doc:
Beg to differ, sir. We started a game
we never got to finish. Play for blood,
remember?
Ringo:
I was just fooling about.
Doc
(SMILING):
I wasn't. (POINTS TO THE BADGE) And this
time it's legal.
Ringo (EYES GLEAMING):
All right, lunger. Let's do it.

The two men circle each other. Doc is smoking a
cigarette; he doesn't drop it, but rather continues to smoke
calmly as they move through their deadly roundelay.

"Say

when," Doc says and smiles. Ringo draws, but Doc is faster
and puts a bullet in Ringo's head. But Ringo isn't dead yet,
and Doc reholsters his pistol as quickly as he drew it. He
stands in front of the dying Ringo and begs him to "come on,
come on." Ringo, however,

Doc

falls.

(leaning over the corpse):
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Poor soul. You were just too high strung.
Wyatt comes through the trees. His face is flooded with
gratitude and relief when he sees what Doc has done for him.
Doc places the badge on Ringo's body.

Doc: My hypocrisy goes only so far.
W y att:
All right. Let's finish it.
Doc: Indeed, sir. The last charge of Wyatt
Earp and his immortals.

And so another montage of killing begins. As Wyatt and
his three compatriots gallop across the plains, chasing Ike
Clanton, Clanton yanks off his red sash and tosses it to the
wind. Still galloping, Wyatt and Doc lean across their
saddles to shake hands.
The scene dissolves to a Colorado sanitarium where Doc
is dying,

and Wyatt has come to visit. Doc confesses that he

has had one true love in his life: his young first cousin
who "chose a convent over an affair." Wyatt tells Doc he
doesn't know how to get on with his life; Doc tells him to
"say good-bye to me....go grab that spirited actress and
make her your own." Doc, sensing the moment of his death is
near, begs Wyatt to leave. Wyatt concedes, but only after
thanking Doc for "always being there." After Wyatt has left,
Doc smiles down at the book on his lap.
entitled My Friend.

It is a book

Doc Holiday. The writer is Wyatt Earp.

Doc looks down at his bare feet and laughs;

it is clear he
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is about to make a joke when death intervenes.
The final scene cuts to Denver,

to a theater where

backstage Josie is being congratulated for another fine
performance. Wyatt enters and they embrace. He has no money,
no pride or dignity, but he will love her for the rest of
his life.

Informing Wyatt that her parents are wealthy,

they

both laugh.
He suggests that they dance, and then order room
service. The movie ends with Josie and Wyatt dancing
together in the snow outside of the theater as the snow
begins to fall.

Mv Darling Clementine
Spare in dialogue and strong in imagery, My Darling
Clementine. released in 1946 by Fox and directed by John
Ford,

is imbued with the "great man" myth. The movie begins

on the range outside Tombstone, where Wyatt Earp
Fonda) meets Old Man Clanton

(Walter Brennan)

(Henry

and his sons,

as the Earp brothers herd their cattle from Mexico to
California.
Old Man Clanton introduces himself to Wyatt

(who does

not give his name) and offers to buy the Earps' cattle.
Wyatt declines; he remarks on the desolate nature of the
countryside and asks their whereabouts. Old Man Clanton
tells him they are just outside Tombstone. Wyatt talks about
going into the town with his brothers that evening,

and Old
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Man Clanton's eyes light up with an evil glint. He
encourages Wyatt in the idea. As Wyatt rides away,

the

Clantons give a long, mean look.
That evening,

three of the Earp brothers, Wyatt, Morgan

(Ward Bond), and Virgil

(Tim Holt),

ride into Tombstone,

leaving younger brother James to stay with the herd. Once in
town, Wyatt is seated, waiting for a shave, when gunshots
blast through the barbershop, sending the barber scurrying
for cover. Wyatt runs outside and realizes the entire town
is paralyzed.

Indian Charlie is drunk and holed up in the

saloon, shooting at anyone who comes close. The sheriff and
the deputy turn in their badges rather than face the drunken
man, and in disgust, with lather still on his face, Wyatt
climbs through the upper window of the saloon and disarms
the Indian with a blow to the head.
As Wyatt drags the unconscious body from the saloon,
the town mayor,

familiar with the former lawman's reputation

in Dodge City , offers him the job of sheriff. Wyatt,
however,

is interested only in a shave.

Later that evening, when the Earps ride back to the
herd,

they find all the cows missing and James dead. Wyatt

rides back into Tombstone and accepts the job as sheriff,
provided his brothers are hired as deputies. He asks the
mayor two questions: Who controls the gambling,

and who

controls the cattle? Doc Holliday controls gambling,

the

mayor informs him, and the Clantons run all the cattle.
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As he leaves the town hotel, Wyatt runs into the
Clantons again. He tells the obviously guilty-looking
Clantons that his herd has been stolen, and that he has
decided to stay in Tombstone as sheriff. Old Man Clanton
finds this a humorous idea until Wyatt tells them his name.
Later, Wyatt speaks to James, at the gravestone.

Wyatt:

Maybe when we leave this country,
kids like you will be able to grow up
and live safe.

The Earps begin investigating the cattle theft, but the
Clantons have been careful to cover their tracks.
A short time later, Wyatt meets Doc Holliday
Mature)

(Victor

in the Tombstone saloon. Doc, who has been absent on

one of his many wandering journeys, arrives to find a
competing

(somewhat nefarious) gambler at one of the tables

and promptly orders him out of town.
Doc and Wyatt face off warily. Doc tells Wyatt he knows
who he is and why he's in Tombstone.

Wyatt:
I've heard about you, too, Doc.
You've left your mark around. In
Deadwood, Denver and places. In fact,
a man could almost follow your trail from
graveyard to graveyard.
Doc: There's one here, too. Biggest graveyard
west of the Rockies. Marshals and I usually
get along much better when we establish
that right away.
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Wyatt:
I get your meaning, Doc.
Doc: Good.
Have a drink.

When Doc insists on Wyatt drinking champagne,
of Wyatt's preferred whiskey,

instead

it seems that Wyatt is

submitting to Doc's authority; however, moments later,

the

sheriff clarifies his situation.

Doc: You haven’t taken it into your head
to deliver us from all evil?
Wyatt:
I haven't thought of it quite like that,
but it ain't a bad idea. That's what I'm
getting paid for.
Doc: Let's get down to cases, Marshal. I,
for instance. How would you handle me
if I took a notion to break the law?
Wyatt:
You already have, Doc.

Wyatt points to Doc's ejection of the disliked gambler,
and Doc bristles, pulling nis gun. Wyatt pulls back his coat
to show he has no weapon.
That can be easily remedied, Doc points out, and no
sooner than he says this, a pistol is slid down the bar.
Wyatt picks it up, and points out the man who offered it:
brother Morgan, who, along with Virgil,

have Doc covered.

Doc, realizing--and accepting--his position,

cheerfully

offers drinks to the Earps, and the friendship is
established.
When a touring company arrives in town, Wyatt and Doc
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avert a mob scene, when they rescue a drunken actor from the
clutches of the brutish Clanton boys. When one of the
Clantons draws on Wyatt, Wyatt shoots the gun from his hand.
Old Man Clanton arrives and intercedes with a plea that the
boys were just "having fun." Wyatt does not arrest the
Clantons,

though his disgust with them is palpable. After he

leaves, Old Man Clanton begins to bullwhip his sons.

Clanton:

If you draw on a man,

kill him.

The stage arrives one morning bearing a comely young
woman named Clementine Carter (Cathy Downs), who is looking
for Doctor John Holliday. Taken with her, Wyatt carries her
bags

and orders the hotel employee to send up hot water in

case she wants to bathe. He lets her into Holliday's room,
and from her loving familiarity with his photos and
mementos, her relationship with Holliday is obvious.
Later, however, when Clementine and Doc meet, Doc tells
her she must leave,

ignoring her pleas that he give up his

dissolute life and return East to resume his practice as a
surgeon. Doc does not admit whether it is his tuberculosis,
or some other fear eating away at him, but he tells
Clementine that either she leaves town, or he will.
He goes down to the bar, where he proceeds to get
drunk,

rebuffing Chihuahua

(Linda Darnell), the wild Apache

saloon-singer who loves him. He thinks about trying to end
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his life by picking a shoot-out with someone in the saloon,
but Wyatt intervenes, knocking him out.
The next morning, a hungover Doc agrees to marry
Chihuahua, who has already seen a saddened Clementine
packing to leave.
The townspeople, meanwhile, are gathering for the
groundbreaking of their new church, and to celebrate the
occasion with a dance. Clementine, waiting for the stage,
hears the bells, and asks Wyatt if he will escort her to
church. A smitten Wyatt agrees, and the two of them dance
together on the makeshift platform, with the American flag
flying overhead.
That evening, when Doc sees Clementine eating dinner
with Wyatt, he becomes enraged, and storms out of town,
riding shotgun on a bank shipment carried by the stage.
Chihuahua,

furious at the postponement of her wedding,

frightened that perhaps it may not occur, confronts
Clementine and tries to force her to leave town. When Wyatt
pulls Chihuahua away from Clementine, he notices the
medallion around the saloon singer's neck. It is the
medallion belonging to James,

stolen the night he was

killed.
When Chihuahua tells him it was a gift from Doc, Wyatt
rides after the stage, but Doc refuses to return to
Tombstone.

In a confrontation with his former friend, Wyatt

shoots the gun from Doc's hand. He and Doc return to
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Tombstone, where Chihuahua reluctantly admits that she has
another suitor,

Billy Clanton

(John Ireland), who is, in

fact, hiding on her roof as Doc and Wyatt interrogate her.
Chihuahua admits the medallion was a gift from Clanton,

and

Clanton shoots her through the window.
Wyatt shoots at Clanton from Chihuahua's room, but
Billy escapes to his horse and rides away.
Wyatt sends Virgil after Clanton, and when they realize
the nearest doctor is hours away, he orders a makeshift
operating room set up in the saloon,

and insists that Doc

operate. Clementine, who is trained as a nurse,

assists in

the operation.
After the operation, which has apparently gone well,
Doc seems healed from his inner demons, and he and Wyatt
toast his success.
At the Clanton ranch, however, Virgil is shot in the
back by Old Man Clanton, who is furious that Billy,

shot as

he leaped from Chihuahua's roof, has died. Clanton and his
other sons ride into Tombstone and dump Virgil's body at the
saloon door. They will be waiting,

they tell Wyatt,

at the

O.K. Corral.
As Wyatt and Morgan prepare for the showdown,

several

of the townspeople arrive to volunteer their services. Wyatt
declines,

saying it is a family matter.

However, when a desperate Doc arrives,
that Chihuahua has died,

telling them

the Earps agree to let him come
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alo n g .
At sunrise,

they start toward the corral. As Morgan and

Doc sneak around behind the Clantons, Wyatt walks alone to
face the criminals. He tells the Clantons he has a warrant,
and offers to let them surrender without a fight. But Old
Man Clanton is contemptuous, boasting that it was he who
killed both Earps.
As Ike

(Grant Withers)

stage arrives,
of dust.

steps forward to meet Wyatt,

the

so that the two men shoot it out in a cloud

Ike is killed and a confused gun battle erupts,

with men shooting and taking cover behind gate posts and
frightened cattle.

In a coughing spasm, Doc is shot, but

before he dies, he kills a Clanton brother. The other two
Clanton sons are also killed, and Wyatt corners Old Man
Clanton in a shed.
Clanton drops his weapon,

and comes from the shed,

calling his son's names. Thev are all dead, Wyatt informs
him, and he tells the old man that he is going to let him
go--to wander and to suffer the way Wyatt's father would
suffer, with his sons taken from him.
As Old Man Clanton rides away, Morgan watches warily,
and when Clanton pulls a pistol hidden in his coat, Morgan
kills him.
As the Earps ride out of town, Wyatt stops to say good
bye to Clementine,

who is staying on to become the town's

first schoolteacher. He promises to visit her again, and
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with a chaste kiss on her cheek, he rides away,

to give the

news of Virgil's death to their father.

Analysis of the Films
Influenced by the research of Galton

(186 9) into the

heredity and background of "great me n , " other early
theorists sought to explain effective leadership on the
basis of inheritance. From the works of Carlyle

(1992),

whose essay on heroes regarded the true leader as a person
endowed with unique,
that the "overman"
masses

(Kaufmann,

innate qualities,

to Nietzsche who felt

(Ubermensch) is required to lead the
1968), the great man theory followed the

dictum: Leaders are born, not made.
The Alamo depicts the final struggle of three leaders-Jim Travis, Jim Bowie,

and Davy Crockett. Though their dress

and speech and preferred mode of action may vary,

these

three men can all be described as "great man" leaders.
However,
personalities

as is often the case, when strong
(and egos) collide,

friction can ensue.

For

what is probably more than three-quarters of the film,

three

major conflicts dominate the interchanges inside the Alamo:
The first clash is the personal friction between Travis and
Bowie; the second is Bowie's desire to undertake a harassing
action against the Mexicans, which runs counter to Houston's
(and therefore Travis') plan for the Alamo; the third, and
perhaps most predominant,

is Travis' desire to keep the
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information about reinforcements from the troops, believing
as he does that the revelation will result in wholesale
desertion.
All three of these conflicts resolve in Travis'

favor--

this despite the fact that Travis is shown to be wrong on
all counts. He is too high-handed in his treatment of Bowie;
in view of their inferior numbers, Bowie's guerrilla action
seems a superior strategy; finally, even when the troops are
told the news--and it is far more devastating than even
Travis expected-- they hold their posts to the end.
It is not luck, however, that causes the resolution of
these events;

history unfolds the way in which it does

because Jim Travis,

finally,

is revealed to be a great man.

This in fact is the suspense that The Alamo builds into a
story with such a well-known ending: Will Jim Travis earn a
position in the pantheon of great men at the Alamo?
It is shown from his first appearance that Sam Houston
is a great man, not only through his own demeanor but
through the actions and deferences of others; Jim Bowie is
heralded before he ever emerges from his hangover. Davy
Crockett's men will follow him anywhere,
Travis acknowledge

as both he and

(just as Travis grudgingly recognizes the

loyalty of Bowie's men to their buckskin clad leader).
Travis, however,
troops,

sees no such loyalty in his own

and at first, his view seems logical. After all,

Houston gives Travis what might seem lukewarm praise: he
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respects him, but does not like him.

In fact,

the general's

expansive generosity toward Bowie only highlights his
dislike for Travis.
In his first interchange with Crockett,

and

occasionally in later ones, Travis finds his desire for
protocol and professionalism mocked by the famous
Tennessean. When Travis first asks Crockett for a meeting
alone,

they adjourn to the back room of a saloon where

Crockett offers Travis a drink.

Travis:
I don't drink.
Crockett:
Not ever?
Travis:
No.
Crockett:
I've heard of such. Well, spread your
wampum, Travis.
Travis:
My title is colonel.
Crockett:
L-ie, I'm a colonel, too. But wouldn't
it sound kind of silly, the two of us
chattering "colonel, colonel, colonel,"
like a couple of marsh birds? Speak up
and call me Crockett. Don't bother to
use my title. Old drunken General Flatford
give it to me in the Choctaw Indian war.
I'll call you Travis.
Travis:
Very well, Crockett.

Travis' chronic demand for protocol in an ad hoc army
(a demand which is chronically denied both by Bowie and
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Crockett)

makes him appear a mere martinet. Yet, when the

fighting starts in earnest, Travis' effectiveness as a
leader, clouded earlier by the various conflicts,

emerges.

When he makes his impassioned speech to the departing men-when he finally obeys Houston's command to "Lead!"--the
result is an almost foregone conclusion. Travis leads; the
others follow.
Leaders leading, followers following--this is the theme
than runs through The Alamo. Even Bowie acknowledges the
chain of command when he tells the complaining volunteer
that "Old Sam told Travis and Travis told me and now I'm
telling you" to shore up the Alamo's crumbling walls. Not
insignificantly, perhaps,

it is Sam Houston who gives the

command to "remember the Alamo"

(an order that is still

remembered today).
While the volunteers reflect on such matters as life
after death on the evening be fore what they know will be
their final battle,

it is left to the leaders to articulate

the importance of their fight. Bowie explains to Crockett at
their first meeting why he is fighting,

and though Crockett

claims to be tired of "speechifying," he delivers a long
monologue about "right and wrong" to his departing lover,
telling her that while it may seem that he is talking only
to her, he is actually addressing "all people everywhere."
Crockett seems to skirt the issue of whether or not to
reveal the number of Fannen's reinforcements. Yet he admits
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early on he has not told his men about anything except
"hunting and drinking," and once he decides to commit,

the

Tennesseans are led with remarkable ease and a minor amount
of duplicity.
Travis asserts, often vociferously,
leaders know,

followers do; Crockett,

the principle that

though never openly

acknowledging it, echoes the same idea in his dealings with
the Tennesseans.
Tombstone and Wyatt Earp were both released in the same
year, and dealt with similar characters and story lines;
therefore,

it is interesting to compare and contrast them

together. Even from the titles,

the difference between the

two films is obvious. Wyatt Earp is the story of a famous
lawman; Tombstone is the story of a famous event and the
actions that occurred in its aftermath.
However,

in Wyatt Earp the gunfight is acknowledged as

a pivotal--even defining--moment in Wyatt's life. It is the
first scene of the movie, and what it shows is a man sitting
alone in a darkened, empty saloon. Wyatt is a man who is
isolated from others and from his own emotions.
In the narrative leading up to this moment, we are
shown how Wyatt came to be this way. His father's influence
has been important. Obviously,
Earp's maxim,

he's taken to heart the elder

"Nothing else counts so much as blood, all the

rest are just strangers." Outside the confines of family,
Wyatt has only three friends: Ed and Bat Masterson and Doc
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Holiday.

(Ed and Bat must pass a test to become provisional

family members; after Morgan's death, Doc tells Wyatt,

"I'm

your friend, Wyatt, but I loved that boy like a brother.")
Even marriage does not allow admission into the Earp
family, because as Wyatt explains to Bessie,

"wives come and

go, that's the plain truth of it...they die on you"--this
despite the fact that all the Earp brothers are married to
healthy women,

and are apparently quite happily married,

at

least within the confines of one enormous given: that the
women love the men, the men love Wyatt, and Wyatt alone
leads them. Wyatt,

like his father,

is an autocratic leader.

Why must Wyatt shoulder the "burden of leadership"

(and

with its somber tone, the film makes no mistake about the
burden)

without the council of others? The answer is simple.

Wyatt Earp is the proverbial "great man" who is born to
lead. Although Virgil and James were old enough to see
distinguished service in the Civil War when Wyatt was just a
child

(Wyatt's only "combat experience"

is in the streets of

Dodge City and Tombstone) , the two older brothers defer to
Wyatt's leadership, defending him to their wives,

and never

really questioning his decisions. They are not depicted as
stupid men, but neither are they shown to be individuated
enough to stand out from Wyatt's long, dark shadow.
In Tombstone. on the other hand,
appropriately,

it is Virgil who,

perhaps, as the elder child, asserts moral

leadership by taking on a badge when he sees chaos on the
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streets of Tombstone.
Wyatt,

It is his own decision; as he tells

"it has got nothing to do with you." Morgan breaks

with Wyatt, also, because he must follow his own code of
honor to "back

[his] brother's play."

With Virgil's stern morality, Morgan's youthful
emotionalism,

and Wyatt in the middle,

accommodating,

shrewd, creative and

the three Earp brothers would seem to make up

three parts of a whole, not unlike the superego,
ego. Certainly,

id, and

the relationships between the three of them

are complex and interwoven.
In Wyatt E a r p . just as Wyatt overshadows his brothers,
he also dominates the rest of the world. As the situation is
portrayed in the movie,

there is simply no other who

understands the challenges and demands of leadership so much
as Wyatt Earp. People who come into conflict with Wyatt
because of his leadership style are wrong; Wyatt learns to
lead against all odds, against

(and in spite of) all

criticism.
Early in the film, Wyatt referees boxing matches in his
spare time; he enjoys leadership so much he does it as a
hobby--this, despite the fact that he is unpopular as a
referee because of his reputation for stopping matches
early.

In the dispute with the spectator,

shown to be a bully, and stupid. Then,

the angry man is

later, when Wyatt has

been fired from his post in Dodge City, and is working as a
bounty hunter, he meets a saloonkeeper who confirms his
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decision.

The saloonkeeper,

it seems, was the loser in that

long-ago bout, and he's grateful to Wyatt for stopping the
fight when he did. The winner became a famous champion;

"he

would have killed me, " the grateful saloonkeeper tells
Wyatt. He and the saloonkeeper discuss the situation in
Dodge City, Wyatt's replacement by the "affable" deputy
Marshall Ed Masterson, clearly a foreshadowing of the
tragedy to c o m e .
Clearly,

had Wyatt's advice been heeded, Ed's death

would never have come about. When Ed and Bat together make
their first arrest, they encounter two drunken cowboys. Ed
is trying to talk the men into giving up their guns when
Wyatt steps up behind one of the men and clubs him with the
butt of a pistol,

then shoots the other man. Ed protests,

but when the dead man's body is turned over,

there is a

small derringer in the palm of the man's hand. Ed still
thinks the man may have drawn after he saw Wyatt "buffalo"
his friend.

Later, at the jail, they argue over the

incident.

Ed:
I'm just saying I believe I could have
talked those guns from 'em.
Wyatt:
Ed, if I were you, I'd look for a different
line of work. Politics, maybe.
Bat:
Ed's got a different style is all,
Wyatt. People like him.
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Wya t t :
You could get killed in this line of
work. You could get people around you
killed.
Bat:
Wyatt, we're just getting started.
Wyatt:
I know, Bat. And when I hit that fellow,
Bat, your first instinct was to pull
your weapon and cover me. This is a harsh
land, Ed. It doesn't suffer fools.
Ed:
I'm not a fool, Wyatt.
Wyatt:
No, you're not. But you're not a
deliberate man. I sense that about
you. You're too affable.

Lest Wyatt's evaluation of Ed's performance seem too
severe, we are shown later that Ed is not only killed, but
under his "affable" leadership, Dodge City has fallen into
disarray,

a chaos of senseless violence. The city elders bow

to Wyatt's superior leadership, and he stomps in to
announce,

"I'm Wyatt Earp.

It all ends now."

Wyatt's sisters-in-law, who earlier cavil against
Wyatt's interference in their attempts to form families of
their own with their husbands, come to recognize the
superiority of Wyatt's leadership--Allie, when Wyatt saves
the family from death at the hands of a mob after the shoot
out at the corral, and Bessie, after Wyatt saves the family
from Clanton and Stillwell at the train station. They have
learned to stick together and live under Wyatt's leadership.
The towns Wyatt inhabits, his family,

his friends--they
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all need the strong hand of Wyatt Earp in charge.
Nothing could be farther from the situation in
Tombstone. where time and time again,

characters are

depicted asserting their right to free agency.
Perhaps, nowhere is this difference more striking than
with the portrayals of Doc Holiday.

In Wyatt Earp, Doc

Holiday is an irascible drunk, hot-headed and foul-mouthed.
Beehan suggests that Doc is a stagecoach robber, and while
Doc speaks with a puffed-up sort of dignity about the
killing of men whom he dislikes, when Wyatt charges into the
hotel room where Doc and Kate are fighting, Kate, her nose
bleeding,

a gun in her trembling hand, reveals the true

nature of Doc's "honor."

Kate:
You skinny heap of pus. I won't have
you hit me again. (TURNS TO WYATT)
Year after year of sharing his bed,
breathing his diseased air. No one
else would come near him. This is his
idea of a fair hand.
Doc:
Let her do i t . They can hang the
bitch and we'll both be happy.

After Wyatt disarms Kate and sobers Doc by dunking his
head in a water barrel, Doc explains his "side" of the
story.

Doc :
I'm dying of tuberculosis. Everyone who
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knows me hates me. I sleep with the
nastiest whore in Kansas.
When townspeople,

including formally dressed women,

pass by and stare at Wyatt and the disheveled Doc, Doc
shouts out,

"All of you can kiss my rebel dick."

The scene reveals several things:

first, of course,

it

shows how much everyone around him needs Wyatt Earp's
intervention. Kate needs protection from Doc. Also,

for that

one moment when the gun is in her hand, Doc requires
protection from her; Wyatt must disarm her.
More than that, the scene depicts Doc as a fairly
miserable and pathetic character. How different he is from
Tombstone's smooth-talking, dulcet-toned Doc Holiday, who,
in his mockingly ironic fashion,

exhibits true grace under

pressure.
Tombstone's Doc would never dream of hitting a woman,
or stooping to curse a man, for that matter, not when a
mocking riposte works so much more effectively in hitting
his target. He is a man who plays Chopin on the saloon
piano, and who understands the adage "he who angers you owns
you." Tombstone's Doc is also a tragic character,

his irony

perhaps a way of distancing himself from his emotions and
from the rest of the world. He in no way, however,

resembles

the pathetic, needy Doc in Wyatt Ea r p .
The differences between the two characters is more than
a question of style; they are substantive opposites as well.
While Wyatt Earp's Doc has to be saved by Wyatt, Tombstone's
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Doc saves Wyatt's life not once, but three times--once when
he hails the angry faro dealer ready to shoot Wyatt,

a

second time when he steps into the street to accept Ringo's
challenge to fight "for blood," and finally at the end of
the film when he duels with Ringo.

(In Wyatt E a r p . Johnny

Ringo is an incidental character who is killed incidentally
by Doc in the final canyon shoot-out, a scene that is
dominated by the image of Wyatt, shown in slow-motion moving
toward his rifle, deliberately,

calmly, as

the bullets fly

around him and never find their target. Wyatt,

it seems, has

become "immortal.")
Tombstone's Doc never requires rescue. Although during
the first confrontation with Ringo,

in the saloon, Wyatt has

a shotgun under the table trained on Ringo, Doc is able to
"disarm" Ringo using only a tin
But even in his final duel

cup.
with Ringo,

Doc never seems

to exhibit the sort of slavish devotion that Wyatt Earp's
Doc professes to Wyatt.

Instead, Tombstone's Doc is a man

with his own agenda. He and Johnny Ringo seem to be drawn
together by some strange bond; he understands Ringo in a way
Wyatt never can. Their final confrontation is a culmination-they have dueled twice before, once in Latin, and then with
the cup.
Wyatt Earp's Doc places little or no value on his own
life, as his maudlin confession by the water barrel attests,
and which he admits openly to Wyatt as they contemplate the
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final confrontation with the villains.

Doc: Look, I'm dead anyway. So if you want
to go out in a blaze of glory, I'm with you.

He is willing to give his life, though he makes it seem
a small gift.
Tombstone's Doc, on the other hand, values his life
enough to chafe against the sentence of tuberculosis.

It is

possible to see in his suicidal actions with Ringo a desire
to end his life on his own terms, rather than succumbing to
the disease, or committing suicide.

(The fact that his first

cousin "chose a convent" and that Doc is dying in a
Catholic-run sanitarium lends credence to the idea that he
was Catholic.) Though he is mocking when he refers to "Wyatt
Earp and his immortals," it is easy to see that he is
mocking death as much as himself.
The two films' conceptions of Josephine Marcus,

Wyatt's

love interest, are as strikingly different as their
depictions of Doc Holiday.
In Wyatt Earp. Wyatt first sees Josie dancing in a
chorus line of what appears to be all-male seamen. Josie's
hat falls off, and her dark curls tumble out, much to the
amusement of the audience. She glances into the audience,

to

the doorway, where Wyatt shoots a man. Though he is struck
by her prettiness, clearly Wyatt is the more "impressive" of
the two. When Josie finally enters Tombstone,

she arrives as
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little more than the trophy of Beehan.
The entrance of Tombstone's Josie is a dramatically
different affair in every sense. Alighting from the
stagecoach, beautiful and elegantly dressed,

commanding the

attention of all the males on the street, Josie is very much
"her own person." In fact, it is she who is "on the hunt."
Later that evening, her performance establishes her as a
"star" in Tombstone; Wyatt is impressed by her abilities and
competence in playing the masked Devil, before she ever
reveals her identity. When they meet,

she is at ease, Wyatt

is flummoxed.
When Wyatt and Josie meet in Wyatt Earp . Josie is
taking a walk alone in the evening. Wyatt chastises her for
walking alone--"people could get the wrong idea." At first,
she is offended,

but then she thanks him. He is only trying

to take care of her--which is, after all, his job.
Later, when she comes to him, after breaking off with
Beehan, Wyatt exudes a sort of stolid confidence. He knows
her, apparently,

better than she knows herself, and he knows

that she was meant for him.

Wyatt:
You're afraid to say my name.
Josie:
Now why would I be afraid of that?
Wya tt ;
'Cause you know when you do, that'll
be t h a t .
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Naturally,

"that is that," and Josie is won. Compare

this inevitable outcome to Tombstone's portrayal of Wyatt
and Josie's first meeting: Wyatt's discomfort, Josie's
confident self-possession,
let the horses

her suggesting to Wyatt that they

(or perhaps themselves)

"ride it out." It is

Josie who asks the questions that nettle Wyatt.
The nude portrait of Josie surfaces in both films, and
it is interesting to notice the differences in the way in
which the incident is portrayed.

In Wyatt Earp. Josie is the

sort of naif who will allow the patently untrustworthy
Beehan to take nude pictures of her--even though on some
level she suspects he will do exactly what he does. Josie
needs somebody like Wyatt who will protect her. In
Tombstone. it is Josie who has the portrait taken,

for her

own pleasure. When Beehan bursts in to watch the shoot-out,
she turns away and covers up. Her body is her own, not a
possession of Beehan's.
In Wyatt Earp. Josie is merely a distraction. Just
thinking about her could

get Wyattkilled,

later, he has to stop an argument between

he says, and then
her and Mattie.

After the shoot-out, Wyatt sends her home to her "folks" in
San Francisco, where she says she will look for him every
day.
In Tombstone. Josie goes to the rescue; when Beehan
intimates that something

rotten is afoot, she goes

immediately to the Earp home, even

though she understands
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approaching the home where Wyatt's wife is must seem
"awful.” She pulls Allie away from the door, just in time to
save her from the blast of the shotgun. She has her own
agenda, and when the stage pulls out from the Hooker ranch,
she is on it. She has a life to catch.
Like Josie, Mattie is portrayed as a free agent in
Tombstone. She has a laudanum addiction,
never loses her beauty,

it

is true, but

she

and as the circumstances grow more

ominous in Tombstone, she rouses herself from her laudanum
haze.

It is she who is seen holding Lou and trying to

comfort her after Morgan's death.

It is she who turns away

from Wyatt, as he stands sobbing and drenched in the
darkened street. When she is seen on the train, it seems
very

likely that it is as much her decision as Wyatt's.
In stark contrast, Wyatt Earp's Mattie

is first seen as

a rather pathetic character--she clings to Wyatt despite the
fact he obviously does not love her--and degenerates as the
movie goes on. Twice she is seen being nursed by one of the
Earp wives because she has overdosed.
scene,

In an ugly screaming

she threatens Wyatt that she will kill herself if he

does not leave Josie. Wyatt,
leaves for the O.K. Corral,

loading his gun, before he
tells her,

"There are men out

there I may have to kill. I don't have time for this."
Ugly scenes follow,

in which Mattie, a prostitute

(yet

one more way in which Wyatt is superior to her) and Wyatt's
wife only by common law, tries to assert her claim on Wyatt.
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At one point, she screams at her husband to abandon his
"hebe whore." Finally,

in a drug and hate-induced rage,

she

tries to shoot Wyatt, even though he has offered her safe
passage on the train.
As for the villains of the piece,

in Wyatt E a r p . they

are hardly more than ciphers, while in Tombstone. even the
Cowboys are capable of thinking and acting independently. On
two separate occasions, Cowboys leave the gang because of
their disapproval of the group's actions. McMasters throws
his sash into the street because of the attack against the
Earp wives, and the county deputy quits when the actor is
killed on the stagecoach. Even the Cowboys choosing to stay
on the side of wrong is portrayed as just that: a choice.
When the Cowboys discuss Faustus after Josie's performance
at the theater, Curly Bill muses what it would be like to
sell your soul to the devil.

"I already have," Ringo says,

betraying not only a higher level of education, but also the
fact that he recognizes that he has made a choice at some
point in his earlier life.
Against these strikingly different backdrops,

it is no

wonder that the two Wyatt Earps reveal such dramatically
different leadership styles.
In Wyatt Earp . Wyatt's leadership style is
"deliberate," that is, detached and unemotional. This is not
surprising,

considering Wyatt's isolation from his own

feelings. He has never learned to deal appropriately with
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his emotions. After Urilla, his first wife, dies, Wyatt is
so grief-stricken that his whole personality more or less
disintegrates. His father tells him "life is loss," and
Wyatt never lets his guard down again. Josie has to promise:
"I won't die on you," and even then, Wyatt's feelings for
her are a liability--thinking of her could get him killed.
Conversely, Tombstone's Wyatt Earp wrestles with his
emotions throughout the film, sometimes fighting his
feelings,

at other times recognizing their validity. He

gives in to the love he feels for Josie,

at last, knowing

that all along it was right.
Both films imbue Wyatt with a certain invincibility in
the shoot-out with Curly Bill.

Interestingly, however,

Wyatt E a r p . it is Wyatt's deliberateness,
he reaches for his rifle,
immortality.

his detachment,

as

that seems to give him

In Tombstone. on the other hand, it is Wyatt's

raw emotions, a potent cocktail of anger,
frustration,

in

fear, and

that propel him into the line of fire, and seem

to shield him almost from Curly Bill. He does not even think
about it, he says later.
In Wyatt Ea rp . Wyatt leads with power, both moral and
physical. This heavy-footed,

stolid man exudes

"deliberateness," the quality he feels is so lacking in Ed
Masterson. His decisions are absolute, as carved in stone as
his face seems to be. When the wives are unhappy in
Tombstone,

and their business ventures have not succeeded,
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he refuses to reverse his decision.

Even when their lives

are threatened, he digs in.
Operating in a world of free agents, Tombstone's Wyatt
Earp, not surprisingly, views decision-making as a fluid
process. He works on impulse and he is willing to gamble,

as

is revealed in his confrontation with the faro dealer at the
Orient. Since he admits later he has only killed one man,
and that it was a searing experience, Wyatt's obviously
bluffing when he demands Johnny Tyler "skin his smoke wagon
and see what happens." Nor is this a righteous and pure act,
a moral absolute;

true, Johnny Tyler was a parasite on the

Orient, but Wyatt gets rid of him for the Earp's selfinterest- -a twenty-five percent cut.
Tombstone's Wyatt is inventive,

creative. He is in

Tombstone less than a day when he's suggesting the town
build a racetrack.

In Wyatt Earp . others refer to Wyatt's

many schemes, but he himself never speaks of them.
(Interestingly,

in Tombstone. the Earp brothers make "piles

of money"--it is a moral choice to become lawmen.

In Wyatt

E a r p . Wyatt's financial schemes are failures--they put on
badges to put food on the table.)
Consider the differences in these two leaders as the
famous shoot-out approaches.
steadily,

In Wyatt Earp. the conflict is

"deliberately," prepared for. It begins with the

release of Curly Bill, who had been charged with the murder
of the marshal. There's no polite farewell for Bill; Virgil
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tosses him face down in the dusty street. Bill scrambles up,
dirt stuck in his hair, his face pancaked with the dust of
the street. His gang, waiting for him on horseback,

is

furious.

Ike Clanton:
You had your chance and you let it
go. Ain't gonna be no more talking.
Wyatt (STEPPING MENACINGLY TOWARD CLANTON):
You talk too much for a fighting man,
Ike. I've seen your kind my whole life.
Never been but one way to deal with
any of you.

An air of confrontation permeates the entire scene, and
the Earps are as fully provocative as their adversaries.
In Tombstone. the scenario is quite different.

Ike

Clanton has been arrested for carrying weapons and
threatening to kill the Earps; he is released the next
morning, but not with his guns.
sobers up.

Ike is leaving,

He will get those when he

and as Wyatt comes up the seeps,

he brushes against a young Cowboy who is itching for a
fight. Wyatt tries to smooth him;

"easy kid, I'm sorry," he

says. When the boy pulls back his coat to draw, Wyatt pulls
the

pistol away from him.
In Wyatt Earp. after the confrontation with the

Clantons, Wyatt must contend with a series of conflicts over
a space of twenty-four hours. Doc and Clanton must be pulled
apart that evening, Doc screaming "you scum-sucking bastard"
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at Clanton. Wyatt must also deal with Maddie's overdose,

and

her subsequent hysterical fit forbidding him to see Josie
again. Even Josie tries to convince him to leave Tombstone.
But Wyatt brushes all of them away. He loads his gun
and goes down onto the street.
"How do you want to handle this, Wyatt?" Virgil asks
(despite the fact that Virgil is the acting marshal, not
Wyatt)
"I'm going to have some coffee," Wyatt replies and
heads alone into the darkened saloon, where he calmly,
"deliberately," smokes a cigar and drinks a cup of coffee.
In Tombstone. this moment is one of solidarity for the
Earps, and also some emotion, as the three brothers stand
together and watch with growing alarm as the Cowboys flood
into town.

"It's like a bad dream," Virgil says. Wyatt

advises them to stay calm. He also suggests Virgil swear him
in. It is time, he realizes, to back his brother's play.
In Wyatt Earp . the famous lawman sits in the dark,
alone,

and the bartender asks him what's going to happen.

Bartender:
Is there gonna be a fight, Wyatt?
Wyatt:
I think there must be.

Tombstone's Wyatt Earp views this confrontation with a
vastly different attitude. He knows the Cowboys are free
agents; they could change their minds with a hangover.
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Besides, why provoke a confrontation over a misdemeanor?
There's no moral imperative here. Wyatt can see ahead to the
trouble a shoot-out could cause; patently it's not worth it.
In Wyatt Earp. the brothers enter the darkened saloon
to apprise their leader of the situation.
says, and they step into the street,

"Let's go," Wyatt

striding toward the

corral--with a "deliberate" step, of course.
In Tombstone. Wyatt reluctantly agrees to abide by
Virgil's decision,

though he is still hoping to avoid a

shoot-out. The Earps and Holiday start off down the street.
Their faces look set, but a small boy rushing into the
street with a pretend gun is enough to spook them. As they
reach the corral, Wyatt's prediction seems true--the Cowboys
may in fact be battling hangovers. And when the Earps all
draw their guns,

there's a moment when it appears as if the

confrontation may be avoided.

It is only when Doc winks that

all hell breaks loose. Again,

it is the action of another

free agent that impact Wyatt's actions.
There is little uncertainty as to the outcome of the
shoot-out in Wyatt E a r p . Only Wyatt is left standing when
the smoke clears, and he must save the family and once again
quash discontent. He gathers all the Earps into a single
house,

and carrying a limp Mattie into the house, he

commands that "everybody who's not family get out."
Wyatt:
Allie, clear this chair for her.
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Allie:
Don't tell me what to do in my own
home.
Wyatt:
Allie, men may be coming in to town
to kill us all today. It's not important
what you think of me, but we all have
to cooperate today. (SHOUTS) So clear
the goddamned chair!

Having had the "law laid down" for her, Allie clears
the chair. Later, she concedes to Wyatt's strength as he
dominates the confrontation with Beehan, who tries once more
to arrest the Earps. Wyatt refuses to go, unless there's a
safe haven provided for the family.
At the trial, the judge absolves the Earps of
wrongdoing and a townspeople are once more proven wrong in
their objection to Wyatt's harsh style. The cycle continues:
confrontation,

followed by official vindication.

In Tombstone. the aftermath of the shoot-cut is more
complex. Dor and Wyatt are both left standing after the
fight. Looking at the carnage in front of him, Wyatt is
sickened at the "good deed." Then, as Josie rushes from the
studio,

there is a moment of joy, as the two silently

acknowledge their feelings for each other. Then, Wyatt turns
to Doc, and the two walk away, their already strong bond
emphasized and strengthened.
Significantly,

in Tombstone. there is no second attempt

to arrest the Earps after the shoot-out;

instead there is

only the sad twilight reflection by Morgan as the Cowboys
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are buried; questioning and self-doubt: again surface.
This is the world of Tombstone. where leaders must
evaluate and reevaluate continually evolving circumstances,
where alliances are both necessary and enjoyable,

and where

members of an organization can operate independently and yet
cooperatively for mutual success.
Unlike Tombstone. wherein the final two scenes involve
Wyatt pursuing his most important alliances, Wyatt Karp ends
with a final piece of "great man" hagiography, as the
admiring young boy details the account of Wyatt
course)

(alone, of

facing down a mob to save the boy's uncle. The uncle

was later shot; the boy says--he "wasn't worth saving."
After the boy moves away, Wyatt and Josie, backs to the
camera, survey the Alaskan coastline.

Wy a t t :
Some people say it didn't happen
that way.
Jo s i e :
Never mind them, Wyatt. It happened
that way.

My Darling Clementine, seems imbued with a strongly
mythic motif. Singularly determined, Wyatt remains steadfast
and seemingly unperturbed thoughout the film. As the movie
opens, Wyatt is resolutely delivering cattle to California,
even though Old Man Clanton has offered to buy them. When
Wyatt's young brother James is murdered, Wyatt's sense of
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justice,

even more than vengeance,

Tombstone,

compels him to stay in

taking the vacant Marshall's position. Lastly,

at

the film's end, even though Clementine, his love interest,
is staying in Tombstone, Wyatt is compelled to return to his
father to deliver the news of Virgil's death. Like a knight
of old on a quest, Wyatt is a man of both honor and action,
epitomizing the "great man." The first is the quest to
deliver cattle to California; with James' murder and the
theft of the cattle, the quest becomes one for justice. At
the end of the film, Wyatt begins the final quest,

to

deliver the news of Virgil's death to their father.
Like any great man, Wyatt is a force to be reckoned
with,

resolute in his adherence to his code, even to the

point at the end of the film, where he avenges the wrong
done his father with a similarly harsh punishment upon Old
Man Clanton--a punishment which puts Wyatt in conflict with
his "secular" responsibility as sheriff.
Clementine reveals another element in the chivalric
motif. A true "lady," as pointed up particularly in contrast
with Chihuahua,

Clementine is paid homage by Wyatt from

their first meeting; he fusses over her bags, gets her bath
water, and acquiesces instantly to her request to accompany
her to church (after refusing an earlier invitation from
town members). While others operate under Wyatt's authority,
Clementine is the woman "on the pedestal," contrasting
greatly to Maddie and Josie, Wyatt's love interests in Wy a 1 1
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Earp and Tombstone.
Playing out in this chivalric environment, Wyatt's
style of leadership exhibits, not surprisingly, a fairly
clear example of "great man" traits. Wyatt's superiority is
revealed early on when he single-handedly disarms Indian
Charlie, while the rest of the town cowers. And, as Wyatt
assumes a formal leadership role, others
Holliday)
brothers

(including Doc

follow without question. Wyatt dispatches his
(Virgil and Morgan)

in the pursuit of the Clantons,

first in their investigation, and later as Billy Clanton
tries to escape. Wyatt forces his authority on Doc four
times: in their first meeting, when he uses the persuasion
of the Earp brothers; when he slugs a drunken Doc to keep
him from committing suicide by picking a gunfight; when,
after stopping the stage, he confronts Doc and shoots the
gun out of his hand to force Doc back to Tombstone;

finally,

when he persuades Doc to operate on Chihuahua.
Wyatt is a true "man of action," single-minded in his
course,

and showing little need for words. His answers to

questions usually consist of one word,

as to Clanton in

their first meeting when the old man continues to try to
coax him into selling. No, no, no, he answers the Old Man.
Later,

the barber in Tombstone tries to interest him in a

haircut, bath, or other tonsorial services, but Wyatt
counters each time with "shave." When the mayor first offers
him a job, Wyatt merely says he wants a shave.
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Another example of Wyatt's laconic nature is also
revealed in his usage of simple refrains.
town is this?" he asks repeatedly,

"What kind of a

in the confusion of his

first night in Tombstone. After the barber sprays tonic on
him, and others around him notice a sweet fragrance in the
air, Wyatt's answer is always the same:
with a nod to the barbershop.

"It's me," he admits

"The barber."

Wyatt is the consummate "great man, " a heroic figure in
all of his characteristics. Physically brave, morally
resolute,
complaint,

he meets his responsibilities without question or
as a son, as a brother, as a friend,

and--with

the exception of his disregard of due process with Old Man
Clanton--as a sheriff.
The A l a m o , again starring John Wayne, exhibits an
autocratic leadership style among its major characters:
Bowie,

Crockett, Houston, and Travis. Though Crockett and

Bowie are portrayed as openly communicating with their men
(even asking their opinion on whether or not to stay and
fight Santa Anna), a hierarchical chain-of-command structure
is evident. The film portrays the concept that "great men"
require--and receive as a matter of course--loyalty and
unswerving allegiance from their followers

(no matter how

daunting the task), achieving a kind of filial love and
admiration.
Through juxtaposing the views of leadership exhibited
in the two films Wyatt Earp and Tombstone

(both released in
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the same yea r) , it is interesting to note the different
faces of leadership portrayed in these two films by
comparing and contrasting the filmmakers' views of the same
character

(and event)--Wyatt Earp. Whereas Wyatt Earp

portrays the hero, Wyatt, as a resolute, autocratic leader
who determines both his own fate and the fate of his family
without wavering or vacillation, Tombstone portrays a much
more bifurcated Wyatt.

In Tombstone. Wyatt is more complex

and diverse in his leadership style,

taking the role of

follower at times, laissez-faire in his attitude at other
times

(having to be prodded into action by "Doc" or one

his brothers), and becoming pro-active, unyielding,
resolute

of

and

(almost strident in his

determination),at the

end

when the situation warrants that

the family must depend

on

him.
My Darling Clementine also portrays Wyatt as a rather
autocratic leader. He is not only the leader of the Earp
brothers, but the acting conscience,

decision-maker,

and

arbiter of Tombstone. He not only decides the course of
action in times of trouble, but is also looked to for
guidance and support.
The Alamo and Wyatt Earp . Tombstone, and My
Darling Clementine are prime examples of the "Great Man
Theory," as Crockett, Bowie, Houston, Travis
and Wyatt Earp

(The Al a m o ) .

(Wyatt Earp. Tombstone. and My Darling

Clementine) lead defiantly against their foes.
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CHAPTER 9
EAST MEETS WEST: CULTURAL/GENDER
LEADERSHIP IN DANCES WITH WOLV E S. LITTLE BIG M A N .
ggSSE, AND BAD GIRLS

Organizations contain a culture that can be as varied
and unique as those of countries. As the Western world view
shaped many early Europeans' expectations about the new
world,

so our expectations and world view shape our

understanding of the issues of gender and culture in
organizational leadership.

In order to understand an

organization, one must first understand the climate which
precipitated the organization and the developing culture of
that organization. Frost, Moore,
(1991)

Louis,

Lundberg,

and Martin

noted some underlying dimensions of organizational

cult ur e:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The organization's relationship to its environment
The nature of human activity.
The nature of reality and truth.
The nature of time.
The nature of human nature.
The nature of human relations.
Homogeneity vs. diversity. (p. 250)

In familiarizing oneself with the predominant
dimensions of culture and the role which culture plays in
the formation of an organization,

one becomes more aware of

the particular nuances displayed by organizations,

thus

becoming a more knowledgeable and effective leader.
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Also,

for the effective leader (or for any observer or

member of a culture or organization,

for that matter),

determining the role that gender plays within a culture, or
organization,

is important for gaining a better

understanding of the ways in which the culture or
organization is structured, and for ascertaining how to best
create a climate of growth and change.

In the following

films, culture and gender play important roles; therefore,
both aspects will be examined to determine their effects,
any, on leadership. Also,

if

the films will be examined to

determine whether there was a change in leadership styles
exhibited by the primary leaders dependent upon gender or
culture.

Dances with Wolves
Directed by and starring Kevin Costner, Dances With
Wolves was released in 1990 by Orion. The movie opens on St.
David's Field, Tennessee,
John Dunbar

in 1863, as U.S. Army Lieutenant

(Kevin Costner), wounded,

feverish,

and knowing

that the surgeons want to amputate his leg, charges between
the two warring armies in a suicide rid e. Echoing the words
of Jesus "Forgive me, Father," he rides solo with his arms
outstretched in a cross-like configuration.
Miraculously,
reward,

Dunbar lives, keeps his leg, and as a

is given his mount, Cisco, and offered his choice in

posts. Because he "wants to see the frontier before it's
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gone," he asks to be transferred to the West and is assigned
to Fort Sedgewick. He travels there with a garrulous and
crude peddler by the name of Timmons.
Arriving at the fort, Dunbar is surprised to find it
empty--of humans, at least. The garbage left behind by the
soldiers of the garrison appalls him, and he sets about the
task of cleaning, as he awaits some word, either from the
other members of Fort Sedgewick or from his superiors
further east. He also begins a journal of his activities.
As Dunbar burns garbage, his smoke catches the
attention of two groups of Indians, a Pawnee raiding party
and a tribe of Lakota Sioux living nearby.
white man's presumption,

Infuriated by the

the Pawnee raiding party swoop down

upon the returning Timmons and kill him. A member of the
Sioux, a brave by the

name of Kicking Bird (Graham Greene),

comes to the post and

runs away

when Dunbar shouts

athim

not to steal Cisco.
Kicking Bird relates the incident at a tribal council,
and the elders decide to leave Dunbar alone for the time
being,

though the war-like

him. In the meantime,

Wind

boys from

in His Hair wishes

tokill

the village sneak outin the

night and steal Dunbar's horse. Dunbar,

in his attempt to

stop the boys, knocks himself unconscious on the door frame.
Cisco,
Dunbar,

however,

flees his captors and returns to

as do the Indians. This time, Wind in His Hair rides

close to Dunbar,

shouting taunts in Sioux, which Dunbar does
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not understand. Dunbar stands his ground, but does not
shoot, and when the Indians ride away,

he falls over in a

dead faint.
Now he decides it is time to parlay, and dressed in
full military regalia,

carrying the American flag, he rides

to the Sioux encampment. Near the outskirts of the
encampment, he sees a white woman dressed as an Indian who
has wounded herself. Though she is frightened of him, he
carries her on his horse into the camp. He does not
understand the Indians' verbal cues, but their body language
is clear: he is not welcome. He rides back to the fort.
Intrigued,

the Indians return to the fort. Dunbar's

first action is to attempt a common language,

trying to

communicate charade-style the idea of buffalo hunting. He
gives the Indians sugar and coffee,

and a relationship is

established, one that Dunbar welcomes.
The white woman, whose name is Stands With Fist

(Mary

McDonnell), and who has been adopted by the Sioux as a
child,

is encouraged to "make the talk" once more of the

whites. Reluctantly,

she agrees, and acts as an interpreter

when Dunbar returns to the Sioux encampment,

this time to

smoke the peace pipe.
Dunbar learns of the scarcity of the buffalo, which is
a consternation to the tribe. When, one night at the fort,
he hears the thundering hoofs and then sights a buffalo
herd, he rushes into the Sioux camp to inform them.
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He goes with the tribe on the hunt, which is a great
communal effort, and though he bonds with them, telling
stories in the lodge afterwards and swapping clothing,

he

still feels like an outsider. He yearns for a closeness,
sense of belonging,

a

and he begins doing a tribal dance when

alone at the fort.
Dunbar is happy when the Sioux give him his own lodge
in the village. He now has an Indian name, Dances With
Wolves, because of his friendship with a wolf, and the
attraction between him and Stands with Fist is growing. He
is learning the Sioux language from her; they are,

in turn,

communicating as well through that "universal" language,

the

language of love.
When a large party of braves leaves the camp for a war
against the Pawnee, Dunbar stays behind to help guard the
women and the children,

a favor that is asked of him by

Kicking Bird. When the tribe is alerted that the Pawnee are
headed for their unarmed encampment, Dunbar, with the help
of the young boy Smiles A Lot, brings guns and ammunition
from the fort, and the village is saved in a "great
victory."
With the blessings of the tribe, Dances With Wolves,
clothed in Indian garb and wearing a feather in his long
hair, marries Stands with Fist. He is a member of the Tribe
now, and communicates freely, especially with Kicking Bird.
He shares with Kicking Bird his apprehension of the
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encroaching white man, and both of them confront the chief
with their fears.
In the meantime,

it has become time to make winter

camp, and as the tribe is striking the village, Dunbar
remembers his journal, left behind at the fort. The journal,
he believes, will lead the Army to the tribe, which would
mean certain annihilation.
Still dressed in Sioux clothing, he races back to the
fort, but a new unit of soldiers has already been posted
there. The soldiers shoot at him, and kill Cisco before
taking Dances with Wolves under guard. Believed to be a
deserter,

their treatment of him is abominably brutal. At

first, he tells them his name--John Dunbar--and informs them
of the journal.
The journal, however,

can not be found; it has been

pilfered by a private, who uses all Dunbar's lovingly
crafted observations as toilet paper. The brutal treatment
continues,

and Dances With Wolves once again assumes his

Indian identity, and in a variant of "name-rank-and serial
number," he responds to all questions with only with his
Sioux name.
Beaten and abused, Dances With Wolves is loaded on a
wagon with a detachment of the cavalry,

to head for a trial

(for desertion)

and certain death. He tries to stop the

soldiers, when,

for sport,

they shoot and kill his old

lupine friend, Two Socks; the soldiers beat him unconscious
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a ga i n .
But the Sioux have not forgotten Dances With Wolves,
and at a the crossing of a stream,
detachment,

save one escapee,

they attack. The

is wiped out, and Dances With

Wolves is reunited with the tribe.
He knows, however,
come,

the cavalry reinforcements will

just as they came to the fort, and his presence can

only endanger the tribe. He urges Chief Ten Bears to move
the winter camp, and reluctantly,

he says his good-byes,

he and Stands with Fist move on, heading he says,
to those who will listen." As predicted,

as

"to talk

the cavalry is

closing in. But when the cavalry reaches the ridge above the
Sioux encampment,

they look down to an empty camp. There is

no sign of humans, only the cries of a wolf.

Little Big Man
Directed by Arthur Penn, Little Big M a n . released in
1970 by NGP, opens with a sarcastic historian interviewing
the 121 year old Jack Crabbe

(Dustin Hoffman), whom the

historian believes to be a veteran Indian fighter. When the
historian scoffs at Crabbe's statement that he was the sole
white survivor of the Battle of Little Big Horn and that he
knew Custer personally, Crabbe tells the odious fellow to
sit down, shut up, and listen.
As Crabbe narrates,

the scene dissolves to his first

days on the frontier, when he was eleven years old, and a
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band of Pawnee had attacked his family's wagon train,
leaving only Jack and his older sister Caroline
Androsky)

(Carol

as survivors. The two are discovered by a lone

Cheyenne brave, Shadow That Comes Inside, who takes the two
back to his village.
Caroline, pictured as more masculine than feminine,

is

giddily obsessed with the idea that she will be raped by
these "savages." When the much anticipated "violation" does
not materialize, Caroline stomps out of the village and
leaves Jack.
Jack grows up in the bosom of the village, being
educated in the ways of the Cheyenne,
the "Human Beings." He learns eagerly,

who call themselves
and though small in

stature, he proves himself to be great of heart. His adopted
grandfather, Old Lodge Skins

(Chief Dan George), has the

greatest influence on Jack, as he teaches him not only the
ways of a brave, but instills in him the philosophical and
religious traditions of the "Human Beings."
As the Cheyenne camp prepares to make a raid on a
neighboring Pawnee camp, due to long-standing hatred and
grievances between the two tribes, Jack and another young
brave, Younger Bear, are allowed to go along, and Jack kills
a Pawnee brave,
his bravery,

in order to save Younger Bear's life. For

Jack is given the Cheyenne name Little Big Man.

Later, while the Cheyenne braves are out on a hunt, the U.
S. Cavalry raids their camp,

killing all those left behind,
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mostly women and children.
Jack:

I don't understand Grandfather. Why
would they [the soldiers] kill women and
children?
Lodge Skins:
Because they are strange. They don't
seem to know where the center of the earth is.

Old Lodge Skins plans a counter attack on the soldiers,
but he tells Jack that no one would think the less of him if
he did not want to go since Jack is white. Jack, however,
states,

"It is a good day to die," a refrain used throughout

the movie by Old Lodge Skins to note one's acceptance,

and

even embrace, of one's fate. When the war party attacks the
army camp, he is separated from his fellow braves and chased
by a soldier.

Panicked, Jack yells,

"God bless your mother.

God bless George Washington." When the soldier realizes that
Jack is not an Indian, but white,

he spares him.

Jack is then turned over to the Reverend Silas
Pendrake,

and his young,

sultry Mrs. Pendrake

libidinous wife. Smitten with the

(Faye Dunaway), Jack feels both shock

and betrayal when he discovers her affair with a local
merchant. Bitterly disappointed, Jack takes up with a conman elixir salesman, named Laudyce T. Merriweather

(Martin

Balsam). "Dr." Merriweather is noted for losing body parts
due to the irate retributions of his customers.

Jack: Deception was his lifeblood, even
if it caused him to get whittled down
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kind of gradual like.

Merriweather chides Jack for his honesty, sneering at
the teachings of Old Lodge Skins.

Merriweather:
He gave you a vision of moral order
in the universe, and there isn't any.
Those stars up there twinkle in a void and the
two-legged creature schemes and dreams beneath
them all in vain. All in vain, boy.

One evening, Merriweather and Jack are seized by irate
townspeople and tarred and feathered. Merriweather is
sanguine.
Jack,

"Life contains a particle of risk," he states.

the encounter is more meaningful,

For

as his sister

Caroline is the leader of the mob. When they recognize each
other,

Caroline takes Jack to her home.

More masculine than feminine, Caroline instructs Jack
in the art of gunplay,

for which he shows a natural talent.

He becomes a gunfighter known as the "Soda Pop Kid." During
this phase of his life, Jack meets the nervous Wild Bill
Hickock

(Jeff Corey), who, during a saloon scene, shoots a

would-be assassin. Jack, seeing the blood, becomes queasy,
and decides to give up gunfighting. Caroline, disgusted with
this show of weakness,

leaves Jack behind as she moves

farther West.
Jack marries a Swedish woman named Olga, and, with a
partner, becomes a merchant. However,

this plan too goes
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awry, when Jack's partner turns out to be an embezzler,

and

Jack is forced to sell his store at auction. He meets
General Custer

(Richard Mulligan), passing through the town.

The General advises him to go West, and Jack boards a Wes t
bound stage,

taking Olga. A band of Cheyenne attack the

stage, and Olga is kidnapped. Jack begins his guest to find
her, which,

eventually,

takes him deep into Cheyenne

territory. He is attacked by braves from his former village,
but when they realize who he is they are pleased to see him
and take him to Old Lodge Skins. After a reunion with Old
Lodge Skins, Jack continues his search for Olga. He once
again meets Custer, who does not acknowledge having either
met him or given him poor advice. Custer pompously boasts
that he has analyzed Jack's appearance and knows his trade
to be that of "mule skinner." Becoming fawningly obedient,
Jack makes no protests to Custer's inaccuracies.
The soldiers are a despicable lot, taunting Jack about
his wife's consort with Indians. Custer leads an attack upon
a Cheyenne village, unofficially ordering his men to
slaughter everyone, even the Indian ponies. Jack tries to
stop a soldier from killing a Cheyenne woman, and the
soldier attacks him. Escaping across a stream, Jack is met
by Shadow That Comes Inside, who, not recognizing Jack,
tries to kill him. A soldier across the creek shoots Shadow
That Comes Inside, and then threatens to capture Jack and
have him hung. Jack, on the run,

finds an Indian maiden,
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named Sunshine

(who is Shadow That Comes Inside's daughter),

giving birth to a baby. He hides her and

the child from the

soldiers, and later, after rejoining the

tribe,

takesher--

and her three sisters--as wives, an arrangement that is
agreeable to all.
After traveling for a year,

the tribe settles in a safe

area called the Indian Nations, given to them by the
President of the United States and Congress. All is happy
until Old Lodge Skins has a vision of impending doom.

Lodge Skins (holding a scalp):
Do you see this fine thing? Do you admire
the humanity of it? Because the Human Beings,
my son, they believe everything is alive. Not
only man and animals, but also water, earth,
stone...and also the things from them like
that hair. The man from whom this hair c a m e . ..
he's bald on the other side, because I now own
his scalp. That is the way things are. But
the white man...they believe everything is dead.
Stone, earth, animals and people... even their
own people. If they keep trying to live, white
man will rub them out. That is the difference.

Soon afterward, Custer raids their supposedly official
"sanctuary," slaughtering most of the village,

including

Sunshine and her sisters; however, Jack narrowly escapes
with Old Lodge Skins. The chief--who is now blind--has a
vision that the soldiers cannot see him; indeed, as Jack
ushers the old man across the frenzied melee of the camp,
they are completely undetected.
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Jack plots to kill Custer, the man he once idolized. He
masquerades as a soldier, but is detected and brought before
Custer. Jack protests;

"I'm a mule skinner," he tells them,

and relates a wild tale of capture by the Indians. Custer
swallows the explanation, and berates the arresting officer.
Later, Jack steals into Custer's tent, but hesitates before
plunging his knife into the general's back. Custer,
both Jack's presence and his mission,

sensing

turns and confronts

him. He ridicules Jack's cowardice.

Custer: Well, I was right in a sense. You are a
renegade, but you are no Cheyenne br a v e .

But Custer won't have Jack hung.

Custer: Your miserable life is not worth
the reversal of a Custer decision.

Jack,

totally stripped of his manhood,

is next- __.3n as

a common drunk, mucking around in the mud of a frontier
town. Wild Bill Hickock recognizes him and cleans him up for
an errand. The legendary gunfighter has become smitten with
a certain young prostitute named Lulu, a situation that is
threatening his marriage. He hands Jack a bag of gold,

and

asks him to escort the "widow" to the stage heading back
East,

so that Lulu can join her respectable relatives in

Washington. Jack agrees, but as he is leaving the saloon,
Hickock is shot in the back. Jack promises the dying
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gunfigher that he will carry out his mission.
Lulu turns out to be Mrs. Pendrake, who tries to once
again seduce Jack. Disgusted, Jack spurns her.
Jack returns to the bottle,

rejecting Dr.

Merriweather1s attempts to interest him in a career as a
buffalo hunter. He moves into the mountains to become a
hermit trapper, but that, too, proves unbearable, when he
finds a leg in a trap, and realizes the desperate measures
to which the animal resorted in order to make its escape.
Disconsolate, Jack is about to jump off a cliff to his
death, when he sights Custer and his men in the valley
below.
"The time had come to look the devil in the eye and
send him to hell where he belonged," Jack recalls.
Once again, he goes before Custer,

this time asking for

a position as a scout. Custer, who recognizes him, decides
to hire him, his logic being that Jack will always lie to
him, and thus can be trusted (to be always untruthful,

that

is) .
The soldiers are poised for an attack at Little Big
Horn.

Pleading for Custer to reconsider this attack,

the

company's major argues that the Indian force will be more
formidable than Custer thinks. Custer asks Jack his opinion.
Jack,

referring to the soldiers' history of butchery,

tells

Custer that if he takes his army into the valley of Little
Big Horn,

they will not meet women and children.
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Jack is setting a trap, of course, and the egotistical
Custer falls into it.

C us t e r :
You want me to think that you don't
want me to go down there, but the subtle
truth is you really don't want me to go
down there. [Turns to his distressed officer.]
Well, are you reassured now, Major?
The vainglorious general charges into the valley
leading his army with the battle cry "On to glory."
The battle is a rout. Surrounded by the bodies of his
men, Custer sees only the death of his own glory. He
staggers forward, raving incoherently,

addressing Congress.

He spots the wounded Jack, and is about to shoot him, when
Indian arrows put an end to the career of George Armstrong
Custer. Jack is rescued by Younger Bear, who has finally
repaid his childhood debt. Later, Old Lodge Skins discusses
their situation.

Lodge Skins:
There is an endless supply of white men, but
there always has been a limited number of
Human Beings. We won today, but we won't
win tomorrow.

Recognizing the bleakness of the future, the old Indian
chief decides to commit suicide.
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Lodge Skins:
A world without human beings has no center to i t .

The chief waits on a mountaintop for the Great Spirit
to take his life, but when all he gets for his trouble is
rain, he decides to return to the village with Jack.
The scene shifts to the present,

to the nursing home,

where Jack tells the now apologetic historian to leave.
Alone,

the old man sits with his head in one hand,

staring

pathetically into nothingness.

Posse
Highlighting the difficulty of leadership in the
absence of a shared vision,

Posse. released in 1993 by

PolyGram Films and directed by and starring Mario Van
Peebles, opens up with an elderly African-American gentleman
reminiscing about the role of the black cowboy in the west.
History has been shortsighted, he says,

in ignoring the

tremendous contribution that African-Americans had upon the
history of the We s t .
The scene dissolves to a front-line battle in Cuba
during the Spanish-American War, where a unit of Black
soldiers are under heavy fire. They are led by a soldier
named Jesse Lee

(Mario Van Peebles). Pushed to the front,

without supporting firepower, the unit is being annihilated;
however, when Jesse protests to the malevolent white
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officer,

Colonel Graham (Billy Zane), Graham only sneers at

him. He tries to force Jesse to shoot a prisoner in cold
blood, and when Jesse refuses, Graham does the deed himself.
Graham orders Jesse and a white prisoner by the name of
Little J (Stephen Baldwin)

to lead the black unit in a

mission behind enemy lines. Should they refuse the command,
Graham reminds them that Jesse has been consigned to the
army after a murder conviction,

and that Little J (also

forced into the army to avoid a prison sentence)

could be

prosecuted for desertion. The mission is to capture a
detachment of supplies from the enemy; the unit will not be
allowed to wear their uniforms.
After Jesse, Little J and the unit capture the
supplies,

they understand the motive of Graham's directive:

a strongbox of gold coins is found among the confiscated
materials. Jesse fears a frame-up, and indeed, as the unit
pushes its way out of the undergrowth, Colonel Graham and
his cutthroat troops are waiting. Jesse and the others have
been found behind enemy lines, without their uniforms on,
the Colonel sneers, as he prepares to shoot them and steal
the gold. Wheezie
servant,

(Charles Lane),

the Colonel's Black

shoves his horse into the Colonel's before he gets

off his shot, and a skirmish ensues. Jesse shoots the
Colonel in the eye, and the Black unit
Lister), Wheezie,

[Angel, Abobo

("Tiny"

and Little J] escapes with the gold. They

hide in coffins and sail back to the United States on a
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burial ship bearing the bodies of American soldiers.
They land in New Orleans. Despite Wheezie's protest
that the group should stay together,

Jessie tells the other

men he will be starting out alone the next morning, headed
for the western territory. He tells the group they "deserve
more than what I have to offer."
That evening, Jesse practices with his gun, as he
experiences flashbacks of a violent incident in his past.
The rest of the group cavort in a brothel, where Little J
joins a high stakes poker game. When a Black gambler named
Father Time

("Big Daddy" Kane)

is caught cheating and about

to be killed, Little J intercedes on his behalf, and all
five men must flee the bordello.
Back at their hotel, they are disappointed to realize
that Jessie has already headed w e s t . Little J proposes a
partnership with Father Time, but before the two can come to
an agreement,

the irate poker players from the brothel break

into the room--followed by Colonel Graham and his surviving
band, set on revenge

(and the g o l d ) . In the ensuing shuffle,

Angel is killed. The rest escape and eventually catch up to
Jessie,

and warn him of the wanted poster Colonel Graham is

circulating. They ask to ride with Jesse, and he agrees,
with one stipulation.

Jesse: Don't ask no questions that need answering. And
don't get in my way.
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As they head west, Jesse continues to experience
flashbacks,

and the story of his past emerges. His father,

a

man of peace, was killed in a vicious attack by a white mob.
Jesse was also savagely beaten in the attack. It was his
shooting of one of his father's murderers that sent him to
prison, and ultimately to the army. Jesse remembers many of
the sayings of his father, whom the community referred to as
"King David."

King David:
When you start killing for a dream,
you kill the dream, too. And that's
what hell is. Watching
your dreams d i e .

Jesse and the rest of his group eventually ride into an
almost deserted town, where, under Jesse's orders, the men
have the local blacksmith melt their gold coins into less
conspicuous gold bars. He also instructs them to have the
smithy fashion five gold bullets; the men are curious,

the

smithy notes that a gold bullet would make a "real mess" of
a man, and Father Time shares his knowledge about the lore
of the bullets.

Father Time (shaken):
That's what the gold bullets are for.
Gold is timeless.
The hoo-doo ladies in New Orleans
believe that the only way to put
demons to rest in this world, and in
the other, is to kill them with Gold.
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After the job is finished, Jesse appears in the doorway
of the blacksmith's shop. With his face hidden by his hat,
he loads the gold bullets into his gun,

then shoots the

blacksmith between the eyes. In a flashback, he remembers
the blacksmith as one of the men who killed his father. Out
on the street, Jesse mentions Father Time's name to the
locals. Thus the gang is safeguarded against betrayal by the
gambler,

since Father Time's name will be added to the

wanted poster.
Before the group leaves town, Jesse has a shoot-out
with the local sheriff, also one of King David's murderers.
He lingers over the sheriff's body,

remembering the awful

night of the attack, but his reverie is cut short by the
arrival of Colonel Graham.
The posse escapes and continues west, Jesse explaining
that they will head for Cutterstown. Knowing that Colonel
Graham and his men are surely following them, Jesse decides
to take a short cut through Sioux territory, where it is
dangerous for white men, but safe for Blacks. They stop at a
watering hole, where Jesse looks on benignly as the rest of
the posse plays, child-like,
dusty plains,

in the water. Later, out on the

they come upon a wagon without horses.

Inside,

a Black man and woman are dead; their small son is still
alive.

In the man's hand is clutched a circular for

Freemanville.
The group takes the boy with them, and they head into
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Freemanville. Jesse decides they will spend the night in
town, although the rest of the group thinks it foolhardy
with Graham still on their heels. As they ride into town,

it

becomes obvious through Jesse's flashbacks that Freemanville
was the dream of his father, a preacher affectionately known
as "King David." Jesse flashes back to sepia-toned scenes of
his father speaking to the townspeople. He is telling them
that education leads to freedom--education is freedom.
Swiftly, however,

the scene switches to Klu Klux Klansmen

(led by the sheriff of Cutterstown, Bates)

surrounding his

father, beating him and burning down the town's frame-worked
school. As Jesse, attempting to come to his father's aid, is
beaten and kicked by the men,

"King David" is bound to the

burning rafters, which resembles a cross. The scene shifts
back to the present, and Freemanville seems friendly and
prosperous;

it is obvious from the expressions of the

townspeople that Jesse is known to most of them. Among the
crowd, Jesse sees his former lover, Lana, talking to an old
friend of his; they are both surprised to see Jesse pass by.
As the posse enters the local saloon,

the friend--whose name

is Carver--greets Jesse happily, yet with a note of
wariness. Carver, who is the Freemanville sheriff, notes
that the townspeople have made King David's dream come true.
When he asks why Jesse has come back, Jesse reminds him of
the atrocity committed against his father, and his desire
for revenge.
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C a r ve r:
You know you still ain't changed, boy. But the
world has. Ain't that black and white no more,
Jesse. Soon the west is going to be settled.
Ain't going to be no more new frontier, or
frontiersmen. It'll be about business, and
businessmen. Talking about business, my friend.
You see...Jesse, listen to me. Once all the
land is full up, only thing that changes is who's
got the land and who don't. Only two classes
that's going to be is rich and poor.

Meanwhile,

in the neighboring white town of

Cuttersville, the evil sheriff Bates

(Woody Strode)

is

gleefully officiating over the hanging of an Indian woman.
The woman was caught cutting the barbed wire on a homestead.
The land had been seized (possibly in illegal fashion)

from

her, and the trespassing notices were printed in English,

a

language she doesn't understand. When a lone local citizen
protests,

the sheriff piously speaks of the need for law and

order.
Harassment,

it seems,

is also taking place in

Freemanville; a Black family harassed by the Klan, has
decided to leave for Africa. Carver buys their deed, and
stores it in his office safe.
As the rest of the posse enjoy the pleasures of the
Freemanville saloon, Jesse goes out to visit Lana, sending
her father

("Papa Joe") away to the saloon poker game,

with

money and a friendly warning about Little J and Father Time.
Once the two are alone,

Lana explains the hardships the
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town has been facing, hardships that include harassment by
the Klan. Jesse's presence will only exacerbate the
situation,

she says. Lana tells Jesse that Carver has

proposed and that she gave up hoping that he would ever
return for her. She thought he was dead,

she stated. He

replies with an acknowledgment that so did he. She tells him
that it is too late for them and for Jesse to leave.
Jesse leaves, but that evening, Lana finds him, and they
retreat to an old haunt, where the two of them renew their
love for each other.

Lana: You know what your problem is, Jesse?
You think about death too much. You need
to start thinking about what's still alive.

Meanwhile,

Sheriff Bates, who has been warned of

Jesse's arrival, storms into Freemanville, with his gang of
thugs. They demand to know Jesse's whereabouts,

and when the

posse refuses to divulge this, they begin to beat them. When
Little J intercedes on Wheezie's behalf,

the Sheriff and his

thugs beat the gambler to death in the street--a spectacle
that mirrors the flashback that Jesse, miles away, once
again experiences of his father's death,

in premonition-like

fashion.
Although Carver protests, Sheriff Bates slaps him and
taunts him to draw his gun. Carver submits to the Sheriff's
authority,

and Papa Joe, and Abobo, are carried away to the
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Cutterstown jail.
Jesse arrives in Freemanville, and, seeing Little J
lying dead in the street, questions Carver's integrity. The
inn owner points out to Jesse that Papa Joe and Abobo will
be killed before morning; the Klan will most certainly
attack the jail.
Indeed, over in the Cutterstown jail, the deputy
gleefully awaits the arrival of the Klan,

although the town

mayor, also standing guard, rejects the idea. When whiterobed men enter the jail, the deputy, over the mayor's
protests, hands over the key to the jail cell with a smile.
The leader of the "Klansmen" pulls off his hood; it is
Jesse, who shoots the deputy and locks the mayor in a jail
cell.
Later, when the sheriff arrives with the real Klan,
Bates' shoots the mayor and reveals his scheme to take over
the mayor's office.
treachery,

In an echo of Graham's earlier

the Sheriff decrees that it will be Jesse who is

ultimately blamed for the mayor's murder. Colonel Graham and
his men walk into the jail as Bates shoots the mayor,

thus

creating an "unholy" alliance.
As the posse heads away from Freemanville and
Cutterstown, Jesse is suddenly seized with an idea. He tells
the others he is going back to Freemanville.

Jesse: Abobo, I've been fighting over what's dead for
a long time. I think maybe it's time I start
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fighting for what's still alive.

The rest of the posse protest; Jesse should forget
about revenge,

they say. Jesse, however, explains that Bates

isn't interested in revenge, but rather money.
Back in Freemanville, a meeting is called of the
citizenry. As Carver addresses the crowd, trying to quell
their anger against Bates, Jesse walks up. Many of the
townspeople are afraid and blame the hot-headed Jesse for
their woes. Jesse tells an unbelieving crowd that their land
is about to be poached for the railroad.

Jesse:
Jesse Lee ain't what Bates wants no more.
Now what he wants...he wants your town, because he
knows the iron railroad is coming through
Freemanville and whoever owns this property when
that railroad comes through here is going to be
rich.

Carver, who is collecting deeds for this very reason,
is clearly unnerved. The rest of the townspeople are
unbelieving;

they reject Jesse's offer of help.

Jesse: the only way ya'll's going to keep this
land is to stand up and fight for it. All right,
I'm going to leave. I'm going to guarantee you
something... the next time I come to this town
there ain't going to be one black face up in here
unless he's polishing shoes at Bates' railroad
station. (He walks off.)
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That night, however, as Jesse and Lana prepare to
leave, a delegation arrives,

asking for Jesse's help. They

have found plans for a railroad station in the sheriff's
safe. Bates is indeed planning to take over all of the land,
and has promised to arrive

(along with his men)

in

Freemanville at noon. Jesse agrees to help.
In the battle the next day,
join forces,

in which Bates and Graham

the fighting is fierce. The posse returns to

town, providing critical reinforcement. Carver is hurriedly
taking the deeds from his safe, as the melee continues
outside.

Carver (to his deputy):
Damn the town. I've still got the deeds. Land
or not, town or not....The land's worth something
when the rail comes through.

Lana walks in, surprising Carver. Father Time,
attempt to protect Lana,

in an

is killed. Bates catches Carver

attempting to take the deeds
their scheme to own the land)

(for they were partners in
and shoots him. Jesse kills

Bates, but realizes that Graham has captured Lana, holding
her in the saloon. As Jesse walks into the saloon, Graham
taunts him with threats of revenge. Abobo tries to sneak up
on Graham but is wounded. Jesse, however, seizes the
opportunity to quickly shoot Graham's henchmen. Finally,
Graham and Jesse tussle and Graham is shoved onto his
Cavalry saber, mortally wounding him.
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Freemanville is saved for Bates, Graham, and Carver are
all killed. With the gold, Jesse promises,

the town will be

built back larger than ever.
As the scene dissolves to the present,

it is revealed

that the young boy the posse saved from death on the plains
is actually the speaker, telling the story of the settlement
to what appear to be journalists.

Bad Girls
Bad Girls was released in 1994 by Twentieth-Century Fox
and directed by Jonathan Kaplan. The movie opens in Echo
City, Colorado,

in 1891. A prostitute, Anita Crown

(Mary

Stewart Masterson), is reading a newspaper article about the
exploits of trail-blazing female journalist, Nellie Bly, as
a customer bangs on her door to be admitted. The customer is
wealthy and powerful Colonel Clayborn, who is drunkenly
celebrating h^'s birthday. Anita admits him, and it seems
that she will be sharing in this "celebration,-" the scene
shifts to the saloon below her, where Cody Zamora

(Madeleine

Stowe), another prostitute, plays cards with some cowboys.
Outside the saloon, a temperance march has begun, and
as the preacher exhorts the town to expel drinking, gambling
and whoring,
Barrymore)

two more prostitutes,

Lilly Laronnette

(Drew

and Eileen Spenser (Andie MacDowell), tease him

from the balcony above.
Suddenly,

inside the saloon, Anita bursts out of the
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bedroom, running along the hallway overlooking the saloon
floor. The Colonel is chasing her, demanding a birthday
kiss, and when she refuses, he strikes her. Cody stands,
demands the Colonel leave Anita alone. The bellowing,
drunken man draws his gun and begins to fire down on the
saloon below; no one is shot, but glass shatters and people
dive for cover. Cody draws her pistol and shoots the Colonel
through the heart.
Immediately the call goes up that "the whore shot the
Colonel." The temperance party marches into the saloon and
immediately transforms itself into a vigilante group. Cody
is led outside,

her hands tied behind her, and placed on a

horse underneath a makeshift scaffold.
The minister calls for her to repent; Cody, tugging at
her hands behind her, tells him to "get on with it."
In the meantime,

the other prostitutes have thrown

their belongings into a wagon, and the three of them, one
driving the stage, the other two on horseback, gallop in to
rescue Cody. The townspeople,

surprised, do nothing. Cody

kicks the man holding her horse and rides away with the rest
of her friends.
Outside of town, they stop at the grave of Anita's
husband, who died of cholera three years earlier. Anita
explains her promise never to kiss another man (even if
poverty forces her to have sex for money) and bids good-bye
to the grave, as the women move on.
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Back in Echo City, the Colonel's widow has hired two
Pinkerton detectives to pursue Cody,

to bring her back dead

or alive. As the "bad girls" stop for a bath in a stream,
they realize a man is watching them. Cody, naked,
water fearlessly; as she rises,

leaves the

the cruel whip scars across

her back become visible. Without bothering to dress,

she

grabs her gun and confronts the young man. She's seen him
earlier in the saloon, and when the man, whose name is
Joshua McCoy (Demot Mulroney), tells her he's a prospector
on his way to the Klondike,

she's skeptical. McCoy assures

Cody he means them no harm, and,

in fact, shows her the

wanted poster offering a reward for information leading to
her apprehension. Cody tells McCoy to "put on your hat and
keep traveling." As McCoy rides away, he tells Cody the
Pinkertons are in pursuit.
The women dress quickly, and leaving behind the wagon,
they set off. That night, over a campfire, they discuss
their future. Anita offers a homestead claim that she and
her dead husband held. They had planned to build a sawmill
in the Oregon territory, she explains to her friends, a
dream that she thought had died with her husband. Now,
however, she thinks it might be a plan as good as any other.
Though the others are initially skeptical, Cody weighs in
with a "why not" opinion, and offers her twelve thousand
dollars in savings as seed money.
The women set off for the bank in Aqua Dulce, Texas,
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where the twelve thousand is deposited. When they reach the
town, Cody buys herself a dress, and the rest wait for her
as she approaches the bank, Anita praying in the local
mission church, Eileen and Lilly bantering about Eileen's
flirtations with the local residents.
Suddenly, Lilly realizes the Pinkertons have ridden
into town. She rushes across the street to the bank, where
she tries to warn Cody. Cody dismisses her, still waiting
for the bank president to retrieve her cash--still nervous
that the transaction may not go through, as she has no bank
book with her. Eileen warns Anita, and as Lilly rushes in a
second time to warn Cody, a Pinkerton agent bursts in behind
her.
The two women are being marched to the door of the bank
by the Pinkertons, when a bank robber appears, his gun
pointed at one of the agent's heads. The Pinkertons drop
their guns, the women back away, and the robbery continues,
with other members of the outlaw gang bursting in through
the back door. Their leader,

Kid Jarrett

(James Russo),

recognizes Cody; they are evidently old acquaintances. He
kisses her, and when she tells him why they are there,

he

demands the fuming bank president hand over the twelve
thousand.
Cody and Lilly leave the bank at the same time the
outlaws do. As the outlaws ride out of town, shooting,
women try to mount their horses and leave as well.

the

Eileen,
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however,

can't calm her spooked horse, and as Cody shouts

instructions to her, Kid Jarrett rides back through town and
grabs Cody's money from its hiding place in her bodice.

"You

know where to find me, darlin'," he sneers as he gallops
away.
Cody mounts her horse and she, Lilly and Anita ride out
of town. As Eileen tries yet again to clamor onto her
saddle, her horse rears, throwing her to the ground. The
town sheriff takes her into custody. He impresses a young
local rancher, William Tucker,
guard Eileen in the jail.

into service as a deputy to

(His own deputy has been shot and

must see the doctor.) The sheriff then rounds up a posse to
go after Kid Jarrett. Josh McCoy, who has just ridden into
town,

joins the posse.
The posse can't reach Kid and his gang before they

reach the limits of the jurisdiction, and they all turn
back, except McCoy. Lilly, Anita, and Cody, meanwhile,
discuss what to do about Eileen. When Lilly proposes they go
back for Eileen, Cody is contemptuous.

"I don't let my

friends get hung," Lilly says, but Cody replies that the
town will not hang Eileen.

Cody:

I'm going to Kid Jarrett. I figure he's
our best chance.
Anita
(incredulous):
Kid Jarrett's our best chance? That son
of a bitch was nothing
but trouble to you.
Cody:
That was a long time ago.
Lilly: Yeah, and this morning
all he did was
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steal our money.
C o d y : That's Kid's way of inviting me to
come over and see him.
Lilly: Hell of an invitation.
C o d y : Look, you don't know him. He's bored,
He'll spring Eileen from jail, and give
us back our money just for the hell of it
A n i t a : You're rating yourself awful high, Cody.
Cody:
I ran with that gang. I know what I'm doing.

When Cody starts to her horse, Lilly tries to follow
her. Cody, however,

forbids her.

Cody: Stay put. You don't do what I tell
you, you're both out.

Cody rides off into the darkness alone.
At the Jarrett hacienda,
(Robert Loggia),

Cody encounters Frank Jarrett

Kid's father, evidently once a lover of

hers as well. Frank, once an outlaw himself,

is in

retirement and shows obvious contempt for his son. Cody also
discovers Kid's plan to rob a U.S. Army shipment of weapons,
which includes a Gatling gun.
When Cody meets Kid, there is tough banter between the
two of them, and an alternating current of hostility and
sexuality creates a confusing atmosphere as they discuss old
times in Kid's open air bedroom.

Kid: What makes you think Oregon will be any
different? A new start for an old whore.
Cody:
You're still sore at me for running out on you.
Kid: Sore? Why would I be sore? Because you
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ran off in the middle of the night without
saying a word?
As Cody starts for the door,

Kid's whip unfurls and

wraps her around the neck, dragging her back toward him.
Meanwhile,

Lilly and Eileen decide, separately,

to try

to rescue Eileen, who is inside the jail cell, busily sweet
talking an obviously enchanted William Tucker. As the three
women's efforts at first collide,
Eileen is sprung,
Tucker

then miraculously blend,

leaving the deputy out cold and William

(who willingly allows Eileen to escape) locked in a

jail cell.
Out near the Jarrett hideout,

Josh McCoy finds Cody,

beaten senseless. As he lifts her into his saddle, she
pleads for mercy.

Cody

(mumbling):
D o n 't hurt m e .
McCoy:
There's no chance of that.

He carries her into the Chinese settlement, where an
elderly Chinese woman ministers to her wounds. As Cody
regains consciousness, Josh explains that he is a
prospector, but he has unfinished business before he can
mine his claim. He will avenge the death of his father and
horrible violation of his mother at the hands of Frank
Jarrett. The other women find the battered Cody and Josh,
and all of them ride out to William Tucker's ranch, the
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Circle Bar T, where a surprised Tucker finds them the next
day.
Tucker, a widower whose children have also died,
relents to their presence, glad,

in fact,

for the company,

especially Eileen's.
Days later, the group,

including McCoy and Tucker,

watch from the hills above as the Kid and his gang rob the
train.

(Frank has refused to take part in what he refers to

as the robbery of a "choo-choo" for a "big toy gun.")
As Kid's gang rides away from the shipment, Cody and
the group of "bad girls" attack. The Kid's men run away,
back to the hideout, and the women are able to steal the
gun. Lilly, however,

is taken captive by the Kid, and when

Frank, who has ridden up, presumably out of curiosity,

is

about to be shot by McCoy, Cody intervenes. They will barter
Frank and the gun for Lilly and their twelve thousand
dollars. McCoy acquiesces,

though it is with difficulty.

Tucker has been wounded.
Back at the Bar T, they unload the gun and make plans.
Eileen shudders at the idea of Lilly in Kid's clutches.

Anita:
The only reason s h e 's there is we went
running off after Kid in the first place.
Cody:
Are you saying this is my fault?
Anita:
All you care about is revenge on Kid.
Cody:
You went with us, Anita. You came along.
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A nit a:
I never should have gone. None of us
ever should have go n e . None of this ever
should have happened. I shouldn't have let
anything happen.

Frank,

tied and wounded,

seizes the opportunity to

create division, planting in Anita's mind the question of
whether or not a single woman can hold a claim. Anita bolts
to her horse and rides into town to consult with a lawyer,
and discovers,

to her outrage, that Frank is right.

Anita:
I was worthless until I married. So now
I guess I'm worthless as a widow. Funny,
I had some value as a w h o r e .

In some unexplained way, this new knowledge transforms
Anita's earlier reservations about the hostage swap into a
steely determination.
However,

there is another snag in the plan. Frank,

gleefully relating details about his ruthless violation of
McCoy's mother, goads McCoy into killing him. Cody, furious
at what she sees as McCoy's weakness,

expels him from the

group.

Cody (contemptuously):
He was playing you. You couldn't reign
yourself in, and now we can't trade him
for Lilly. Get the hell out of my sight.

Meanwhile,

Lilly is enduring horrible treatment at the
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hands of her captors. After she has been raped by Kid, and
is about to be raped by another gang member,

the hacienda is

rocked by an explosion, and in the midst of the smoke and
fire, Josh McCoy rides up on his horse and rescues her.
The other three women are headed toward the Jarrett
compound, when Lilly approaches, explaining that Josh has
rescued her, but was himself taken captive. Fear on her
face, Cody gallops toward the hacienda, and the rest follow.
It is sunup when the four women arrive. They enter,
guns drawn,

though they are surrounded by Jarrett's men.

Cody offers to trade the guns they captured earlier for
McCoy,

and they bring in the Gatling gun, which J a rr et t1s

men immediately assemble.
McCoy, beaten and bleeding,

is shoved forward toward

Cody, but as he nears her, Kid shoots him in the back. Cody
falls to her knees over the lifeless form, as Kid's demonic
laughter rings out. The rest of the women stand completely
motionless,

their guns still drawn. Kid tosses the bag

containing their twelve thousand dollars; Anita picks it up,
and pulls Cody from Josh's body.
As the women back out of the compound,

their guns still

drawn, one of the outlaws taunts Lilly about her rape. Lilly
shoots him, and a gun battle erupts. The women reveal a
level of cooperation and skill heretofore not seen,

and at

the end of the battle, the outlaws, except Kid Jarrett,
lie dead or dying, and the women are unhurt.
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Cody follows Kid into his lair, and finds him in his
open-air bedroom. He is out of bullets, he protests with a
laugh, but she ejects one from her own pistol and tosses it
to him.
Cody:
Kid

Pick it up, put it in, die like a man.
(loading his g u n ) :
You are a dumb who re .

The two of them draw; Cody shoots Kid through the chest
before he can fire.
The women ride back to the ranch. Eileen has decided to
marry William Tucker, and the other three are going to
pursue McCoy's claim in the Klondike. As they ride toward
their destination,

the clueless Pinkertons are seen heading

toward Tennessee.

Analysis of the Films
The Western world view shaped Europeans' expe-wdLions
of the cultures they were to encounter, and views of culture
and gender were preconceived by their own experiences
(Howell, 1995). Such areas as leadership roles and gender
expectations were endemic within the cultural ethos of the
first settlers to the new world, and "gender inequality was
a central feature of the Western world view during the
sixteenth century"

(Howell,

1995, 126). Howell

(1995) noted,

"This inequality was reflected in Spanish law, which defined
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women as 'minors, needing protectors or tutors'
business transactions"
in all cultures,

to carry out

(p. 126). This was not true, however,

especially in many indigenous people

groups. Leadership was a shared responsibility,

and styles

of leadership varied.
Gender roles in many indigenous cultures were
essentially equal and complimentary; neither gender
was considered superior to the other, and the work of
each held the same value.... This equality was reflected
in many cases by equal access to leadership positions
by both sexes. (Howell, 1995, pp. 125-126)
Weaver

(1995) stated, there is a direct and important

link between leadership and gender,
unmistakable,
Rosener (19 90)

for "leadership has an

relevant, and important gender base"

(p. 7).

found that male executives tended to be

transactional in their leadership style,

leading in the

traditional way; command and control: a male leadership
style comprised of

(1) giving an order,

(2) explaining the

reward for a job well done, and (3) keeping the power and
knowledge to themselves.

In contrast, she found that female

executives were more transformational,

leading in

nontraditional ways: sharing information and power. This
female leadership dynamic consists of a leadership style
that includes
others,

(1) inspiring good work by interacting with

(2) encouraging member participation, and (3)

showing how member goals relate to group goals--interactive
leadership,

as Rosener termed it. Weaver

(1995) noted that

Rosener's findings were in line with those of many other
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gender researchers.
Wood

(1994) found that even male and female

communication patterns differ. Males communicate by
assertion,

independence, competitiveness,

and confidence,

while female communication is characterized by deference,
inclusion, collaboration, and cooperation.
With such known difference in the leadership styles and
patterns of culture and gender, Weaver notes:
The idea that women should translate their experiences
into the male code to express themselves effectively or
to be accepted in a male-dominated workplace is an
outmoded, inconsistent, subservient notion that should
no longer be credible in modern society, (p. 7)
However,

Korabik (1990) and Gregory (1990) noted that

studies of men and women in actual leadership positions did
not differ in personality,

leadership style, motivation or

effectiveness.
Biological sex was not significantly related to
either initiating structure or to consideration.
The results of these studies clearly support the
contention that biological sex is not an important
factor in determining leadership style. The
demonstration that socialization rather than
biology is responsible for leadership style means
that females should not be excluded from positions
which require instrumental ability merely on the
basis of their biological sex.
(Korabik, 1990, p. 287)
In its depiction of leadership,

Dances with Wolves

stresses human relations in management and Eastern styles of
organizational leadership. With the character of John J.
Dunbar,

in Dances With Wolves, what is revealed ultimately
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is the antithesis of the rugged individualist.
Certainly,

like the Western heroes before him, Dunbar

is a "man in the middle," caught between the opposition of a
true civilization and a debased, violent culture. However,
perhaps more than any other cinematic counterpart up until
that time, Dunbar reveals an orientation that is distinctly
Far Eastern, with the mores and culture patterns of a
nineteenth-century Indian tribe mirroring present day Far
Eastern culture

(Stewart, 1972).

Where Western culture values individualism, and
individual achievement, harmony is the prevailing Eastern
theme

(Stewart,

1972). Certainly, harmony with others and

harmony with the surrounding environment are stressed over
and over in Dances with Wolves, in Dunbar's desire to reach
out to the Sioux and in the Sioux's receptiveness to him.
From the very beginning, Dunbar eschews the part of
loner. When he finds no one at Fort Sedgewick, he
immediately begins a journal: He will talk to himself if no
one else is around. He also feels an attachment to the land,
and is repulsed by the violation of it by his fellow white
men. In this sphere,

there is no such animal as the

proverbial lone wolf; when Dunbar sees Two Socks,

he coaxes

and woos him until they become friends.
Communication, of course,

is the key to harmony,

and

Dunbar/Dance's desire to communicate is a prime motivation
in a majority of his actions. Realizing that verbal
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first "social

call," he risks looking foolish in order to communicate
about the buffalo. At the first session with Kicking Bird,
where Stands with Fist acts as an interpreter, Dunbar's
first question is about names.

Kicking Bird: He is right. Introductions
should come first.

Even at the end of the film, Dances With Wolves is not
going off to fight the white man; he is going off to talk.
Flattened organizational hierarchy, similar to quality
circles and Japanese/Deming style management

(Ouchi,

1981),

is another key component in the harmony of the tribe.
This structure is evident in the lodge scene when the
Sioux hold council about this white man whom Kicking Bird
has seen. As the camera pans the face of each member,
registering his assent or disagreement, the council jLiives
for consensus

(their words spoken in the Sioux tongue, with

subtitles).

Wind In His Hair:
I do not care for this talk of a white
man. Whatever he is, he is not a Sioux
and that makes him less. When I hear
that more whites are coming I want to
laugh. We took one hundred horses from
these people. There was no honor in it.
They don't ride well. They don't shoot
w e l l . Their soldiers could not make it
through one winter here. And these people
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are said to flourish? I think they will
be dead soon. The fool is probably lost.
Kicking Bird:
Wind In His Hair's words are strong and I
have heard them. It's true the whites are
a poor race and hard to understand. But
make no mistake. The white men are coming.
Even our enemies agree on thi s. So when
I see one man alone without fear in our
country I do not think he is los t. I
think he may have medicine. I see someone
who might speak for all the people who
are coming. I think this is a person with
which treaties might be struck.
Wind In His Hair:
Kicking Bird is always looking ahead and
that is good. But this man cannot cover
our lodges or feed our children. He is
nothing to u s . I will take some men. We
will shoot some arrows into this white man.
If he truly has medicine he will not be
hurt. If he has no medicine, he will be
dead.
Stone C a l f :
No man can tell another what to do. But
killing a white man is a delicate matter.
If you kill one, more are sure to come.
Chief Ten Bears:
It is easy to be confused by these questions.
It's hard to know what to do. We should
talk about this more. That is all I have
to say.

Later, after Wind In His Hair has satisfied his honor
by riding into the fort for his bloodless confrontation,

and

after Dunbar has ridden into camp, the council meets again
about the white man. Again, the camera takes in the face of
each person present.
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Chief Ten Bears:
I am in agreement with Kicking Bird. We
will go down and talk to the white man.
And find out why he is here.
Wind In His Hair:
If this council decides to talk to the
white man, it will be so. But in my mind
it is not right that a chief such as Ten
Bears goes to ask the business of a puny,
trespassing white man who has only a smart
horse and a few white man's clothes.
Chief Ten Bears:
I won't go. You will go. (TEN BEARS
NODS AT KICKING BIRD) And you will go.

Thus,

the two different perspectives on the white man

are now united in one peaceful mission. This contrasts
greatly with response of the "bad" Indians of the film,

the

war-like Pawnee. When the Pawnee see Dunbar's smoke curling
from the distance,

their meeting is not marked with any of

the deliberations or courtesies of the Sioux.

Chief of the War Party:
Only a white man would make a fire for
everyone to see.
First Brave (apprehensive):
Maybe there's more than one.
Second Brave (nodding):
There might be three or four.
Chief (contemptuous):
I know three or four who will not make
the trip home. We have nothing to show
for this trail. (STARTS FOR HORSE)
First Brave:
We have no rifles. White men are sure
to have rifles.
Third Brave:
It's hard to say how many are down there.
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(HE AND OTHER BRAVES FOLLOW TO HORSES)
First Bra v e :
We should forget this and go h o m e .
Chief (disgusted):
Then go. I would rather die than
argue about a single line of smoke
in my own country. (RIDES OFF)
First Brave:
He will not quit until we are all dead.

The Pawnee Chief's obsession with productivity (scalps)
is an ironic echo of the CEO who drives a company blindly
toward the goal of productivity at the greater expense of
the employees. Perhaps this obsession is what propels the
Pawnee attack on the defenseless Sioux village, where the
Pawnee Chief meets his doom. It is interesting to note he
dies alone,

separated from the rest of his tribe. He dies,

as he lives, the individualist, brave and proud above all,
seeing nothing but glory in his actions.

In every way, he is

the enemy in the eyes of the Sioux.
Eastern philosophy dictates that good leaders'" 1^, seeks
consensus; harmony is paramount. One person should not bend
the will of the group; one person does not have the strength
and wisdom of an entire group

(Stewart,

1972).

Dunbar himself is no Shane, riding in to shore up a
crumbling culture.
all,

In many ways, he is the opposite. After

it is the Indians who rescue him from the debased

culture of the white man, and save him literally toward the
end of the story, when he is being carried away to a certain
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hanging. Even when he leaves the tribe,

to talk, we knows

his actions are doomed.
It is true that Dunbar/Dances plays a pivotal role in
the survival of the tribe,

finding the buffalo and bringing

guns to save the village. However,

it is important to note

Dunbar's response when the oncoming Pawnee attack is
announced.

Dunbar:

I'll follow

you, Stone Calf.

Thus, Dunbar/Dances is only one leader among many.
Another interesting development in Dances with Wolves is
Dunbar's

(and the movie's)

viewpoint.
language,

ease in adopting a multicultural

In the film, the Indians speak in their own
subtitled, and elements of their culture such as

"saving face" are presented in a positive light. When Wind
in His Hair, war paint on,

first sees Dunbar,

he charges

forward on his horse, and without dismounting, shouts,
Wind In His Hair.

"I am

I am Wind In His Hair. Do you see that I

am not afraid of you? Do you see?" Then he turns and gallops
off. While the ritual might sound a bit silly to modern
ears, Dunbar

(after he sees that he won't be killed)

keels

over in a dead faint--an effective reminder of the power of
such a rite. Later in the film, after the buffalo hunt, when
Dunbar stages his own tribal dance around the fire in an
effort to ease his loneliness,

to feel part of a whole,
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sound of Indian chants fill the soundtrack,
he has,

and we see that

in small measure, accomplished his purpose through

the adoption of their ritual. At the end of the film, Wind
In His Hair's original chant is revised and elevated to
tribute, a celebration of the bond of friendship that has
been forged between the two.
Conflict plays a role in Dunbar/Dances's development.
After

thePawnee

attack, he says,

felt before," but

"I felt a pride I'd

never

it is not a personal pride, but rather

pride in belonging to a group.

Dunbar:

I'd never really known who John
Dunbar was. Maybe the name itself
had no meaning. But as I heard my
Sioux name being called over and over
again, I knew who I really was.

As Dunbar watches the Sioux depart from the buffalo
hunt, silhouetted against a purple horizon, he explains.

Dunbar:

I'd
to
so
the
was

never known a people so eager
laugh, so devoted to family,
dedicated to each other. And
only word that came to mind
harmony.

Thus, as it happens throughout the movie, bonds are
made--between man and nature, man and woman, man and other
men. Dunbar has been transformed by the influence of the
Sioux, moving from the lone, detached leader to an integral
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member of the Sioux culture.
Little Big Man has been called a parody of Western
themes

(Wright, 1975); it has also been referred to as an

anti-Vietnam statement:
Thomas Berger's comic, picaresque novel about the
events that led up to Custer's Last Stand was brought
to the screen by Arthur Penn during the anti-Vietnam
war period, and he put white murderousness and racism
at the center of the narrative. (Kael, 1982, p. 330)
It has also been called, as Kael

(1982) goes on to

note, an "American Candide whose adventures take him back
and forth between the red man's culture and the white man's
culture."
The film's protagonist, Jack Crabbe,

is a

disenfranchised leader, who neither incorporates the Eastern
leadership style exhibited by Old Lodge Skins, nor the
autocratic style of Custer. Nor, however,

is he a

particularly effective follower. The death of his parents
deprives him of their leadership; however, he is captured by
the Cheyenne, which causes him to come under their guidance.
Though his sister Caroline is also taken into the Cheyenne
camp, she escapes. Presumably, Jack has the option at this
point of following his older sister out of camp, but it is
an option he chooses not to take. He learns many things from
the Cheyenne,

especially from Old Lodge Skins, a tribal

elder.
Later, when he is chased by a soldier, he sheds his
Indian affiliation just as easily. Under the leadership of
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the Pendrakes,

he espouses religion, but only because he is

smitten with Mrs. Pendrake. When he realizes she is a
sinner, he turns away from religion. He follows Merriweather
into the con game, but he gives that up, too, when Caroline
seems to offer a better position.

(While Jack and Caroline

make a display of filial love when they recognize each
other,

it is difficult to forget how easily they parted as

children in the Indian camp. Merriweather and Jack are being
tarred and feathered, Caroline is the leader of the mob; her
position seems clearly superior.)
Jack tries to become a gunfighter under Caroline's
leadership,

but when he finds out the true cost of operating

as the Soda Pop Kid, he gives that up, as well. The
financial cost of being a less-than-savvy merchant puts him
out of business, with no particular desire to try to regain
his store.

In Indian territory, he feels Indian, but when he

enters Custer's camp, he sheds his Indian identity once
more. He signs on as a soldier, but won't fight In^'._..s; he
leaves the Indian tribe, supposedly to assassinate Custer,
but can't bring himself to pull the trigger. Nor does he
return to the tribe, becoming a drunk instead, and existing
outside the margin of all societies. Jack's feeble attempts
at leadership are juxtaposed with his ineptitude as a
follower as well.
If Jack is a poor follower,

however,

the leaders with

whom he attempts to align himself are no more effective. The
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white leaders,

in particular, provide little justification

for confidence in their guidance.
Most notably lacking in the white leadership is vision.
Pendrake whips Jack for a hayloft encounter with a young
girl; the dour, pompous preacher sees sinfulness in a young
boy's sexuality, while he can not--or will not--recognize
the adulterous behavior of his own wife. Merriweather's
vision is literally impaired: he has lost an eye to irate
customers. He can not see that his vocation is causing his
body to be "whittled down, bit by bit." Caroline's vision of
a gunfighter is distorted by her own frustrated sex drive.
Custer, of course,

is the most notable example of

distorted vision; everywhere the general looks, he sees
proof of his own greatness. Custer seems to display
superhuman vision at the moment Jack freezes in his
assassination attempt; the contemptuous general surveys Jack
through his shaving mirror,

rather as if he had "eyes in the

back of his head." Yet both the mirror and Custer's faual
underestimation of Jack Crabbe are symbolic of the general's
vision--Custer sees only himself, even when he looks at
others, and thereby creates the condition for his own
downfall.

In fact, his sight fails him completely at Little

Big Horn, when he sees himself in the Senate, and begins a
raving address.
Lodge Skins, on the other hand,

is a far wiser and more

sympathetic leader. More a visionary than a leader, he
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imparts wisdom through a mixture of spiritualism and realism
(giving direction and dispensing advise)

more than outwardly

leading the group. His leadership is more hidden--more
subtle-- instilling others with a sense of direction. His
vision, both spiritual and worldly,

is portrayed as being

more acute than that of his white contemporaries. He can see
that the white man's moral compass is spinning--they are out
of touch

"with the

center of the earth." He can also see

that the

white man's numbers are superior, and the Indian's

days are

numbered.

delusion

at Little Big Horn, the chief's delusion that they

In contrast to Custer's egomaniacal

are actually invisible to the soldiers attacking the camp
turns out to be seemingly true.
Still,

the Chief has lost his ability to see the

physical world

(with age he grows blind,

literally), and he

can offer no practical guidance in being an Indian in a time
when the Indians are marked for extinction. His somewhat
melodramatic solution--to wait on a mountain for death-proves impractical.
Jack's only attempt at leadership, on the other hand,
is hypocritical and ends unhappily. His only successful
leadership is the "turning of the screw" against Custer,
when he "leads" the foolish Custer into the engagement at
Little Big Horn. Though the results are far from successful
for Custer,

they do extract the retribution that Jack had

long been seeking. However,

it was Jack's lack of leadership
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and seeming lack of integrity that caused Custer to
disbelieve Jack's warning of the dangers awaiting at Little
Big Horn.
Both Custer and Lodge Skins were visionaries of sorts,
only Custer was delusional in his aggrandizement of himself,
and Lodge Skins was fatalistic in his realism. The Indians
are rid of their nemesis Custer, but Lodge Skins realizes
the inevitability of their fate. As he points out,

"we won

today. We won't win tomorrow."
Highlighting the difficulty of leadership in the
absence of a shared vision,
one leader's viewpoint.

Posse charts the broadening of

Isolated by his own nightmares,

Jesse Lee is unwilling, even unable, to assume leadership,
despite the fact that he reveals the capacities--bravery,
strength,

trust of others--required of command. Only after

he has set aside his own, narrow vision and assumed the
broader,

shared vision of Freemanville is Jesse able to

assume his role as a leader. The film opens with Jesse
trying to resign his command and ends with his assuring the
prosperity of Freemanville.
For the first three-quarters of the film, Jesse
attempts to elude a position of authority. Although he
provides ad hoc guidance and care for the childlike Abobo,
he remains aloof from the rest of the posse

(perhaps because

recognizing the validity of the group would mean recognizing
his own responsibility). It is Wheezie who must continually
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remind Jesse that they are a posse; it is Little J who
reaches across racial boundaries to solidify the group.
Meanwhile,

Jesse experiences repeated flashbacks--visions

which he never once shares with another member of the posse.
Jesse's desire for revenge puts him at odds with his
father's teachings, which in the flashback scenes are shown
to be accepted by the Black community. King David's vision
of a peaceful community has been shattered by the vicious
attack by the white mob; yet his dream has survived,

and

even prospered, when Jesse arrives in town.
Still,

the town is teetering on the brink of disaster,

with Sheriff Bates scheming to take the land, with Carver's
help. Some townspeople still want to follow "King" David's
peaceful teachings and avoid violence; others simply don't
want to get involved. They have a shared vision of peace and
prosperity,

but because Jesse has been so consumed by his

own narrow agenda,

they do not trust his appraisal of the

situation.
When they collect sufficient information to realize
their shared vision is being threatened, only then do the
townspeople turn to Jesse for leadership. As "King" David's
son, Jesse has possibly already inherited a position of
trust and responsibility,

trust that he has squandered

through his continued indulgence of his own narrow aims.
This shared vision also empowers Jesse's posse. Earlier
in the film, the group flees Colonel Graham and runs after
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Jesse, begging literally for his leadership,

and almost,

it

seems, his protection. When Jesse starts back for
Freemanville,
him

the posse makes a decision to go ahead without

(suspicious,

as the townspeople were, of Jesse's

motives). They ride back into Freemanville--this time, not
to ask Jesse to save them, but rather to save Jesse,

and the

shared dream of Freemanville.
Bad Girls was released in 1994 by Twentieth-Century Fox
and directed by Jonathan Kaplan. Over the course of the
film,

the character Cody Zamora careens from one end of the

spectrum to the other of what has been labeled as
stereotypical female leadership. At one moment,
domineering and manipulative;
victim,

the next,

she is

she is a helpless

submissive and emotional.

She sets off the movie's chain of events with an act of
machismo,

shooting the drunken Colonel and then faces death

with a bitter bravado. She attempts feminine wile in
withdrawing her funds from the Ague Dulce bank, yet
completely disregards Lilly's warning, determined against
all odds to get the money.
This swagger continues,

as she boasts that she can

cajole the money from Kid Jarrett.

"I know what I'm doing,"

she says to the others, though the scar marks on her back
belie this statement.
After the beating,

she reverts to pitiful victimhood,

asking needlessly for mercy from the obviously gentle and
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well-meaning McCoy,

then showing equally unnecessary

contrition to Anita about not recovering the money, when
Anita is obviously moved by the sight of her friend's
wounds.
In fact, at no point does Cody exhibit any of the
positive characteristics of female leadership noted in
current studies,

such as increased communication skills,

relationship-centered outlook,

a

and a more democratic and

participatory style of leadership

(Ikpa, 1995; Martin,

1993) .
On the contrary,

Cody demands unquestioning obedience,

cutting off any participation in the decision-making
process. Despite what is patently a poor scheme to rescue
both Eileen and their missing funds, she insists that Anita
and Lilly "stay put," or she threatens, they'll be "out."
Though Anita points out it is Cody's desire for revenge
that has brought about Lilly's abduction,

Cody herself shows

no understanr1ing for the passions which cause McCoy to kill
Frank Jarrett--a man who raped McCoy's mother and murdered
his father. She's unwilling to forgive McCoy, even for the
sake of the group,
else’s opinion,

and expels him without regard for anyone

this despite the fact that McCoy has

repeatedly stepped in to save her,
about her pursuers,

first in warning her

and then outside the Jarrett hideout.

Yet, it would seem that Cody reverts once again to her
submissive status, when the group approaches the Jarrett
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hideout to rescue McCoy. Though they enter guns drawn,

they

are obviously surrounded by men who feel no particular
threat by their guns. Moreover,

they've seemingly made no

particular plan as to how to effect McCoy's safe rescue,
other than to take the word of the brutal, maniacal Kid
Jarrett. On Jarrett's request,

they bring in the Gatling

gun, and allow it to be set up, before they, and McCoy,

are

safely away.
After the battle between the women and the outlaws,
Cody once again reverts to her posture of machismo. Earlier,
so stricken with grief that Anita must pull her away from
McCoy's dead body, Cody now follows Kid and demands a
showdown,

taunting him to "pick it up, stick it in, die like

a man." Amazingly, perhaps,

she outdraws the outlaw who has

repeatedly terrorized her.
Significantly,

it is the only successful feat of

machismo which she accomplishes throughout the entire film.
When she shoots the Colonel, she puts herself in jeopardy;
when she disregards Lilly's warning about the Pinkertons,
Eileen is arrested; when she rides into Kid Jarrett's lair
against the advice of the group,

she is raped and beaten;

when she leads the group in an audacious attack on the
outlaws,

Lilly is captured and William Tucker is wounded;

and when she banishes Josh McCoy,

she loses a valuable ally

in more ways than one, and also indirectly brings about
McCoy's death.
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The movie shows a happy ending,

as Eileen finds her

place on the ranch, and the other three ride off toward the
Klondike claim. There are hints at newly emerging skills and
self-esteem on the part of the women; Anita appears to be
more confident, and in the battle, Lilly's heroism on
horseback has saved the group. Thus, all of the women are
beginning to show new-found leadership skills, and thus will
be less dependent upon, possibly even tolerant of, Cody's
unilateral leadership style.
Cultural leadership, or East meets West, defines Dances
with Wolves and Little Big M a n . for both films emphasize the
dynamics involved in understanding cultural diversity. The
leadership concepts displayed by western culture
are juxtaposed against eastern culture

(soldiers)

(Native Americans).

Dances with Wolves witnesses the re-birth of Dunbar as he
lives and learns from the Sioux. Western leadership styles,
as reflected by the attitudes and actions of his fellow
soldiers,

are portrayed as being autocratic and car---ious

(destroying all they touch); whereas,

the leadership styles

of the Sioux exhibit a democratic flavor--seeking consensus
and resolution within the group. The prevailing leadership
styles exhibited in Little Big Man are similar to those seen
in Dances with Wolves. Though more a parody than anything
else, Little Big Man shows the leadership style exhibited by
whites generally to be autocratic and inflexible

(as

portrayed by the delusional, magalomanical leadership of
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Custer), hierarchical in nature--a chain-of-command which
defies logic--and to be followed regardless of the
consequences. Again,

this is contrasted with the more

persuasive, democratic style exhibited by Old Ledge Skins.
Cultural and Gender Leadership theory also best
describe Posse and Bad Girls, for both give an example of
non-traditional leaders. Posse highlights the leadership of
an African-American,

Jesse, and Bad Girls exhibits the

divided leadership of a team of female heroines,

led by

Cody. However, both films fall short in displaying any
distinctive leadership patterns or styles, utilizing instead
all too familiar leadership models.

For, the leadership

styles exhibited in these two films deviate little from
traditional methods already portrayed.
One could make an ethnocentristic case, historically,
for the fact that both groups

(African-Americans and

females) might only have acted out in patterned ways readily
familiar to them (through the "eycc" of a white male
dominated culture), and have thus adopted the cultural
patterns of the dominant white society (Baldwin, Glazer,
Hoo, Myrdal,

& Podhoretz,

noted that female
black leaders

(Bartol,

(Allen,

1966) . Some research studies have
1975; Osborn & Vicars,

1976) and

1975) exhibit leadership in ways not

unlike their white counterparts; however, enough research
has been conducted to suggest different innate patterns of
leadership, between both cultures

(Miskin & Gmelch,

1985;
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Stewart,
Vicars,

1973) and gender (Shakeshaft, 1995; Osborn &
1976), to warrant further study.

Many culture and gender studies pre-dated the release
of Dances With Wolves (1990) , Posse
(1994), and Little Big Man

(1993) , Bad Girls

(1970) with such seminal

anthropological studies of Mead (1930, 1935, 1939) ;
therefore,

it would have been a creative twist for the

directors' of Bad Girls and Posse to have creatively
exhibited alternate patterns and styles of leadership,
rather than merely mimicking those observed so often
(somewhat stereotypically)
Unfortunately, however,

in their white-male counterparts.

this was not successfully

accomplished, nor seemingly even attempted, by either film.
For, in Posse. Jesse

(laissez-faire in his role as a leader)

is delegated the leadership role against his wishes and
desires,

the rest of the band devotedly following him out of

loyalty to his charisma and abilities.
Zamora,

In Bad Gir l s . Cody

though a seemingly pragmatic and hardened whore,

nevertheless, proves lacking in judgment

(and common sense)

as a leader. Though strident in nature, and autocratic in
her leadership style, Cody is continually getting into
scrapes that require assistance from the other women in the
g ro u p .
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CHAPTER 10
CREATING COMMUNITY: THEORY Z IN
THE OUTLAW JOSEY WALES. RIO BRA V O . AND TRUE GRIT

Ouchi
trust,

(1981) noted that the key tenants of Theory Z are

subtlety,

and intimacy;

thus suggesting that a more

involved leader is a more developed,
effective leader. Thus, as Ouchi
intimacy,

and ultimately,

(1981) pointed out,

trust, and understanding grow where individuals

are linked to one another through multiple bonds in a
holistic relationship

(p. 54).

Where the social values of self-reliance and
independence are seen as tantamount
films)

(in many of the reviewed

for survival on the Western frontier,

the cooperation

and impact of the group on the leaders' style of leadership
is evident in these films. However,
is essential to effective leadership

though this cooperation
(the type Z

organization works on the concept of consensual, or
collective,

decision-making)

the ultimate responsibility for

decisions in a Theory Z organization still resides with one
individual. This process, Professor Schein of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology notes,

is "one in

which members of the group may be asked to accept
responsibility for a decision that they do not prefer, but
that the group,
settled upon"

in an open and complete discussion,

has

(Ouchi, 1981, p. 79). Such a combination of
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collective decision making with individual responsibility
demands an atmosphere of trust.

The Outlaw Josey Wales
The Outlaw Josey Wales was released in 1976 by Warner
Bros., directed by and starring Clint Eastwood. As the movie
opens, Josey Wales, a farmer,
band of Kansas "Red Legs"
soldiers)

is plowing his fields, when a

(a renegade group of Union

attack his farm, killing his wife and child, and

leaving him unconscious as his farm burns. Later,

after he

buries his family, he joins "Bloody Bill" Anderson's band of
Missouri guerrillas, who are following the Red Legs into
Kansas. The guerrillas fight until after the war is over,
when Fletcher, a member of their group, convinces them to
surrender to the federal authorities. Josey, however,
refuses the offer of amnesty and watches the proceedings
from a nearby hill.
Unknown to Fletcher, the "federal authority" is
comprised of Red Legs led by Captain Terrill,

the same

murderers who killed Josey's family. Sanctioned by Senator
Jim Lane,

Captain Terrill plans to ambush the unarmed and

unsuspecting guerrillas. From his post above,

Josey can see

the trap and gallops down to warn them. He arrives too late
to save them but exacts a revenge,

turning the Red Legs'

Gatling gun back upon their own men. He escapes,
with Jamie,

riding away

the youngest member of the guerrilla band.
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Jamie, who is wounded,

and Fletcher, who has been held at

gunpoint, are the only two members of the surrendering party
to survive.
Fletcher, who is appalled by the slaughter

(and who has

earlier declined Lane's offer to bring in Josey Wales for an
extra reward), now realizes that he is a marked man, as he
explains to the senator.

Fletcher:
A man like Wales lives by the feud.
Because of what you did here today,
I've got to kill that man.
Lane:
He'll have to run for it now. And
Hell is where he's headed.
Fletcher:
He'll be waiting there for us, Senator.

Thus,

Fletcher reluctantly joins Terrill and his Red

Legs in pursuit of Josey and the injured Jamie, who are
headed for the Indian Nations. They catch up at a river
crossing, but Josey shoots the tow rope on the ferry and
sends the Red Legs posse spinning down the river.
Josey and Jamie, now with a substantial price on their
heads, stop so that Jamie, still bleeding severely,

can

rest. Jamie is resting, huddled under his blanket, when they
are surprised by two bounty hunters. Jamie feigns delirium,
babbling about stolen gold hidden under his blanket. When
the greedy bounty hunter pulls away the blanket,

Jamie

shoots him with his hidden gun, and Josey kills the other
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man.
They come upon the contingent of Red Legs once more,
final obstacle before they can cross into the Nations.

a

It is

dark and raining, and that, Josey tells Jamie, will give
them an "edge." Jamie, however, doesn't hear; he has died.
Josey puts the boy's body on his horse.

Josey:
This boy was brought up in a time of
blood and dying, and he never questioned
a bit of it. Never turned his back
on his folks or his kind. I rode with
him. I got no complaints.

Explaining that the "blue bellies" will give him a
better burial, Josey sends the horse down into the Red Legs
camp. As the soldiers fire at the passing horse, Josey rides
through undetected.
Inside the Nations, an elderly Indian pulls a rifle, as
he sees a riderless horse gallop past.

Immediately he feels

the barrel of a pistol behind his head, and Josey introduces
himself.

The Indian tells him he has heard of Josey Wales,

and that

he's heard a man can get a

lot of money by killing

him.
Josey:
Seems like you was looking to gain
some money.
Indian:
Actually, I was looking to gain an
e d g e . I thought you might be someone
who would sneak up behind me with a gun.
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The Indian's name is Lone Watie; he is a widower whose
family has died on the Trail of Tears.

"Seems like we can't

trust the white man," Josey commiserates.
The two men strike up a friendship of sorts and decide
to head to Mexico together, where the unreconstructed
General Shelby is rumored to be headquartered.
They stop for supplies at a trading post at the edge of
the Creek Nations, where Josey sees the trading post owner,
a corrupt and abusive man, beat a female Indian employee.
Later,

the trading post owner does nothing as two drifters

prepare to rape the woman. Josey tries to casually interrupt
them,

inquiring about the availability of their horses for

sale; one of the men recognizes him. Josey shoots both men
and takes their horses; the Indian woman, Little Moonlight,
follows them, and Josey reluctantly allows her to join their
group.
They reach a frontier town in Texas, where Josey is
again recognized. He shoots three men in a gunfight, Lone
Watie taking the fourth,

and they gallop away, Red Legs

following them. Little Moonlight pulls her horse in front of
the pursuing soldiers to delay them, and they knock her off
her horse, abusing her.
As they ride away, Josey and Lone Watie voice their
regret about having to leave Little Moonlight.

Josey:
I kinda liked her. Then it's always
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like that.
Lone Watie:
Like what?
Josey:
After I get to liking someone,
they ain't around long.

They discuss the gunfight back in town, and Lone Watie
asks Josey how he knew which man to take first. Josey gives
his reasons for eliminating each man, reasons such as
"scared eyes" and a "flapped holster." Lone Watie asks Josey
about the fourth.

Josey:
I never paid him no mind. You
were there.

Little Moonlight reappears, with the supply horse, and
the group moves on. They are the only family, she has, she
explains to Lone Watie. As they camp for the night, Lone
Watie asks Josey about his gunfighting skills.

Lone Watie:
You know, every man that I ever
knew who was good with a gun
and lived, always had an edge.
Some of them would like to have
the sun behind their back.
Josey:
That's always a good idea. Yeah,
sure pays to have an e d g e .
Lone Watie:
Yeah....
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They come upon a band of Commancheros raiding a wagon
of Kansas settlers moving south. The two elderly men of the
party have been killed, leaving only an elderly woman and
her granddaughter. The outlaws are about to rape the young
girl, v/hen their leader pulls them away, saying she will be
worth more in a trade to the Commanche chief Ten Bears if
she is "fresh."
Lone Wattie, who has climbed to a higher point,
stumbles,

accidentally knocking a rock down, so that when he

slides down the hill, the alerted Commancheros surround him.
He, along with the grandmother and young girl, are tied to
the back of a wagon, and begin a forced march toward Ten
Bears' encampment. With the sun at his back, Josey appears
on the ridge. Lone Watie turns to the old lady and promises,
"get ready,

lady, hell is coming to breakfast." Indeed,

Josey slaughters the Commancheros,

Little Moonlight shooting

the last of the ruthless outlaws.
The old lady--flinty opinionated Grandma Sarah Turner-and her granddaughter,

Laura Lee, are headed south toward a

homestead near the town of Santa Rio that Granny Sara's son
Tom has promised will be a "paradise" of live oaks and
cottonwoods. Tom, who was killed in the Civil War, began the
homestead before he returned to Kansas to join the Union
army.
Skeptical,

Josey and his group ride along to protect

them. When they reach Santa Rio,

they find a near ghost
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town; the silver has run out, and now the town consists of a
half dozen residents: a bartender,

a gambler called Ten

Spot, an aging "saloon girl" named Rose, and three cowboys.
This rag-tag assemblage greets Josey politely,

then

enthusiastically when Josey shares the Commanchero whiskey.
They are surprised when two bounty hunters tracking Josey
station themselves outside the saloon. When one of them
comes inside to shoot Josey, Josey kills him first; the
other bounty hunter runs away, and the rest of Josey's group
regard him with silent sympathy.
Later, the entire group,

including the "town" of Santa

Rio, rides out to the Turner ranch, and they all pitch in to
put the abandoned homestead to right. Grandma Sarah invites
them all to stay there and be part of the ranching
operation. Lone Watie and Little Moonlight agree, but Josey
remains aloof.
Ten Bears' men have been watching the activity in the
homestead, ar.i when Lone Watie and two of the cowboys are
out rounding up cattle,

they are captured by the Commanches.

Lone Watie escapes and warns the homestead that Ten Bears
will attack them in the morning.
Josey prepares the homestead for the attack,

stationing

people, and issuing instructions.

Josey:
When things look bad and it looks
like you're not going to make it,
then you got to get mean. I mean,
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plumb mad dog mean, cause if you lose
your head and you give up, you neither
live nor win. That's just the way
it i s .
At dawn, Josey saddles his horse,

and Lone Watie

explains to the women that their leader is a guerrilla
fighter and can accomplish more on horseback. He "will take
the fight to the enemy," Lone Watie says.
In fact, Josey is taking something else to the enemy:
an offer to live in peace. Fearlessly, he rides into Ten
Bears'

camp, where surrounded by Commanches, he explains his

mission to the chief.

Josey:
I came here to die with you or live
with you. Dying ain't so hard for men
like you and me. I t s living that's hard
when all you've ever cared about's been
butchered or raped. Governments don't
live together. People live together.
With governments you don't always get a
fair word, or a fair fight. Well, I've
come here to give you either one, or get
either from you. I came here, like this,
so you'll know that my word of death is
true, and that my word of life is then
true....I ain't promising you nothing
extra. I'm just giving you life, and
you're giving me life. And I'm saying that
men can live together without butchering
one another.

Ten Bears,

lamenting that governments are chiefed by

"double tongues," agrees, and peace is made, Josey and Ten
Bears becoming blood brothers.
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The peace is about to be shattered,

however, when

Terrill and his Red Legs, tipped by the bounty hunter,

rides

into Santa Rio. Meanwhile, Josey realizes he can't settle
down until he has completed his mission of vengeance. He
mounts his horse and prepares to ride away, when Terrill and
his large company of Red Legs appear. Josey is alone,
Terrill sneers,

but even as he says that,

rifles appear in

the windows of the cabin. In the ensuing gun battle, the Red
Legs are all killed, except for Terrill, who gallops away
with the wounded Josey following.
Josey tracks Terrill into town; Josey's guns have run
out of bullets,

and he taunts Terrill,

clicking the empty

chambers at the cowering murderer. Josey holsters his guns,
staring at Terrill. The murderer,

regaining his composure,

draws his sword, but Josey kills him with it.
Fletcher and two Texas Rangers are waiting inside the
saloon. When Josey enters, the bartender,

Rose and Ten Spot

spin a lie about Jcsey Wales' death in another part

-f

Texas. They greet Josey as "Mr. Wilson," as they cautiously
explain the Rangers' mission.
Fletcher and Josey recognize each other, although
neither acknowledges the fact. As the Rangers ride away,
believing their mission is over and that Wales is dead,
Fletcher says he does not believe their story; he does not
think Josey Wales could be killed so easily.
Josey turns and walks away, but stops when Fletcher
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speaks again.
Fletcher:

I think I'll go down to Mexico to
try to find him.
Josey:
And then?
Fletcher: He's got the first m o v e ...I owe
him that. I think I'll try to
tell him the war's over. What do
you say, Mr. Wilson?
Josey:
I reckon so. I guess we all died
a little in that damned war.

Josey rides away, presumably toward the homestead.

Rio Bravo
Rio Bravo, filmed in 1959 for Warner Brothers Studios
and directed by Howard Hawks, opens as, Dude

(Dean Martin),

the drunken ex-deputy, disheveled and tattered,

slips into

the town saloon. He surveys the scene with alcoholic
longing. Sneering,

Joe Burdett

(Claude Akins)

tosses a

dollar into a spittoon; as Dude reaches into it, John T.
Chance

(John Wayne),

the sheriff, kicks the spittoon across

the room. Chance regards Joe with contempt and walks toward
him; Dude comes behind the sheriff and clubs him. As Chance
falls to the floor, unconscious, Joe's men grab Dude,

and

Joe begins to pummel him mercilessly. Another cowboy tries
to intervene,

and Joe shoots him. Joe and his men leave the

saloon, with Dude and Chance still unconscious and the
cowboy lying dead.
Joe enters another saloon, and as he is drinking,
Chance,

armed with a shotgun, comes to arrest him. Behind
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Chance,

two of Joe's men draw their guns. Dude, sneaking

into the saloon, steals a gun from one of Joe's men and
holds them at bay. Chance slugs Joe with the barrel of his
shotgun, knocking him unconscious,

and he and Dude drag him

to the jail.
Joe's brother, Nathan Burdett

(John Russell),

men surround the town, and thus, when Pat Wheeler

has his
(Ward

Bond), a local rancher, passes through, he realizes that
Chance and the Burdetts are at a standoff. Chance gives the
rancher, who is a friend, an assessment of the situation.

Chance:

Wheeler:
Chance:
Wheeler:

Chance:
Wheeler:
Chance:
Wheeler:

He's [Burdett] got this town so
bottled up that I can't get Joe out
or any help in.
Who have you got helping you?
You met half of them.
You mean, that fellow with the
badge who stopped me? [referring
to Dude] Who else?
Stumpy. You know him. He's watching
Joe and guarding the jail.
A game-legged old man and a drunk.
That's all you got?
That's what I 've g o t .
If I ever saw a man holding a bull
by the tail, you're it.

After Wheeler leaves, Chance goes into the jail,
scolding Stumpy (Walter Brennan), the "game-legged" old
deputy,

to stay inside with Joe. Dude enters, and Joe tries

to taunt him about his drinking. Chance and Dude go outside,
and as they survey the Burdett men stationed around the
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town, Chance warns Dude that arresting them would not only
be illegal but ill advised,

since it would give them a

foothold into the jail.
Chance goes over to the hotel to give a package to the
owner, Carlos

(Pedro Gonzalez). There,

he meets Feathers

(Angie Dickinson), a beautiful gambler who is traveling on
the stage,

which has been delayed in order to repair a

broken wheel.
That evening, when Chance sees that Dude is suffering
from withdrawal symptoms, he suggests they take a walk
around town. They patrol the streets,

and at the hotel,

Carlos tells him worriedly that Pat Wheeler has been
soliciting help on their behalf, an act which could provoke
Burdett vengeance on the rancher.

Inside the hotel, Chance

pulls Wheeler from a card game. He tries to explain why it
isn't prudent for Wheeler to get involved, or to enlist
involvement of others.

Chance:

Anybody sides in with me right now is
liable to find themselves up to their
ears in trouble.

When Wheeler suggests that his own men could serve as
deputies,

Chance points out the impracticality of the idea.

Chance:

Suppose I got 'em, what would I have?
Some well-meaning amateurs, most of them
worried about their wives and kids.
Burdett has thirty or forty men, all
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professionals. Only thing they're
worried about is earning their pay.
No, Pat, the only thing we'd be doing
is giving them more targets to shoot
at. A lot of people would get hurt.
Joe Burdett isn't worth it. He isn't
worth one of those that would get killed.

As the conversation continues, Wheeler's lack of
confidence in Dude is clear, and Dude excuses himself so
that Chance and the rancher can "talk freely." Chance
explains to Wheeler that Dude was once the best gun he ever
worked with, and that it was a failed love affair with a
woman who was "no good" that turned the deputy into a drunk.
How long will the new-found sobriety last, Wheeler wonders.

Chance:
Wheeler:
Chance:

I don't know.
So in the meantime, you have to
take care of him, huh?
He's been doing a pretty good job at
taking care of me.

Understanding finally that Chance will accept only the
help of professionals, Wheeler suggests they approach
Colorado
Colorado,

(Ricky Nelson), the rancher's only hired gun.
however, declines the job, saying what he's best

at is minding his own business. Wheeler is disappointed in
Colorado's response, but Chance says it merely shows the boy
has "good sense."
Back at the card game, Feathers leaves the table.
Chance confronts her; he has just been told the deck they
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have been playing with is three cards short, and she meets
the description on a handbill of the female companion of a
notorious gambling cheat. Chance's accusation,
wrong;

however, was

it was another player who was the cheat. Feathers is

angry when Chance refuses to apologize.
Out on the street, Wheeler is shot in the back. Seeing
Wheeler lying dead, Colorado wants to join Chance, as he and
Dude head for the stable where they believe the assailant is
hiding.

Colorado: I want to go with you.
Chance:
You want to help get the man who killed
your boss.
Colorado: Wouldn't you?
Chance:
I wouldn't have let him get shot.
You had a chance to get in this, and
you didn't want it. Stay out. We
d o n 't need y o u .

In the stable, the assailant shoots at Chance, hitting
a grain sack, and thereby blinding the sheriff with flying
debris. As the murderer rushes from the stable, Dude gets
off a shot. When Chances stumbles out, Dude tells him the
assailant has fled to the Burdett saloon. They should be
able to track him, since he stepped into a puddle and will
have muddy b o o t s .

Chance:
You figure we're going in there
after him.
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Dude:
A r e n 't we ?
Chance:
We used to.
There's eight or ten
Burdett men in there.
Dude:
Maybe more.
Chance:
You take the back door. I'll
go in the front .
Dude:
I'd like to try-Chance:
You'd like to try what?
Dude:
I been going in the back door.
They haven't been letting me
in the front.
Chance:
Think you're good enough?
Du d e :
I'd like to find out.
Chance:
So would I .

They advance toward the saloon, and Dude enters the
front door,

immediately confiscating the shotgun behind the

bar. The deputy faces down the men in the saloon, ordering
them to drop their weapons, and showing himself in command
of the situation. His confidence begins to dissolve,
however, when no muddy boots are found. The men in the
saloon begin to jeer at Dude,

telling him perhaps he is

having delusions. Have a drink, they suggest, and one of the
cowboys throws another dollar in the spittoon. Dude,
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wandering down the bar,

suddenly spies blood dripping from

the injured assailant hiding in the loft above. He turns and
shoots the hidden man, killing him with one shot. A fiftydollar gold piece is found in the dead m a n ’s pockets, and
Chance warns the men in the saloon that they'd better go
back to Burdett and ask for more money, because they're
going to have to earn it.
Back at the jail, Dude and Chance recount the incident
to Stumpy; the old man is jubilant,

but Chance is gruff,

warning Dude that the next time Burd e t t 's men would be ready
for him, instead of dismissing him as a harmless drunk.
Colorado brings Wheeler's personal effects to the jail,
and commends Dude for killing the rancher's murderer. Since
all of Wheeler's assets are frozen,

Colorado explains that

the ranch hands are without money. Chance promises to sign
for them for meals at the hotel, and Colorado asks that he
do it soon--before something happens to him. Not offended at
the remark,

Chance observes after Colorado leaves that the

young gunslinger is smart, and good,

too--so good he feels

no need to prove himself.
Chance goes back to the hotel to sleep, and meets
Feathers once again. She apologizes for her earlier anger,
not knowing,

she says, what kind of trouble he faces. She

explains her life story,

that she is the widow of the

gambler in the handbill,

and that she never knew he cheated

until the night he was killed. Chance in turn promises to
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contact the sheriff who issued the handbill, and have them
recalled. That night, Feathers sleeps outside Chance's room,
and orders Carlos not to wake him. When Chance arises and
finds out what happened, he is befuddled, and he and the
woman have a sputtering exchange.
Meanwhile, Nathan Burdett,

accompanied by several of

his men, rides in to see his brother. Dude is stationed just
outside town to collect all weapons; Nathan treats him with
contempt. At the jail, Chance explains to Nathan that Stumpy
will shoot Joe at the first indication of a jail break.
That evening,

Chance returns Dude's guns. Two years

earlier Dude had sold them to a cowboy for liquor money.
Chance bought them from the cowboy and has saved them ever
since. He has also saved Dude's clothing, and when Dude
cleans up, Stumpy,

not recognizing him,

shoots at him as he

approaches the jail.
The next day, as Dude s t m d s at his post at the edge of
town, Burdett's men surprise him, knocking him unconscious.
One of them takes his hat and vest and assumes his position.
The three others ride up the street, where Chance is
conversing with Colorado outside the hotel. Chance is
rolling a cigarette,

his rifle leaned against the hitching

post, and Colorado has gone into the hotel for matches,

when

the men approach, pretending that one of the men is injured.
Before Chance can move toward his rifle,

they draw their

pistols and order him to take them to the jail to release
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Burdett.

Inside the hotel,

Feathers urges Colorado to go

out, but he tells her that would get Chance killed. He tells
her that he is going out to the porch, and when he's clear,
she is to throw a flower pot out the hotel window. He walks
out, she throws the pot,

the Burdett men are distracted long

enough for Colorado to throw Chance his rifle and shoot one
man before he and Chance dispose of the remaining two.
Chance shoots the man who had assumed Dude's identity,

as

the man tries to escape.
Inside the stable where Dude has been held, Chance
unties his deputy. Dude, already suffering from tremors in
his hands,

is disgusted with himself and tells Chance he is

going to resign. The two have an angry confrontation,
the end Chance, disgusted,

but in

tells Dude to meet him at the

jail, and he will pay him.
On the way to the jail, Chance stops to thank Colorado.
The young gunslinger has now gotten himself involved,
whether he wanted to or not, a fact that Burdett will not
forget. Shrugging,

Colorado decides he might as well get

paid for his trouble and agrees to sign on as a deputy. At
the jail, Dude watches mournfully as Colorado dons a badge.
After the young man leaves,

he stares into the whiskey

bottle in front of him. Suddenly, he hears the wail of the
trumpet from the Burdett saloon. It is the song that was
played by the Mexicans at the Alamo, signifying no quarter
will be given; Burdett has decreed it will be played until
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Joe is out of jail. It played all day the day before, and
now, hearing the song again, Dude is filled with new resolve
and decides to stay on as deputy.
Later,

that evening, Chance devises a plan, a holding

action until the arrival of reinforcements due to arrive in
several days. They will all stay in the jail, he says, and
he and Dude go to the hotel to pick up needed supplies. At
the hotel,

however, Burdett's men are lying in wait. After

they surround and disarm Chance and Dude,

they order Chance

to take them to the jail. Dude urges Chance to go. Chance
and three of Burdett's men head for the jail, and once
inside,

Stumpy, asking for the keys as a ruse, shoots the

men as Chance moves out of the way.
Chance and Colorado rush back to the hotel, but
Burdett's men have already escaped,

taking Dude with them.

Carlos relates the men's anger at Dude,

Chance:

for setting them up.

He sent them over there, all right.
He knew what he was doing. He knew
what Stumpy would do, too. That's why
they're not happy about it.

Chance arranges a parlay with Burdett, but Burdett
sends word through Carlos that he wants a trade, Joe for
Dude. Colorado points out that, as the only two witnesses to
Joe's crime, Chance and Dude will never be allowed by
Burdett to live.
Chance agrees to the exchange,

and the next day,
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Burdett rides into town with his men. Watching out the
window, Colorado tells Chance he is riding with him.

Colorado:
When you decided to make the trade
for Dude, I went along with you. I'm
going along now.
Chance:
Why?
Colorado:
Just say I'd like a closer look.
Chance:
Up to now,

Stumpy,

I thought you were smart.

too, wants to accompany them, but Chance

forbids it.

Chance:

Stumpy:

You've done a good job here because
you haven't had to move around m u c h .
But out there if anything happens,
you'll have to move and move fast. I'd
feel better if you weren't there.
Plain enough. Old cripples ain't wanted.

Chance and Colorado take Joe to the point of the
exchange; Joe and Dude walk toward each other between the
storage house where Colorado and Chance are, and the other
building where Burdett's men are. As two men get even with
each other, Dude pushes Joe down, out of the line of fire.
The shooting breaks out, as Joe and Dude grapple with each
other. Colorado watches as Joe seems to be beating Dude.
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Colorado:
Want me to help Dude?
Chance:
He'll take Joe all right.

As predicted, Dude takes Joe; however, the two of the
Burdett men are preparing to move around behind Chance and
Colorado. They

hear Stumpy's high pitched laugh,as he

shoots the two

men. Carlos, bearing an extra rifle and

shells, appears at the startled Chance's side.

Chance:
Colorado:

Who'll turn up next?
Maybe the girl with another
flower pot.

Stumpy has positioned himself on a wagon of dynamite;
Chance goes to warn him, as Carlos covers him. Stumpy,
hearing that the wagon is "loaded," runs away, but not
before he loots the wagon for supplies. Reunited with
Chance,

he throws the dynamite toward the Burdett posicion

and the sheriff shoots. Surrounded by the massive firepower,
the Burdett gang surrenders.
Chance visits Feathers in her hotel room, where she is
trying on a skimpy outfit she is to wear as her costume if
she decides to work for Carlos. Chance tells her that he
will arrest her if she wears that, and, in a round-about
way, he proclaims his love for her. Jubilant,

she hugs

Chance, who tosses her outfit out the hotel bedroom window.
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True Grit
A 1969 Paramount release, directed by Henry Hathaway
and starring John Wayne as Rooster Cogburn, True Grit opens
with Frank Ross bidding good-bye to his family, as he sets
off with his hired hand, Tom Chaney,

for Fort Smith,

where

he plans to purchase ponies for breeding. Frank's wife
thinks he should take the train; his teenage daughter,
Mattie

(who reveals a shrewd head for business in their

brief farewell scene) urges him to make a good trade for the
ponies--and to take his gun, a relic of his Civil War days.
In Fort Smith, after Ross has completed his business,
he is forced to pull a drunken Chaney from a card game,
where Chaney is about to become involved in a brawl. As the
two men leave the saloon,

Chaney pulls a gun and shoots

Ross; as

the crowd pours from

robs the

corpse and runs away.

the

saloon,

Chaney quickly

In the next scene, Mattie and the family's other hired
hand, Yarnel Poindexter, have come to Fort Smith to claim
Frank Ross's body. Though she is young and a little awed by
the town, Mattie is determined not only to settle her
father's

business, but to see his killer brought

to justice.

When she

finds out Chaney has disappeared into Indian

territory and has been spotted taking part in a robbery with
the notorious Ned Pepper, Mattie seeks out the toughest U.S.
Marshal she can find, one Ruben James "Rooster" Cogburn,
aging,

crusty, hard-drinking one-eyed lawman.
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Mattie:
Mr. Rooster Cogburn?
Cogburn: What is it?
Mattie:
They tell me you're a man with true grit.

After sending her father's body home with Yarnel,

she

approaches Cogburn with an offer of reward for Chaney's
capture. At first,

Cogburn rebuffs her, but when she's

willing to meet his price, he agrees.
Mattie meets the stable owner who sold her father the
ponies before his death. Since Chaney stole Mr. Ross's horse
from the stable,

Mattie holds the owner liable, and

threatens him with legal action by her lawyer,

the

indomitable Daggett. Fierce negotiation ensues, but Mattie
bests the stable owner, and he agrees to her terms, buying
back the ponies and reimbursing her for the loss of her
father's horse. After she pays Cogburn an initial
installment on the reward money, she returns to the stable
to purchase once again one of the ponies,

this one to ride

on her journey with Cogburn.
At the boardinghouse where Mattie is staying,

she is

approached by a young Texas ranger, La B o e u f . He, too,
looking for Chaney,

is

who is wanted for the murder of a state

senator back in Texas. La Boeuf plans to capture Chaney,
earn the reward,

as well as the favor of a certain Texas

belle who would be impressed by Chaney's capture. La Boeuf
suggests that he throw in with Mattie and Cogburn,

but
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Mattie won't hear of the plan, since it would mean that
Chaney would be tried in Texas for another murder; she wants
Chaney to hang for her father's murder. She and La Boeuf
break off angrily,

but later La Boeuf strikes a deal with

Cogburn, who is more persuaded by La Boeuf's offer to split
the reward than by Mattie's desire for vengeance. Mattie
demands her initial payment to Cogburn be returned, but
Cogburn tells her he has spent it. She threatens him with
legal action by Daggett and storms away.
The next day, La Boeuf and Cogburn set off, and are
surprised when Mattie joins them as they ford the river for
Indian territory. They have both opposed her presence on the
mission from the start, and now they gleefully lie to a
ferry boat operator,

telling him she is a runaway worth a

fifty dollar reward. Mattie, however, will not be deterred;
she escapes from the operator and rushes headlong on
horseback into the river, beating their ferry to the other
side. The two men try to outrun her, but small Mattie on her
swift pony proves equal to the task once more. Although La
Boeuf is still reluctant about her presence, Cogburn claims
she's "earned her spurs."
The three of them reach a shack where Cogburn believes
they can rest, and they are dismayed to find it occupied by
two drifters. The drifters claim no knowledge of either Ned
Pepper or Tom Chaney, but their suspicious behavior belies
their claims. When one of the men begins to confess,

his
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companion stabs him, and Cogburn,

in turn, shoots the man

with the knife. As the first man lies dying,

he confesses

that Ned Pepper is riding to join them that evening.
Cogburn,

La Boeuf, and Mattie hide out in the hills above

the shack and wait for Pepper to arrive.
As the outlaws ride to the shack,

they are suspicious

when the two men inside don't answer their calls. When one
of Pepper's men fires off a gun, La Boeuf mistakes it for
Cogburn's signal and begins shooting.

In the ensuing melee,

two of the outlaws are killed, but Ned Pepper escapes.
Cogburn is disgusted not only by La B o e u f 's mistaken cue,
but also by his poor shooting; his disgust is further
aggravated by Mattie's concern over La B o e u f 's injured hand.
La Boeuf wants to pursue the outlaws immediately, but
Cogburn has a better suggestion: turn in the four dead
outlaws at McCallister's trading post for any reward, and
then set off.
At McCallister's trading post,

they still find no word

about Chaney. As he prepares to ride to Ned Pepper's
hideout, Cogburn forbids Mattie to come any further. This
time, however,

La Boeuf comes to her defense,

and insists

that she be allowed to finish her mission.
The three set off deeper into the territory,
drunken and surly,

though heading, he insists,

Cogburn

straight for

Ned Pepper. As the three of them break camp in the morning,
Mattie goes alone to a stream, where she spies Tom Chaney.
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She is carrying her father's old pistol and aims it at
Chaney; to both their surprise,

she shoots him when he

starts for her. Injured, he grabs her, as Ned Pepper and the
rest of his gang appear. As La Boeuf and Cogburn run to save
Mattie,

Pepper carries her away into the hills. He calls out

to his old adversary, Cogburn,

that he'll spare the girl

only if he sees the two lawmen ride away over the ridge;
Cogburn agrees,

telling Pepper that he will buy the outlaw

six hours time from an ensuing posse if he releases Mattie.
Since Chaney's mount has bolted during the gunfire at
the creek,

Pepper makes him stay behind with Mattie,

ordering Chaney not to harm her. They have heard C o g b u r n 's
shot on the ridge and believe he and La Boeuf have ridden
away; Pepper promises to return for Chaney by nightfall. The
wounded and embittered Chaney does not believe Pepper,
however,

and he threatens to throw Mattie in a nearby

snakepit in revenge for his bullet wound. When Mattie tries
to escape,

Chaney runs after her, but La Boeuf appears,

in hand. He orders Chaney not to move,

gun

and he and Mattie run

to the edge of the cliff, where they see Cogburn in the
clearing below,

facing Pepper and the three other outlaws.

Contemptuous of the lone Cogburn,
surrender,

Pepper refuses to

as do his cohorts, and a running gunfight ensues.

Cogburn kills the three outlaws and severely wounds Pepper
before Pepper shoots his horse from under him. Cogburn lies
pinned under his dying mount, unable to reach his weapon,
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Pepper rides slowly toward him. Before the outlaw can get
off his shot, however, La Boeuf shoots him from above.
La Boeuf and Mattie start back toward Chaney, who
ambushes La Boeuf with a boulder. Mattie shoots Chaney, but
the recoil from the pistol propels her backwards into the
snakepit. Her arm is broken, and around her the rattlesnakes
hiss menacingly. She calls out for Chaney to help her, but
he only peers into the pit, delighting in her fate, which
appears even more grim when one of the snakes bites her.
Cogburn appears and shoots Chaney, and because of Mattie's
injury, he crawls down into the pit to pull her out. Getting
her out will be a daunting task; as Cogburn curses La Boeuf
for dying so inconveniently,

the young Texan appears,

and

though dying, he places Cogburn's rope on the horn of his
saddle to pull them both out. He dies just as the job is
complete.

Cogburn rushes Mattie to a doctor,

running

Mattie's pony to death and stealing a buckboard in the
process. Mattie recovers, sends the vaunted Daggett to pay
Cogburn his promised reward, along with an extra two hundred
dollars for saving her life.
In the last scene, Cogburn visits Mattie back on the
family farm. Mattie, showing him the family graveyard,

asks

if he will be buried beside her, since he has no kin of his
own. Cogburn agrees to think about the proposition, but only
if he is not asked to occupy the spot too quickly. He scoffs
at Mattie's claim that he is "too old and fat" to jump
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fences and proceeds to prove her wrong,

clearing a four-rail

fence as he makes a grand exit into the sunset.

Analysis of the Films
Wales,
trust,

Chance, and Cogburn begin to develop a sense of

intimacy,

and group identity through their

associations with others, moving them from a task-oriented
to a more relationship-oriented style of leadership.

For, as

each becomes more responsive to, and responsible for, the
needs of the group they become more developed--more humane-varying their leadership style(s)

toward the precepts of

Theory Z .
Though the scope of each of these three films varies,
the leadership styles portrayed by each primary leader are
similar.

Each film begins with the primary protagonists

(Josey Wales, John T. Chance, and Rooster Cogburn)
characters who are somewhat removed from society,
social ouf _a_ts

being
either as

(as with Cogburn and Wales), or as

individuals who, though living within the context of a group
situation

(Chance), do not depend heavily upon the group for

identity.

However,

as each movie progresses, one witnesses a

transformation in these leaders based upon their interaction
with a group

(association with the group transforms the

leadership). The impact that this interaction on each
becomes more defined as the film progresses, developing and
transforming their leadership styles. The leaders move from
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rather individualistic,

task-oriented styles of leadership

(at the beginning of each film) to more cooperative
relationship-oriented styles by the films' end.
In each of the films, the primary leaders are
independent individuals who are brought into interdependent
relationships through necessity, more than willingness.
However,

though reluctant leaders,

at best, Wales, Chance,

and Cogburn find themselves pulled into reliance upon other
group members to combat a common foe. It is the impact of
the group dynamics, which change these leaders,

transforming

them into rather different characters as the films progress.
These associations affect their leadership style(s),
contributing greatly to their character development.
The Outlaw Josey Wales pictures an emotionally scarred
and mentally isolated leader (Josey Wales) who moves from
independence to interdependence. Wales is initially pictured
as a detached,

iconoclastic loner who, unlike his comrades,

refused to surrender after the Civil War. Although driven by
revenge, he is influenced throughout the film by his
interactions with others.
The film opens with Wales futily attempting to rescue
his family as the Red Legs1 burn their house to the ground
killing all but him. He watches helplessly as his comrades,
having been promised that they would receive amnesty for
their surrendering,

are slaughtered by these same Red Legs.

Seen as a fierce enemy (so much so that Fletcher points out
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that Wales will have to be hunted down and killed, otherwise
Wales will exact a heavy toll on them for their crimes),
Wales shows a sense of sincere attachment and compassion
(underneath his gruff facade) as he attempts to minister to
a fatally wounded Jamie. As Little Moonlight is left behind,
buying Josey and Lone Wadie time to escape after having
killed four soldiers in a gunfight,

Josey

uncharacteristically states that he liked Little Moonlight
and that it seems he gets to liking someone and "they ain't
around long." Lone Watie, having asked Josey how he knew
which man to shoot first, and why he did not pay any
attention to the fourth man, finds out that Wales depended
on him to back him up.

Josey:

I never paid him no mind. You were there.

As the film progresses,

so does Wales' group

affiliation. Josey's rescue of the surviving members of a
wagon containing Kansas settlers, Grandma Sarah Turner and
her granddaughter Laura Lee, from Commancheros, and
subsequent decision to guard them for the rest of their
journey,

lead to his alliance with the remaining residents

of the defunct town of Santa Rio. Though feigning detachment
throughout the movie, Josey continually becomes associated
with others whom he rescues, and they,

in turn, eventually

rescue him--from his past and from himself. At the end of
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the film, he has apparently rid himself of his old demons,
suggesting the possibility that he, too, will return to the
Turner ranch and settle down with Laura Lee.
All of the members of the group

(Lone Wadie, Little

Moonlight, Ten Spot, Rose, the remaining cowboys, Grandma
Sarah, Laura Lee, and especially Wales) are outcasts, who,
through various circumstances, have banded together out of
necessity; however,

by the end of the film they have become

more than merely a rag-tag entourage: they have established
a sense of shared identity (of values and purpose)--they
have become as a family.
In Rio Bravo. Chance is a rather dictatorial figure who
rarely depends on others; however, as with Wales, he finds
that a group rallies around him to combat his foes. When
Nathan Burdett1s men threaten the town [because Chance is
holding Burdett's murdering brother Joe (Claude Akins)

in

the town jail], it is the assistance of Stumpy, a "game
legged old man"

(Walter Brennan), Dude, the town drunk

Martin), and Colorado,
Nelson),

a brash young gunslinger

(Dean

(Ricky

that enables Chance to ward off the rancher's

(John

Russell) men. Chance is also aided, as well as smitten, by
Feathers,

the lovely traveling gambler

(Angie Dickinson).

As the leader of this film, Chance (or John T as he is
called by Dickinson)

uses the group to aid him in his quest

for justice, and the importance of the group for Chance's
development becomes obvious,

as Colorado becomes a deputy
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along with a sober Dude and a more revered Stumpy. Also,
Chance has developed a romantic relationship with Feathers,
which, one is led to believe, ends up in their marriage.
True Grit

(adapted from the novel by Charles Portis)

is

the story of a curmudgeonly, profane old one-eyed manhunter
who is hired by Mattie
girl,

(Kim Darby), a fourteen-year old

to avenge the murder of her father, by tracking down

his killer,

a hired hand of her father's named Chaney.

Cogburn is a loner who, as with Wales,
outcast,

is a social

feared more than admired. When Mattie goes to the

stable owner who swindled her father in a horse trading
negotiation

(played by Strother Martin), the corrupt horse-

trader warns Mattie of Cogburn.

Mattie:

Trader:
Matt*"'Trader:

Mattie:
Trader:

I am off early tomorrow morning for the
Indian nation. Marshal Rooster Cogburn and
I are going after the murderer Tom Chaney.
Cogburn! How did you light on that greasy
vagabond?
They say he has grit. I wanted a man with
grit.
Yeah. I suppose he has that. He's a
notorious thumper. He is not a man
I would care to share a bed with.
Nor would I.
I wouldn't trust him too much.

Cogburn's ostracism, whether self-imposed or not,

is

exhibited by the fact that he is boarding in the back of a
small Chinese store, and with Cogburns's primary "family"
being the Chinaman and an old tomcat.
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Cogburn:

This is my father, Chen Lee, and my nephew
General Sterling Price [referring to the
cat] .

Mattie and Cogburn move to the back room of Lee's
store, where Lee and Cogburn clear the table in preparation
for a game of cards.

(Cogburn spoke of being married once,

but said his wife left him, taking their son with her.)
Seeing a rat, Cogburn begins to carry on a conversation with
the rodent, philosophically expressing his views on how one
should treat outlaws.

Cogburn: Mr. Rat, I have a writ here. Now it's
a rat writ, writ for a rat, and this is
lawful service of same. [Turning to Mattie]
S e e ...doesn't listen to me. You can't
serve papers on a rat, baby sister. You've
got to kill 'em or let 'em be.

La Boeuf

(Glen Campbell)

is a Texas ranger who is out

for Mattie's father's killer for another crime he had
committed in Texas, the killing of a state senator. Seeing
Mattie as merel;r a child who would only get in the way, he
has been vehemently opposed to her presence from the start
Throughout the film, however, Mattie proves her "grit"
to both Cogburn and La Boeuf, endearing herself to them
both. By the end of the film, both men's affinity for Mattie
is evident. Near the end of the film, La Boeuf,

though

mortally wounded, brings Mattie and Cogburn up from a
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snakepit with his last bit of strength (literally). Then,
Cogburn, while holding on to the unconscious Mattie

(who has

both broken her arm and been snake bitten), mounts her horse
and races toward the nearest doctor. Once the small,
game, animal dies of exhaustion,

but

Cogburn sets off on foot

(carrying Mattie in his arms). Coming upon a buckboard left
unattended by some men, Cogburn steals it and carries Mattie
to the nearest doctor. Cogburn eventually visits Mattie at
her family ranch, where she is standing in the family
graveyard. Pointing to her father's grave, she tells Cogburn
that she will be buried "here" and that she wants him to be
buried beside her. She has incorporated Cogburn into the
inner sanctum of her family--the graveyard.
Collective values, particularly a collective sense of
responsibility is tantamount in Theory Z. A holistic concern
for people and the forming of inclusive relationships,
unlike the "partial inclusion" found in most Western
organizations,

are also hallmarks of a Theory Z

organization. As Ouchi

(1981) stated:

A set of mechanisms provide for the social support
and emotional release necessary for emotional
equilibrium. One such mechanism is the capacity
of group members to 'change hats' and alter the
nature of their relationships to one another for a
short time in order to provide this social release
and balance (p. 52).

As with all other characteristics of the Japanese
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management system, decision making is embedded in a complex
of parts that hang together and rely upon trust and subtlety
developed through intimacy"

(Ouchi, 1981, p. 47). Each of

these three films portray leaders as outcasts,

as are their

respective groups. Though the leaders are rather reluctant
to acquire followers,
leaders,

the followers are attracted to the

for one reason or another, and through bonds of

shared trust create a sense of community and intimacy.
In The Outlaw Josey Wales. Wales is an embittered man
seeking revenge, yet when Jamie is wounded and needing his
assistance he gives it (Jamie also saves Wales'

life). Lone

Wadie has also lost his family and his hope. Sensing an
understanding in Wales, Lone Watie follows Wales. Little
Moonlight has been captured from her tribe, and has become
the chattel of a harsh and abusive trading store proprietor
when Wales comes along. Grandma Turner and her granddaughter
Laura Lee

are rescued by Wales and are guided

Santa Rio.

The remaining townspeople of Santa

by him to
Rio

(Rose,Ten

Spot, the

bartender) are aged outcasts of a boom town gone

bust, and

even Ten Bears has felt the pain of

respects Wales'

loss and

honesty and bravery.

In Rio Bravo. John T. Chance is the sheriff of a town
where some resent his autocratic leadership. He is
surrounded by "a game-legged old man and a drunk." Chance
also befriends a young gunslinger and becomes romantically
involved with a woman with a nefarious past.
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True Grit pits a curmudgeonly,

cantankerous marshal

with a fourteen-year old girl and a socially outcast Texas
ranger.

(La Boeuf mentions that he wants to capture Chaney

to impress a wealthy female back in Texas.) However,

healing

occurs and the leaders find a new life, along with their
compatriots.
Josey Wales,

in The Outlaw Josey Wales, also exhibited

a rather laissez-faire attitude about leadership. However,
he finds himself repeatedly thrust into leadership roles,
where his straightforward, proactive style of leadership
saves the group from certain annihilation. However,

through

the course of the film Wales acquiesces to the needs of the
group, ultimately becoming incorporated into the community.
Rio Bravo has Chance portrayed as an autocratic figure
who, though open to outside help, expects things to be done
his way,

(though he does exhibit genuine affection for his

deputies and his love, Feathers). In True G r i t . Wayne once
again plays a rather autocratic character, Rooster Cogburn.
Yet Cogburn,

though initially a hard-bitten,

curmudgeonly

old loner who is detached from the community in which he
lives, becomes more willing to allow Mattie, once she has
proven her "salt," to enter into the decision-making process
(and his life). He, in turn, becomes an extension of her
family, so much so that she wants him to be buried beside
her.
The Outlaw Josey Wal e s . Rio Bra v o , and True Grit are
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examples of the type of leadership exhibited by "Theory Z."
For, in each,

a sense of trust, community,

and an

appreciation of, and willingness to, sacrifice for that
community is developed through each protagonist's
interaction with groups. All three films were released
before 1981.

In these works, many of O u c h i 1s concepts

concerning Theory Z, and, more importantly,
community can be seen. For example, Ouchi
theory Z organizations

creating

(1981) noted that

(naturally holding many of the

tenants, and exhibiting similar characteristics,
Japanese organizations)

found in

"are more aptly described as clans

in that they are intimate associations of people engaged in
economic activity but tied together through a variety of
bonds"
leaders

(p. 83). This becomes evident in that each of the
(Wales, Chance, and Cogburn)

becomes part of an

extended "family" as the films progress.
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CHAPTER 11
THE DEATH OF LEADERSHIP: A LACK OF SHARED
VISION IN THE LONG RIDERS. BUTCH CASSIDY AND THE SUNDANCE
KID,

THE WILD BUNCH. AND WINCHESTER ' 7 3

Throughout this study,

leadership, especially effective

leadership, has been aligned with vision--both for the
leader and for the organization.

In the following films,

it

is a dearth of vision that created the problems for the
leaders, and caused the ultimate demise of the
organizations. When there is a loss of vision, or lack of
shared vision, an organization,
leadership,

cannot survive. The Book of Proverbs echoed this

sentiment by concluding,
people perish"
Senge

regardless of the

"Where there is no vision,

the

(29:18 KJV ) .

(1990) noted that individual visions needed to

come together as shared visions for growth to occur. For
such a vision the necessary skills are:
(1) Encouraging Personal Vision: Shared visions
emerge from personal visions.
(2) Communicating and Asking for Support: Leaders must
be willing to continually share their own vision.
( 3 ) Visioning as an Ongoing Process: Building shared
vision is a never-ending process.
(4) Blending Extrinsic and Intrinsic Visions: Intrinsic
and extrinsic visions need to coexist; a
vision solely predicated on defeating an adversary
will eventually weaken an organization.
(5) Distinguishing Positive from Negative Visions:
Fear, the energy source behind negative visions,
can produce extraordinary changes in short periods,
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but aspiration endures as a continuing source of
learning and growth.
(6) Balancing Inquiry and Advocacy: Leaders in learning
organizations need to have both inquiry and
advocacy skills, (pp. 25-26)

The Long Riders
Released in 1980 and directed by Walter Hill for United
Artists,

the film opens with the James-Younger gang robbing

a Missouri bank, the Youngers demonstrating
weapons,

(shooting off

shouting, etc.) out front of the bank, while Jesse

and Frank James and Clell and Ed Miller are inside. Whether
out of nerves or a show of bravado, Ed shoots a bank
employee,

and in the confusion of the moment, other

employees along with bystanders begin to fire on the gang.
Jesse is wounded and several of the people inside the bank
are either killed or wounded.
The gang rides out of town. As they regroup on a
riverbank,

Jesse hits Ed and swears never to ride with him

again. Shooting the bank employee was a stupid blunder,
Jesse says, costing the lives of innocent bystanders,

and

nearly costing Jesse his own. Clell, Ed's own brother,
against him.

sides

"I seen what you done," he says, with contempt.

Throwing his share of the money on him, the gang rides away
with a warning not to mention the James's or the Youngers in
connection with the bank.
The scene shifts to a bordello, where Clell and the
Youngers are playing poker. When the bordello musicians
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begin to play a Union tune, they threaten to shoot the
guitar player's hand unless he plays a Rebel song. Belle
Shirley,

the Madame,

slips in behind Cole Younger who is

still playing cards; Cole protests that he does not like
anyone standing behind him.

Belle: Ain't often Belle Shirley stands behind a man
Cole
(slyly):
Well, I reckon that's the truth. Are you
still asking fifteen dollars?
Belle: I sure am.
Cole:
Well, ain't nothing worth that price.
Belle
(looking at his cards):
Well, I don't figure I miss much. But
I'll tell you what I'll do. Go twelve
and a half for you since you're about
to go b r o k e .
Cole:
I only got eleven. [Nods to the cards]
Cut you for it.
Belle: Make your move.

They cut; Cole loses, and Belle bursts into raucous
laughter.

Belle: When your luck changes, you feel
free to call on me.[saunters away]
Cole
(shaking his head and smiling):
Women. Love 'e m .

Meanwhile, Clell is entertaining another prostitute
with a discussion of how the gang got started during the
Civil War.

Clell

(matter-of-factly):
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Reckon we'll keep on going 'til
they lock us up or hang u s .

In the next scene, Jesse, healed now from his wound,

is

walking through the pasture of the Mims farm, where he is
courting, and proposing to Zee Mims, his long-time
girlfriend. He has to leave, he tells her, because the gang
depends on him.

Jesse:

Well, the others ain't no good without
m e . They got to have somebody to make pla n s .

After he proposes,

he tells Zee he is not going to

change the way he lives. Zee agrees,

saying she would not

like him any other way. However, as she discusses the
wedding, she makes it clear she wants a traditional wedding
with most of the county invited.
Up on the hillside, Cole watches the couple, while
Frank chops wood.
"First thing you know they'll get married and settle
down," Cole says contemptuously, but Frank assures Cole that
Jesse will never settle down, even though he admits Jesse is
proposing to Zee.

Cole:

Doesn't go with the way he's living.
First, getting shot, then getting married.
Bad habits.

In their next robbery, the gang chooses a stage coach.
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In the course of the robbery, Bob Younger asks an elderly
passenger if he is a Dixie veteran; the man acknowledges
that he is. Bob introduces himself and tells him he is proud
to meet a Stars and Bars veteran. They ask another
passenger,
a boor,

a younger man who has already shown himself to be

if he too is a veteran. The younger man says yes,

but when it becomes obvious that he is lying, the gang
strips him down to his longjohns and leaves him looking
foolish in front of his new bride, as they gallop away with
the stolen money from the stage cashbox.
Afterwards,
Shirley.

Proudly,

Cole Young storms into the bath of Belle
she asks if there have been other women

that night before her; no, he tells her, and they embrace.
Later in bed,

she brings up the idea of making her "an

honest woman."
Cole grabs her hair.

Cole:
You're serious, aren't you?
Belle: Just want to know what it's like to
be respectable for a change.
Cole: You'll never be respectable, Belle.
You're a whore. You'll always be a
whore. That's why I like you.

In the next scene, Jesse's and Zee's wedding reception
is unfolding,

with dancing, drinking,

and crowded merriment.

The Ford brothers, Bob and Charlie, approach Cole, Frank,
and Clell about joining the gang, but the three seasoned
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outlaws dismiss the Ford brothers for the greenhorns they
obviously are.
Cole walks outside for some air, and Belle shouts to
him from her carriage. Cole approaches and lounges against
the buggy.

Cole:
Evening ma'am.
B el l e :
Looks like everybody's having a
real good time at this affair.
Cole:
Well, I expect so. Free drinks and
food and all.
Belle:
How come I wasn't invited?
Cole (matter-of-factly):
Cause you're a whore. [Turns to go back inside.]
Belle (shouting):
Yeah? At least I ain't a cheap one.

She whips the horses, and the buggy lunges into the
night.
In the next scene,

five Pinkerton agents arrive in the

area, offering a reward for information leading to the
arrest of the James-Younger gang. The Pinkerton leader,
Rixley,

is scornful when a New York reporter by the name of

Reddick doesn't foresee quick and simple success.
Later, when Jim Younger and his cousin John, who is not
a part of the gang, are riding in the woods,

they encounter

a pair of Pinkertons. Even though Jim tells the agents that
John has nothing to do with the gang, one of the agents guns
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down the eighteen-year-old. Before he dies, John shoots one
of the agents; Jim rides down the other and kills him.
Later,

Rixley watches the mortician as he ministers to

the dead agent's body.

Rixley:
People say they got one of the Youngers.
Mortician:
People say they got the wrong Younger.

The Pinkertons' blunder enlarges, when a smoke bomb
tossed into the James home blows up, killing the youngest
James son, a backward fifteen-year-old named Archie. At the
funeral,

the community turns out wearing guns, and even the

minister speaks against the Pinkertons. Jesse swears
revenge, and the entire gang converges on the two remaining
agents to form a firing squad.
With all his agents dead, Rixley tracks the gang with a
posse to t-h<> pig farm of one Mr. McCorkendale.
Inside the barn, dissension begins among the gang. When
Bob complains of the food, Jesse urges him to "mind his
manners," which sets off an argument between the different
sets of brothers. McCorkendale promises to bring some milk
for the outlaws, but as he steps out of the barn,

the posse

opens fire, killing him.
A gunfight ensues between the posse and the gang.
Despite Cole's assurance that McCorkendale is dead,

Frank

runs out to check for himself and is wounded. However,
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gang is able to escape through the back of the barn,

into

the woods to waiting horses.
They split up. The Youngers are drifting southward,
Jesse is in hiding, and Frank,

for the first time, considers

a life outside of robbing. He is considering horse farming,
he tells his bride Amy, though she protests she knows
nothing about horse farming.
Down in Texas,

Cole Younger has found Belle Shirley,

who is now married to a man by the name of Sam Starr,

though

she is still working as a prostitute.
When the two of them meet inside a noisy saloon,
banter,

they

as they always have, but there is a new undertone of

hostility. Belle is late; Cole is irritated.

Cole:
I ain't the waiting-around type.
I ain't the reliable type.

Belle tries to incite Cole,

first by kissing another

man at the bar, and then by threatening to shoot him, but
Cole is unmoved. Suddenly, however, a lividly jealous Starr
bursts into the bar and challenges Cole to a fight.
Obviously,

Starr is bitterly acquainted with his wife's

passion for Younger.
Cole, with no particular zeal, agrees. Belle is
ruthlessly jubilant over the prospect of the two men
fighting over her "honor," handing Cole the sash that will
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bind the two men as they fight hand to hand with knives.
What does the winner get, Cole asks Belle.

Belle

(sneering):
Nothing you both haven't already had.

Cole dryly notes the irony, as he grasps the sash
between his teeth. The two men fight,

and Cole finally stabs

Starr in the leg. The wounded husband sinks to the floor, as
the barroom,

now silent, looks on. Cole lays the sash on

Belle's shoulder, and walks away from the fight, which is
now clearly a defeat for all three parties.
Meanwhile, Rixley predicts to Reddick that the gang
will reunite in Missouri. Soon, this proves true, and the
Youngers,

the James, and Clell meet in an out-of-the-way

drinking h o u s e .
Clell informs the gang that he has found a bank in
Minnesota,

in a town called Northfield. The others want to

know what Jesse thinks, but he defers to Clell, even though
he hasn't even seen the bank. When Cole points out there are
plenty of banks left untried in Missouri,

Jesse quickly

overrules the objection. He has also brought in two new
members,

a unilateral move that surprises the rest of the

ga n g .
They spend the night at a local bordello,

indulging in

the services of the prostitutes--all the gang, except Jesse.
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As Frank gets dressed, he makes a half apology to the
prostitute he spent the evening with. He is a married man
now, he tells her, and perhaps it has slowed him down a bit.
Cole, on the other hand, speaks only in the language he sees
necessary for the exchange, as he shows the bill to the
prostitute,

then drops it on the bureau as he leaves.

Outside, Jesse is waiting for them.

Jesse

(disgustedly):
Hope you boys had a good time last night.
Cole: How was yours?
Jesse (haughtily):
I've got better things to think about.
Cole
(smirking):
Family man.
Jesse (angrily):
My family's something you don't talk
about, Cole Younger.

At this, Cole's good humor fades.
On the train to Minnesota,

Frank reads the newspaper,

Jesse the Bible, while the Youngers while away the time
singing and playing the Jews harp, with Cole planning to
write his memoirs to increase his own legend. When Frank
asks him for a free copy, Cole demurs.

Cole:

You gotta pay, Frank. You gotta pay.

On horseback,

the gang approaches the outskirts of

Northfield. When Jim suggests they send in a couple of
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scouts, Jesse scoffs.

Jes s e :
We rob banks, Jim. We don't need
any checking. Talking soft. Something
I'd expect from Cole or Frank.
Cole:
I gave up trying to talk sense to you a
long time ago.

They ride into town, and as they take their positions,
a steam tractor rolls through, spooking their horses.
Inside the bank,

frightened employees tell Frank,

Jesse, and Clell that the Pinkertons have warned the town,
and the vault is set on a time lock. There is no way for the
vault to open. A woman screams, and a man tries to escape
out the front door. Clell shoots him, but the man stumbles
out, announcing the robbery as he falls. Jesse shoots at the
vault lock to no avail, and the three outlaws start out of
the bank. Furious,

Clell turns and shoots the hapless

employee in the h e a d .
Outside,

a blood bath ensues, as the gang rides up and

down the street in a makeshift shooting gallery,

as

townspeople close off all ends of town. The two new members
of the gang are killed before the remaining six crash
through a building and stumble out of town,

sharing only

four horses between them.
They stop in the woods outside of town. Clell has been
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shot through the stomach; Cole has been shot eleven times
though he is still fit to ride. Both Jim and Bob are too
wounded to continue. The James brothers, however,

have

sustained only minor injuries. Jesse directs Frank to leave
with him.
Jesse:
Frank
Jesse:

We've got to move, Frank. They'll get
the rest of them to a doctor.
(suspiciously):
Who will?
The posse who's going to be chasing us.

Jesse goes over to the Youngers who are leaned against
a log. He announces that he and Frank are leaving,

and when

Cole protests, Jesse is unmoved.

Jesse: This just ain't no time to argue with
you, Cole. Either you stay here and
die, or you come along with us. Frank
and I are going.

Cole is incredulous that Frank is going to desert the
gang, but Frank, with great melancholy explains that he "has
to stick with" his brother.

Cole

(contemptuously):
The Youngers don't need you. I like
it better this way, Jesse. I get to
see you run.

The James brothers escape to Missouri, Jesse already
planning for a "bigger and better" gang, while Frank mourns
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that "we never should have left."
The scene shifts to the prison hospital where the
Youngers are recovering from their wounds, stoic against the
entreaties of Rixley. Spared the hangman's noose because of
Minnesota law, the Youngers will nevertheless, Rixley
assures them, spend the rest of their lives in prison. He
urges them to cooperate,

to lessen their sentences; Cole is

unimpressed.

Cole:

We played a rough game. We lost.

Still, Rixley presses for information.

Cole

(wearily):
As far as I'm concerned,
were never in Minnesota.

Back in Missouri,
with Rixley:

the James's

the weasely Ford brothers cut a deal

fifteen thousand dollars to kill Jesse James.

They go to Jesse's home, at his invitation, to discuss
another bank job.
At the dinner table, Bob brings up the job, but Jesse
swiftly rebukes him, saying,

"You don't talk business at the

table."
The men withdraw to the other room, and as Jesse steps
over to straighten a sampler on the wall, Bob and Charlie
aim their weapons.
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After Jesse's death, Frank turns himself in to Rixley
in exchange for the right to bury his brother,

and in the

last scene of the film, he rides away on the train with
Rixley,

receiving a last salute from the only local who is

watching the train pass by.

Butch Cassidv and the Sundance Kid
Released by 20th Century Fox Studios in 1969, and
directed by George Roy Hill, Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid opens as Butch Cassidy (Paul Newman)

is scouting a bank

for a future robbery. The bank is old, but has been
modernized,

and when Butch quizzes the bank employee about

the renovation,

the employee informs him the old bank wasn't

as safe.

Butch

(disgustedly):
Small price to pay for beauty.

Butch reunites with the Sundance Kid

(Robert Redford)

who has become embroiled in an altercation over cards in the
local saloon. Once Sundance's identity is known, the wouldbe gunfighter backs down immediately; when he asks Sundance
just how fast he really is, Sundance casually produces a
fearsome display of prowess with his weapon.
From the saloon,

the two head for a reunion with the

gang at the Hole in the Wall, Butch spinning stories about
the opportunities that await in Bolivia.
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Butch:
Boy, I've got vision, and the rest
of the world wears bifocals.
Sundance:
Keep talking, Butch. That's what you do best.

When they reach the Hole in the Wall, however,

there is

trouble waiting, a mutiny among gang members. They are
restless, and Butch tries to explain his absence since their
last job.

Butch:
Everything's different now. You've
got to plan more, you've got to
prepare m o r e .

Still,

the gang members are unpersuaded. Harvey,

hulking behemoth,

a

challenges Butch; they are to fight with

knives.
At this point, Butch displays his particular ability:

Butch:
Let's get the rules straight.
Harvey (dumfounded):
What rules? There are no rules
in a knife fight.
Butch:
Well, in that case...[AMBUSHES HARVEY
WITH A PARALYZING KICK TO THE GROIN.]

His leadership re-established, Butch readily acquiesces
to Harvey's novel suggestion that the gang rob a train
called "The Overland Flyer," on both ends of its run.
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In the first robbery, the gang hits a snag when a
dedicated railroad employee by the name of Woodcock refuses
to open the door to the car containing the safe. Butch tries
to reason with Woodcock; who, however,

is steadfast and the

gang is forced to blow open the car door. Butch is both
disgusted by and solicitous of the injured Woodcock.
As the gang carouses at a local bordello, Butch and
Sundance watch the town's main street from the bordello
balcony, amused by the local sheriff's vain attempts to
raise a posse. As the sheriff is rebuffed by the
townspeople,

a peddler claims the podium,

to sell a new mechanism: the bicycle.

seizing the crowd

"The horse is dead,"

he tells the crowd.
On the balcony, Butch laments the fact that he has not
become a hero, as he had once dreamed of as a child. He and
Sundance reveal their given names to each other, and Butch
suggests they enlist to f.ight in the Spanish-American war.

Sundance (indulgently):
You just keep thinking, Butch.
That's what you're good at.

Sundance heads for the home of his lover, the
schoolteacher Etta, and Butch follows later. After a respite
on Etta's farm,

they rejoin the gang for the second heist.

They believe they will surprise the railroad company;
surely no one would expect them to hit the train both going
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and coming. But it is the gang who is surprised. Though
Butch is able to trick the ever-loyal Woodcock into opening
the car door, the safe has been so well fortified,
blowing it open,

that in

the gang sends a shower of bills raining

from the blast. As they're scrambling to pick up the
floating money,

a second train arrives bringing a posse.

This posse, unlike others before them, is relentless
and seemingly all-knowing. None of Butch's usual tricks
deters them, as they doggedly track Butch and Sundance.
"Who are those guys?" is the continuing refrain of the
weary (and now unnerved)

Butch and Sundance.

This question is answered when Butch spots a white
skimmer.

It is LeForce,

the "toughest" and

themost

incorruptible lawman in the territory. Making the

situation

even more dire for the two desperadoes is the sheriff's
tracker, the famous Lord Baltimore.
They seek help from a friendly sheriff, Ray. Butch
suggests that with Ray's help, he and Sundance will turn
themselves in and join the army, thus earning a pardon. The
sheriff, however,

scoffs at the notion.

Ray: There's something out there that
scares you, huh? Your time is over,
and you're going to die bloody. All
you can choose is where.

Butch and Sundance continue on the run, until the posse
chases them out to the edge of a cliff overlooking white
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water. The posse on three sides,

the water below,

Butch and

Sundance take the leap, off the cliff, and are able to slip
away downriver. They reunite with Etta, and the three of
them make plans to set out for Bolivia.
After an idyllic sojourn in New York,

the three

comrades arrive in Bolivia, only to find it desolate and
poverty-stricken. Sundance vents his anger and disgust at
Butch's "big" ideas; he is even more disgusted when he
discovers that Butch is far from fluent in the language,
making a bank robbery mission impossible.
With Etta's help, they learn enough key phrases to
conduct a robbery, and they are back in business once again,
robbing and outwitting local officials with ease.
Once again, however,

their luck runs out, when they

spot the dreaded skimmer. Not certain it belongs to LeForce,
yet unwilling to try their luck, Butch and Sundance decide
to go straight. After all, they reason, LeForce cannot bring
them in unless they commit another crime in Bolivia.
Going straight, however, proves to be daunting.
Ironically,

they are hired as payroll guards, and when they

are forced to kill local bandits in order to save the
shipment, they are repulsed.

(It is, in fact, the first time

Butch has ever shot anyone.)
They discuss their options with Etta. They're too old
to ranch, Butch claims. Sundance refuses to farm.
Etta, seeing that her two closest friends are
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determined to go to their deaths,

returns to America rather

than witness their end.
Once again, Butch and Sundance are back to business as
usual, when they are spotted in a small village. By now,
there is a heavy price on their heads;

first the locals, and

then the Bolivian army, surround them.
Wounded, holed up in one of the village buildings,
knowing their deaths are imminent, Butch and Sundance bicker
and joke with good-natured bravado. Surrounded, Butch asks
Sundance if he saw LaForce among the encompassing armies set
against them.

Sundance:
Butch:

Butch,

No.
Oh good. For a moment I thought
we were in trouble.

ever scheming, suggests they head next for

Australia, waxing eloquent over the "luscious" banks and
women. Also,

he points out, the Australians speak English.

Sundance agrees, and they charge out. The picture freezes,
and Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid are frozen in time,
at the moment before their certain deaths,

as the explosion

of gunfire echoes.

The Wild Bunch
The Wild Bunch, directed by Sam Peckinpaw

and released

in 1969 by Warner Bros., opens as a group of aging outlaws
enter a South Texas town, where the gang, disguised as army
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officers, are about to conduct a holdup of the railroad
office. The year is 1912, and as a temperance meeting begins
a procession in front of the railroad office, one of the
gang members

[Angel

(Jaime Sanchez)] - -seeing rifle barrels

peeking above rooftops--realizes they have walked into an
ambush. Pike

(William Holden), the gang's leader, decides to

go ahead with the robbery, planning to retreat under the
cover of the temperance marchers.
The bounty hunters,

led by Thornton (Robert Ryan), a

former gang member who has been impressed into posse
service, watch as the robbery unfolds against the backdrop
of the temperance march. These innocent bystanders should
have been warned, Thornton says, but Harrigan,
representative,
townspeople,

the railroad

is indifferent to the safety of the

contemptuous even at the idea that they should

be forewarned. As Pike shoves the railroad office manager
into the crowded street,

the bounty hunters begin to fire

inadvertently from their positions,

riddling the manager

with a hail of bullets. The melee begins, with both
townspeople and gang members being fired upon.
Several gang members are killed

(along with bounty

hunters and many townspeople); six gang members ride out of
the town. The bounty hunters

(except Thornton)

loot the

bodies; once they are collected, Harrigan explains the
situation.
Harrigan (to the bounty hunters):
If one of you tries to quit on me,
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I'll pay a bonus of one thousand dollars
to the men who kill him.
[TURNING TO THORNTON]
You've got thirty days to get Pike,
or thirty days back to Yuma.
Thornton,

remembering his hellish prison cell, pleads

for real men, not the incompetent,

looting vermin he has

been assigned to lead, but Harrigan refuses.
Outside the town, one of the gang members is mortally
wounded, and Pike, without flinching, kills the man. When
the Gorch brothers

(Ben Johnson and Warren Oats)

burial, Dutch (Ernest Borgnine)

suggest a

sneers at them.

They ride to the rendezvous with Sykes

(Edmund

O'Brien), who is waiting with fresh horses. They decide to
split the money, since the Gorch brothers have decided to
break off on their own. Both protest Syke's receiving an
equal share, since he has not taken as much risk, but Pike
has the last word.

Pike:
I don't know a darned thing
except I lead this bunch, or I end
it right now.

As they open the money sacks, they find they've been
duped; inside the bags are mountains of worthless steel
washers. Their fury gives way to laughter, and they talk of
another job, with Pike suggesting another railroad heist.
Tector:
That damn railroad you're talking
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about sure as hell ain't getting no easier.
Sykes (laughing):
Yeah, and you boys ain't getting any
younger either.
Pike:
We've got to start thinking
beyond our guns. Those days are closing fast.

As they camp for the night,

Pike iterates this point to

Dutch, who is his closest friend in the gang.

Pike:
This was going to be my last. I
ain't getting around any better. I'd
like to make one good score and back off.
Dutch:
Back off to what?

The next day, the gang sets off, heading south. At a
sand dune,

the mounts buck, and the robbers are sent rolling

downward. Furious at the mounts Sykes has provided, Tector
Gorch threatens to shoot him; Pike intervenes.

Pike:
You're not getting rid of anybody.
We're going to stick together just
like it used to be. When you side with a
man, you stay with him. And if you
can't do that, you're like some animal.
You're finished. We're finished.
All of us. Mount up.

However,

in trying to remount his horse, Pike falls

into the sand when his stirrup breaks. The Gorch brothers,
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Tector

(Ben Johnson)

and Lyle

(Warren Oates), sneer as Pike,

obviously pained by an old leg wound,

struggles to his feet.

Tector (mockingly):
Appears brother Pike needs help, brother Lyle.
Lyle:
Between brother Pike and old man Sykes,
makes a man wonder if it ain't time
to pick up his chips and find another game.
Tector (to Pike):
How in the hell are you going to side
anybody, when you can't even get on your horse?

Pike, with an effort, swings into the saddle,

however,

and slowly rides ahead.
Later,

the gang rides into the Mexican village of

another gang member, Angel. The Mexican Federales,

led by

the cruel Mapache (Emelio Fernandez), have raided the town,
killing Angel's father. This blow is compounded by the news
that Angel's girlfriend has willingly left with Mapache. The
gang spends an idyllic evening, drinking and socializing in
the village,

and they are sent off like heroes by the

villagers the next morning.
They ride into Agua Verde,

the stronghold of Mapache.

They are sitting an outdoor cafe, watching Mapache and his
officers drink and carouse.

Dutch

(disgustedly):
He's just another bandit, grabbing
all he can for himself.
Pike
(grinning):
Like some others I can mention.
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(indignant):
We ain't nothing like him. Not so's
you'd know it, Mr. Bishop. We don't hang nobody.

Just then, Angel spots his girlfriend headed through
the tables toward the Mexican general. Angel stops her;
although her eyes are sad, she puts on a gay front,

laughing

and throwing herself into Mapache's lap. Frenzied, Angel
shoots her through the heart.
Pike punches Angel to keep him from shooting any more,
and all of the soldiers in the cafe leap to their feet.
There is a tense, quiet moment as the gang hold up their
hands in a non-threatening gesture. An officer asks why
Angel is shooting at Mapache, and Dutch explains Angel's
relationship to the woman. The soldiers laugh. A German
military liaison to Mapache spots the military-issue pistol
that one of the gang is carrying and inquires about it,
receiving no direct answer for his trouble.
The officers ask the gang to have a drink with them.
That evening, as the dead woman is being carried out by
female mourners,

the gang is dining at Mapache's hacienda.

Mapache and his officers approach the gang about another
railroad heist: they want the Wild Bunch to steal a
trainload of American military arms,

badly needed for the

fight against Pancho Villa and his rebels.
The gang agrees to the job; the price is ten thousand
dollars in gold. They spend the night carousing at Mapache's
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hacienda.
"This is our last go-around," Pike tells Dutch,

rubbing

his aching thigh, as he, Dutch, and Angel sit in the sauna.
"This time we do it right." Angel is dismayed by the fact
that the stolen arms will be used to kill his own people,
but Pike points out that keeping this particular shipment of
arms from Mapache won't destroy the general. Still, Angel
decides he will participate in the robbery only if they will
allow him to take one case of the rifles and one box of
ammunition, which he plans to give to the freedom fighters
near his village.

Pike agrees; Angel will take the arms

instead of his share of the gold.
Meanwhile, as a despairing Thornton tracks the gang, he
wishes more than once he could join them, as he is disgusted
by the vile natures of the men riding with him. Without his
leadership,

they would be killed quickly through their own

greed and ineptitude. Thornton is an effective,
reluctant,

though

leader.

It is Thornton who anticipates that the trainload of
arms, guarded by raw recruits, will prove a powerful
temptation for the gang; he and his men board with the
soldiers. Still,

so cunning and skilled are the Wild Bunch,

that they are able to disconnect the engine and the box cars
containing the arms before Thornton realizes the robbery is
going on. Thornton and his men cascade out of the stilled
cars on horseback in pursuit, while the inept soldiers
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struggle to discharge their mounts.
Chased by Thornton

(and the soldiers behind him), Pike

and his men ride the train to the designation point where
they load the arms to an awaiting wagon for the trip to Aqua
Verde. They cross a bridge, with Thornton's men in hot
pursuit. As the army troops appear over the rise, a battle
erupts between all three forces. In the confusion,
Thornton's men, undisciplined and erratic,

fire not only

upon Pike's gang, but upon the military, killing one of the
soldiers. Seconds later, the bridge, which has been boobytrapped by Pike, blows up, sending Thornton and his men
catapulting into the river below.
Hiding in the surrounding mountains,

the gang is

overtaken by a contingency of villagers with machetes. Angel
explains that these are the freedom fighters who will be
taking the case of rifles and box of ammunition. The
villagers are stealthy and disciplined.

Pike:
[if the fighters] ever get armed with
good leaders, this whole country will
go up in smoke.

To prevent Mapache's poaching the shipment,

Pike

negotiates a piecemeal transfer of the arms. Gang members
are to enter Aqua Verde two at a time, each receiving a
share of the gold and in turn revealing to Mapache where a
portion of the arms are hidden. This procedure is carried
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out, until Angel and Butch, the last of the gang,

arrive in

town. The father of the woman Angel killed has betrayed him
too; Mapache knows of his theft of the guns and ammunition.
When Angel realizes this, he tries to escape, but he is
brought before a laughing Mapache. Mapache taunts Dutch,
asking if he will intervene for his friend. Knowing he is
overmatched, Dutch can only exchange a sad glance with his
comrade before riding out of town.
Back in the mountains, Dutch relates to the others what
has happened. Sykes wants to rescue Angel, but he is
overruled. However,

the gang is leaving the mountains, when

Thornton and his men appear once again.

In the fight, Sykes

is wounded and pinned down. Watching from the vantage point
of a nearby outcropping,

Pike decides the gang should take

advantage of Syke's predicament, using it as a diversion
while they slip back into Aqua Verde,

the only safe haven

left to them.
It's a risky maneuver, but Pike is counting on
Mapache's elation over his new cache of weapons to diminish
any ill will about Angel's theft.
Upon entering town, the gang sees Mapache dragging a
half-dead Angel behind his motorcar, to the cheers and glee
of the townspeople.
Pike stops beside the general's car and tries to buy
Angel back with an offer of half of his share of gold.
Mapache scoffs at such an offer, becoming more menacing.
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Another of Mapache's officers steps in to warn that the
general is very pleased with the weapons and that it would
behoove the gang to not generate Mapache's ire by changing
his mood, especially when there was so much celebrating to
do. Reluctantly,

Pike acquiesces.

In the next scene,

Pike is inside a brothel. He is

dressing; the prostitute begins combing her hair. A young
child, presumably the woman's,

is crying in the background.

Pike seems both disgusted and curiously reflective as he
looks first at the woman then the child.

In the room next to

Pike, Lyle and Tector Gorch are arguing with two prostitutes
about their fees. Outside, Dutch is sitting on the ground,
leaning against the wall of the adobe.
Pike, Tector, and Lyle walk outside, and, along with
Dutch,

the four men, without speaking a word,

seem somehow

united. They walk to their horses, arm themselves,
walking four abreast,

and

they stride toward the town plaza

where Mapache and his men are lounging. Drunkenly, Mapache
looks up as the gang approaches, and asks them what they
want.

Pike:
We want A n g e l .
Mapache:
You want Angel? All right,
I'm going to give him to you.

Mapache holds the battered Angel by the hair and,
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facing Pike, he lifts Angel's head backwards and cuts his
throat. With a laugh, the general shoves the body toward
Pike.
Pike, Lyle, Tector, and Dutch simultaneously fire at
Mapache. The general staggers and drops to the ground.
Turning around in all directions,

the gang waits for return

fire, but there is none. Startled at first, then seemingly
relieved,

the four of them begin to laugh. Then, however,

Pike turns and shoots the German advisor, and another gang
member shoots one of Mapache1s officers. The Mexicans begin
to return fire, and battle begins,

the gang appropriating a

Gatling gun to even the odds. The resulting carnage is
spectacular.

In the end, all of the Wild Bunch lie dead, as

do the members of Mapache1s army, as well as many
townspeople.
Thornton and his men ride into Agua Verde; Thornton
stands over the corpse of Pike, the man who was once his
friend, and takes Pike's gun from his holster and places it
into his own. Thornton's men begin to loot the carcasses of
the dead and wounded, and plan for their return trip to
claim the railroad bounty. Disgusted,

Thornton walks out to

the town gates and stops to si t . He watches as his former
followers file past him, with the bodies of the Wild Bunch
packed on horses; they leave him hurriedly,

for the corpses

will soon begin to rot. Seconds after they disappear,
are heard in the distance. Without Thornton,

shots

they have not
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lasted long. Thornton is still sitting against the gates
when Sykes rides up with the Mexican villagers.

Sy k e s :
Me and the boys here, w e 1ve got some
work to d o . You want to come along?
It ain't like it used to be, but it'll do.

With that, Thornton smiles and moves toward the men.

Winchester 73
Winchester '73 was released in 1950 by Universal
Pictures and directed by Anthony Mann. The film opens in
1876, with Lin McAdams

(James Stewart)

and his friend "High

Spade" Frankie Wilson riding into Dodge City for the Fourthof-July Winchester shooting competition. Their purpose,
however,

is not to win the rifle, but rather to catch a man

(who is not named) who Lin believes will be drawn to the
competition's prize, a "one-in-a-thousand" Winchester '73
repeating rifle.
In Dodge, Lin and High Spade are met by two persons: a
comely young woman by the name of Lola Manners, and the
famed Wyatt Earp, who is escorting the protesting Lola to
the out-of-town

stage. Not knowing Earp's identity, Lin

intervenes,

even offers to fight Earp.

and

But Lola

demurs,

and Lin is relieved when he discovers he has come close to
an entanglement
Earp tells

with a gunfighting legend.
Lin and High Spade to drop their guns at
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office, as everyone is required to do in Dodge City. He then
escorts them to the saloon where the entries are being taken
for the contest. The odds-on favorite for the gun, Earp
tells them,

is a man by the name of Dutch Henry Brown.

"Do

they know him?" he asks, and Lin replies that he is not
familiar with the name.
Once in the saloon, however,

it is obvious from the

tense expressions on both men's faces that the man calling
himself Dutch Henry is the man Lin is seeking. Earp cautions
both men to keep their fight, whatever it is, out of Dodge
City, and both agree. Lin signs up for the contest, and High
Spade bets on him.
In front of the large, eager crowd, Earp explains the
extreme value of this particular Winchester,

a gun that is

absolutely perfect. The competition begins and Lin posts a
perfect score.

Earp:
Lin:

You call it luck, or do you come
by it naturally.
Well, let's just say I learned from a
good man.

As Dutch Henry Brown also posts a perfect score, and
the animosity between the Lin and Brown is made more evident
as the contest becomes a two-man event.

Marshall: Looks like you fellas may have learned
from the same man.
Lin:
Oh, he taught quite a few folks
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Bro w n :
Lin:

Quickly,

how to shoot. Only trouble was he
taught them how. He didn't teach them
what to shoot a t .
Maybe he figured a man should know that
without telling.
Yeah, that was his big mistake. He
lived just long enough to find it out.

the contest narrows to a two-man field, Lin

and the man calling himself Dutch Henry Brown; however,
after some impressive marksmanship and steely nerve on Lin's
part, the prize is awarded to Lin.

Brown:
Lin:
Brown

Lin:

How much will you take for it?
It's not for sale.
(mocking):
T h a t 's too b a d . T h a t 's too much gun
for a man to have just for shooting rabbits.
Or for shooting a man in the back.

Brown glares at Lin. He then turns to Earp and states
that he wants to retrieve his guns, because he is leaving
town.
Lin does not hold the prize for long, however. Dutch
Henry and his accomplices jump him in his hotel room and
steal the Winchester. Thus, the outlaws are forced to flee
without retrieving their guns from Earp's office, and they
set off without guns or ammunition

(the Winchester isn't

loaded), heading into the hinterlands toward Riker's trading
post deep in Indian territory.
At Riker's,

they meet Joe Lamont, a trader who is
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waiting at the post to sell weapons to Young Bull, an Indian
leader. Dutch Henry expresses contempt for Lamont's
business,

but, since he and his two cohorts, Johnny and Ben,

are "naked," that is, without weapons,

he offers to purchase

some firepower from Lamont.
But Lamont is not willing to do business, raising his
price above the money they have. The trader has his eye on
the Winchester, and offers Dutch Henry three hundred dollars
in gold, as well as their choice of weapons,
this precious rifle. Dutch Henry refuses,

in return for

even though Johnny

and Ben pressure him to concede.
Lamont,

however, is determined and wily, conning Dutch

Henry into a card game, and winning all of their money. The
trader is quick to point out they are in Indian territory
with no money or guns, and now Dutch Henry is forced to sell
the Winchester. When he tries to win back the gun, the
trader bests him again, and when Dutch Henry draws, Riker
pulls a shotgun and ushers the three men to the door.
When Lamont meets Young Bull and his braves to make the
trade, Young Bull is disgusted by the weapons Lamont has
brought; the guns are repeaters, but not nearly the quality
of those used by Sitting Bull to annihilate Custer. He spies
the Winchester on Lamont's saddle, demands to buy it, and
when Lamont refuses,

scornfully, Young Bull's resentment of

the ill treatment by whites engulfs him.
Young Bull:
All white men are thieves. In peace,

they
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steal our land.

In war, they kill our women.

Furious now, he strikes down Lamont.
Meanwhile, Lin and High Spade arrive at Riker's and
learn of Dutch Henry's plans to meet the gunfighter Waco
Johnny Dean at Tuscosa. With a grumbling High Spade at his
side, Lin sets off into the darkness. Further along the
trail, Dutch Henry and his men have doubled back to steal
the Winchester from Lamont, but discover his dead,

scalped

body; the Winchester is missing.
In the next scene, Lola has reunited with her fiancee,
Steve Miller; they are headed for their new life as
ranchers. This is why Lola has been working saloons,

to pay

for this new start. But first, Steve tells Lola, he has one
more job to do, and from her disappointed look,

it is

obvious his jobs in the past have not been particularly
savory.
Suddenly,

over the ridge, a band of Indians apnea t-s ,

led by Young B u l l . Steve drives the creaking wagon as fast
as it will go, but when it seems their capture is imminent,
he stops the wagon and leaps onto his horse. He will send
help back,
he gallops,

he tells the terrified--and horrified--Lola. Off
leaving her stranded; however,

in the valley

just below them, he sees the wagons of an army detachment.
Realizing his cowardice, he gallops back to Lola and
helps her get the wagon into the valley,

the Indians behind
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them, firing. They make into the encampment, where a
scornful Lola is offered coffee by the sergeant in charge.
But if the coffee is good,

the news is not: the detachment

has been surrounded by Indians, who have been waiting for
this very band that has chased Lola and Steve into camp.
Now, the Indians will attack.
Lin and High Spade are also attacked, and they, too,
ride into the army encampment. Lin assures the sergeant the
Indians won't attack until daybreak, and they settle in for
the night. Lin and Lola talk, and a camaraderie and warmth
are established between them. A sheepish Steve alternately
avoids Lola and then tries to placate her.
In the morning,

the Indians attack, and in the battle

Lin fells Young Bull, causing the rest of the Indians to
retreat. Lin and High Spade ride on, Lin bidding Lola a fond
good-bye. Young Bull's Winchester is discovered by the
soldiers,

too late for the sergeant to bestow it upon Lin,

whom the sergeant realizes has earned the rifle with the
shot that felled Young Bull.
Since Lin is already gone, the sergeant gives the rifle
to Steve. Unaware of Steve's earlier bout of cowardice,

he

knows the young man only as someone who fought bravely
during the Indian attack.
Steve and Lola set off toward the ranch they intend to
purchase, and when they arrive, all is picturesque,
including the Jameson family who is still living there. Lola
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is ambivalent,

though she is drawn toward the life presented

by the ranch she is considering for purchase. Jimmy Jameson
is in town when Lola and Steve arrive, but Mrs. Jameson
insists on making dinner for the couple.
Before dinner can be served, Waco Johnny Dean and his
gang break into the Jameson house, chased by a posse. Waco
was the man Steve was to meet, and this sleazy gunfighter is
immediately taken by Lola's beauty. When Waco Johnny refuses
to give up Mrs. Jameson and her children, Lola chides him
for being a coward, and he allows the mother and children to
leave--insisting,

however, that Lola remain.

He spots Steve's Winchester,

and when Steve refuses to

sell it, Waco ignores the posse outside them, and sets about
the business of humiliating Steve while trying to press
himself upon Lola, who is merely contemptuous. Eventually
the determined gunfighter pushes Steve to the limit. Steve
draws on Waco Johnny, a move that costs him his life.
By now,

che posse has rigged a burning haywagon, which

they roll into the Jameson house. The house burning all
around them,

the outlaws try to escape. Waco Johnny's

accomplices are all shot, but Johnny escapes with Lola as a
shield.
They meet Dutch Henry at his hideout. As soon as Dutch
sees the Winchester, there is another battle for the gun.
Waco Johnny gives the gun up, though he confides to Lola he
plans to reclaim it in the same fashion he got it in the
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first place. Together the outlaws plan the robbery of the
bank in Tuscosa.
Out on their trail, Lin and High Spade discuss their
long journey, which appears to be coming to a close. High
Spade urges Lin to look beyond his desire for revenge and
begin to think out his life afterwards.

It is intimated that

perhaps Dutch Henry has killed Lin's father; still, High
Spade wonders if Lin's father would approve Lin's hunting of
a man.
The next day, all the parties converge on Tuscosa. Waco
Johnny and Lola arrive first and settle into the saloon. Lin
and High Spade arrive ne x t . They are immediately drawn to
Lola, who is playing the saloon piano. Briefly,

she explains

what has happened to her, and points out Waco Johnny at the
bar. Lin asks Waco Johnny about Dutch Henry, and when Johnny
refuses to answer, Lin pins him to the bar. Johnny agrees to
take him to Dutch, but as soon as they start out the saloon
doors, he draws on Lin. Lin kills him and is immediately
attacked by Dutch Henry and his men. High Spade shoots one
of them and Dutch escapes on a horse, Lin following.
As they are riding out of town, Lola rushes into the
street to rescue a small child caught in the melee. Lin
calls out for Lola to get out of the way, and Dutch, hearing
this, shoots her, wounding her in the arm.
Lin makes sure Lola is all right,

then follows Dutch

all the way out of town to a mesa. Lola is distraught that
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Lin is chasing Dutch; he is a murderer,

she tells High

Spade.

High Spade:
I know, ma'am. So does Lin. It was Dutch
who killed his father, so it's right for him
to go. Doubly right, since Dutch Henry
is Lin's brother.
Lin tracks Dutch to a mesa, and the two have a final
confrontation,

shooting at each other around the boulders

and rocks of the canyon. Dutch, pinning Lin down with rifle
fire, mocks his brother.

Dutch: The old man taught you better than
that. You're caught below another
man's fire.
Lin:
I guess I forgot.

Lin calls his brother by his given name, Matthew
McAdams.

Lin: Don't mind me calling you Matthew, I hope.
I like it better than Dutch Henry Brown.
Matthew McAdams. Has a good sound to i t .
I guess that's why the old man gave
it to you.

Moving into better position, Lin turns the table on his
brother, pinning him down.

Lin: There's something you forgot, too. The
old man taught you never to waste lead.
Now y o u 're shor t .
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As Matthew yells "not that short", he stands giving Lin
a clear shot of him.
Lin's superior skills once again win the contest --only
in this shooting contest Matthew loses more than a rifle,

he

loses his life.
The scene shifts to High Spade and Lola back in town,
and the cowhand explains the story to Lola.
High S pade:
Well, that's the way it was. The old man
sired two sons. One was no good. Never was
any good. Robbed a b a n k . ..Stagecoach. Then,
when he came home and wanted to hide out,the
old man wouldn't go for it. So Dutch shot
h i m . ..in the back.

Lin returns to Lola and High Spade and the film ends
with Lin looking at the brass plate on the butt of the
Winchester 73 rifle.

Analysis of the Films
The Long Riders offers a portrait of a leader who
becomes completely detached
spirit of his organization,

from the values, mores, and
creating a schism which

ultimately leads to the organization's demise.
Shot in a rich, sepia-tinged color,

its actions played

against a melancholy fiddle and guitar soundtrack, The Long
Riders has the look and feel of an elegy western.

(The

ubiquitous engine even makes its appearance as an ominous
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warning.)

Yet, clearly, time is not the culprit of this

story; Jesse James is. Jesse's striving toward
respectability dulls both his instincts and his loyalty to
the gang and its code.
The code is spelled out, beginning early in the movie,
when Ed Miller is expelled from the gang,

for, among other

things, killing innocent people. The stagecoach robbery in
which the gang presents themselves as gentlemen robbers
expands the ironically chivalrous self-image.
They are robbers, however, pure and simple,

as Jesse's

desire for respectability is contrasted with Cole Younger's
not unaffectionate rejection of Belle's striving toward the
same aim.
"You'll never be respectable," Cole tells Belle.
"You're a whore. You'll always be a whore. That's why I like
y o u ."
Cole understands that he is an outlaw; he recognizes
early on that Jesse's marriage is a mistake--a bad habit, he
says, not unlike getting shot.
way he's

[Jesse]

"Marriage don't go with the

living."

Jesse has lost touch with the fact that their chivalry
is not a true one, any more than it is a fact that they are
still fighting Yankees for a "true" cause of the South.
McCorkendale, whom Jesse believes Bob has offended with
complaints about the food, is not silly enough to expect
elegant manners from a holed-up outlaw,

and even says so.
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After the gang is reunited for their final job,

the

erosion of Jesse's connection to their situation--and to his
own responsibilities--is further revealed. He declines to
scout the bank himself, when he has already said earlier the
gang depends upon him for planning. Moreover, he brings in
two outsiders, without the consent of the other members. The
gang leaves their territory,

for no particularly good

reason; for this job, they must ride the train to their
"work," as if they were businessmen instead of outlaws.
Indeed, on the train, Frank and Jesse bury themselves behind
the newspaper and the Bible,
importantly,

respectable)

other hand, sing, banter,

like two ordinary,

(more

travelers. The Youngers, on the
and engage in good-natured

camaraderie, Cole planning to expand on his legend as an
outlaw.

(Although in this scene, too, the elder Younger

serves up another home truth:

"you gotta pay" in this life.

After the disastrous robbery attempt, Jesse completes
his metamorphosis,

leaving behind the rest of the gang.

It

is a transcendent act; with it, he betrays not only his
friends, but the gang and its code. Jesse himself is now
transformed,

from leader to coward, and Cole, with no fear

for the oncoming posse, tells him it is the only appropriate
end.
"I like it better this way, Jesse," he says.

"I get to

see you run."
Cole, in fact, draws his gun, a formal declaration of
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the expulsion of Jesse

(and Frank, sadly, who feels a

loyalty to his brother above the gang, an act that contrasts
Clell's earlier disavowal of Ed, when he violates the code.)
Both Jesse's and Cole's actions seem almost to suggest
that Jesse has become almost a foreign body in the organism
of the group. Later, in the prison hospital,

Cole feels only

contempt for Jesse; he is not even worth revenge.
"As far as I'm concerned, Jesse James was never in
Minnesota, " he tells Rixley.
Meanwhile, Jesse continues to alienate himself from the
tatters of the organization. He consorts with the Ford
brothers, who have already been dismissed by the rest of the
gang. He invites them to dinner at his home, as if they were
to discuss some ordinary business transaction--though he
becomes irate when Bob Ford brings up the subject at the
dinner table. Presumably, in his new code, an outlaw does
not discuss "business" at the table. Significantly, both Zee
and her sister show disgust at Jesse's consorting wxcn the
Ford brothers,

and Frank is not even present.

The earlier,

ill-fated fight between Cole and Sam Starr

has foreshadowed the doom of Jesse James.

In that scene,

dueling over the "honor" of a prostitute doesn't make sense,
Cole says; and indeed, they all lose when Cole walks out of
the saloon, Belle and Cole's passionate union shattered, and
Belle left in a loveless marriage to an angry man.
Similarly,

in this penultimate scene of the film,
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Jesse's pretense to respectability that gets him killed.
They have adjourned to the parlor like "proper" men to talk
business, and even though Jesse notices that Charlie seems
highly agitated,

he turns his back on him. His instincts

have become completely dulled; the formerly dashing outlaw
has become an aspiring member of the bourgeoisie. He's
straightening a "home sweet home" sampler when the Fords
shoot him, a hollow honor appropriate for the weasley Bob,
who announces his glory as he pulls the trigger.

"I shot

Jesse James," he says. Jesse James, the outlaw, however,

has

already ceased to exist, as Cole tells the Pinkertons.
The Long Riders portrays an example of leadership that
has lost touch with the organization. The leader of the
organization,

Jesse James, alienates himself from the values

that have made the organization successful; his vision has
become clouded by a desire for a goal that is both
unattainable for, and unwanted by, the organization. They
are outlaws, as Cole repeats throughout the film; they
cannot, nor do they want to be, respectable members of the
society at large.
Moreover,

in his desire to be perceived as "proper" and

respectable, Jesse only increases his alienation from the
community at large. At his wedding and at the funeral of his
younger brother, Jesse is joined by a majority of his
Missouri neighbors. The gang has a highly respected status
in the community;

their organization represents the
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hostilities of the area toward Reconstruction government.
By betraying the gang, and, by extension, betraying his
own leadership role, Jesse further detaches himself from
this society at large. Despite his assertion to Frank
the two of them flee the Minnesota robbery)

(as

that he will

build a "bigger and better" gang, the people he is reduced
to dealing with are the contemptible
ignored)

(and previously

Ford brothers.

As Frank takes Jesse's body home, a lone supporter
salutes as the train passes by, a far cry from the community
support displayed earlier.
It is clear that the organization, prior to Jesse's
gradual detachment and ultimate betrayal,
entity,

fulfilling the needs of members,

is a successful
as well as the

community that nurtures i t .
These are not reluctant men forced into their actions.
The mythical origin of the organization,
unreconstructed rebeldom,

that is,

is mentioned several times. Bob

even proffers to the reporter in the prison hospital the
theory that the Civil War was their raison d'etre. Cole more
bluntly explains,

"We played a rough game, and we lost."

Thus, the organization has chosen, with full intent and
no real coercion, to become outlaws. Jesse's march toward
respectability only destroyed the organization (the gang)
and, ultimately,

himself. For an organization to thrive

there must be a singleness of purpose between the leadership
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and followership. The leadership cannot experience a change
of vision apart from the organization and remain successful,
for cohesion and a sense of shared purpose

(vision)

are

essential for developing a vital and dynamic partnership. An
organization cannot survive, much less thrive, when its
leadership becomes detached from the goals and aims of the
group.

Xhs Wild Bunch (1969) and Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid (1969) differ diametrically in tone. In the
opening scene of The Wild Bun c h , as the gang rides into
town, they pass a group of children torturing a scorpion to
death in an ant hill. Thus,

the movie presents the harsh

action, and bleak, morally ambiguous atmosphere that it will
carry throughout. Butch Cassidy and The Sundance K i d , on the
other hand, offers mellower, more amiable fare, with scenes
such as Butch carrying Etta on his bicycle handlebars as the
sound track plays "Raindrops Keep Falling on My Head," a
montage of stylized duotones of the three friends gamboling
about in New York City, and even a medley of clever
robberies set to a musical background.
In keeping with the divergence of tones, the
personalities of the two leaders differ greatly.

Pike is, if

not completely cold, at least highly detached; without
hesitation, he shoots a wounded gang member. Butch, on the
other hand, has never even shot anyone, until he and
Sundance are forced to take positions as payroll guards. The
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Hole in the Wall gang is famously successful, yet Butch is
chronically insolvent, and when Etta points out it is
because he is a "soft touch," he can only smile at the truth
of the statement.
Not suprisingly,

the leadership styles of the two men

are also quite different. Pike demands his role: he knows he
"either leads or it ends." Butch maintains his leadership
through cunning and through the affection of the members of
his organization. Butch is also more open to other members'
ideas; rather than feeling threatened by the ideas of his
would-be successor, he readily accepts Harvey's notion of a
back-to-back robbery of the Flyer.
Yet, even taking these differences into account,

the

similarities between the two movies are greater than their
contrasts. Both movies portray a famous gang of outlaws who
flee southward to escape a changing moral and political
climate. Both movies are set in the years of the SpanishAmerican war; both begin in North America and end iu south
or Central America. Both portray two looming adversaries to
the outlaw gangs: the railroad and technology. Technology,
in particular,

is presented as a symbol of the outlaws'

alienation in the modern world. Butch, who has already
upended himself on the bicycle in a comic incident,

throws

it into the creekbed when they embark to Bolivia; Mapache
uses his automobile to torture A n g e l .
More importantly,

similarities emerge in the leaders
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themselves,

not the least of which is in the disparity

between the word and deed of both Butch and Pike. Butch
claims he's "got vision and the rest of the world wears
bifocals." Yet, it's tunnel vision that Butch has; with the
exception of the brief stint as payroll guards, Butch's
solution is to keep doing exactly what they've been doing-no matter how their circumstances change. Ranching is the
only alternative he can think of should they decide to quit
robbing.

"The future's all yours you lousy bicycles," Butch

says, as he shoves the bicycle he had purchased into a
nearby creek. This would become a prophetic statement since
Butch and Sundance, unable (or unwilling)

to cope and adapt

to change, were journeying toward their demise.
Pike,

on the other hand, claims loyalty is the key to

the gang's success. Yet, it is he who shoots the wounded
gang member,

he who agrees to leave Sykes to the bounty

hunters, he who leaps out a window to escape when Thornton
is shot by law officers. Even in his romantic tryst, he
chooses a married woman,
her husband,

thus necessitating her betrayal to

thereby bringing about her own death.

Furthermore, both leaders claim the importance of
additional planning in the changing environment; yet both
accept ideas readily without close analysis, Butch accepting
Harvey's idea, and Pike agreeing to Mapache's plan for the
theft of the guns.
In these actions, both Butch and Pike reveal the most
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striking similarity, which is their absolute dedication to
"business as usual" in a rapidly evolving world--a
dedication that ultimately leads to the extinction of the
organization.
LeForce and his tracker, Lord Baltimore, are able,
driven men, but they are not superhuman. Similarly,
is tracking as if his life is dependent upon it

Thornton

(which it

is), and he, too, is a skilled adversary. At bottom,
however, both gangs have become vulnerable to posses and
trackers for one simple reason: both leaders have become
predictable in their strategies and behaviors. Even when
Pike and Butch realize the power of those opposing them,
they continue in their patterns, unable--or unwilling--to
change.
In The Wild Bunch, there is no indication of a betrayal
that would enable the railroad to set the initial ambush for
the gang at the railroad office. Thornton knows without
being told thac che raw recruits on the army train will
prove too tempting for the Wild Bunch to resist.
To his great chagrin,

the supposedly wily Butch is just

as predictable; the posse knows Butch will attempt to rob
the Flyer on its return run, just as they see through every
one of Butch's maneuvers to elude them. Once in Bolivia,
Butch and Sundance refuse to break any old patterns,
bringing LeForce

thereby

(or at least the fear of him) upon them

once again.
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In the end, their extinction's vary only in their
styles

(differences dictated perhaps by the contrasting

tones of the films.) Butch and Sundance meet their end with
coolness and panache,

the film allowing them,

in a sense,

to

cheat their destinies with a final freeze frame of the two
alive and shooting.
The Wild Bunch, on the other hand, goes out with a much
bloodier bang, which is in keeping with the harsh tone of
the film. Ostensibly,

their final confrontation is triggered

by a desire to save Angel; given their knowledge of
Mapache's cruelty and intractability,
Like Butch and Sundance,

this seems unlikely.

the Wild Bunch is surrounded by

posses and a changing world. To borrow from Ray's prediction
from Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, the gang knows they
will die "bloody," and their only choice in the matter is
where and when.
Thornton is a man changed by his circumstances;
by the railroad to become a bounty hunter,

forced

he tracks the

Wild Bunch though it by no means feels natural to him. When
the ineptitude of his own group causes him to become an
outlaw once again, he could, arguably, give up his quest and
rejoin the bunch. Yet, he knows the world has changed,
he, too, accepts these changed responsibilities.
surprising,

and

It is not

then, that it is Thornton who survives.

Sykes, too, accepts the new world order.

"It ain't what

it used to be," he says, appraising the Mexican bandits he
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is now leading.

"But it'll do."

Both Thornton and Sykes are willing to adapt to new
situations,

and their riding off together is perhaps the

only remotely positive note sounded in the film. Their new
"organization" is dedicated to bringing change to Mexico
through the implementation of a new order.
Unlike most of the other westerns in this study,
Winchester

*73 is not a film which emphasizes the subject of

leadership per se, as much as vision--or lack thereof. Like
the other films in this chapter, Winchester '73 is a movie
about the results of failed or unincorporated (unshared)
vision.

It is also a movie about individual responses to

confrontation and temptation, as the rifle is stolen from
man to man,

from greedy hand to greedy hand.

Lin is the putative head of his two-man group, he is a
man of honor and integrity--a "great man." Yet, Lin's
partner,

High Spade, is an equal, offering good advice more

often than not. Dutch Henry is also the head of his band,
though he, too, submits to the wishes of his accomplices
when he relinquishes the Winchester. Waco Johnny Dean,
autocratic and ruthless,

"leads" or rather pushes his group

out the front door of the burning Jameson house--as he
escapes out the back.
However,
army sergeant,

Lin is a "natural" leader. Even an experienced
though new to the ways of the Frontier west

having just been posted to the territory from Pennsylvania,
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willingly follows Lin's directions and leadership. The
sergeant listens intently as Lin instructs him and his
troops during an Indian attack.
However,

this film briefly contrasts two brothers

and Dutch), juxtaposing their responses,
encounter,

through their brief

to the leadership example of their father,-

demonstrating that vision is not always transferable,
least,

(Lin

that it may not be fully incorporated

or at

(or accepted)

by every follower. There was no sense of shared vision, and
the contrasting styles of leadership/followership exhibited
by the two

(Lin and Dutch), highlighted that reality.

Perhaps the most important leader of the film is never
shown, nor heard from: Lin and Dutch's father. The elder
McAdams has passed along superior skills to both Lin and
Dutch, and to Lin, he has imbued a sense of honor, bravery
and personal integrity,

as well. Why Lin's father has been

so successful in transferring these values to Lin, and so
spectacularly unsuccessful with Dutch,

is a question that is

neither asked nor answered by the film, but is only left for
the viewer to speculate upon. Possibly it is merely due to
the fact of genetics,
This, however,

for the "great man" is born, not made.

is the ultimate question asked by all

leaders, and researchers alike, how does one successfully
transfer, and imbue, values and vision into the
organization? One point is evident, vision is not always
incorporated within an organization, even when that
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organization is a family.
Leadership is the ability to interpret the present and
formulate a vision for the future; Butch and Pike do
neither. This vacuum of leadership causes the demise of both
organizations. After the foiled robbery of the Flyer, the
Hole in the Wall gang ceases to exist as a unit; Butch and
Sundance ride off alone, ultimately to their deaths.
Although Thornton and Sykes survive at the end of The Wild
Bunch, they have both been disenfranchised from the gang.
Thus,

it is fair to say that the core of the Wild Bunch dies

in the final shoot-out.
The Long Riders portrays Jesse as the primary leader of
the James/Younger gang. However, as the movie progresses,
Jesse's style of leadership changes as he, in his quest for
"respectability," becomes more isolated and detached from
the other members. Where he was initially seen as leading by
consensus,

he later becomes more autocratic, and the gang,

the Younger's especially, become more wary of him. Jesse's
detachment from the other members eventually causes the
demise and dissolution of the group and brings about his own
death.
Compare these films, however,

to the varying views of

leadership exhibited by Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid
and The Wild Bunch. In Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid,
the two main characters

(Butch and Sundance) play off each

other as foils. Democratic in style, these two leaders
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always ask each other, and, at times, even other group
members, what to do next. They even consult outside sources
(Ray and Etta),
advice,

though not necessarily taking others'

about their present predicament and future plans.

There is a light-hearted tone throughout the movie, even as
the inevitability of their fate becomes known to the viewer.
This democratic,

cooperative,

leadership style does not

serve them well, however, as both men have myopic vision
about their fate and their free will to alter that fate.
The Wild Bunch paints a gloomier, nihilistic picture of
the fate of Pike and his men (though the result of their
shortsightedness is the same as with Butch and Sundance).
Pike is an autocratic leader who demands obedience to his
plans

(which the Gorch brothers faintheartedly challenge).

Pike's nihilistic view of things leads the group to their
bloody demise,

for they follow him without question--seeing

death as the only answer to their problem of role extinction
in the new West.
While both The Wild Bunch and Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid might be considered as part of the broad
category of the so-called "elegy" westerns, which are
frequently marked by the death of the stalwart, unchanging
cowboy/outlaw in the march toward modernity,

there is a

significant difference in the way these movies portray that
demise.
In other elegy westerns,

the death of the "hero" is
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offered as a necessary element in the survival of the larger
organization;

it is a sacrificial act, self-sacrificial in

many cases. The actions, predictable and patterned,
Doniphon,

for example,

of Tom

in The Man Who Shot Liberty V a l a n c e ,

insure the survival of the town. He refuses to adopt modern
ways; yet it is only with his "uncivilized" ways that he can
stop Liberty Valance from tyrannizing the town. Thus,
Doniphon who midwifes,
Steve,

in a sense,

if is

the modern age.

the aging sheriff in Ride the High Country, also

refuses to change his behavior. Yet through that film's
narrative actions,

it becomes obvious that his unchanging

nature will be key to the survival of the society-at-large;
he teaches Heck the moral values that Heck will carry on and
helps Gil to reclaim his sense of self. Moreover,

it is not

really Steve's inability to change which causes his own
demise, but rather his changing, more specifically,
mind and body.

aging

It is both implied and stated directly that

had Steve been a younger man, the ambush in the mou^t^ins as
well as at the preacher's home would have been averted.
However,

the death of the outlaws in The Long Riders.

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid and The Wild Bunch have
no positive ramifications,
the society-at-large. Thus,

for either the organization,

or

it could be argued, they serve

no good purpose, and though the filmmakers'

intent may have

been to offer up an indictment against society,

the

narrative actions of the leaders present a more damning
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portrayal of leadership--leadership without vision and
unable to adjust and cope to a changing world--the death of
leadership.
The death of leadership, or lost vision,

is seen by the

leadership of Jesse in The Long Riders. Though declared the
leader of the gang, he loses his edge

(and ultimately his

life) as he detaches himself from the organization,

its

original purpose, and its members. This is also the defining
theory of Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid and The Wild
Bunch. for both films display leaders caught up in a no-win
struggle against the inevitability of the changing times,
and their inability to adapt to those changes.
of vision,

In their loss

the organization dies, as do they.
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CHAPTER 12
LEADERSHIP WITHOUT FOLLOWERSHIP: High Noon and Hombre

The final two films reviewed in this study deal not so
much with leadership, but followership, or the lack thereof.
The preceding chapter dealt with the concept of leadership
with a loss of, or without, a shared vision. However, even
more impotent still, is leadership without the support of
followers. Leader-follower interaction and/or mutual support
is essential for an organization. Bass
Burns

(1978)

(1981) noted that

and Hollander (1958) believed that the study of

leadership and the study of followership were
interdependent,

"for whoever leads and whoever follows

stimulates and reinforces the other's behavior. The leader
initiates,
resists,

questions, or proposes; the follower complies,

or ignores"

Burns

(1981)

(p. 254).

further noted that follower compliance is

often seen as a direct consequence of leader effectiveness:
Just as successful leadership may be seen as
influence on task completion and socio-emotional
relations, so compliance can be seen as instrumental
to task completion and both public and private
socio-emotional acceptance of the leadership effort.
In the same way, just as the leader can influence
subordinates by initiatives and information,
so the subordinates can complete the process and
influence their leaders by giving feedback to them.
(pp. 265-266)
However,

in the following films, as with many westerns,

the leader leads effectively (to some degree)

regardless of,
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and, in many instances in spite of, the impotence of the
followers.

High Noon
In High Noon, directed by Fred Zinnemann and released
in 1952 by United Artists,
Pierce, Ben Miller,

the movie opens with badmen Jim

and Jack Colby riding toward Hadleyville

to meet Frank Miller,

just out of prison, and heading in on

the noon train. As they ride into the quiet town, church
bells announce Sunday services, while inside the Justice of
the Peace's office, Hadleyville Marshal Will Kane is
marrying his fiancee, Amy Fowler, before a small crowd of
town officials and friends. Kane is retiring on this day to
start a new life with Amy, a Quaker who has convinced Will
to hang up his guns and become a storekeeper in another
town.
In the midst of their celebration, the train
stationmaster, who is also the town telegraph operator,
brings the dire news of both Miller's release from prison,
as well as the arrival of his accomplices to meet his noon
train.

It is Kane who arrested Miller on the murder charge

that resulted in a sentence of death; cowardly politicians
"up north" first commuted the sentence, and now they have
pardoned the vicious murderer.
The pardon is an act of injustice; moreover,

it is a

quandary for the town, since the new marshal won't arrive
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until the following day. However,

the consensus of the group

(which includes the Hadleyville selectmen and the local
judge)

is that Kane and Amy must leave town immediately,

they rush the couple to their buckboard,

and

smothering Kane's

objections by pointing out the danger to Amy.
Kane and Amy gallop out of town, and in a window above,
the town deputy, young Harvey, watches them. He wonders
aloud to his lover, Helen Ramirez,

if perhaps Kane is

frightened of the gunmen who have just arrived. Helen, a
former lover of Kane's,

is obviously contemptuous of the

idea, and while she indulges her young lover, she does not
regard him with respect.
Outside of town, Kane pulls the buckboard to a halt,
commenting:

Kane :
It's no good. They're making me run.
I've never run from anybody before.

Amy argues, but Kane turns the buggy back toward town.
Harvey is visibly disappointed to see his old boss riding
back, and the barber tells the undertaker to get busy making
coffins.
In Kane's office, Amy tries once more to persuade her
husband to leave.

Amy:

Don't try to be a hero.
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When Kane argues about his responsibility to the town,
Amy counters that he is no longer the marshal.

Kane

(pointing to his gun) :
I'm the same man, with or without this.

More than honor and ethics is involved, Kane tries to
explain.

It is impractical for them to try to outrun the

gang. He must face them sooner or later.
What is more, with a group of ten or twelve deputies,
he may even be able to avoid any trouble.
But Amy is unconvinced; she feels betrayed by Kane's
decision to take up a gun again and tells him she will be
leaving on the same noon train that is bringing Frank
Miller.
As Amy
not

storms out of Kane's office, the judge comes

in,

to help Kane, as the marshal hopes, but to clean out his

belongings. He, after all, was the man who sentenced Frank
Miller.
The judge scoffs at Kane's idea that the town will
support them. Citing the fair-weather support of citizenry
throughout history,

the judge calmly packs his scales of

justice and the American flag and prepares to leave town,
advising Kane to do likewise.

Judge: Look, this is just a dirty little
village in the middle of nowhere. Nothing
that happens here is really important.
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Now get o u t .
Kane sends a young boy out to find some citizens he
thinks will support him,

including the former marshal,

an

old friend of his. Harvey arrives.
Still smarting at the fact that he has been passed over
for the marshal's post, Harvey offers to back up Kane--but
only if Kane insists that the deputy be given the job he
covets. Kane refuses.

Kane:

Sure I want you to stick. But I'm
not buying it. It's got to be up to you.

Harvey flings down his badge and storms away to Ellen,
but she dismisses him. He tries to frighten her; she will
need his protection from Frank Miller, he tells her, but she
is unimpressed.
Meanwhile, Amy buys a train ticket and goes to the
hotel to wa i t .
Over at the marshal's office, Herb, a local citizen,
rushes in to offer his services.

Herb:
You can count on m e . You cleaned
this town up. You made it fit for
women and kids to live in. Miller,
nor nobody else, will ever drag it down again.

Surprised to find he is the only volunteer so far, Herb
tells Kane to hurry.

It is getting close to noon, and indeed
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it i s .

Herb:

I'll be back in ten minutes,

loaded for bear.

At the hotel, Helen has decided to leave town. She
strikes a deal with Weaver, her partner,

for her silent

interest in the general store; Weaver commends her as an
honest and good business associate.
Kane runs into Amy in the hotel lobby; for a moment,
each believes the other has had a change of heart. When they
realize the truth, Kane leaves Amy to go to Helen's room. He
warns Helen; after all, Frank may be vengeful since Helen,
who was first Frank's lover, became Kane's lover after Frank
went to prison.
"Nothing in life is free," she says,
that she

expects Kane to make

and it is obvious

a stand and understands why he

must. Kane says good-bye, and the two regard each other with
an obvious intimacy.
Downstairs, Amy asks the hotel clerk who Helen Ramirez
is. The clerk smirks as he explains,

and when Amy asks why

the man so obviously dislikes her husband,

the clerk replies

that business in the hotel was better in the lawless days,
and that many other people in town would like to see Will
Kane's "comeuppance."
Ben Miller rides over to

the saloon, where he is warmly

welcomed by the saloon keeper and many of the patrons

of the
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bar. Already chafed by the bartender's remark that it was
"smart" to throw down his badge, Harve glowers in a corner.
Miller leaves the saloon and collides with Kane. The
two adversaries glare at each other, and Miller skulks away.
As Kane enters the saloon,

the bartender is giving odds that

Kane will be dead within five minutes of Frank Miller's
arrival. A frazzled Kane punches the saloon keeper, but
immediately apologizes. He tries to solicit deputies from
the crowd at the saloon, but there are no volunteers.
Kane next goes to the home of a friend, Sam, but Sam
has instructed his wife to provide an alibi, and his wife
shamefacedly tells the marshal her husband is in church.
In an attempt to win back his self-respect,

the town

drunk offers his services to Kane, but the marshal kindly
refuses.
Harvey finds Helen packing and is furious. He demands
to know if she leaving with Kane. When Helen tells him no,
he wonders why she would leave; he will protect her,

he

promises. Why leave?

Helen:

I'll tell you why. Kane will be a
dead man in half an hour, and
nobody's going to do anything about it.
And when he dies, this town dies, too.
I can feel it.

Kane enters the church, where services are in progress,
to solicit help.
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"I need help," Kane says simply,

striding toward the

front of the church.
At first the minister chides him; Kane has never been a
regular church-goer, and when he got married, he chose not
to have the ceremony performed in church.
True, Kane admits, he has never been a regular at
church, but a marriage ceremony inside the church was
impossible because of Amy's Quaker faith.
After the children are sent from the church, a hot
debate ensues, with a chorus of different--and opposing-opinions. Some defend Kane and remind their fellow citizens
of how bad times were before the marshal's arrival. Others
blame Kane for what they feel was poor handling of the
situation; why not have already arrested the three
accomplices when they rode into town?

(No reason, Kane

counters; he has no just cause, as yet.) Some see the
situation as a personal matter between Kane and Miller, and
some believe that the situation mav diffuse by itself.
A selectman, who has already proclaimed himself a close
friend of Kane's, calls the meeting to order. He heaps
lavish praise on Kane, but soon it becomes obvious that he,
too, wants to betray the marshal,

as he smoothly moves his

argument to the image problem a shoot-out will cause. As
Kane watches with a kind of "Et tu, Brute" sadness, the
selectman and former friend points out gunplay will make
Hadleyville look like an unruly frontier town and frighten
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away potential investors; besides,

he tells the crowd,

if

Kane leaves town, there will not be any trouble.
Kane leaves the church, alone and dejected. He goes to
the former marshal, who also counsels him to leave town.
Kane is surprised at such advice from a lawman, but the old
marshal is embittered and disillusioned.
"You risk your skin catching killers, and the juries
turn them loose, so that they can come back and shoot at you
again," he tells Kane, as he relates the litany of ills a
lawman must face, all for the meager reward of a "tin star."
The old marshal isn't surprised by the town's
cowardice.

Marshal:
People got to talk themselves into
law and order, before they do anything
about it. Maybe because down deep, they
don't care. They just don't care.
It's all for nothing...all for nothing.

Rubbing his gnarled, arthritic hands, the marshal tells
Kane he would only be a liability to his old friend, a
distraction,

since Kane would be worried about him.

Amy goes to Helen's room, thinking that perhaps he is
staying for his former lover. When Helen explains that she
too is leaving on the noon train, Amy asks why then would
Kane want to stay.
"If you don't know,

I can't help you," Helen replies.
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She tells Amy that if Kane were her "man," she would be
staying to fight beside him. She makes it clear, however,
that Kane is no longer hers. Still, Helen offers the other
woman the refuge of her room until the arrival of the train.
Kane walks to the livery stable, and as he meditates
his fate, Harvey comes in behind him. When Kane admits that
it is tempting to ride away, a tormented Harvey seizes on
the idea, eager to be rid of Kane, who stands as a stern
rebuke to his own weak character. Harvey tries to saddle a
horse for Kane, but the marshal refuses; it was only a
thought.
Harvey attacks Kane, trying to force him on
The two men break into a fistfight,
walks away from the stable,

a horse.

and eventually Kane

leaving Harvey lying in the

straw.
He goes to the barber to clean his wounds from the
fight and hears the hammering of the undertaker, preparing
the coffins. Back in his office, Herb, too, wants to back
out, once he realizes there are no other deputies.

Herb

(stuttering) .
I've got nothing personal
nobody. I've got no stake

After Herb leaves,
rouses himself,

against
in this.

Kane puts his head onto his desk. He

startled, when he sees the young boy whom he

had sent to bring volunteers. The boy, only fourteen, offers
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to fight with the marshal,

but Kane declines, sending the

boy home to safety.
Seeing that it is only five minutes to noon, Kane loads
his gun and writes his last will and testament. He steps on
to the street,

in time to see Helen and Amy in a passing

buckboard, Amy, staring straight ahead as she drives,

and

Helen watching longingly.
Helen locks eyes with Frank when the train comes in,
but without speaking,

she steps aboard, behind Amy. As the

four gunman walk toward town, Kane is alone in the street.
Ben breaks a store window to steal something, a move that
alerts Kane to their approach. The marshal ducks behind a
building,

then calling the young gunman's name, shoots Ben

Miller.
Hearing the gunshot, Amy deserts the safety of the
train and runs toward town and her husband. She finds Ben
Miller's body in the street and escapes into her husband's
office.
Meanwhile,

the gang surrounds Kane in a barn, but the

marshal shoots Colby, and then escapes. They follow him back
to Main Street. Amy watches in horror as Pierce and Frank
Miller prepare to trap her husband in a nearby building.
When Pierce passes by the window next to her, she shoots
him.
Frank, alerted to the presence of a second gun,

sneaks

into the marshal's office and drags Amy into the street.
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Kane, seeing Amy, comes out, prepared to surrender, but Amy
struggles with Miller, diverting the gunman's attention so
that Kane can fire off a shot.
The townspeople flood the street, but Kane throws down
his "tin star" without so much as a word, and he and Amy
ride away in the buckboard.

Hombre
Hombre. released in 1967 by Fox Studios and directed by
Martin Ritt, opens on a mountainside, with John Russell
(Paul Newman)

about his business of catching and breaking

ponies for the stage lines. Though he has an American name,
Russell dresses like an Apache, and his associates are both
Apaches.
A young man, Billy Lee Blake,

rides into his encampment

with a message from Henry Mendez, the station manager.

The

stage line is closing, he tells Russell, but Mendez wants to
meet him.
With his two Apache friends, Russell rides to the
Delgato station, where Mendez tells him the railroad has
come to Sweet Mary. There is also other news: The elder Mr.
Russell, who raised John after he was orphaned, has died and
left him a boardinghouse in Sweet Mary.
Take the boardinghouse, cut your hair, and come down
off the mountain, Mendez urges Russell.

Mendez: Now it pays you to be a white man
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for a while. Put yourself on the winning
side for a change.

As the two of them talk, Russell's two compatriots are
abused by two rowdies who enter the saloon. When Russell
sees one of the toughs throw a drink on one of his Apache
friends, Russell advances upon him with a rifle and strikes
him, sending both men away from the saloon.
Mendez derides Russell for his "savage" actions, but
Russell is contemptuous.
The scene shifts to the boarding house where Jesse
Brown, the caretaker for the elder Mr. Russell,

is busy with

preparations to woo the new owner, whom she knows nothing
about. She goes about the house,

fussing with appearances

(all the while cooking what she realizes is tainted m e a t ) .
She moves Frank,

the local sheriff and her long-time

roommate, down the hall, telling him "I just want to keep up
appearances for a while."
Upstairs,

Billy Lee and his young, petulant bride,

Doris, argue over what she views as a disappointing
existence. Billy responds that he is doing the best he can
do.
As Jessie polishes the silverware, Mendez tells her to
forget about such niceties. Russell is an "ingrate" hardly
worth the trouble,

a "savage" who eats with his fingers. But

Jessie is unperturbed; she will have Russell eating out her
hand, she boasts.
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His hair cut, wearing white man's clothing, Russell
arrives at the boarding house. He notes the broken gate,

the

rusty hinge, but Jessie plunges ahead, confident that she
can win him over. However, Russell has no sooner looked at
the books,

than he tells her he is selling the house for a

herd of horses in the nearby town of Contention.
Out of a job, Jessie goes to Frank, and asks him to
marry her. He refuses,

lamenting his own lonely, poor, and

thankless existence. He needs a road out, not a wife.
Jessie,

quietly contemptuous, leaves him, her head high as

she returns to the boardinghouse.
Meanwhile, a well-dressed couple, an older man and a
younger woman, come into the stage office,

looking for a

stage to the town of Bisby. Told the stage line has closed
down,

the young wife offers quite literally to buy their

way: they will buy a wagon and horses, pay the driver,

and

allow other passengers. Mendez feels unable to resist such
an offer. The couple, Dr. and Mrs. Favor, go across the
street to have dinner, while the stage is loaded and a group
of passengers assemble in the stage office. Mendez will
drive, while Billy Lee and Doris, Jessie, and Russell have
tickets to board. The stage will go to Bisby by way of
Contention. A young bluff man, just out of the service on
his way to a wife and a mine claim, buys the last seat on
the stage.
At this point, Cicero Grimes,

a large forbidding man,
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arrives in the office, carrying a saddle and demanding a
seat on the stage. When Billy Lee tells him there are no
seats left, he first tries to bully an imperturbable Russell
into giving up his. When the young soldier intervenes,
Grimes turns his attention upon him, threatening him with
death if he does not give up his ticket.
The young man looks around the room for help, demanding
that Billy Lee do something, but no one will speak up. When
Grimes tells the man he will meet him in the street,

the

young man is unnerved, relinquishing his ticket and leaving,
head down.
Jessie chides Russell for not getting involved; after
all, he was willing to back Russell. But Russell quickly
counters that he never asked for help. He seems to believe
that each man's fight is his own.
Later,

inside the stage, Grimes continues in his

overbearing manner, although this time Jessie challenges
him, mocking him with the fact that she has no gun. P ’-.
Favor,

it is revealed,

is the Indian agent at San Callis. He

is pompous and bigoted in his statements about the Indians,
and his wife reveals an almost more malignant prejudice
toward the Indians. When she sneers,

remembering Indians

eating dogs, Russell challenges her. Wouldn't you eat a dog?
he asks,

if you were starving.

"Never," she sniffs.
Dr. Favor asks Russell about his familiarity with
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Apaches,

and Russell tells him he was a member of the

reservation police force.
But reservation police are only Indian, Mrs. Favor
points out, and Russell says nothing.
At the rest stop, Dr. Favor tells Mendez that Russell's
presence inside the coach is intolerable to Mrs. Favor.
Russell must be ejected to the top of the coach, Favor says,
but he asks Mendez to try not to offend him.

Favor:
I leave it in your hands.
M e n d e z : And wash yours.

Mendez, who is Mexican, explains the situation to
Russell.
"If you ask why I lend myself to this,

it's a habit, a

lifetime of it," Mendez explains to Russell when they stop
at Delgato's. Also at Delgato's,

Favor hears that several

men have ridden through earlier. Panicked about the
possibility of a robbery, though he does not explain why, he
insists that Mendez take a longer, more difficult route to
Contention.
The coach later stops at an abandoned mine.
of the buildings,

Inside one

Jessie tells something of her sad life

story as a widow to Russell, who seems mildly interested.
Doris follows Grimes and tries to flirt with him. So nice to
know, she tells him, that there is a man on the stage who
would know what to do if robbers were to set upon them.
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Grimes grabs Doris and flings himself upon her, taking her
game farther than she intended. He lets her go without doing
any real harm, laughing uproariously as the frightened and
furious Doris stumbles away. Doris wants to find Billy Lee,
so that he can defend her "honor," but Jesse stops her in
time.
At another stop, the three women collect around Mrs.
Favor's luxuriously outfitted trunk. Doris and Mrs. Favor
express disgust with men, while Jesse can not agree. Men may
have given her a few gray hairs, she says, but she always
comes back for more. Russell, who, unbeknownst to the women,
has been listening, says,

"Here, here."

As the wagon lurches up a steep incline, the passengers
are forced to take the path on foot. At the top, they are
met by a group of robbers, one of whom is Frank, the
erstwhile sheriff. Grimes is the gang's leader.
Dr. Favor’s earlier nervousness is now explained. The
agent has beer embezzling from the reservation,

starving the

Indians while he pocketed the funds from the government.

Grimes: You don't need a gun to pull off a
robbery. He does it with pen and ink.

Stone-faced,

Favor says nothing. The robbers disarm the

passengers, grab Favor's saddlebags filled with money, and
take Mrs. Favor as hostage. Russell is also quiet,

since

another of the robbers is the tough whose face he earlier
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bloodied in the saloon. With his hair cut and without his
Indian garb, Russell looks only vaguely familiar to the man.
Grimes rides ahead with Mrs. Favor and the two Mexican
bandits in the gang. Frank waits as the saloon tough rides
back to destroy the coach's water bags, as a further
preventative to the passengers' survival.
Russell has climbed to the top of the coach to retrieve
his hidden rifle. He identifies himself before he shoots
first the robber,

and then Frank.

Grimes and the others keep riding, but they have left
the saddlebags at the coach. Russell retrieves his hand gun.
Mendez,

Favor, and Billy Lee grab their guns, the remaining

water bag, while Favor snatches the coveted saddlebag.
The group turns around to see Russell, walking steadily
away, up the side of the mountain.
"Wait!" they shout in unison and scramble after them.
Hot and irritable, they finally catch up with Russell,
who is casually donning his Indian boots. Why did he not
wait for them,

they ask.

Mendez:
This isn't happening to one person,
it's happening to everyone.
Russell:
And you want me to show you the way, huh?"
Mendez:
Sure. You show us the way, we follow.
But we are all together.
Russell:
Together, huh?
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Favor, walking up, explains that Russell's dignity has
been "affronted" by his exile to the top of the coach. And
now, because they have not let him ride with them, he will
not let them walk with him. Yet, Favor points out, Russell
appears in no hurry.

R u ssell:
No, I'm no hurry. You want to go on,
go on, but you leave the saddlebags and
the gun he r e .
Favor:
I thought w e 'd get to that. H e 's
thinking why not take my money out
here, no law to stop him.
Jessie (indignant):
Your money! You starved a bunch of
Indians to death at San Carlos. [Turns
to Russell.] And now you're trying to
get your sticky fingers on it.

The group discusses their options. Russell advises them
to wait and kill the bandits when they return. Doris and
Billy Lee appear shocked at the notion of killing the
bandits.

Ru ssell:
They'll be running out of water.
You want to give them yours?
Doris:
No.
Russell:
Then they'll kill you for it.

Favor speaks up, but Russell tells him he has "no say
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in this."

Russell:
You can go or you can stay. But
either way you leave the saddlebags
and the belly gun here.
Favor:
You're not a figure to command much
confidence, Mr. Russell. What if
everyone decides against you?
Russell:
Then they've got you to show them
the way.

The decision is simple for the rest of the passengers.
Russell and Mendez go up above, to a promontory,

to wait for

the bandits. Russell positions Mendez, who waits nervously.
When the bandit shows himself, Mendez fumbles and shoots too
soon, but Russell manages to wound the bandit in the
stomach.
Bleeding,

the bandit waves a flag to parlay, and tells

the group they will exchange the money and some of the water
for Mrs. Favor. Russell flatly declines.
Jessie remarks on Russell's callousness, wondering
aloud why they all follow him.

Russell:

Because I can cut it, lady.

The group continues onward and reach the edge of flat
desert country. They will have to cross at night, Russell
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says and goes off to scout,

leaving Mendez in charge.

While Russell is gone, Favor ingratiates himself to
Mendez, who feels that his failure in the earlier shoot-out
was Russell's fault for asking him to kill a man. Mendez
disputes Favor's contention that Russell is out only for
gold, but in pondering the idea, he lets his guard down
sufficiently to allow the agent to seize his gun. Favor is
about to leave with the money and the water, when Russell
returns.
He banishes Favor with only the clothing on his back,
and the group watches as the old man walks into the desert.
After crossing the desert, the group arrives back at
the mine, where they hide in one of the buildings at the top
of a hill. They are surprised when they see Favor, parched
and exhausted,

straggle toward the non-functional pump.

They have to tell him where some of the water is
hidden,

in a nearby mine shaft, Jessie says. No, Russell

orders; Grimes and his men may be watching.
But Jessie disregards Russell. She emerges from the
cabin to shout down to Favor, who stumbles toward the mine
shaft,

greedily pouring the water down his throat.

As Russell predicted, Grimes has been watching and now
appears at the top of the hill. Favor scrambles into the
cabin, with Jessie's help, before the bandits surround the
shack.
Grimes wants to parlay; Russell wants to kill him, but
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Mendez objects.
Grimes' offer, however, is more threat than
negotiation. They have the group surrounded,

and now they

have the water.
As Grimes starts back down the hill, he stumbles and
rolls, thus denying Russell a clear shot. Still, he manages
to seriously wound the outlaw.
The bandits surge forward and leave M r s . Favor tethered
around her neck to a rail. She will die of exposure before
sundown if the money is not tossed down.
Mrs. Favor's pleading begins, at first plaintive,
turning hysterical,

then

then pitiful, as her energy slowly

dwindles under the blindingly hot sun.
Inside, her cries increase the tension among the group.
For Mendez,

it brings doubt about the nature of the

Christian God,

for whom he was taught to fear by

missionaries. Favor, however, simply replies there is no
God--only hell.
Jessie pleads with Russell, who remains bitter,
pointing out that it is Mrs. Favor's earlier cruelty that
has come to haunt her. Ask her now, if she would eat dog, he
tells Jessie.

Jessie:

If nobody ever lifted a finger until
people deserved it, the whole world
would go to hell.
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Russell relents, to the extent that he offers the
saddlebags to anyone who wishes to take them down the hill.
Of course, he points out, there is a Mexican hidden behind a
water trough directly behind Mrs. Favor; Grimes is stationed
in front of her. Once the money is down the hill, whoever
takes it upon himself to rescue Mrs. Favor will either be
shot from the front or from behind.
Russell goes around the cabin, offering the money to
whomever wishes to take on the assignment. Does Favor wish
to save his wife, he asks. Favor makes no attempt to step
forward. Does Billy Lee wish to show himself the chivalrous
defender, Russell asks, the dutiful defender of unprotected
wives? Billy Lee is silent. Doris, for all her protests of
sympathy for Mrs. Favor--and her trust of the bandits--also
declines the task, as does Mendez, despite his proclaimed
belief in the humanity of man.
At first, Jessie seems hesitant, but then she moves
toward the saddlebags.

Jessie:
Just give me your knife. That's all
I want from you.
Russell (resignation in his voice):
You want a lot more than that from me, lady.

Jessie is obviously relieved when Russell picks up the
saddlebags. He gives Billy Lee his rifle and positions him
in front of the window.
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Russell:
I'm not looking to get myself killed,
so pay attention. Watch the Mexican.
After I go past him, he'll come out with
his back to you. If he touches his gun,
shoot him.
Billy (surprised):
In the back?
Russell (contemptuously):
I'll ask him to turn around.

He removes the money,

replacing it with empty sacks and

instructs Billy Lee to take the money to the San Carlos
Indians in the case of his death. Billy is surprised,
thinking Russell has only wanted the money for himself.
Russell replies that he lived with those Indians, and hunted
their land; it is a debt he owes.
Russell starts down the hill, carrying the saddlebags.
Grimes emerges from his position, commenting on Russell's
guts. Russell cuts the rope tethering Mrs. Favor, and she
slowly begins the trek up the hill.
Billy Lee watches:
predicted,

first the Mexican, as Russell

comes from behind the water trough, and then Mrs.

Favor, almost delirious, wanders into the line of fire.
Billy Lee pleads

(softly)

for Mrs. Favor to "get out of

the way," but she stops, wobbling, blocking a clear shot.
Billy Lee is paralyzed.
Down below, Grimes opens the saddlebag and finds the
empty sacks. Without any support, Russell shoots it out with
both bandits,

and although he finishes them, he too is
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killed.

Analysis of the Films
Both High Noon and Hombre are critical examinations,
not so much of leadership, as followership.
Russell and Kane are both shown to be capable leaders
(Kane through testimonials to Hadleyville1s dramatic
improvement and Russell through his understanding of the
elements surrounding the group, both natural and hum a n ) .
Both leaders are shown in conflict with the forces of evil,
both are consistently betrayed by their followers.
There are differences between Kane and Russell. Russell
is an outsider,

Kane an apparent insider--though by his lack

of church-going, his former alliance with Helen, and his
marriage to a Quaker,

the marshal,

too, is more aligned with

unconventional influences.
Yet it is not shown that these outside alliances are
responsible for the followers' betrayal; rather it is the
weaknesses of the followers themselves,

cowardice being

primary among those flaws.
In High N o o n , the situation is presented in simple,
stark fashion. Kane, in his hour of need--in the town's
defining hour--is systematically refused by all those around
him.
Various reasons are given: The judge is both cynical
and frightened, neatly packing away both justice and civic
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responsibility (in the form of the flag and scales) until
such time, and place, as it is convenient to reconvene them.
Harvey,

the deputy, refuses because he is childish and

greedy; later in the film, his conscience goads him not to
take up arms with Kane as he should, but rather to try to
bully the marshal into deserting his responsibility.
In the saloon, the crowd is divided. Some are
frightened to take on the Miller gang without the five or
six "top guns" Kane used earlier in breaking up the Miller
gang and cleaning up Hadleyville. Others sympathize with the
gang, and want a return to the rowdy days before Kane's
arrival.
Sam, Kane's friend, suffers from cowardice, although he
rationalizes his fear (as others do in the film)
guise of his responsibility to his family.

in the

"You don't want

me to get killed and leave you a widow?" he snaps at his
wife who chastens him with a grieving look (but who has
nonetheless just lied to Kane at the doorway). Sam's wife,
like many others, professes great sorrow and even guilt,

but

does nothing to rectify the situation.
Nowhere,

however,

is the betrayal more wounding than in

the church, when the selectman launches his speech, a speech
that ruthlessly annihilates any support for Kane while
purporting to support the marshal. The selectman's motive is
greed cloaked in civic responsibility: bloodshed will create
a bad image and inhibit investment. His hypocrisy is the
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most stunning betrayal in the film. The former marshal's
bitter lament is only a coda, echoing the judge's appraisal
of the fickle citizenry.
The only people who support Kane do not enjoy full
membership in the group.

In the case of the drunk and the

young boy, they are not fully responsible for their actions;
Kane, as a moral leader, politely declines their offers.
Helen supports Kane, both in thought and word, but she,
too, has not been allowed full participation in the town, as
witnessed by her silent partnership in the general store.
She is presented as the one person who truly,

intuitively

understands Kane.
Amy's desertion of Kane early in the film seems at
first the harshest;

however, as the action progresses,

she

explains her opposition. Amy is the one person in town who
opposes Kane's stand on grounds of true principle,

seen in

contrast to the rationalizations of the townspeople, who
lamely propose that the Millers, who once ran rougF~^~d over
the town, will somehow become docile citizens if Kane is not
present to provoke their ire. Amy's father and her brother
"fought on the right side," but their bodies came home,
riddled with bullets.
As an outsider, Amy doesn't understand Kane's loyalty
to Hadleyville; as a Quaker, she opposes the use of
violence. However, when gunshots erupt, she races from the
train. Watching in horror as the two outlaws are about to
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surround and kill her husband,

she follows her heart rather

than her creed, shooting Colby. She risks her own life,
fighting with Frank Miller,

rather than see Kane surrender

his gun. Because Amy has been consistently presented as a
thinking,

courageous person,

these actions suggest that

perhaps she has adopted the philosophy of her husband
has told her in the beginning,

(who

"If you think I enjoy this,

you're crazy").
When the couple leaves the town, there is the
suggestion that they are united, not only in their contempt
for the town, but perhaps in their world viewpoints as well.
Jessie's and Russell's relationship in Ho m b r e . on the
other hand, is darker and more ambiguous. At times,

Jessie

seems to be the voice of compassion and reason. Like
Russell,
place,

she is something of an outsider, bouncing place to

from position to position, without the protection of

a man. She never seems bitter, however,

and thus her

continued reproach of what she calls his cold-heartedress
would seem to have validity.
Yet, whether through physical or moral frailty,

Jessie

never supports any of her words of compassion with actions.
She watches without comment as both the young soldier in the
station and Favor are ejected from the group. Only later,
after the fact, does she voice disapproval.
More significantly,

she is belated in her support of

Russell. Though she rushes down the hill to find Russell's
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dead body,

it is only after the shooting has stopped. When

Mrs. Favor wobbles on the hillside, blocking Billy's shot-which Russell has already stated is key to his own survival-Jessie doesn't leave the sanctuary of the cabin, when she
might easily slip down and pull Mrs. Favor out of the way
without arousing the suspicion of the bandits.
This is all the more damning, considering that it is
Jessie who has convinced Russell, against his better
judgment,

to exchange the saddlebags and save Mrs. Favor's

life.
In the end,

it seems, Jessie's boast has come true:

Russell is eating out of her hand, upholding,

for her, those

values that she espouses but does not embrace. Her hypocrisy
grows more cunning throughout the film and its results more
tragic. Russell's sacrifice is a bitter echo of the film's
earlier scene in which Jessie evicts Frank, polishes the
silver,

fusses with flowers--but serves rotten meat doctored

with ample ar--.nr.ts of chili peppers to her paying boarders.
"I wouldn't eat it on a bet," she tells the cook of the
meat; she will serve it up, however, with all the trappings
of propriety,

just as in the end, she will serve up Russell

to give this completely un-civil group the facade of
civilization.
The attraction between Russell and Jessie has been
building throughout the course of the film, so that when she
claims she only wants his knife, Russell easily perceived
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the falsehood, knowing the sacrifice she is implicitlydemanding that he m a k e .
Of course, had Russell been able to rely upon any other
member of the group, he might not have been sacrificed. Yet,
like Jessie,

the others are lacking in both courage and

character. Billy Lee, shocked at the idea of shooting an
outlaw (who is stalking the group)

in the back,

shows little

remorse at Russell's death.
Like Jessie, Mendez is an ambiguous character.
Throughout the film, he brings up his own Mexican heritage
in his conversations with Russell as a way of proving his
empathy with oppressed individuals. Yet he calls Russell
savage for defending his Indian friends at Delgato's; he
describes Russell to Jessie as ungrateful to Mr. Russell,
his white patron, and he complains to Favor when he is asked
to back Russell in the shoot-out with the Mexicans.
The Favors are utterly immoral; in the case of the
Indian agent,

it could be said he is amoral, since he claims

no belief in God.
In contrast, Russell is revealed throughout the movie
to be a competent, moral leader. Though Jessie decries his
seemingly detached demeanor, his pragmatism proves to be a
saving grace for the survival of the g r o u p . Favor is a man
utterly without compunction, a dangerous man, whose
presence, Russell understands, could destroy the group--and
indeed the agent's return augurs disaster. Rescuing Mrs.
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Favor is a suicide mission; the group survives only because
of Russell's heroic actions in the final gunfight. There is
no indication that, had Grimes survived,

the group would

also have survived.
Both movies seem to express the idea that within the
structure of an organization,
active,

followership must take an

rather than passive, role. The dynamics of the

leader-follower relationship require interchange and support
between the two parties, and more importantly, on the part
of followers,

the courage to act independently of each

other. Herb's reaction in High Noon typifies the herd
mentality in Hadleyville; he would love to help Kane, he
says, but only if others will, too.

"White people stick

together," Favor tells Russell in Hombre. shrewdly
appraising the herd mentality of the stagecoach group.
Both movies also contrast competent leadership with
inept followership, and both present the disaster which
ensues when the two are joined.
Both High Noon and Hombre exhibit leadership without
followership. Kane, in High Noo n , tries to enlist the aid of
the townspeople against Miller and his gang, but to no
avail. Seemingly democratic in his leadership style, the
town's refusal to help leaves Kane to fight the Miller gang
alone, as the town that he had made safe from such outlaws
watch on detached.

In Hombre. Russell is reluctant to assume

a leadership role, but once enlisted,

he leads
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autocratically,

expecting the group to follow his commands,

in order to save their lives. However, he bends to the
wishes of the group, especially to Jessie. Russell's
willingness to be swayed by the group causes his demise,

for

he is ultimately sacrificed by the very group that he saves.
The concept of "followership" is not a new one
Hollander,

1958); however,

(see

the dramatic effects of

leadership without followership, and its ramifications,

as

portrayed in High Noon, preceded much of leadership research
in the area of leader-follower dynamics.
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CHAPTER 13
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter presents a review of the purpose of this
study,

the research questions under investigation

(preceded

by a brief overview of the concepts associated with eac h ) ,
and a summary of the salient points found from the study.
The scope of this study, though general in nature, was to
examine leadership through a non-traditional venue--the
venue of film, specifically through the western genre.
Leadership,

as previously noted, continues to be studied

through a variety of avenues by both researchers and
educators.

Film, or "visual literacy," has become

increasingly important as an investigative research tool;
therefore,

the study of film was a viable avenue for

examining leadership. The western was used for its richness
and universality, being seemingly representative of the
American ethco. Therefore,

this researcher sought to

interpret the dynamics of leadership through the medium of
western film to gain a better understanding of how
leadership was portrayed through the "eyes" of this
important, uniquely American genre.

Conclusion
In his seminal work, The Human Side of Enterprise
(1960), McGregor classified leadership through four major
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variables:
(1) the characteristics of the leader; (2) the
attitudes, needs, and other personal characteristics
of the followers; (3) characteristics of the
organization, such as its purpose, its structure,
the nature of the tasks to be performed; and (4)
the social, economic, and political milieu, (p. 182)
McGregor

(1960) saw leadership as a complex

relationship among these variables, not a property of the
individual; the personality of the leader was not as
important as his or her ability to match varying leader
characteristics according to the circumstances. Though there
was a variety of leadership conceptualizations exhibited in
the examined films, for the role of the leader was paramount
in the western,

constancy was the hallmark of that

leadership. However, the leaders reviewed in this study
rarely fluctuated in their leadership styles, remaining
relatively constant throughout the duration of the films,
and leadership was rarely portrayed as situational, with the
exception of Tombstone and Bad Girls

(where there were

exchanges in leadership during key moments). One seminal
concept that the western universally emphasized was that of
the strong leader and the importance of such leadership for
achieving a desired result. When leadership was portrayed as
lacking or incongruent

(at cross purposes with the

followers), as in McCabe and Mrs. Miller or The Long R iders.
negative repercussions generally followed from that lack of
leadership. This point was reemphasized with almost every
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film reviewed, with the exception of Little Big Man that,
more parody than not, did not portray the protagonist as a
true leader.
The first research question under consideration was
whether there were any discernible leadership styles
exhibited in the selected films. If, as Fiedler
noted,

(1967)

leader style is "the underlying need structure of the

individual which motivates his behavior
leadership situation"

[acts]

in various

(p. 36), then examining a leader's

style is a multi-faceted dimension of the leadership process
encompassing a variety of terms that,

though not fully

overlapping in meaning, generally correlate

(especially

among those describing behavioral styles) with one or
another of the task-focused or follower-focused (Bass, 1981)
ways involving initiating structure. Leaders who are
described as task-focused [autocratic and/or authoritarian
(Lewin & Lippitt,
(Burke, 1966),

1938)] may also be described as directive

"Theory X"

(McGregor,
"9,1"

1960), coerciv

__id

persuasive

(Bass, 1960),

(production, not employee

concerned)

(Blake & Mouton, 1964), and task-oriented

(Fiedler,

1967), to name a few of the variations. Bass

(1981) noted, a task-focused (autocratic)

leader:

initiates structure, provides the information,
determines what is to be done, issues the rules,
promises rewards for compliance, and threatens
punishments for disobedience .... The leader-focused
or task-focused leader uses his or her power to
obtain compliance with what the leader has decided.
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(p. 292)
Similarly,
focused

leaders who are described as follower-

[democratic and/or equalitarian

(Lewin & Lippett,

1938)], may also be described as nondirective
"Theory Y"

(McGregor,

1960), permissive

(employee, not production concerned)
and relations-oriented

(Bass, 1960),

(Blake & Mouton,

(Fiedler, 1967). Bass

noted that the follower-focused

(Burke,

(democratic)

1966),
"1,9"
1964) ,

(1981) also
leader:

solicits advice, opinions, and information from
followers and checks decisions or shares decision
making with followers....The follower-focused leader
uses his or her power to set the constraints within
which followers are encouraged to join in deciding
what is to be done. (p. 292)
The laissez-faire leader, on the other hand,
non-leader. Described by Bradford and Lippitt

is the

(1945) as a

leader who avoids "attempting to influence their
subordinates and shirk their supervisor duties"

(Bass,

1981,

p. 3 94), he or she seeks to avoid leading.
Leadership styles abounded in the selected films with
the predominant focus being task-oriented. Dunson,

in Red

River. was obsessed with driving both the men and the
cattle. Shane portrayed both Shane and Starrett dedicated to
the task of combating Ryker and his autocratic rule. The Man
With No Name

(A Fistful of Dollars) concentrated his efforts

on destroying both the Rohos and the Baxters,
town from their combined tyranny. Preacher

delivering the

(Pale Rider) is

task-focused as he combats both Lehood and his past nemesis,
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Stockburn. Chris and his men

(The Magnificent Seven) focus

their combined skills on protecting the village from the
clutches of Calvera. Both Ethan and Martin (The, Searchers)
were focused on finding Debbie, but for different reasons.
Horn

(Tom Ho r n ) was single-minded in his pursuit of

rustlers,

as were Paden, Emmett, Jake,

and Malachi

(Silverado) in their individual and combined struggle
against Cobb, McKendrick,
acquiring money

and

their men. It was the task of

by exploiting the citizenry

of Presbyterian

Church that motivated McCabe and Mrs. Miller (McCabe and
Mrs. Miller), and through killing a few erring cowboys that
motivated Munny

(Unforgiven) . Dedication to the task

propelled Steve

(Ride the High Country), as it did Ranse

(The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance) , for both perceived task
completion as being essential to their self-respect and
honor.

For the leaders of The A l a m o , it was the task of

fighting tyranny and fighting for independence that
propelled them to risk, and ultimately lose, their lives.

In

all three versions of the Wyatt Earp story (My Darling
Clementine. Wyatt Earp, and Tombstone) , though told in
differing fashions, Wyatt was task-oriented in each version.
In Dances With Wolves. Dunbar started the movie dedicated to
the task of being a cavalry officer then became more
fervently dedicated to the task of becoming adopted into the
Sioux culture. Jack,

in Little Big M a n . seemed to be

unfocused throughout the film until near the end, when his
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task became to get revenge on Custer for all of the misery
he had caused Jack and his adopted people,
Jesse

the Cheyenne.

For

(Posse), the task, diligently followed, was to seek

revenge for his father's brutal death at the hands of Bates
and his men,

and for Cody (Bad Girls) , and her "girls," the

task was to evade a pair of detectives hired to capture
them, and to seek freedom from, and revenge on, Kid Jarrett.
W a les' (The Outlaw Josey Wales) task was to wreak havoc on
Terrill and his "Red Legs."

Chance's

(Rio Bravo) task was

to keep Joe Burdett locked up for his trial while keeping
Burdett's brother, Nathan, and his men at bay, and for
Rooster

(True Grit) the task was to collect the reward for

Ned Pepper and Chaney, while safeguarding the impetuous
Mattie. Jesse's task

(The Long Riders) was to formulate the

robbery plans for the James/Younger gang; after his marriage
he became remiss in this task. For Butch

(Butch Cassidy and

the Sundance Kid), the task was to develop a vision for the
gang; he too falls short. Pike

(The Wild Bunch) . like Butch,

lacks the necessary leadership "vision" to complete the task
of adapting to the times. Lin's

(Winchester

'73) task was to

avenge the murder of his father, a murder committed by Lin's
brother,

"Dutch Henry." Finally,

for Kane

(High Noon) the

task is to fight Frank Miller and his gang, without the
assistance of followers; and for Russell

(Hombre) , to fight

Grimes and his gang while being hindered by followers. Each
film reviewed demonstrated a fervent dedication to task as a
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defining element of leadership.
However,

a task-oriented style was, at times,

contrasted with a more relations-oriented focus.
example, Matthew,

For

in Red River, successfully balanced his

desire to complete the cattle drive with an ability to
develop meaningful relationships. The power of relationships
was a key factor in the transformations exhibited in Ride

■tils HiglL Country and The Man Who Shot Liberty V a l a n c e . In
Rio Bravo. The Outlaw Josey W a l e s , and True Grit one could
also perceive the results of relationships,
lead protagonists
oriented and,

as each of the

(Chance, Wales, and Cogburn), though task-

in the case of Wales and Cogburn,

brought into the organization,
of the later films,

loners,

thus creating community.

are
Some

such as The Long Riders. Little Big M a n .

Dances With Wolves. Bad Girls, and Posse. exhibited the
dynamics of organizational culture amidst a task-oriented
focus. There was an overarching sense within the western
that there was a task to complete and a need for focused
leadership; however,

relationships,

in many cases, were

shown to be necessary for the successful completion of the
task.
The second research question investigated whether or
not the leadership methods portrayed corresponded with
existing leadership theories. Prior to the 1930s it was
widely believed that leadership qualities were endemic,
merely an innate property of the individual, and that only a
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limited number of people were uniquely imbued with abilities
and traits that made it possible for them to become leaders.
Therefore,

as a consequence of these beliefs, research

studies in this field centered on the identification of the
universal characteristics of leadership so that potential
leaders might be more readily identified.
However,

social science research in this field since

the 1930s has taken new directions. Social scientists became
interested in studying the behavior as well as the personal
characteristics of leaders. As a result, some quite
different ideas about the nature of leadership emerged. With
the burgeoning research studies in this field, it has become
more evident that it is quite unlikely that there is a
single basic pattern of abilities and personality traits
characteristic of all leaders. Though the personality traits
are not unimportant,

those that are essential differ

considerably depending upon the circumstances. Demonstrating
diversity in their portrayals of leadership

(and leadership

methods), from the traditional "great man" model exhibited
in My Darling Clementine. Wyatt Earp. Tombstone, and The
Alamo to examples of change agents in Tom Horn and
Silverado, this corpus of selected films displayed
characteristics representative of both leadership and
followership theories. Red River gave an example of the
behavioral concepts set forth in McGregor's Theory X & Y,
while the charismatic model was the watchword of S h a n e . A
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Fistful of Dollars. Pale Rider. The Magnificent Seven, and
The Searchers. The transactional and transformational
theories set forth by Burns could be seen in Unforgiven.
McCabe and Mrs. Miller. Ride the High Country, and The Man
Who Shot Liberty Valance. The ideas behind organizational
culture, both cultural and gender-based, were portrayed in
Dances with Wolves. Little Big M a n . Posse, and Bad Gir l s ,
while the concept of creating community,

central to Ouchi's

Theory Z could be witnessed in The Outlaw Josey Wales. Rio
Bravo. and True Gr i t . For the final six films,

it was not a

leadership theory, per se, but a lack of leadership
followership)

(and

that distinguished them. A lack of vision,

paramount to leadership and organizational dynamics, were
the focal points of The Long Riders. Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance K i d . The Wild Bunch, and Winchester 17 3 . High Noon
and Hombre. on the other hand, demonstrated followership
theories,

for these films epitomized the results of poor

followership. Thus,

these final six films displayed that

leadership without either vision and/or followership,
totally impotent,

if not

is, at best, disadvantaged.

The third research question considered whether the
leadership styles exhibited in these films pre-dated,
coincided with,

or occurred subsequent to the general

acceptance of those theories. As mentioned earlier,

there

were examples where the film seemed to exhibit or resemble
characteristics of leadership theories prior to those
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theories becoming generally accepted. Red R iv e r , released in
1948, preceded McGregor's I960 publications differentiating
between what he called Theory X and Theory Y. Shane
A Fistful of Dollars
and The Searchers

(1964), The Magnificent Seven (1960),

(1956) were all released prior to Burns'

(1978) notations on charismatic leadership; however,
Rider

(1953),

Pale

(1985) was released afterwards. The concept of

creating community, evidenced in The Outlaw Josey Wales
(1976) , Rio Bravo

(1959) , and True Grit

(1969) , preceded the

introduction of Ouchi's Theory Z (1981) that emphasized
creating community as an integral part of the theory-base.
However,

more often than not a general introduction to,

and acceptance of, the theories had already been established
prior to the release date of the suggested films exhibiting
corresponding leadership characteristics.
Alamo

(1960), Wyatt Earp

Darling Clementine

(1994), Tombstone

Preceding The
(1994), and My

(1946), the great man theory was

prominent as early as the writings of Aristotle.
Cultural/gender theories came to the forefront of leadership
research as early as the anthropological findings of Mead
(1930),

thus pre-dating Dances With Wolves

(1990), Little

Big Man

(1970),

(1993). Both Tom

Horn

Posse

(1993), or Bad Girls

(1980) and Siverado

Wilson,

and Westley's

(1985) were released after Lippitt,

(1958) development of the "seven-

phase" change model. Burns'

(1978) concepts of transactional

and transformational leadership preceded Unforcriven

(1992),
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but followed the release dates of McCabe and Mrs. Miller
(1971),

Ride the High Country (1962), and The Man Who Shot

Liberty Valance

(1962). The repercussions associated with a

lack of shared vision and/or truncated vision can be
witnessed as far back as the testamental writings found in
the Old Testament, thus preceding The Long Riders

(1980),

Butch Ca ssidy and the Sundance Kid (1969) , The Wild Bunch
(1969) , and Winchester

'73 (1950) . However,

precede the cited reference by Senge
Finally,

though Hollander's

preceded by High Noon

(1990) on vision.

(1958) study of followership was

(1952),

it preceded Hombre

Leadership concepts such as "followership,"
community,"

these movies did

(1967).

"creating

"organizational culture," and "vision," however,

could be observed in films prior to their becoming
watchwords in the leadership literature.
In this study, examples of leadership theories were
evidenced as both precedirg and succeeding the release dates
of selected films exhibiting characteristics associated with
those theories,

suggesting a universal quality associated

with the medium of film. This fact merely reaffirms the
thought that theory is developed through empirical
knowledge--by observation--and film is a visual expression
of that knowledge. The western, therefore, served as a
vehicle to transport these theories.
The western has typically embodied the traditional
Eurocentric values and cultural mores dominant in American
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society. However,

the western has shown a move,

in the films examined over the last two decades,
society in general,

especially
as has

toward comparing and contrasting

cultural/gender themes. Films such as Little Big Man and
Dances With Wolves portrayed leadership through "eyes" other
than those of the traditional white Anglo-Saxon Protestant
male leading man, opening the genre to new interpretations.
McCabe and Mrs. Miller juxtaposed the leadership of McCabe
to that of Mrs. Miller, and Bad Girls portrayed a group of
four females as the sole protagonists,

the only film

reviewed to do so. Posse. directed and starring Mario Van
Peebles, was the only film where a group of AfricanAmericans are the primary protagonists,

though Danny Glover

had a major role in Silverado. as did Morgan Freeman in
Unforgiven. Each of these films gave us a contrasting view
of the leadership process. The surprising result was a group
of films that allowed for viewing leadership,

and in some

instances reinterpreting leadership and the dynamics of
leadership

(styles, themes, theories)

(cultural and gender)

from nontraditional

divergent viewpoints.

Examining the western over a 50 year span allowed the
genre to be evaluated for evolutionary changes over time,
thus checking for stasis. The western, however, was not a
static genre,

for though the period

(frame of reference)

covered under the western was a relatively short span of
time

(historically), the films revealed a depth of character
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and breadth of leadership methods that made it a highly
relevant form for studying leadership dynamics.
Diversity even marked the western from the standpoint
of directors and actors,

for the films chosen represented 2 0

of the industry's best known directors. From such notables
as John Ford, Anthony Mann, and Howard Hawks to Sam
Peckinpaw, Clint Eastwood,

and Lawrence Kasdan. Also,

though

John Wayne was a dominant character in many western films
from 1945 to 1970

(and was represented in six of the

reviewed films), with Clint Eastwood,

and recently Kevin

Costner, becoming the dominant figures on the western
landscape over the past 20-30 years, the selected corpus of
films revealed a wide array of actors from Henry Fonda, Gary
Cooper, Steve McQueen, and Yul Brenner, to Grace Kelly,
Shelley Winters, Linda Darnell,

and Madeline Stowe to name

only a few. Both director and actor came to this genre with
a different approach to, and interpretation of,
leader; therefore,

the western

such variety enhanced the overall impact,

significance, and relevance of the western as a source of
study.
Regardless of the situation, and in spite of countless
odds and numerous obstacles,
without, or in spite of,

the western leader carried on

followers. This steadfast nature is

at the core of the western film's mystique, and a key to its
iconography. The heroic leader is often larger than life and
as formidable as the landscape. As Sarris

(1973)

stated:
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Somewhere in our collective unconscious, in the
history of our race, we felt the stirrings of heroic
fantasy as the bewildering complexities of the modern
world suddenly dissolved into the image of a lonely
rider silhouetted against the horizon, the evil of the
world arrayed against him, but to no avail. Part of us
would always ride with him, that better part of us
hidden in our paunchy souls and behind our Walter
Mitty facades, (p. 208)
In fact, however,

those "bewildering complexities" do

not dissolve on the movie screen; for, while the western
heroes remain steadfast,

they confront an ever-changing

world. Change is at the heart of the western, as is loss
(either overt or covert, physical or psycho-social). The
western film epitomizes the reality of self-sacrifice in
leadership.

In many of the films, a heavy toll is extracted

from the leader. This sense of cost, and ultimate loss,
imbues many of the leaders with an indomitable spirit,

as

they prevail against all odds and endure immeasurable
hardships.

It is also the reality of this cost that makes

leadership within the western film genre so powerful. The
western leader is both a military and a political leader,

a

leader whose instincts and rapid decision-making processes
can mean the difference between life and death.
Loss and peril went hand-in-hand for the western
leader. Dunson lost his fiancee through the Indian raid.

In

Shane. a farmer was gunned down and other families driven
out by the heavy-handed threats of Ryker. Preacher (it was
implied)

had lost his life, at an earlier point,

to
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Stockburn and his men. Chris lost some of his men in the
fight against Calvera. Tom Horn lost his life through the
betrayal of the cattlemen who had hired him. Malachi lost
his father through McKendrick's henchmen. Will lost his wife
and friend. Ethan lost his brother and his hidden love.
Crockett,

Bowie, Travis, and their men lost their lives at

the hands of Santa Anna. Loss also permeates the different
versions of the Wyatt Earp myth. Steve,

in Ride the High

Country, lost his life, and his chance for a lucrative
future. McCabe lost his life and Mrs. Miller her dream.
Dunbar though gaining a new culture, became a hunted man.
Jack wandered back and forth, with a general sense of loss
and unsettledness, orphaned and estranged from his sister.
Butch and Sundance lost their lives, as did Pike and his
men. Jesse lost his father and several of his "posse," while
Cody lost her lover, Josh. Doniphon lost both Hallie and his
identity. Wales lost his wife and child, and Chance lost a
friend, Wheeler. Mattie lost La Boeuf, and Jesse lost his
respect,

and, ultimately, his life. Lin lost a father

(and a

brother by his own han d ). Kane lost his community and
Russell his life.
Power,

force, and counter force were the primary

instruments used by the leader to deter, and combat,
illegitimate forces. Therefore,

leadership,

as one can see,

was often portrayed as a hard and lonely job. Lipman-Blumen,
critical of what she considered traditional American
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leadership,

compared it to a "frontier" mentality,

stating:

The traditional American concept of leadership
is a pastiche based upon a masculine ego-ideal
glorifying the competitive, combative, controlling
creative, aggressive, self-reliant individualist.
It describes a leadership form better suited to a
frontier society than to the interdependent global
and organizational environments that will characterize
the twenty-first century, (p. 185)
Yet, one must examine the western within the proper
context. The Western, among all of the film genres,

is

unique in that it deals with a time when the country was
thriving, yet struggling for an identity. However,

there

were ample opportunities for individuals to create and
develop their own concepts--their own "vision"--of what
they, and the vast frontier,
the Western,

could become. For the West,

and

change, as already noted, was essential;

seemingly the watchword of this new frontier. Therefore,
though their leadership styles may not have varied,
leaders,
adopt,

in order to be successful,

rapid change.

Indeed,

the

had to adapt to, and

the western leader was a person

whose very presence, many times, created change. Yet,

the

western leader was not quixotic, for rationality and
pragmatism were the touchstone. This is the great paradox of
the western film genre: the irresistible force of change
meets the immovable object of leadership.
There is a unique power in film,

for through visual

imagery one can be transported through both time and space.
Film has the ability to transcend other mediums,

for, as
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Nichols

(1981) noted,

"To be comprehended,

the physical

world must first be mediated and translated"

(p. 12). What

better than film creates such a transitory experience? For,
though books can open up the "mind's eye," so to speak,

it

is an arena open only to the literate few, especially if one
considers the illiteracy rate world-wide. Film, however,
the power of its visual image,

and

is open to all with the price

of admission. The medium of film has become a valuable
teaching tool for researchers and educators alike,

for, if

theory is a means of explaining what is being exhibited,

and

theories can be observed through the medium of film, then
film has an explanatory power as a dynamic way of
understanding abstract concepts through this visual medium.
Therefore,

it was only fitting,

since film is not only

representative of the physical world but a powerful teaching
tool,

that the dynamics of leadership,

the stature of the

western as an art form, and the cultural implications that
the western both had, and continues to have on the American
ethos, be examined through the medium of western film. As
Sarris

(1973) cited:

There will always be an audience for the Western,
for the Western represents romantic adventure and
idealism, achievement, optimism for the future,
justice, individualism, the beauty of the land,
and the courage and independence of the individuals
who won the land. It is in the Western that the
American discovers himself again as one of the
descendants of a people who knew how to work hard,
who knew how to fight, who were prepared to
die. This is all in contrast to the padded world
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in which the American so often finds himself
t oday...(p. 209-210)
The western showed a depth of character in relation to
leadership that was both surprising and satisfying. The
corpus examined in this study portrayed leadership through a
myriad of "lenses," displaying a variety of styles, motifs,
and characteristics representative of several leadership
theories.

From the contrasting behavioral aspects of Red

River to the cultural dynamics of Dances With Wolves, the
western displayed a versatility unlike many other genres.
These films introduced the nuances evidenced when comparing
and contrasting group/organizational cultures,

and the need

for the effective leader to have a grasp of such nuances.
Some of the concepts about leadership,

and the

underlying theories and styles displayed, portrayed a
universal quality that transcended the evolution of theory.
The universality of leadership, and the effectiveness of the
genre as an instructional aid for displaying that
leadership,

shows the relevance of researching film for more

than socio-political implications, but for cultural ones as
well, and for using the medium as an integral part of the
teaching process.
In conclusion,

the western showed a depth of character

in relation to leadership that was both surprising and
satisfying. The study of western film has been an
interesting venue in which to examine leadership, and it has
provided a unique perspective on the dynamics involved in
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the leadership process both in theory and in praxis. The
corpus examined in this study portrayed leadership through a
myriad of "lenses," displaying a variety of styles, motifs,
and characteristics representative of several leadership
theories.

From the contrasting behavioral perspectives

portrayed in Red River to the cultural dynamics exhibited by
Dances With Wolves, the western displayed versatility rarely
found in other genres. These films introduced the nuances
evidenced when comparing and contrasting group identity and
organizational cultures as well as the universal need for
individual responsibility. Therefore,

a visual analysis and

examination of western film, though ambitious, was an
informative and worthwhile study.

Recommendat ions
What implications can be drawn about the motifs of
Westerns and current, or impending,

sociological/political

events surrounding their theatrical release? Are they making
political and/or sociological messages? How do these films
tie into the American landscape, or psyche--the Zeitgeist?
Wha-; are they saying about American society, or societies in
general,

if anything? Though all viable questions,

they were

not the foci of this particular study. Selectively limited
in scope,

the purpose of this study was neither to review

socio/political underpinnings as evidenced through the
selected films, nor to ascertain director's possible
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political implications associated with the films

(these

could be studies in and of themselves) ; however, both would
be interesting studies for one cannot generally separate a
film from the creator's predilections.
Another interesting possibility for further select
study could be to chronicle the role of women and/or
minorities within the western genre to determine possible
changes

(evolvement), if any,

in their leadership roles over

time. Has there been a change in their role over time, or
have they remained relatively stereotypically typecast, and
why? Though this study cites examples of both categories
(culture and gender), the focus of this study was not
designed to draw any in-depth conclusions about the
portrayal of either one.
Another,

albeit different,

how college professors

study might be to examine

(or teachers in general)

have been

viewed in films over time, and to determine the leadership
roles,

if any, which they have exhibited, and whether there

has been a change in this role. Such a study might give
insight not only into how Hollywood views education,
especially the role of the teacher in the educational
process,

but

(if coupled with an appropriately designed

questionnaire)

the impact that film has on determining

general societal perceptions of education and educational
roles. This might be informative in understanding whether
society, as a general rule,

impacts or is impacted by, the
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film industry.
Furthermore, violence,
research,

always a useful venue of

could be examined to ascertain whether violent

portrayals have increased or decreased in Western films
(through viewing a particular genre or group of films), per
se, over the last 20 years, and project what affects,

if

any, such trends may be having on children, and why.
These are just a few recommendations for future
studies. The list is as endless as the imagination and
ingenuity of the researcher, and a variety of mediums,
especially film, should be an instrumental tool for the
social science researcher. Film is a fecund field for study,
with endless avenues to explore,

and it is a medium that is

just beginning to be used for research in a variety of
disciplines. A medium that touches almost everyone in one
form or another,

film needs to be examined for the impact

that it has on society as well as the impact of society on
it, for film transcends boundaries in ways that cannot be
attained through other mediums.
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APPENDIX A
FILM LIST

Critics' Top Tens
Hardy's

(1991) work The Western he listed thirteen film

critics' lists of top westerns

(p. 379-381). At least one,

and as many as six of the films in this study, appeared in
each list. The critics'

choices follow.

Edward Buscombe
Edward Busrcmbe is the editor of The BFI Companion to
the Western. The films are listed in order of preference.
"I've only allowed myself one film per director"

The Searchers

(1956)

Ride the High Country

(1962)

Heller in Pink Tights

(1960)

Comanche Station
One-Eyed Jacks

(1960)

(1961)

Man of the West
Rio Bravo

(1958)

(1959)

Duel in the Sun

(1946)

High Plains Drifter
Vera Cruz

(p. 379).

(1972)

(1954)
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Allen Eyles is the author of The Western and the
definitive book about the films of John Wayne.

The films

are listed in alphabetical order.

Bend of the River (1952)
The Hanging Tree (195 9)
The Man from Laramie

(19 55)

Pursued (1947)
Ride the High Country (1962)
The Searchers
Shane

(1956)

(1953)

She Wore a Yellow Ribbon

(194 9)

Support Your Local Sheriff
The Tall T

(1968)

(1957)

Christopher Frayling

Christoper Frayling is Professor of Cultural History at
the Royal College of Art, and is the author of Spaahpi-.t-i
Westerns and of numerous articles about the American Western
and American society. The films are listed in chronological
order.

Rancho Notorious
High Noon

(1952)

(1952)
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Joh nn y G u i t a r

.1954

>

Run of the Arrow (1957)
Terror in a Texas Town
Rio Bravo

(1958)

(1959)

Comanche Station (1960)
One-Eyed Jacks

(1961)

The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance
The Professionals

(1966)

Once upon a Time in the West
The Ballad of Cable Hogue
McCabe and Mrs. Miller
Ulzana's Raid

(1968)

(1970)

(1971)

(1972)

The Missouri Breaks
The Shootist

(1962)

(1976)

(1976)

Philip French

Philip French is film critic of the Observer, Producer
of the weekly BBC Radio's art review,

Critics' Forum, and

author of The Movie Moguls and Westerns.

The films are

listed in chronological order.

Red River

(1948)

Wagon Master
High Noon
Shane

(1950)

(1952)

(1953)
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Vera

Cruz

15 54'

Star in the Dust

:1956j

Run of the Arrow

(1957)

3:10 to Yuma

(1957)

Man of the West

(1958)

The Law and Jake Wade
The Left Handed Gun
Ride Lonesome
Flaming Star

(1958)

(1959)
(1960)

One-Eyed Jacks

(1961)

Guns in the Afternoon
Rio Conchos

(1958)

(19 62)

(1964;

The Sons of Katie Elder
Hombre

(1965)

(1967)

The Stalking Moon
Monte Walsh

(1968)

(1976)

French felt that Ford's Stagecoach (193 9) was the best
Western ever made.

Phil Hardy

Hardy noted that "This is not a best Westerns'
otherwise Hawks would figure in it.

list;

Rather, the films have

been chosen to show what has been done with the genre and
what can be done"

(p. 380).

The films are listed in no

particular order.
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Comanche Station
The Searchers
Forty Guns

(1960)

(1956)

(1957)

Rancho Notorious

(1952)

Bend of the River

(1952)

The Shooting/Ride in the Whirlwind

(1966)

She Wore a Yellow Ribbon (1949)
Fury at Showdown

(1957)

Johnny Guitar (1954)
Ride the High Country (1962)

Colin McArthur

Colin McArthur has been a film critic of The Tribune,
and has written extensively about the genre.

The films are

listed in chronological order.

The Covered Wagon

(1923)

Union Pacific

(1939)

The Westerner

(1939)

My Darling Clementine

(1946)

Run of the Arrow (1957)
Lonely Are the Brave

(1962)

The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance

(1962)

Ride the High Country (1962)
Cheyenne Autumn

(1964)
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Once upon a Tice in the West: (1568)
McArthur noted that his films were chosen not on the
individual excellence of the films nor the sensibilities of
their maker, but on their social criteria.

The above films seem to me to pose most
sharply the particular historical debates
which underpin the Western: whether the West
is garden or desert; whether industrialization
or agrarianism carries the greater moral
cachet; whether the Indian is a cruel savage
or a noble primitive; whether energy is to be
preferred to Eastern refinement; and how the
traditional West (and Western) copes with the
onset of mcdernity. (p. 380)

Eric Mackenzie

Eric Mackenzie researched The Wes t er n.

The films are

listed in order of preference.

True Grit

(196 9)

My Darling Clementine
Fort Apache

(1946)

(1948)

She Wore a Yellow Ribbon (1949)
Winchester '73

(1950)

Bad Day at Black Rock
J. W. Coop

(1971)

Lonely Are the Brave
High Noon

(1955)

(1962)

(1952)

The Magnificent Seven (1960)
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Tom Milne

Tom Milne is the author of Mamoulian and editor of
Godard on Godard.

The films are listed in chronological

o rd er .

Three Bad Men (1926)
They Died With Their Boots On
My Darling Clementine

(1941)

(1946)

She Wore a Yellow Ribbon (1949)
Wagonmaster (1950)
Run of the Arrow
Rio Bravo

(1957)

(1959:

Little Big Man (1970)
Ulzana's Raid

(1972)

Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid (1973)

Kim Newman

Kim Newman is the author of Nightmare Movies. Wild West
Mgyie.S and is a contributor to the The Science Fiction
Encyclopedia-

The films are listed in no particular order.

The Searchers

(1956)

Ulzana's Raid

(1972)

Lonesome Dove

(the 1988 television mini-series)

The Naked Spur (1953)
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The Wild Bunch
Dodge Cicv

136 5;

(193 5)

Red River

(1948'

3:10 to Yuma

(1957)

Son of Paleface

(1952)

Ted Reinhart

Ted Reinhart reviews both A and series Westerns in
several video magazines.

High Noon
Shane

These are his Top Ten A Westerns.

(1952.

(1953)

Stagecoach

(1939)

Ride the High Country
Broken Arrow
Red River

(1962)

(19 50)

(1948)

The Gunfighter
The Westerner

(1950)
(1940)

The Three Godfathers
Wagonmaster

(1948)

(195 0)

Richard Schickel

Richard Schickel is the film critic of Time magazine.
The films are listed in no particular order.
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Stagecoach

;15 3 1

Fcrt Apache

(1948}

She Wore a Yellow Ribbon
Red River

(1948)

My Darling Clementine
The Searchers
Rio Bravo

(1949)

(1946)

(1956)

(195 9)

The Wild Bunch

(196 9)

Winchester '73

(1950)

Man of the West

1958)

David Thompson

Amongst David Thompson's publications is A Biographical
Dictionary of the Cinema.

The films are listed in order of

preference.

Red River (1948)
Rio Bravo

(1959)

Man of the West
The Searchers

(1958)

(1956)

The Far Country

(195 5)

Pursued (1947)
Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid (1973)
Run of the Arrow

(1957)

The Missouri Breaks

(1976)
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The Shooting

(1966)

Robin Wood

Robin Wood is a film critic who reviews both A and
series westerns. The films are listed in alphabetical order.

Drums Along the Mohawk

(193 9)

Duel in the Sun (1946)
Heaven's Gate

(198 0)

Heller in Pink Tights
Man of the West

(1960)

1958)

The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance
McCabe and Mrs. Miller
Rancho Notorious
Rio Bravo

(1962)

(1971)

(19 52)

(1959)

She Wore a Yellow Ribbon

(1949)

Also, eight out of the ten films selected in a poll by
the British Film Institute (Hardy,
included in this study,

as well

1991, p. 382)

are

as seven films cited in a

compilation of the favorite westerns of French film critics
(Hardy,

1991, p. 382).

The complete lists of each follow.

British Film Institute

In 1988 members of the British Film Institute were
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invited to take cart in a poll to select the ten best
Westerns of all time.
preference,

in order of

were:

1. High Noon

(1S52)

2. The Searchers
3. Stagecoach
4. Shane

The Members' Ten Best,

(1956)

(1939)

(1953)-

5. Red River

(1948)

6. The Wild Bunch

(1969)

=7 Once upon a Time in the West
=7 The Outlaw Josey Wales
=7 Rio Bravo

(1968)

(1976)

(19E9)

10. Ride the High Country (1962)

French Critics

A compilatation of the movies mentioned in the 28
French critics' Ten Best Westerns lists,
Le Western (1966) , based on the number
list.

first published in

ofcitations in

the

It is reprinted here to offer a comparison to the

contemporary Ten Bests.

1. Johnny Guitar
2. Rio Bravo

(1954)

(1959)

3. The Big Sky (1952)
4. Man Without a Star (1955)
The Naked Spur

(1953)
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Rar.chc Nc:cr;ous

(1952'1

5. The Left-Handed Gun

(1958)

My Darling Clementine

(1946)

Ride the High Country (1962)
The Searchers

(1956)

6. Duel in the Sun (1946)
The Hanging Tree
Red River

(195 9)

(1948)

Run of the Arrow (1957)
Seven Men from Now (1956)
Silver Lode

1954)

7. Colorado Territory

(1949)

The Far Country (19 55)
Heller in Pink Tights
The Last Hunt

(1956)

Man of the West
The Unforgiven
Wagonmaster

(1960)

(1958)
(196 0)

(1950)

8. The Last Frontier (1955)
The Last Wagon

(1956)

Man from Laramie
The Plainsman

(1955)

(1936)

River of No Return

(1954)

They Died with Their Boots On (1941)
Warlock

(1959)

Western Union

(1941)
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Winchester

'"3

9. Billy the Kid

(1950)

(193 0)

Comanche Station

(I960)

Gunfight at the O.K. Corral

(1957)

The Magnificent Seven (1960)
The Outlaw

(1943)

Stagecoach

(1939)

Tennessee's Partner (1955)
3.10 to Yuma
Wichita

(1957)

(1955)

The Wonderful Country (1959)
10. Apache

(1954

Backlash

(1956)

Bend of the River (1952)
Broken Arrow (1950)
Buchanan Rides Alone
Buffalo Bill

(1944)

The Covered Wagon
Dallas

(1958)

(1923)

(1950)

The Devil's Doorway (1950)
A Distant Trumpet

(1964)

Escape from Fort Bravo
Forty Guns
Go West

(1953)

(1957)

(1925)

The Gold Rush (1925)
The Gunfighter

(1950)
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The Horse Soldiers

i!959)

The Indian Fighter

(1955)

The Iron Horse
Jesse James

(1924)

(1939)

A King and Four Queens

(1956)

Last Train from Gun Hill
The Law and Jake Wade
The Lone Ranger

(19 58)

(1956)

Lonely Are the Brave
Major Dundee
The Misfits

(1962)

(1965)
(1961)

One-Eyed Jacks
Pursued

(1959)

(1961)

(1947)

Rio Conchos

(1964)

Run for Cover (1955)
Shane

(1953)

The Sheepman

(1958)

The Sheriff of Fractured Jaw
Silver River

(1948)

The Singer Not the Song
Taza, Son of Cochise
The Tin Star

(1959)

(1961)

(1954)

(1957)

The Treasure of the Sierra Madre
The True Story of Jesse James

(1948)

(1957)

Two Rode Together (1961)
The Unconquered

(1947)
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Westward the Werner. (1952)
Yellow Sky (1948)
Yellowstone Kelly

(1959)

Brian Garfield

Garfield

(1982),

in Western Fil ms , cited a list of

twenty-six favorite westerns, seven of which are examined in
this study

(pp. 47-48,

52).

The films are listed in

chronological order.

The Virginian

(1329)

Law and Order

(1532)

Union Pacific

(1939)

The Westerner

(1940)

Western Union

(1941)

My Darling Clementine
Canyon Passage
Ramrod
Pursued

(1946)

(194 6)

(1947)
(194 7)

The Treasure of the Sierra Madre
Four Faces West
Red River

(194 8)

(1948)

(1948)

Blood on the Moon

(1948)

She Wore a Yellow Ribbon (1949)
Rio Grande

(1950)
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The Gun fighter
High Noon

',135 0)

(195 2!

Ride the Man Down
The Naked Spur
Shane

(1952)

(1953)

(1953)

Bad Day at Black Rock
Johnny Guitar

(1954)

The Searchers

(1956)

Lonely Are the Brave

(1954)

(1962)

Ride the High Country (1962)
The Wild Bunch

(1969)
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APPENDIX B
LETTER TO PROSPECTIVE PANEL MEMBER

Review of Western Filins

As we discussed on the telephone,

I am attempting to

examine leadership as it is portrayed in the American
western film genre.

Specifically, I am looking for a representative
sampling of movies from 1945 through 1995. My limitations
for the study were: movies made only for theatrical release,
produced or popular in the United States, and set in a time
period before World War I. No "B" westerns were considered;
musicals were also eliminated from consideration, as were
comedies or parodies (although some critics have argued that
Little Big Man is a parody, and I would appreciate your
input on this question.)

For the movies from '45 through '80, I used a variety
of sources in the compilation of the list--officially, the
standard that I am citing is a three-star or above rating in
both Scheuer's and Maltin's video guide, or commercial
success as defined by the box office hits of Finler's
Hollywood oLory. Obviously, some of the movies met both
criteria (Shane, Red River, The Alamo, Little Big Man, Rio
Bravo, Butch Cassady). In creating the list, I have tried to
take into account different notable directors of the genre
(Ford, his "bastard son" Peckinpah, Hawks, Mann, Leone,
Sturges, etc.), as well as different plot lines (i.e.,
Wright's plot variations).

Since the western more or less experienced a death and
resurrection after 1980, it seemed appropriate to broaden
the list after that point. With the genre laboring to
reinvent itself, (particularly in light of the push to
become more inclusive in topic and character), it seemed
appropriate to include the wider scope of effort, including
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1545-5C:

My Darling Clementine
Red River

1950-60:

High Noon
The Searchers
Shane
Rio Bravo
Winchester 73

1960-70:

The Alamo
The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance
Fistful of Dollars
Ride the High Country
Magnificent Seven
Wild Bunch
True Grit

1970-80:

Butch Cassady & the Sundance Kid
Little Big Man
Outlaw Josey Wales
McCabe and M r s . Miller

1980-90:

Pale Rider
Tom Horn
The Long Riders

1990-95:

Dances with Wolves
Unforgiven
Tombstone
Wyatt Earp
Bad Girls
Possee
Geronimo

Thank you very much for your assistance in this
vent ur e.
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Ralph Turner
518 Georgia A v e .
Bristol, TN. 37620
Phone:
(615) 764-1370 (home)
(615) 926-1171 Ext. 2532

(work)
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APPENDIX C
RESPONSE LETTERS FROM PANEL MEMBERS

East Tennessee State University
College of Arts and Sciences
Office of the Dean • Box 70730 • Johnson City, Tennessee 37514-0730 • (615) 929-56.71

August 11, 1995

Ralph Turner

Dear Ralph,
Your list of films is excellent.
It covers a wide range of
sub jects in' the genre as well as sub-generic material which helps
to define the major concerns you want to handle. My only
suggestion for an addition to the list would be "Silverado."
I
reali 2 e it may not have impressed the critics, but it some
respects it paved the way for "Unforgiven," and I think expanded
the genre's parameters a bit as well.
Good luck

?
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East Tennessee State University
College of Arts and Sciences
Department of English « Box 70683 • Johnson City, Tennessee 37614-0683 ■ (615)929-4339

August 18, 1995

Ralph Turner
518 Georgia Avenue
Bristol, TN
37620
Dear M r . Turner:
Thank you for asking roe to review your prospectus
dissertation
about
the
question
of
leadership
as
cinematically represented in the western.

for a
it
is

From an admittedly wide range of possibilities, I think that you
have chosen westerns that represent some of the best in the genre.
I believe that you intend to add "Silverado" to the list, and I
still recommend that you consider "Hombre," though it may
duplicate points that you might just as well make with a film
already in your list.
Good luck with your research project, and please let me know if I
may be of any further assistance.
Sincerely

Professor of English
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East Tennessee State University
College of Arts and Sciences
Department ot Criminal Justice and Criminology • Box 70555 • Johnson City. Tennessee 37614-0555 • (615) 929-5346

July 31, 1995

Ralph Turner
518 Georgia Avenue
Bristol, TN 37620
Dear Ralph:
Your list looks very solid.
I really do not have anything to add
to it. Regarding LITTLE BIG HAN as a parody, depending on how one
defines parody, a number of westerns have an element of parody
(e.g., Josey Wales).
In fact, the Leone films all seem to have
such an element to me.
I think LITTLE BIG MAN would be a good
addition to your list.
I believe your study will be an interesting one and look forward to
seeing what you come up with.
Sincerely,

Michael c. Braswell, Ph.D
Professor
MCB/se
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VITA

Ralph Lamar Turner

Personal Data: Date of Birth: August 4, 1955
Place of Birth: Petersburg, Virginia
Marital Status: Married

Education:

Public Schools, Orleans, France;
Roanoke, Virginia
Emory & Henry College, Emory, Virginia;
interdisciplinary (English
literature/physical education), B.A.,
1978
Eastern Mennonite Seminary,
Harrisonburg, Virginia;
religion, M.A. , 1983
East Tennessee State University, Johnson
City, Tennessee; physical education,
M.A., 1988
East Tennessee State University, Johnson
City, Tennessee; educational
administration, Ed.D., 1996

Professional: Johnson City Medical Center, Johnson City,
Tennessee; Exercise Physiologist, 1991-1993
Mountain Home Veterans Administration
Medical Center, Johnson City, Tennessee;
Clinical Kinesiotherapist, 1993-1996

Publications:

Turner, Ralph L. (1996) . A comparative
analysis of the effects of a 12-week
exercise program on the met levels of
anterior versus inferior myocardial
infarct patients. Clinical
Kinesiology.5 0 (1). 17-20.

Honors and
Awards:

I-HEY Scholarship recipient, 1974-1977
All-Virginia Collegiate Athletic
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Association Football Team, 1974
All-Old Dominion Athletic Association
Football Team, 1975-1977
ESTRAL Scholarship recipient, 1982-1983
Summa Cum Laude graduate, Eastern
Mennonite Seminary, 1983
Member, The Gamma Beta Phi Society, 1994-1996
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